
BACK FROM THE BRINK  - STRATEGY SESSION

   Monday, February 7    1:15pm-5pm  (Refreshments Provided)

Conference Room # 2 - Methodist Building -  110 Maryland Avenue, NE

AGENDA

1:15pm - 1:30pm -  Overview of  the Back From the Brink Campaign/ Goals for the
meeting.

1:30 - 2pm - The De-alerting Issue  (Bruce Blair/Brookings Institution -
ArjunMakhijani/Back From the Brink)
What is the de-alerting process we are proposing?  How does de-alerting connect to other
disarmament issues?  What are the responses to attacks on de-alerting?

2- 2:40pm - Congress and Administration  (Daryl Kimball, Coalition to Reduce Nuclear
Dangers)
Developing political goals and a focus for grassroots pressure.

2:45 - 5pm - Grassroots Organizing

- What organizations are planning on de-alerting
- New organizing ideas for community education  (video, public forums, etc.)
- Elections and NPT Conference
- Outreach to other constituencies
- Media
- Web Site
- Funding Proposals for grassroots projects
- Elite Strategy (speaker's tours, media, etc.)

Please RSVP to:

Ira Shorr
Back From the Brink, Coordinator
301-588-8923
e.mail: IRARR84@aol.com

Visit our web site at:  www.dealert.org
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Date: Wed, 26 Jan 2000 17:49:09 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: Re: reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>

Thanks for your prompt reply. I have written to the others, but in the
press of other things didn't get them mailed today. They will go out
tomorrow.

Best regards,

Bob
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-719-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
X-Sender: wilpfun@pop.igc.org
Date: Wed, 26 Jan 2000 18:41:26 -0500
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: WILPF <wilpfun@igc.org>
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
X-eGroups-Approved-By: a2000@silcom.com via email
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Join On Line Dialogues

<x-rich>

<fontfamily><param>Geneva</param>Join the Negotiations for Nuclear
Disarmament!

Tell Them What You Think Through On-Line Dialogue

January 25- Feb 3, 2000

www.reachingcriticalwill.org

Reaching Critical Will, a project of Women's International League is

working towards a successful Non Proliferation Treaty Review

Conference in 2000.  We need all voices, loudly and clearly calling

for the elimination of nuclear weapons,

In the weeks leading up to the NPT Review Conference, we intend to

bring representative of Non Governmental Organizations and

governmental representatives together for a monthly event at the UN

both in New York and in Geneva.

For 2 weeks prior to these meetings, we intend to use our web page to

solicit views from around the world on relevant topic.
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Our first session will focus on two questions:

1. What role can the multilateral NPT have in making progress in

nuclear disarmament?

2. Should there be a subsidiary body an on-going on nuclear

disarmament or another new institutional mechanism?  If so, what

should it do?

Please see our web site for background information.

The views collected from this debate will be made available to

relevant decision makers in the governmental and non-governmental

community on paper and electronically.

And how do you join the on-line dialogues????

We will be using 2 parts of our web site for this discussion.

For short comments (up to 75 words) please

1.  Go to our web site

2.  click on our CHAT ROOM ,

3.  Wait to load and then enter your name (you are encouraged to

identify affiliation by anonymity is fine)

4.  Click on ROOMs

5,  Click on ROLE OF NPT and then

6. click on ENTER ROOM

and type in your comments by clicking in the text space at the bottom

of the screen.
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If you have a longer piece to submit  please email your contribution
to

dialogues@reachingcriticalwill.org

The chat room transcripts and the longer contributions will appear on

our MESSAGE BOARD

If you need technical help in posting something to the chat email

stephanie@reachingcriticalwill.org

Look forward to seeing you on-line,

Felicity & Stephanie

Reaching Critical Will

Felicity Hill, Director

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom

United Nations Office

777 UN Plaza, New York, NY 10017, USA

Ph:  1 212 682 1265

Fax: 1 212 286 8211

email: flick@igc.apc.org

web: www.wilpf.int.ch  www.reachingcriticalwill.org
</fontfamily>

Felicity Hill, Director

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom

United Nations Office

777 UN Plaza, 6th Floor
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New York, NY 10017, USA

Ph 1 212 682 1265

Fax 1 212 286 821

email: wilpfun@igc.apc.org

web: www.wilpf.int.ch  www.reachingcriticalwill.org

</x-rich>
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-739-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
X-Sender: wilpfun@pop.igc.org
Date: Fri, 28 Jan 2000 09:40:21 -0500
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: WILPF <wilpfun@igc.org>
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
X-eGroups-Approved-By: a2000@silcom.com via webctrl
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Reading Guide on the NPT

<x-rich><fontfamily><param>Geneva</param>Dear Nuclear Disarmers,

If you want to know what to expect from the World Meeting on Nuclear
Disarmament or NPT Review Conference April 24 - May 19, 2000 READ ON!!!
   

Feedback and suggested additions for this reading guide to the NPT are
very welcome.

OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

Here is the link to the main document that you should read - the final
report of the Preparatory Committee for the 2000 Review Conference.
NPT/CONF.2000/1  This is the document the governments are going into
the 2000 Review Conference with, and we NGOs should print it out and
study it!  

http://www.reachingcriticalwill.org/npt_documents/NPT_CONF.2000_1.htm#562.htm

The Final Report document contains the agenda, the rules, an official
summary of the 3 preparatory meetings  for the 2000 Review held in
1997, 1998 and 1999, the Chairmans first draft of a text, 29 different
papers in response and the final Chairman's text.

Comparing the first and the second Chairman's text, and knowing the
positions and ideas presented in the 29 papers is a very good head
start!
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You can find all the official documents from 1995, 1997, 1998 and 1999
on our website also

http://www.reachingcriticalwill.org/NPT_docs_index.html

Treaty texts, the 1995 decisions and the Final Documents and Press
Releases from the 1997 and 1998 meeting are also up on the Department
for Disarmament Affairs website , an excellent resource

 http://www.un.org/Depts/dda/WMD/NPT.htm

ANALYSIS

Listed below are some reports and analysis from NGOs of the documents
to come out of the Preparatory Meetings in 1997, 1998 and 1999 which
are relevant to what to expect in 2000. 

PREPARING FOR THE 2000 REVIEW

http://www.acronym.org.uk/41npt.htm   (preparing  for 2000 Review)

http://www.acronym.org.uk/36judo.htm  (Using the NPT to Make the
Nuclear-Weapons States Negotiate the Abolition of Nuclear Weapons)

1999 PREPCOM

BEFORE

http://www.acronym.org.uk/36prep.htm (The 1999 PrepCom: Substantive
Issues, Rebecca Johnson)
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http://www.acronym.org.uk/33npt.htm  (Use 1999 To Rescue The NPT Review
Process, Rebecca Johnson) 

http://www.ceip.org/programs/npp/dhanapala.htm (The NPT Internal and
External Challenges, Mr. Dhanapala,  Carneggie Conference)

http://www.nyu.edu/globalbeat/nuclear/Rauf0399.html (Tariq Rauf & John
Simpson, The 1999 NPT PrepCom)

DURING

http://www.acronym.org.uk/nptdesc.htm  (Briefings from the ACRONYM
Insitute on the 3rd NPT PrepCom

AFTER

http://www.acronym.org.uk/37npt.htm  (The NPT Third PrepCom: What
Happened and How, Rebecca Johnson)

http://www.lcnp.org/disarmament/npt%20report.htm (Jim Wurst, Lawyers
Committee on Nuclear Policy)

1998 PREPCOM

BEFORE

http://www.acronym.org.uk/a11exec.htm (Executive Summary, ACRONYM 11
Reviewing the Non-Proliferation Treaty, Preparing for the Future,
Rebecca Johnson)

http://www.acronym.org.uk/a11pt1.htm  (Part 1, ACRONYM 11,  From 1970
to 1998)

http://www.acronym.org.uk/a11pt2.htm  (from ACRONYM 11 Some Questions
and Proposals for Strengthening the Non-Proliferation Regime)

http://www.lcnp.org/disarmament/Article6.htm (Rearmament is
Disarmament? Lawyers Committee on Nuclear Policy)

AFTER

http://www.acronym.org.uk/25npt.htm   (The 1998 PrepCom: Summary and
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Snapshots, Rebecca Johnson)

http://www.acronym.org.uk/acro12.htm  (ACRONYM 12 Reviewing the
Non-Proliferation Treaty: Problems and Processes, Rebecca Johnson)

1997 PREPCOM

BEFORE

http://www.acronym.org.uk/13launch.htm  (Launching an Effective Review
Process of the NPT in April 1997, Rebecca Johnson)

http://www.acronym.org.uk/13npt.htm  (A New Beginning for the NPT by
Joseph Cirincione)

AFTER

http://www.acronym.org.uk/14prep.htm (1997 PrepCom report Rebecca
Johnson)

http://www.acronym.org.uk/15npt.htm (Report of 1997 PrepCOm) Ben
Sanders

http://www.acronym.org.uk/14npt.htm (Using the NPT to advance nuclear
disarmamnet - JOnathan Dean)

1995 REVIEW AND EXTENSION CONFERENCE

http://www.acronym.org.uk/acro7.htm  (ACRONYM 7, Indefinite Extension
of the Non-Proliferation Treaty: Risks and Reckonings

http://www.greenpeace.org/%7Eintlaw/npt-law.html (Greenpeace legal
analysis of extension)
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FIRST COMMITTEE REPORTS - WITH REFERENCES TO NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT AND
THE NPT

http://www.acronym.org.uk/41unga.htm  (1st Committee 1999)

http://www.acronym.org.uk/32first.htm (1st Committee 1998)

http://www.acronym.org.uk/20first.htm (1st Committee 1997)

http://www.acronym.org.uk/10un1.htm  (1st Committee 1996)

http://www.acronym.org.uk/dd01.htm#T-0028 (1st Committee 1995)

     
</fontfamily>

Felicity Hill, Director

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom

United Nations Office

777 UN Plaza, 6th Floor

New York, NY 10017, USA

Ph 1 212 682 1265

Fax 1 212 286 821

email: wilpfun@igc.apc.org

web: www.wilpf.int.ch  www.reachingcriticalwill.org

</x-rich>
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To: IRARR84@aol.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Back from the Brink packets
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <bc.ad8a8e.25c33e53@aol.com>
References: 

At 01:47 PM 1/28/00 EST, you wrote:
>Howard,
>Here is the agenda for the meeting on Feb 7th- any help in getting folks out 
>is appreciated.  Basically, the pitch is --if an organization is interested 
>in any education to their members on de-alerting, Back From The Brink is a 
>resource for them--and for coordinating efforts among different groups.
>I was thinking of calling Church Women United and National Council of 
>Churches- do you have phone numbers for them--and for anyone else you think I 
>should contact personally.

Ira,

I sent your announcement and agenda to faith-based organizations who worked together for CTBT ratification, 
including Church Women United and National Council of Churches. Although I keep mentioning de-alerting to them, I 
doubt that many will show up.

I'm presently putting together an Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament which will including de-alerting on its 
agenda.  Eventually we'll build interest and action on the subject.

Howard
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To: relctbt
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: De-alerting meeting on February 7
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Colleagues:

Several organizations have launched a Back from the Brink campaign on de-alerting the nuclear arsenal.  One of these 
days I will be sending you a package of background information.  Meanwhile, the organizers have scheduled a strategy 
meeting for Monday afternoon, February 7 in the Methodist Building.  More details and the agenda are attached.  You 
are invited to attend if you want to find out more about de-alerting and offer your ideas, especially on grassroots 
outreach.   You can RSVP as indicated.

Shalom,
Howard

###

BACK FROM THE BRINK  - STRATEGY SESSION

     Monday, February 7    1:15pm-5pm  (Refreshments Provided)

  Conference Room # 2 - Methodist Building -  110 Maryland Avenue, NE

     AGENDA 

1:15pm - 1:30pm -  Overview of  the Back From the Brink Campaign/ Goals for the meeting.

1:30 - 2pm - The De-alerting Issue  (Bruce Blair/Brookings Institution - ArjunMakhijani/Back From the Brink)
What is the de-alerting process we are proposing?  How does de-alerting connect to other disarmament issues?  What 
are the responses to attacks on de-alerting?

2- 2:40pm - Congress and Administration  (Daryl Kimball, Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers)
Developing political goals and a focus for grassroots pressure.

2:45 - 5pm - Grassroots Organizing

- What organizations are planning on de-alerting
- New organizing ideas for community education  (video, public forums, etc.)
- Elections and NPT Conference
- Outreach to other constituencies
- Media
- Web Site
- Funding Proposals for grassroots projects
- Elite Strategy (speaker's tours, media, etc.)

Please RSVP to:
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Ira Shorr
Back From the Brink, Coordinator
301-588-8923
e.mail: IRARR84@aol.com

Visit our web site at:  www.dealert.org
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To: gpowers@nccbuscc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Jerry,

I understand the reasons why the U.S Catholic Conference cannot become a formal member of the Interfaith Partnership 
for Nuclear Disarmament.  And I realize that you, as the person who covers nuclear weapons issues, don't have the time 
to participate in regular meetings of the Steering Committee on Capitol Hill.   At the same time I know you support the 
policy objectives that this new Interfaith Partnership will be seeking and that you want to cooperate with interfaith 
activities on a more-or-less ad hoc basis.  I believe that you recognize the usefulness of the Interfaith Group for the 
CTBT, the flow of information that came to you, and our role in setting up meetings with staff of leading senators and 
with White House staff.

Would you therefore be willing to write me a letter on your letterhead that I can use to show potential funders that we 
have a working relationship with the U.S. Catholic Conference on nuclear disarmament issues?  

If so, you might note that you share the policy objectives of the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament (see 
attached); that although the U.S. Catholic Conference as a matter of ordinary policy doesn't formally join such 
coalitions, you want to have a working relationship with what we are doing; that you will join with us in meetings with 
members of Congress and their staff and with persons in the Executive Branch; that you will consider signing joint 
letters that are consistent with your policies and on occasion will write letters to public officials simultaneously with 
letters from other denominations.  You might indicate that you look forward to receiving information on nuclear 
disarmament issues that the Interfaith Partnership will provide, including material obtained from civil-sector 
organizations and channeled to you; that you will share information about issues and timing of legislative decisions with 
your network of diocesan justice and peace offices; that you will encourage them to cooperate in interfaith activities on 
nuclear disarmament in their states.  You might note that this kind of cooperative working relationship has been useful 
in the CTBT ratification campaign and can be useful on other issues of nuclear disarmament.

Writing such a letter would not bind you nor make you a formal member of the Interfaith Partnership, but it would be 
useful to me in trying to obtain foundation grants to bring outside resources into the faith community to enhance our 
work on nuclear disarmament.  However, if 
this is asking for more a commitment that you are willing to put in writing, I will understand.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament

        Within the faith community in the United States there is widespread
consensus on the goal of eliminating all nuclear weapons on Earth.  This is
the position of many denominations and numerous religious associations.  An
Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament is forming as a vehicle for
working together to achieve this goal.

Public Policy Objectives
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The Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament realizes that the global
elimination of nuclear weapons is likely to take a number of years to
achieve through a series of incremental steps.  Therefore, the Partnership
will work to achieve those steps that move toward nuclear disarmament,
including:

Ø Ratification and implementation of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
Ø De-alerting the world's nuclear arsenal by separating warheads from
delivery vehicles and other means.
Ø Deep cuts in the U.S. and Russian strategic arsenal on an interim basis
until they go to zero (say, to 1,000 de-alerted warheads on each side and
then to 200 or fewer).
Ø Curtailing the development of new nuclear weapons. 
Ø Halting efforts to establish ballistic missile defense.
Ø Support for and enhancement of the international nonproliferation regime.
Ø Negotiation and adoption of a global Nuclear Weapons Convention that
outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons under strict and effective
international control.  
Ø Achievement of an international system of fissile material control.

Structure

To provide a structural a framework for working together, the Interfaith
Partnership will have two units: a Steering Committee and a National
Advisory Board.

The Steering Committee will consist of representatives from participating
denominations and religious associations.  It will meet monthly in
Washington to plan partnership activities, guide implementation, and
evaluate the results.  It will also serve as the corporate board of
directors.  Sub-groups will function as appropriate to plan and carry out
particular tasks or work on specific issues.

The National Advisory Board will consist of top religious leaders.  They
will serve as individuals though many of them will hold high level
positions in their denominations.  Although the National Advisory Board
will not meet as a body, members will be drawn upon for meetings with
executive officials and members of Congress.

The Steering Committee will have a small support staff, but most of the
implementation will be carried out by participating denominations and
associations, working together cooperatively, and by their grassroots
networks.  Foundation grants are being sought to support this endeavor.

Modes of Operation

 Because all nuclear weapons (as far as is known) are in the control of
governments, it is governments which will decide whether to adopt and carry
out the steps toward nuclear disarmament.  Therefore, the focus of the
Interfaith Partnership will be upon influencing governmental officials who
determine public policies on nuclear weapons.  This will be achieved
through three modes of operation: (i) education and mobilization of
regional and local religious bodies and people of faith so that they can
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contact public officials, (ii) direct contact with public officials in
Washington, and (iii) efforts to shape public opinion through the media and
other avenues.

Grassroots education and mobilization will occur through regional and local
networks of denominations and religious associations.  The main objective
is to have numerous persons from the faith community be in touch with
public officials regularly on nuclear disarmament issues.  To help this
process staff of participating organizations and the Interfaith Partnership
will produce and disseminate issue briefs, sample letters to the editor,
op-ed pieces, and worship material.  Efforts will be to achieve interfaith
action at the state and local level.   Use will be made of conference calls
and state and regional training workshops.

 Participants in the Interfaith Partnership will make direct contact with members of Congress, their staff, and key 
persons in the Executive Branch.  There will be sign-on letters, public statements, news conferences, and public forums.  
The Interfaith Partnership will work closely with secular
organizations working for nuclear disarmament.

 Use will be made of the public media to influence public opinion by
bringing the views of the faith community on nuclear disarmament before the
general public.  This will achieved through direct contact with reporters,
editors, and television and radio news producers.  Use will be made of
denominational publications, both national and regional, to gain fuller
coverage of nuclear disarmament issues.

Issues of 2000

 The U.S. position at the Review Conference of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Conference in April-May will be an important
issue in the early months of 2000.  The Interfaith Partnership will
encourage the United States and other nuclear weapons states to make a
concrete commitment to significant steps toward nuclear disarmament.

 Although the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty will not come before the Senate again until 2001, preparation for 
reconsideration of ratification will
occur in 2000.  The need to curtail research and design of new nuclear
weapons under the guise of stockpile stewardship is a continuing issue.

 De-alerting the nuclear arsenal by taking strategic weapons off
hair-trigger alert will come into sharper focus in 2000.  Restrictions on
de-alerting by Congress need to be removed.   The possibility of deeper
cuts in the strategic arsenal will also be a possibility with the election
of a new Russian president and the Duma.

 The Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament will work on these and
other issues.
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-784-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
Date: Tue, 01 Feb 2000 13:10:15 +0200
From: acc <acc@internetegypt.com>
Reply-To: acc@internetegypt.com
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: otherisr@actcom.co.il, otherisr@actcom.co.il, peacenow@actcom.co.il,
        johnburroughs@earthlink.net, petweiss@org, hillels@attglobal.net,
        ddurand@mvtpaix.org, wslf@earthlink.net, lcnp@lcnp.org,
        abolition-caucus@egroups.com, abolition-caucus@igc.org
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Arab reaction to Israeli Knesset debate.

To : “The Other Isreaeli” otherisr@actcom.co.il,
peacenow@actcom.co.il,
johnburroughs@earthlink.net,
petweiss@org,
hillels@attglobal.net,
ddurand@mvtpaix.org,
wslf@earthlink.net,
lcnp@lcnp.org,
abolition-caucus@egroups.com,
abolition-caucus@igc.org

All information on he forthcoming Knesset debate on Israeli nuclear
capabilities and NGOs activities related to this debate was already
disseminated. The following are some reactions to this information from
Egypt.(we shall be grateful if Israeli NGOs will forward this
information to the relevant members of the Knesset and to Israeli press)

1.  In an interview broadcasted by the Egyptian TV., Mohammed Sobeh,
Palestinian ambassador to the League of Arab States, informed millions
of viewers about the activities of NGOs undertaken in relation to the
forthcoming Knesset debate on Israeli nuclear capabilities. He stressed
the fact that the Palestinian people are not only facing the deadly
threats posed by Israeli nuclear weapons but also by the terrible harms
of the radiation of nuclear wastes dumped by Israel in the Nakab desert,
very close to the Palestinian homeland and to the Egyptian territories
as well. He added, settlements concluded or now under discussions
between Israel and PLO and Arab countries will be unstable and may
collapse in future unless nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass
destruction proliferated in the region will be eliminated. Durable peace
can be established in the Middle East once the threats of these weapons
will come to an end.
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 ? Egyptian Scientists against Proliferation (ESAP) , a group of
scientists mainly  work in the field of nuclear energy, issued an appeal
to Israeli scientists engineers, physicians and lawyers who are
scientifically aware of the dangers of nuclear weapons (NWs) and other
weapons of mass destruction (WMDs) and the illegality of their use.  The
appeal firmly stated,  “proliferation of nuclear weapons by Israel will
be undoubtedly challenged with various types of weapons of mass
destruction produced by other countries of the region to create the so-
called mutual deterrence. Any local conflict in the future, numerous in
the  Middle East, may degenerate out of control towards nuclear disaster
. Thus no security for Israel or any other country of the region will be
ensured.
 ESAP urged Israeli scientists, engineers, lawyers and physitians to
size the occasion of the Knesset  debate and join the campaign to free
the world and the Middle East from  all weapons of mass destruction .
After mentioning Vanunu’s revelation of  Israeli nuclear weapons secrets
in 1986 , ESAP Appeal added, “ the  Knesset debate may also lead to the
further transparency of Israli nuclear activities, a step which could
prompt Israel to join NPT and put all its nuclear installation under the
safeguards and inspection  regime of the  International Atomic Energy
Agency”. Such steps which had been already taken by all other countries
of the Middle East will enable peace forces in the region to halt trends
conducive to the production of weapons of mass destruction. They will
also put  their governments on the correct track to start negotiations
in good faith with the aim of  eliminating all these  weapons.
The  Appeal of the Egyptian scientists also expressed their concern over
the Demona reactor which is old and technologically out of date, “A
disaster of the Chernobyl  type may occur at any time” they stressed.

 ? Dr. Ismat Abdel-Megid, Secretary General of the League of Arab States
in responce to questions by journalists on the Knesset debate,
reiterated the position of the Arab League, saying that transparency of
nuclear activities in the Middle East will promote confidence building
measures and contribute to the efforts made to eliminate nuclear weapons
in the Middle East. To this end, Israeli adherence to NPT and its
commitment to the treaty articles are important, the Secretary General
stressed.

 ? The Afro-Asian Peoples Solidarity Organisation (AAPSO) issued a
statement expressing its appreciation to the forthcoming Knesset debate
and NGOs activities undertaken on this occasion .
After presenting the role of AAPSO in various governmental for a and
non-governmental organisations to free the world from all nuclear
weapons, the statement urged all organisations to promote debates on
this question with the aim of  ensuring transparency to nuclear
activities and pressuring Israel to join NPT.

2. Meanwhile, the Arab Coordination Centre of NGOs approached many peace
organisations in many countries and forwarded to them all information on
the Knesset forthcoming debate and NGOs activites. Special efforts were
made to ensure the involvement of organisations, as well as governmental
and UN bodies which deal with the question of  human rights in these
activities. More than 400 copies of the following message were sent to
them:
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 Dear Friends,
Among all civil, economic, social and human rights, the right to life
and to exist on our planet is the most prominent and essential. Fully
obseirving this basic right is the key to our successful struggle to
eliminate nuclear weapons.
On Wednesday Feruary the second, 2000, the Israeli Knesset will debate
for the first time the question of  Israeli nuclear capabilities , a
step which prompts many NGOs concerned with problems of peace to launch
a campaign in connection to this debate with the hope that it will be a
starting point leading to a Middle East free from nuclear weapons and
other weapons of mass destruction.
Israeli possion of nuclear weapons is a threat to the very existence of
the people of the region. In this connection it should be noted that the

international court of Justice, in its 1996. Advisory opinion to the
General Assembly of the United Nations, declared that nuclear weapons
are incompatible with the dictates of humanitaran law and that all
states have an obligation to "pursue in good faith and bring to a
conclusion negotations leading to nuclear disarmement in all its aspects

under strict and affective international control."
We, therefore, appeal to all NGOs concerned with problems of human
rights and international humanitaran law to join the present campaign
for the elimination of all nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass
destruction in the Midle East and support the efforts of members of
Knesset aimed at revealing Israeli nuclear capabilities and the
necessity of their transparency as a step to unmask the deadly dangers
of Isreali nuclear weapons .
We urge all NGOs to appeal to their branches and contacts  in Israel to
support the apove mentioned efforts and  build up a campaign to this
end.
Please , act now and continue your actions after the debate.
Best regards , with solidarity .
Bahig Nassar,
Coordinator; Arab Coordination Center of NGOs
18 Darih Saad Zaghloul , Fourth floor
Cairo Egypt
Tel./Fax. 3555502 E-Mail <acc@internegypt.com>
31- 1 - 2000
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To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"
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credit you deserve! Apply now! Get your NextCard Visa at:
http://click.egroups.com/1/921/1/_/91925/_/949405277/

-- Talk to your group with your own voice!
-- http://www.egroups.com/VoiceChatPage?listName=abolition-caucus&m=1
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To: nonukes@foesyd.org.au
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Sign-on letter
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

John,

I'll sign the letter to heads of state related to the NPT.  Thanks for this initiative.

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-797-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@e-groups.com
X-Sender: johnburroughs@mail.earthlink.net
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.0.1
Date: Wed, 02 Feb 2000 07:33:54 -0500
To: abolition-caucus@e-groups.com
From: Rayna Moss <legalese@netvision.net.il> (by way of John Burroughs <johnburroughs@earthlink.net>)
Cc: petweiss@igc.org
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] KNESSET ADDRESSES NUCLEAR WEAPONS

>Date: Wed, 2 Feb 2000 12:08:09 +0200
>To: abolition
>From: Rayna Moss <legalese@netvision.net.il>
>Subject: KNESSET ADDRESSES NUCLEAR WEAPONS
>Cc:
>Bcc:
>X-Attachments:
>
>The following is the English version of the speech made today, February 2,
>2000, by Knesset Member Issam Makhoul, in the historic debate in the
>Knesset on Israel's nuclear policy. Further information about the debate
>and the press conference held by MK Makhoul and anti-nuclear activists
>will be sent out later today.
>
>Rayna Moss
>The Israeli Committee for Mordechai Vanunu and for a Middle East Free of
>Atomic, Chemical and Biological Weapons
>
>Debate in the Knesset on Nuclear Weapons and Mordechai Vanunu
>Proposal Tabled by Knesset Member Issam Makhoul, February 2, 2000
>
>Mr. Chairman, Honorable Knesset,
>
>This is a historic day. For the first time since the establishment of the
>State of Israel, the Knesset is holding a debate on the issue of nuclear
>weapons in Israel, so this debate is being held 40 years late. This is
>also a sad day, because it reminds us, that the Knesset shirked its
>responsibility in an area that threatens us with the next holocaust, if we
>do not come to our senses, pause and stop in our tracks before the
>disaster. I hope that today's debate will symbolize the breaking of the
>wall of silence and the beginning of an intensive debate in the Knesset
>and among the public on this subject.
>
>Allow me to welcome our guests, Dr. Ray Kidder, one of the leading nuclear
>scientists in the United States, a man who has won numerous awards, who
>worked for decades at the U.S. government's National Nuclear Laboratory of
>Lawrence-Livermore, California, and who came to Israel especially to be
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>present at this debate; the members of the Israeli Committee for Mordechai
>Vanunu and for a Middle East Free of Atomic, Biological and Chemical
>Weapons; representatives of the World Committee of Physicians for the
>Prevention of Nuclear War; the representatives of the embassies of Egypt
>and Russia; and the many public figures, from the fields of academia,
>culture and the media, who are committed to breaking through the
>longstanding conspiracy of silence on the nuclear issue, who are here
>today for this debate.
>
>Members of the Knesset, I will begin with a quotation from the joint
>manifesto of Albert Einstein and philosopher Bertrand Russell, of July 9,
>1955: "We are speaking on this occasion, not as members of this or that
>nation, continent, or creed, but as human beings, members of the species
>Man, whose continued existence is in doubt... The problem... stark and
>dreadful, and inescapable [is]: Shall we put an end to the human race, or
>shall mankind renounce war?"
>
>Shortly after Albert Einstein issued that call for the elimination of
>nuclear weapons, he was approached by Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion and
>asked to serve as the president of the State of Israel. Ben-Gurion was
>already involved in the efforts to develop nuclear weapons in Israel, but
>he did not disclose that fact to Einstein. The eminent scientist turned
>down the offer. Einstein, a rare combination of a scientific genius and a
>humanist, already then believed that no message of justice and peace for
>humanity was forthcoming from Israel. How right he was.
>
>For the past 40 years, the policy of the Israeli governments on the
>nuclear issue has been characterized by fraud, lies and deceit. I strongly
>recommend to all Knesset Members to read the book "Vanunu and the Bomb",
>that was published last year by the Israeli Committee for Mordechai Vanunu
>and for a Middle East Free of Atomic, Biological and Chemical Weapons. It
>is important for the Knesset Members to be exposed to alternative
>information on a subject concerning which the government, the media and
>academia have collaborated to brainwash and drug the public. In one of the
>chapters in the book, entitled "The Israeli Government Declares", by
>journalist Gideon Spiro, the writer recalls that the deceit began 39 years
>ago, when on this very podium, on December 20, 1960, Prime Minister David
>Ben-Gurion announced the construction of "a research reactor in Dimona,
>that is designed entirely for peaceful purposes, and that when it is
>completed, it will be open to researchers from other countries." When he
>made that statement, Ben-Gurion knew that the reactor was not built for
>"peaceful purposes" and that there was no intention to open it to
>"researchers from around the world." Rather, we were presented with an
>Israeli atomic bomb factory, the work of which would be concealed from the
>citizens of Israel and from the citizens of the world.
>
>When the London weekly The Sunday Times published Mordechai Vanunu's
>revelations in October 1986, an alarming picture was revealed, showing
>that Israel already had more than 100 atomic bombs. Since then, the number
>of bombs, according to experts' estimates, is thought to have increased to
>the insane amount of 200-300.
>
>That is what we must discuss today, Mr. Chairman. The problem is not the
>messenger Vanunu, but the policy of all Israeli governments, which has
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>turned this small piece of land into a poisonous and poisoning nuclear
>waste bin, which could blow us all to heaven in a nuclear mushroom. The
>crime of manufacturing nuclear weapons in Israel was combined with another
>crime, the collaboration between Israel and the neo-Nazi apartheid regime
>in South Africa.
>
>I do not have the time to enter into the historic debate about whether the
>establishment of the reactor was a strategic blessing for Israel. Is the
>doomsday weapon a deterrent that guarantees Israel's existence? I believe
>not. However, even those people who do believe that this is the case,
>cannot ignore the fact that what once appeared to them to be a blessing (a
>view which I do not share), is now a curse.
>
>Nuclear ambiguity is nothing but self-delusion, and has long ago ceased to
>be effective. The entire world now knows that Israel has a huge stockpile
>of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and that it serves as the
>cornerstone for the nuclear arms race in the Middle East. In Israel there
>is frequent mention of the "Iranian and Iraqi danger", while ignoring the
>fact that it was Israel that introduced nuclear weapons to the Middle East
>in the first place, and created the legitimacy for other states in the
>region to obtain nuclear weapons.
>
>One obvious proof that the ambiguity and deterrence which formed the basis
>for Israel's nuclear policy have become redundant, is Israel's acquisition
>of the German submarines that have recently arrived in this country and
>which, according to the media, will be equipped with nuclear missiles. The
>purpose of these submarines is to cruise deep in the sea and constitute
>the "second strike" force, in the event that Israel is attacked with
>nuclear weapons. That means, that not only do the hundreds of nuclear
>bombs that Israel possesses not pose a defense - they actually caused the
>military establishment to fear a nuclear early strike, which escalates the
>spiral of the non-conventional arms race further and further, at the cost
>of billions of dollars.
>
>Today the so-called ambiguity applies only to the citizens of Israel. They
>are unable to act as democratic critics of their government because the
>latter conceals from them the truth about an issue on which their lives
>depend. We have no information about the people who have their fingers on
>the nuclear button, what is their chain of command, or what is our defense
>if a nuclear Barukh Goldstein should infiltrate the system, and equipped
>with a religious sanction from some rabbi, launch a nuclear Armageddon.
>
>Mr. Chairman, the dangers to the citizens of Israel and to our neighbors
>exist not only in the event of a nuclear war. Even without a war, we face
>the constant danger of the eruption of the nuclear volcano that we have
>built on our own doorstep.
>
>In the 40 years of the reactor's operation, a huge amount of nuclear waste
>has accumulated. This waste, if it leaks, could contaminate the land and
>water for centuries and millennia. I do not have to explain the
>significance of such a scenario in a country like ours, that needs every
>drop of water it can get. How is the waste stored? There are different
>methods, some safer, some less, none perfectly safe. It is all a matter of
>financial investment.
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>
>Since everything in this area is cloaked in secrecy, extra-parliamentary
>ecological monitoring groups cannot supervise the government's actions.
>"Trust Big Bother," the government tells us. But we know from our
>experience, and from experience that has accumulated worldwide, that we
>must not rely on the government, and in the absence of supervision by
>non-governmental and independent organizations, the danger of negligence
>lurks at our doorstep. The reactor is old, the safety measures are kept
>secret from us. A mini-Chernobyl disaster as the result of human error or
>material stress would make this country unfit for human habitation.
>
>Last year a story appeared in the media, according to which Israel exports
>part of its nuclear waste to be buried in Mauritania, in Africa. I ask the
>Prime Minister: Is this true? Has Israel adopted the criminal colonialist
>practice of polluting the Third World, which European countries abandoned
>some years ago following the struggle of the green organizations?
>
>I ask the Prime Minister: What is the condition of Israel's nuclear
>missile sites near Kfar Zechariah on the outskirts of Jerusalem, and near
>Yodfat in the Galilee? Are there additional sites? Of course, these sites
>must be shut down, but until common sense prevails, they must be available
>to monitoring by parliamentary and extra-parliamentary ecological
>organizations from Israel and abroad.
>
>I ask the Prime Minister: How is it that plants in which the missiles are
>manufactured and atom bombs are made are located in the most densely
>populated areas in Israel, in the center and in Haifa? I ask the Prime
>Minister: Do you not understand that the Biological Institute in Nes
>Tsiona, which is where Israel manufactures its biological warfare, is set
>in a residential area, which is a crime against the residents of Israel
>and the neighboring countries?
>
>And what about the risk of an earthquake? The reactor in Dimona is located
>over the Syrian-African Rift. An earthquake similar to the one that
>occurred in Turkey last year would crack the reactor, and Israel would be
>covered with a radioactive dust. If that happens, there would be nothing
>left  but say goodbye, and die a terrible death.
>
>I refer you to the article by Professors Barukh Kimmerling and Kalman
>Altman, who wrote: "The public is unaware of the dangers that they face
>from the enormous amounts of plutonium in the area and from the difficulty
>in storing the nuclear waste. The 'nuclear option' was intended to be a
>response to security threats, but perhaps it should be examined whether
>the medicine is not more deadly than the disease." (Ha'aretz, 5.11.99).
>
>The international community has recognized that the nuclear issue is not
>an internal affair of any state, but has implications that reach beyond
>national and geographic borders and require international attention.
>
>The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and other treaties relating to this
>issue are the sum total of worldwide human wisdom mobilized to defend us
>from nuclear holocaust.
>
>Israel has chosen to remain outside the realm of human wisdom. That was a
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>dangerous choice. The mentality of 'a nation unto its own' entails, in the
>context of the issue at hand, the syndrome of national suicide. Our lives
>and our security will not be guaranteed by the reactor in Dimona, nor by
>the hundreds of atomic bombs, nor by the millions of biological warfare
>germs that are produced at the Biological Institute in Nes Tsiona, nor by
>the chemical weapons that Israel is developing. Rather, our security would
>come from an inspired initiative to make the Middle East free of all
>weapons of mass destruction.
>
>Israel is the party that started the race and it bears the responsibility
>for changing that course. I call on the government of Israel to open all
>doors and windows and air the information. A certain change in the right
>direction took place in November 1999, when parts of the transcripts of
>the trial of Mordechai Vanunu were released. Naturally, that is not
>enough. The Dimona reactor must be opened to international inspection; a
>moratorium must be declared on the production of all weapons of mass
>destruction - nuclear, biological and chemical; all information must be
>released about the amount of bombs that Israel possesses. Israel must
>announce, as a confidence-building measure, its willingness to begin
>unilateral nuclear disarmament, to be completed in the framework of a
>general Middle East treaty.
>
>In fact, there is no need for nuclear weapons. Paul Nitze, who was the
>chief U.S. representative to the arms control negotiations on behalf of
>the Reagan administration, not exactly a dangerous Leftist, wrote in the
>New York Times: "The truth is that I see no reason not to unilaterally
>eliminate the nuclear weapons that we possess. Keeping them is a costly
>matter, which adds nothing to our security. I cannot think of any
>circumstances in which it would be wise for the U.S.A. to use nuclear
>weapons, even in retaliation for the use of such weapons against us. What
>would be our targets in such an event? It is impossible to think of a
>target that could be hit without the strike entailing the mass killing of
>innocent people... The very existence of nuclear weapons endangers our
>existence." (Published in Ha'aretz, 1.11.99).
>
>We need to extend our hand to Egypt in its efforts to bring all countries
>in the Middle East into the Non-Proliferation Treaty. We must respond to
>the Syrian demand that the peace negotiations include the dismantling of
>weapons of mass destruction. The Dimona reactor must become a burial site,
>and that burial site should serve as a reminder to future generations of
>the foolishness of humankind on one hand, and also of its recognition of
>that foolishness before it was too late.
>
>Mordechai Vanunu, who was kidnapped in Italy in an act of terrorism on the
>part of the State of Israel, and who was later tried in a secret and
>unfair trial, is a prisoner of conscience who sacrificed himself on the
>altar of the struggle for a nuclear-free world. A person who hands over to
>the free press information about the negligence and crimes of his
>government, as Mordechai Vanunu did when he exposed the information about
>what was being done behind the walls of the Dimona reactor, was neither a
>traitor nor a spy. Rather, he performed the role of a whistleblower and
>carried the democratic principle of the public's right to know. It was no
>accident that Mordechai Vanunu received the Right Livelihood Award and the
>Danish Peace Prize, and that every year he is a candidate for the Nobel
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>Peace Prize. The world recognizes people who work to save humanity from a
>nuclear holocaust.
>
>From this podium I call on the government of Israel and on the President
>to listen to the voices coming from all corners of the globe, the voices
>of politicians, scientists, Nobel Peace Prize laureates, artists and
>authors, to release Mordechai Vanunu after 13 years in prison, more than
>11 of which he spent in cruel solitary confinement. Even President Clinton
>has recently called for Vanunu's release. He has served two-thirds of his
>sentence and he is entitled to parole. It is time to end the
>vindictiveness.
>
>With your permission, Members of the Knesset, I wish to appeal from this
>podium to Regional Cooperation Minister Shimon Peres. History, I believe,
>will judge you harshly for two things: your major role in establishing the
>Dimona reactor, and for the order that you gave, when you served as Prime
>Minister, to commit the act of terrorism of abducting Mordechai Vanunu,
>from London via Italy, in September 1986.
>
>I doubt whether you would have been awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, if the
>members of the Nobel committee had been aware of your immense contribution
>to the production of Israel's nuclear, biological and chemical weapons of
>mass destruction. Now, as you approach the last stretch of your political
>career, I ask you to right both wrongs: to begin the process of Israel's
>disarmament of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons as part of making
>our region free of weapons of mass destruction, and to release Mordechai
>Vanunu.
>
>The International Court in The Hague has ruled that nuclear weapons are
>illegal. I propose to the government of Israel and to the Knesset to make
>an effort, however difficult, to join the ranks of the enlightened
>international community.
>
>In summing up, I wish to quote again from the manifesto of Albert Einstein
>and Bertrand Russell, in which they called for the elimination of nuclear
>weapons: "We appeal, as human beings, to human beings: Remember your
>humanity and forget the rest. If you can do so, the way lies open to a new
>Paradise; if you cannot, there lies before you the risk of universal
>death."
>
>The Auschwitz survivor, the author Yehiel Dinur, whose books were
>published under the name Ka. Tzetnik, called the outcome of nuclear
>weapons a nuclear Auschwitz. A few days ago, on January 27, the
>anniversary was celebrated of the liberation of Auschwitz by the Red Army.
>Note the historic irony and absurdity: Israel has become a haven for the
>creators of a new holocaust, the nuclear Auschwitz. Mordechai Vanunu
>learned the major lesson of the Holocaust, but the State of Israel has yet
>to learn.
>
>If he were still alive today, Albert Einstein would have considered
>Mordechai Vanunu to be a man after his own heart, a culture hero, a
>courageous man of conscience with a humanist vision who sacrificed his
>freedom for the noble ideal of eliminating nuclear weapons and preventing
>a nuclear Auschwitz. He would certainly have joined the ranks of those who
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>protest Vanunu's abduction and demand his release.
>
>* * *
>
>
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Subject: Action Alert
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John Hallam
Friends of the Earth Sydney,
17 Lord Street, Newtown, NSW, Australia, 2042
Fax (61)(2)9517-3902  ph (61)(2)9517-3903
nonukes@foesyd.org.au
http://homepages.tig.com.au/~foesyd

RE: ENSURING A SUCCESSFUL NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY REVIEW CONFERENCE.

Dear ALL,

The following is a sign- on letter for organisations and parliamentarians,
to heads of both nuclear and non- nuclear weapon states, concerning the
nuclear nonproliferation treaty review conference which is coming up April
24-May 19th in New York.

According to Article VI of the NPT, signed as long ago as 1968, and
according to the 1996 Advisory Opinion of the International Court of
Justice, "there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a
conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects
under strict and effective international control" .

The letter asks the nuclear weapons states to do just that, and warns that
if this is not done the credibility of the NPT is at stake.

If you or your organisation thinks that the nuclear weapons states should
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fulfil their legal obligation to negotiate nuclear weapons out of
existence, please sign this letter.

To sign, email me at

nonukes@foesyd.org.au

John Hallam, Nuclear Campaigner, Friends of the Earth Sydney Australia

TO:
PRESIDENT  BILL CLINTON, (US)
+1-202-456-2461, 1-202-456-2883, 1-202-456-6218, 1-202-456-6201

PRESIDENT VLADIMIR PUTIN, (RUSSIA)
+7-095-205-4330, +7-095-206-5173,
FOREIGN MINISTER IVAN IVANOV(RUSSIA)
+7-095-247-2722, +7-095-293-3323

PRIME MINISTER TONY BLAIR, (UK) +44-171-925-0918

PRESIDENT JACQUES CHIRAC (FRANCE)+33-147-42-2465,
PRIME MINISTER LIONEL JOSPIN (FRANCE) +33-142-34-2677
PRESIDENT JIANG XEMIN (CHINA)
CC
PRIME MINISTER A.B. VAJPAYEE, (INDIA)+91-11-301-6857

PRESIDENT MOHAMMED RAFIQ DARAR(PAKISTAN)
9251-920-3938,
FOREIGN MINISTER ABDUL SATTAR (PAKISTAN)
9251-920-7217

PRIME MINISTER EHUD BARAK (ISRAEL) +972-266-4838,

ALL HEADS OF STATE AND FOREIGN MINISTERS OF STATES PARTY TO THE NUCLEAR
NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY (NPT)

UNITED NATIONS AMBASSADORS OF STATES PARTY TO THE NPT

RE: ENSURING A SUCCESSFUL NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY REVIEW CONFERENCE.

Dear Heads of State, Foreign Ministers, and Ambassadors,

The undersigned organizations, representing many millions of deeply
concerned people worldwide, are writing to you regarding the  Review
Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) at the United
Nations in New York,  April 24-May 19, 2000. This meeting has crucial
implications not only for NPT member states, but also for non-member
states, especially India,  Pakistan and Israel.

We believe the 2000 Review Conference could and should be a catalyst in
breaking the deadlock in the nuclear disarmament arena. It represents an
opportunity to make real progress toward nuclear disarmament, and nuclear
weapons abolition, which is essential to the achievement of common security
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based on human and ecological values and respect for international
institutions and law. Failure in this regard could lead to the unravelling
of the NPT regime.

This is exactly opposite to the wishes and expectations of the majority of
the people of the world. It is clear from recent polls, that the
overwhelming majority of the world's people expect no less than immediate
commencement of multilateral negotiations leading to the elimination of
nuclear weapons through a global treaty in fulfillment of Article VI.

Crucial to the outcome of this Review Conference will be the extent to
which the nuclear weapon states are willing to act on their unambiguous
legal obligation and commitment to the elimination of their nuclear weapons
as called for by Article VI, which states:
"Each of the parties to the treaty undertakes to pursue negotiations in
good faith on effective measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms
race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a treaty on
general and complete disarmament under strict and effective international
control."

Since the 1995 Review and Extension Conference, the importance of Article
VI and the NPT itself has been reinforced by the International Court of
Justice (ICJ),   which concluded unanimously in its 1996 Advisory Opinion
that:
"there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a
conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects
under strict and effective international control"

While some progress has been achieved over the last decade in the reduction
of the total number of nuclear weapons deployed by the nuclear weapon
states, these states maintain their commitment to highly dangerous nuclear
military doctrines as a cornerstone of their defence and security policy,
some for the indefinite future. Progress on fulfilling Article VI
obligations is thus stalled, and the development of new nuclear dangers is
encouraged.

The following developments represent a growing peril that challenges
international and human security, and to which NPT states parties and
especially nuclear states must respond creatively:

--Ten years after the end of the Cold War, over 30,000 nuclear weapons
remain worldwide, and India and Pakistan have both tested nuclear weapons.

--Though UN and European Parliament  resolutions have drawn attention to
the Article VI obligations and to the ICJ Advisory Opinion, NATO has
jeopardized the NPT by its re-affirmation in April 1999 that nuclear
weapons are 'essential' to its security. While the NATO nuclear policy
review is welcome, it is preempted and undercut by this reaffirmation.

-- The US and Russia failed to respond to worldwide pressure to de- alert
by December 1999, and each maintain over 2000 nuclear warheads on permanent
'launch on warning' status. This continues in spite of the incorporation of
de-alerting into the 1996 recommendations of the Canberra Commission, into
two resolutions  passed by massive majorities in the UN General Assembly in
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1998, and again in 1999, and a unanimous resolution of the European
Parliament of November 18,  1999.

--Key states have failed to ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT), opened for signature in 1996.  The US Senate in October 1999  voted
down ratification, in spite of the nearly unanimous endorsement of that
treaty by the international community and overwhelming US public support
for nuclear disarmament and the CTBT.

--The clear aim of the CTBT is to constrain weapons development:  yet the
US, Russia, and other nuclear states still proceed with the development of
new nuclear weapon types and modifications in computer-simulated 'virtual
reality', with the aid of sub-critical underground nuclear testing, which
undermines both the spirit and purpose of the treaty. In particular, US
activities at the National Ignition Facility and the French Megajoule laser
project enable further weapons development.

--In 2000, the US may decide to deploy a National Ballistic Missile Defence
(NMD) system which would violate the existing Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty
of 1972, which is fundamental to the existing strategic arms restraints
between the United States and Russia. NMD deployment could set back
progress on Article VI objectives for years to come.

--Presidential Decision Directive 60 has reaffirmed US use of nuclear
weapons as a 'cornerstone' of its security policy. Meanwhile, Russia has
steadily moved toward a more ready use of nuclear weapons in recent years.
The potential dangers in this are extreme.

In light of the above developments, lack of progress on Article VI
obligations poses the increasing danger that some non-nuclear states will
conclude that it is in their interests to acquire nuclear weapons, while
those that have already tested them will proceed to further weaponisation
and expansion of their arsenals.

A positive and creative response to the above, and commitment and
leadership on behalf of both human life and all other life is urgently
demanded.

Of critical importance in addressing the currently unacceptable situation
are interim measures such as de-alerting,  and the removal of weapons from
delivery systems, aimed at decreasing the possibility of accidental nuclear
war and at increasing mutual trust and establishing a momentum toward
nuclear weapons elimination.

NPT states parties should resolve,  as a first step,  that all nuclear
forces be immediately stood down from high alert status.

We urge all  nuclear weapons states leaders, and all NPT Review
participants, as a matter of the highest priority and urgency, as well as a
clear legal obligation, to take action to complete unfinished disarmament
objectives and to begin urgent negotiations toward a treaty to eliminate
nuclear weapons.

Immediate steps (both in the CD and other fora)  must be taken by the
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nuclear states that will lead clearly and swiftly toward negotiations in
fulfillment of Article VI.

You, as a world leader,  have the fate of the world  in your hands during
these discussions.  We therefore  strongly urge you to attend this review
conference, as you have the authority to commence negotiations to eliminate
nuclear weapons.  By doing so, you can to alter the course of history and
leave a legacy of a more secure future for this generation and for those to
come. Failure to do so risks a revived nuclear arms race that ultimately
could destroy civilization.

(Signed)

(International Organizations)

Kate Dewes, Vice- President, International Peace Bureau,  Christchurch, NZ.,
Bruna Nota,/Felicity Hill, Womens International League for Peace and
Freedom, (WILPF), Geneva/NY,
Ian Maddocks (Chair), Merav Datan, International Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW), Cambridge, Mass,

Commander Robert Green, RN (Retd.), Chair, World Court Project, UK,
Janet Bloomfield, former chair CND, Saffron Walden Group Against Nuclear
Weapons, England,
Xanthe Hall, IPPNW Germany, Berlin,

Marylia Kelley, Tri-Valley CARES, Livermore, Calif,
Alice Slater, Global Resource and Action Centre for the Environment,(GRACE)
New York,
Carah Ong, Nuclear Age Peace Foundation, Santa Barbara, Calif,
Ellen Thomas, Proposition-1 Committee, Washington DC, USA.,
Bob Musil, Executive Director, Physicians for Global Responsibility, (IPPNW
USA), Washington DC.,
Richard N. Salvador, Pacific Islands Association of NGOs, Honolulu, Hawaii,

Barbara Birkett,M.D.,President, Physicians  for Global Survival (Canada)
Michael Murphy, Inter-Church Uranium Educational Cooperative, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, Canada,
Prof. L. Terrell-Gardner, Past President, Science for Peace, Univ. of
Toronto, Canada,

Marion Hancock, Coordinator, Peace Foundation Aotearoa/NZ, Auckland, NZ.,

John Hallam, Nuclear Campaigner, Friends of the Earth Australia (Sydney)
Irene Gale AM, Babs Fuller- Quinn, Australian Peace Committee
Dr Susan Wareham President MAPW (Medical Association for Prevention of War-
) Canberra, Australia

John Hallam
Friends of the Earth Sydney,
17 Lord Street, Newtown, NSW, Australia, 2042
Fax (61)(2)9517-3902  ph (61)(2)9517-3903
nonukes@foesyd.org.au
http://homepages.tig.com.au/~foesyd
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-803-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: "Edward Perry" <eperry98@worldnet.att.net>
To: "nichigu asangha" <peace-office3@mb.neweb.ne.jp>,
        "Alyn Ware" <alynw@ibm.net>
Cc: "abolition caucus" <abolition-caucus@egroups.com>
Date: Wed, 2 Feb 2000 13:19:12 -0800
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Re: A2000 adopting McCloy/Zorin plan

Thank you for joining our discussion.
We are of the same generation because I will be 80 years in October of this
year. I too severed as an Air Force officer with 35 combat missions with the
8th Air Force over Germany. I continued in the "cold war" and was on the
acceptance team for the first multiple independent re-entry vehicles
system(MIRV).
In 1986 the Council of Bishops of the United Methodist Church sent us a
pastoral letter "In Defense of Creation" which used to Hebrew word "SHALOM"
to give us a vision of a world beyond war. They asked us to become
evangelists of SHALOM and I have been trying ever since.
The council of Bishops urged us to "rediscover" the McCloy/Zorin agreement
and I discovered that it introduced by president Kennedy on September
25,1961. Kennedy's words were used to put it into Article VI of the NPT as
"a treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and effective
international control." All nations except India, Israel and Pakistan have
signed the NPT but there is a strong belief that GCD is a lofty but
unrealistic goal. I try to counter that belief by saying that disarmament
must be general so everything, including Star Wars, is on the negotiating
table. It will complete after a decade or two of hard work.

Your home-page had a reference to the First Special Session of the United
Nations General Assembly devoted to Disarmament. That 1978 Session produced
the Comprehensive Programme for Disarmament which, according to the 1988
paper "Security Through Disarmament from the Waraw Pact States was still
valid a decade later at the Third Special Session.(SSOD III)Some nations are
insisting that the Fourth Special Session (SSOD IV), if the United States
agrees to support it, must be based on the previous sessions and GCD.
This support for GCD must be translated into political action. Japan has
made the shift from security through military might to security through
disarmament. The United States has gone the other way and switched to a
greater reliance on military might and technology. None of our presidential
candidates offer the option of security through disarmament because it would
shrink our defense budget and destroy the military-industrial complex.
Ours is the generation to change the world from wars to a culture of
peace.You have succeeded in Japan. Wish us luck in the United States
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regards

----- Original Message -----
From: "nichigu asangha" <peace-office3@mb.neweb.ne.jp>
To: "Alyn Ware" <alynw@ibm.net>; "Edward Perry" <eperry98@worldnet.att.net>
Cc: "abolition caucus" <abolition-caucus@egroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 01, 2000 5:58 AM
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Re: A2000 adopting McCloy/Zorin plan

> from:"nichigu asangha"<nichigu-asangha1@ma.neweb.ne.jp>
> to:"Alyn Ware" <alynw@ibm.net>, "Edward Perry" <eperry98@worldnet.att.net>
> subject:Re: [abolition-caucus] Re: A2000 adopting McCloy/Zorin plan
> date:2000.02.01. 10:55 PM
> Dear friends,
>      Let me enjoy your dialogue on the cyber-space first and add that the
> thoughts you are referring to in connection with the total reform of the
> arms control system into the genuine disarmament system by returning to
the
> Zorin-MacRoy agreement, at a time when the Atomic weapons were only in the
> hand of the USA.
>      I am remembering the scenes running down from the day on  January
> 24th., 1946, of the First Session of the First UNGA  the First resolution
> was adopted in complete unanimity on the "Establishment of "a Commission"
> for the "International Control of Atomic Energy" vividly by my own eyes,
as
> it was my first encounter in the post-war New Era the starting dynamism of
> the system of global governance in the debates on disarmament.
>     The debates was followed on leading to the Zorin-McCloy Report.
>     The information was only a brief one as I was not so free to devote
> myself in such affairs, after my Air-force officer's services was ended by
> the unconditional surrender which led me to my monastic life of the
Buddhist
> Order which I then belonged.
>     Now, I am 82 years of age to-be at the last month of this year, and no
> longer able to take longer walk than half a mile radius, therefore, I am
but
> to look into the global efforts being made by you good friends.
>     I urge you to look into my home-page, now undergoing the revision, by
my
> young supporter, whose URL:
>     http://www1.neweb.ne.jp/wb/aipri/
>     Regards and best wishes for your works to be led to their complete
> success!
> -----------------
> > Dear Edward,
> >
> > I applaud your efforts to highlight the McCloy/Zorin plan. Referring as
you
> > do to the support for the plan in the early 60s helps overcome the
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erroneous
> > belief that general and complete disarmament is a lofty but unrealistic
> > goal. However, the agreement in principle in the 60s was never
implemented
> > in any negotiated agreements on plans for actual disarmament. The
closest to
> > beginning the process was the negotiation of the Treaty on Conventional
> > Forces in Europe, which did not go as far as GCD, but did reduce
deployment
> > of specific weaponry. Impetus for moving the principles of McCloy/Zorin
into
> > negotiated (and binding) treaties, has all but ceased because of a lack
of
> > political will amongst states.
> >
> > However, there has been considerable political will for negotiating
treaties
> > on weapons of mass destruction, including chemical, biological,
landmines
> > and nuclear weapons. With regards to nuclear weapons, all but 8 states
have
> > committed themselves not to aquire the weapons, and there is an
overwhelming
> > majority calling for elimination of these weapons under a nuclear
weapons
> > convention (UN General Assembly adopts resolutions on this annually).
> >
> > All the best
> > Alyn Ware
> >
> >
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> > To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the
account
> > you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"
> >
> > Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
> >
> > ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> > Get what you deserve with NextCard Visa! Rates as low as 2.9%
> > Intro or 9.9% Fixed APR, online balance transfers, Rewards Points,
> > no hidden fees, and much more! Get NextCard today and get the
> > credit you deserve! Apply now! Get your NextCard Visa at:
> > http://click.egroups.com/1/921/1/_/91925/_/949404940/
> >
> > -- Easily schedule meetings and events using the group calendar!
> > -- http://www.egroups.com/cal?listname=abolition-caucus&m=1
> >
> >
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the
account you wish to be subscribed to:
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"abolition-caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"
>
> Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------
> FREE ADVICE FROM REAL PEOPLE!  Xpertsite has thousands of experts who
> are willing to answer your questions for FREE.  Go to Xpertsite today and
> put your mind to rest.
> http://click.egroups.com/1/1033/1/_/91925/_/949414540/
>
> eGroups.com Home: http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/
> http://www.egroups.com - Simplifying group communications
>
>
>

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
GET A NEXTCARD VISA, in 30 seconds!  Get rates as low as 2.9%
Intro or 9.9% Fixed APR and no hidden fees.  Apply NOW!
http://click.egroups.com/1/923/1/_/91925/_/949526504/

-- Create a poll/survey for your group!
-- http://www.egroups.com/vote?listname=abolition-caucus&m=1
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Date: Wed, 2 Feb 2000 16:53:53 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Dear Howard,

I finally have the list of 1950 Battenfeld graduates that the Alumni Office
has. It has several names that I don't recognize as well as 2 or 3 that I
do recognize. It has the name of Bill Knapp, but he is listed as deceased
-- as is Bob Kite and Dick Rowe. Bill Nagle is listed, but they do not have
an address for him. The only one that is probably available whose name I
recognize is Bob Richter. He lives in Pratt.

There are a number that are listed as having received their first degree in
1950 that I don't recognize. Perhaps you do. They are

Floyd W. Baker
Glenn C. Gray
Frank W. Meyer
Jack Rardin
Gerald Gene Stucky
Howard F. Thill
Jack A Williams

Do you know any of these? The names of Stuck and Thill are familiar to me,
but I don't associate them with Battenfeld.

I heard ffrom Harley Oberhelman. He can't come.

Best regards

Bob
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To: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <200002021654_MC2-9773-C5CC@compuserve.com>
References: 

At 04:53 PM 2/2/00 -0500, you wrote:
>Dear Howard,
>
>I finally have the list of 1950 Battenfeld graduates that the Alumni Office
>has. It has several names that I don't recognize as well as 2 or 3 that I
>do recognize. It has the name of Bill Knapp, but he is listed as deceased
>-- as is Bob Kite and Dick Rowe. Bill Nagle is listed, but they do not have
>an address for him. The only one that is probably available whose name I
>recognize is Bob Richter. He lives in Pratt.

Reply: In the pictures in the Jayhawker Bob Ritcher is listed in 1946-47 but not subsequent years, but I remember him.

>There are a number that are listed as having received their first degree in
>1950 that I don't recognize. Perhaps you do. They are
>
>Floyd W. Baker
>Glenn C. Gray
>Frank W. Meyer
>Jack Rardin
>Gerald Gene Stucky
>Howard F. Thill
>Jack A Williams
>
>Do you know any of these? The names of Stuck and Thill are familiar to me,
>but I don't associate them with Battenfeld.

Reply: Harold Thill is listed at Battenfeld in the 1946-47 Jayhawker but not in subsequent years.  None of the others 
appear in any of the Jayhawkers for our four years.  However, I remember Gene Stucky from somewhere or other at 
KU.  I don't recognize any of the other names.  Among the seniors with pictures in the 1950 Jayhawker are Jack 
Willimams, Frank Meyer, and Floyd Baker.  Baker lists "Medicine" as his field and "residence hall scholarship" but 
doesn't name the place. The other two have no such listing.  Whatever the case may be, they weren't part of our group 
that was together at Battenfeld for most or all of four years.

I've had no reply so far, but my letter hasn't been out very long.

Howard
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To: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <200002021654_MC2-9773-C5CC@compuserve.com>
References: 

Bob,

Overnight I realized that the Gene Stuckey I remember was in my high school class.  He didn't go to KU.  So I don't 
recall Gerald Gene Stucky on your list.

Howard
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Date: Wed, 2 Feb 2000 18:34:35 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: Reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Howard:

I forgot to mention that Bill Ruth and Paul Uhlig were also in that class,
but they spent their senior year in Med School. Both, however, are now
deceased. RIP.

Bob
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To: MingoMae@aol.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Scholarship opportunity
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Sandy,

I want to share with you information about a scholarship opportunity.  You may know one or more of our youth who 
would be interested.

Howard

###

Dear Friends,

This is a reminder that the deadline for completed applications for our 
annual Peace and Justice Scholarship Awards is March 1, 2000.

Check out our website at: http://www.grandmothersforpeace.org  for details.

If you know  high-school Seniors or college Freshmen who have already 
exhibited their dedication to peace and justice (by working in their own 
community) - please encourage them to apply as soon as possible.  

Students from the U.S. should write to our office, and MUST send a SASE 
(business size) with their request for an application.

** Students who live outside of the U.S. can e-mail our Scholarship 
Coordinator, Pete Altenburg ( Ez123pa@aol.com) and an application will be 
mailed to them.

We are extremely pleased that we have been able to grant 66 awards of $250.00 
each since we began this program in 1993!  This year we plan to give at least 
one $500.00 award and hopefully more.  

This program is funded by friends like you.  All donations go directly to the 
Scholarship Fund  and determine the number of awards.  Donations of $25 or 
more are tax-deductible if the check is made out to the Agape Foundation and 
mailed to our office.  Information on the Scholarship Fund is also on our 
website.  This could be a rewarding project for your family or any group you 
belong to.  We will send you an angel pin(s) as a Thank You from GFP and the 
remarkable students you help.  If you have ever wanted to be an "angel" .... 
this is your chance!!

Please share this information with students, teachers and potential "angels."

Our thanks for all the good work that you do and your support of our efforts. 
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If you have any questions please feel free to contact me.

Happy New Year/New Century to All!

Love & Peace,

Barbara Wiedner, founder/director
GRANDMOTHERS FOR PEACE INTERNATIONAL
9444 Medstead Way
Elk Grove, CA  95758
Phone: (916) 684-8744
Fax: (916) 684-0394
E-Mail: wiednerb@aol.com
Website: <A HREF="http://www.grandmothersforpeace.org/">Grandmothers for 
Peace International</A>
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X-Sender: disarmtimes@pop2.igc.org
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)
Date: Thu, 03 Feb 2000 11:27:52 -0500
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: Disarmtimes <disarmtimes@igc.org>
Subject: NPT/NGO: planning mtg notes (1 of 2)

NGO PLANNING MEETING FOR THE NPT REVIEW CONFERENCE
Saturday, January 29, 2000, New York

OVERVIEW

This meeting was the third in a series of exchanges on developing the 
structure and content of the expected three-hour session for NGO 
presentations to the government delegates attending the NPT Review 
Conference.

The planning of NGO input is complicated by the prospect that one or 
more prominent personalities will be involved in the NGO events in 
New York during the NPT conference. Efforts to bring former world 
leaders such as Nelson Mandela and Jimmy Carter to New York during 
these days are gaining momentum.

An extensive set of notes from the meeting follows this overview
(see part 2).

The central agreements reached at the meeting were:

1. If and when the participation of Mandela, Carter or other world leaders 
is confirmed, NGOs will request that they be invited to address the 
Review Conference separately from the presentations to be prepared by NGOs.

2. While the shape of the NGO session/s remains uncertain, a flexible
approach is necessary. After exhaustive discussion, our meeting 
condensed a laundry list of prospective themes into more concise 
categories (listed below).

PLEASE NOTE: This list should be considered as tentative and subject 
to revision, especially if one or more of the prominent people 
invited would be especially competent, or very likely to speak to 
topics on the list.

3. Four themes stood out as particularly important but more suitable as
"cross-cutting" themes, to be woven into as many of the separate
presentations as possible, than as issues to be discussed on their 
own. These themes were: gender, human rights, democracy and morality.

4. We agreed that each thematic presentation should be structured around
two components:

a.  A review of the events of the past five years, and
b.  Forward-looking proposals and recommendations (or "benchmarks and 
indicators") for the next five years.
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Here is the tentative list of presentation themes that emerged from the
meeting, in no particular order (see part 2 for elaboration of the 
background discussion):

1) Opening: a summary of the most important ideas and information presented
by NGOs at the PrepCom meetings of the last three years.

2) Nuclear Disarmament: Article VI, Nuclear Weapons Convention,
de-alerting, START, deep cuts

3) Ballistic Missile Defense

4) Failures of the NPT: universality, review process, Principles &
Objectives, CTBT, Article IV

5) Law: "assault on the rule of law," NATO and first-use, "rogue states"
and "super-rogues," NPT vis-a-vis law

6) Deterrence: nuclear use doctrines and rationales, counter-proliferation

7) Research and Development: new weapons development, stockpile
stewardship, weaponization of space, nuclear-military overlap, economic and
corporate interests

8) Health and Environment: udpate (perhaps with downwinder as speaker)

9) Indigenous People

10) Summary

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
To flesh out these themes, we need to form working groups to collect ideas
and input from a wide and diverse range of civil society groups on each of
these themes. Please let us know if you are interested in

A) participating in a working group on any of the themes listed above;
B) serving as convenor or co-convenor of any of these thematic working groups;
C) assisting with the overall coordination of the NGO presentations session/s.

Also, please feel free to comment on the above list of themes.

The NGO Committee will hold another planning meeting later in February
(date to be announced).

ALSO NOTE: A preliminary calendar of NGO events in and around the U.N. during
the NPT conference is now posted on the website of the NGO Committee on
Disarmament.
Please contact the NGO Committee if you want to add an event to the calendar.

Peacefully,

Roger Smith
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Network Coordinator
NGO Committee on Disarmament
777 U.N. Plaza #3B, New York, NY 10017, USA
tel 1.212.687.5340; fax 1.212.687.1643
disarmtimes@igc.org
www.peacenet.org/disarm
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X-Sender: disarmtimes@pop2.igc.org
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)
Date: Thu, 03 Feb 2000 11:28:15 -0500
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: Disarmtimes <disarmtimes@igc.org>
Subject: NPT/NGO: planning mtg notes (2 of 2)

NGO PLANNING MEETING FOR THE NPT REVIEW CONFERENCE
Saturday, January 29, 2000, New York

MEETING NOTES (PART TWO OF TWO)

1.  Summary of Situation regarding NGO Presentations.  

After reading messages that had been sent in by those who could not attend, 
the meeting began with an update on the current status of negotiations 
with the Chair of the Conference, Ambassador Baali of Algeria, on
participation of NGOs.  By February 15th a date will be set for the three
hours of presentations by NGOs to the delegates.  It is currently likely to
be in the second week of the Conference.  While no final decision has been
made, it is not clear that a second set of NGO presentations to the
delegates towards the end of the Conference will be approved.  A suggestion
to have the NGOs brief each of the three Main Committees, in addition to the
plenary, has been presented to Ambassador Baali in writing.  Furthermore,
South 
Africa has indicated it is willing to help push for the NGO presentations
to be 
given on the Wednesday of the first week.  The exact nature of the NGO 
participation (e.g. one presentation or two, presentations to the committees, 
etc.) should be settled before the end of February.

FYI (thanks to Felicity Hill for this info), the chairs of the Committees 
are as follows:

Main Committee 1 on Disarmament at the NPT will be chaired by Colombia 
Main Committee 2 on Safeguards at the NPT will be chaired by Poland 
Main Committee 3 on Peaceful Uses at the NPT will be chaired by Finland

The bureau of the RevCon is made up of the chair, Ambassador Baali of
Algeria, 
the representatives of these three Committee chairs, a drafting committee
chair (Ambassador Erdos of Hungary) and a chair of the credentials
committee (NAM rep) 
and the Secretary General of the Conference (who is PROVISIONALLY at this
stage 
Hannelore Hoppe) 

2.  NGO Presentations: General Discussion.

This discussion revolved largely around the message/s that the NGOs are
sending and the role of prominent personalities in NGO activities,
including in the NGO presentations to the delegates.  An update was given
as to prominent personalities that have confirmed (Judge Weeramantry, formerly
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of the International Court of Justice) and on negotiations to bring others 
(e.g. President Carter, Nelson Mandela). It appears that there are very
strong possibilities for bringing some significant world leaders to the NPT
conference.

There was significant discussion concerning the amount of time to devote to
prominent personalities, particularly during the NGO presentations, and how
to plan for it now since we will not have a list of final acceptances for a
while.  

An important clarification was made concerning the time to be allotted to
prominent 
people as agreed at the previous NGO Committee meeting in January. That
agreement 
was to set aside half of the talks or half of the time, initially, to
prominent 
people.  That number could then be revised up or down as more becomes known.

There was also discussion of the purpose of the NGO presentations and the
role that prominent people could play. Two purposes were identified for
the NGO presentations to the delegates.  The first is to provide them with
information. The second is to raise attention to the message and
prominent people could get the media to pay attention during the
presentations.

There was also a discussion of whether there was a need to have a unified
simple message.

In terms of logistics, the suggestion was made to have a Plan A and a Plan
B which provided differing amounts of time to prominent people versus NGOs.  
Speeches could be made of differing lengths to accommodate the changes.
Another
suggestion was that time be allotted during the first week for world
leaders (e.g. Carter, Mandela, president of New Zealand) while the second
week presentation to the delegates would be a combination of NGOs and
suitable prominent people (e.g. those that are both prominent and can speak
with some authority on the subject, such as Ted Taylor).  Later, there was
significant support for having the world leaders have a separate event and
it was felt that this was doable due to their stature.
 
A third suggestion was to make the NGO presentations "modular" so that
they could be rearranged once the list of final prominent speakers was
known.  The idea would be to list the whole universe of issues that the NGO
presentations should address and various ways to combine them.  Working
groups would be established to begin work on presentations.  As prominent 
people respond, the topics can be rearranged (in particular, if one of the
personalities can speak with some authority on one of the topics on the list).
This flexible approach appeared practical and generally agreeable.

3.  NGO Presentations: Suggested Topics

It was suggested that rather than looking at all of the issues, many of
which have been covered in previous presentations to the delegates, the
list of topics should be limited to those which are either new, have had
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significant developments or should be included for another compelling
reason.  A summary highlighting issues raised in the past presentations to 
the delegates could form the first presentation and could be a little longer 
than the rest.  It was later suggested that such a summary could be done 
ahead of time and distributed to key parliamentarians and decision makers in 
individual capitals as they are currently making their decisions regarding 
their position at the NPT RevCon.  This would both expose them to our
viewpoints 
and show a degree of sophistication in that we understand the process they 
are going through.  WILPF noted that they will be publishing the
presentations 
of the previous three years, clustered by themes, and it was also noted that 
the 1997 and 1999 presentations were on the NGO Committee website.
 
Another general suggestion which met with approval was to highlight the
previous five years and the next five years in each presentation.  As this
is the purpose of the review conference, it fits into the framework the
delegates are already working in.  

A first list of topics was suggested as a starting point for discussion:

a) Critiquing Deterrence
b) Ballistic Missile Defense
c) Research and Design, including the overlap between conventional and
nuclear military R&D.  this would go beyond stockpile stewardship and CTBT
to include issues such as space.
d) downwinders and indigenous peoples
e) failures of the NPT (e.g. candid discussion of universality and what to
do about India, Pakistan, and Israel).

There followed a series of additional suggestions and discussions on other
topics:

--deep cuts.  A question was later raised as to why deep cuts should be its
own presentation. The response was that it lies at the heart of Article VI,
and reference was made to an analysis by Jonathan Dean which raised the
possibility that current negotiations may put off dismantlement.

--Rule of law.  This was suggested because many organizations and
individuals within the nuclear weapons states had worked hard for arms
control gains such as cuts in arsenals, CTBT, etc. but that recent actions
(e.g. Senate vote on CTBT) had been setbacks and that there was a feeling
that there was an assault on the rule of law.  This could also bring in
organizations such as the American Bar Association.  A caution was noted
that this was a difficult edge to walk on as we are NGOs and not
governments.  If rule of law means saving treaties (e.g. CTBT, NPT) then it
could be seen as endorsing deterrence and other inadequacies of those
treaties.  Therefore, there is a need to endorse the underlying reason for
treaties and look for more comprehensive legal instruments.  It was pointed
out that to get an org like the ABA involved, the message had to be simple
and clear, and that if we throw in everything else (e.g. all of the
specific topics that we work on like stockpile stewardship, deep cuts,
etc.) then we can lose them.
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--The NPT Review Conference itself

--Future steps.  It was responded that this could be a theme of every
presentation.

--Economic cost of nuclear weapons and undemocratic nature of nukes.  This
would include issues of globalization and profits by weapons companies, etc.  

--deconstruction of new rationales for nuclear weapons

--stockpile stewardship and NIF

--START III/ABM deal

--IAEA

--heath/environment

--NATO review of nuclear weapons; nuclear use doctrines (tied in to rule
of law possibly).  It was pointed out that NATO's first use policy violates
commitments made at the 1995 extension conference and therefore violate the
NPT.  There was some question of whether NATO should be a topic, but it was
pointed out that since the last meeting there had been the war in Kosovo
with its attendant implications.

--Abolition.  focus squarely on disarmament.

There was also some discussion of why BMD should be alone.  It was noted
that this was an emphasis of some of the submissions sent by e-mail and
that a U.S. decision on BMD would be announced this year.  It is topical
and important for relations between the nuclear powers.

There then followed a break during which an attempt was made to synthesize
some of the topics into a shorter list.  The intermediate result was:

a) Opening:  A Summary of previous presentations.
b) Nuclear Disarmament:  Article VI, Nuclear Weapons Convention,
de-alerting, START, Deep Cuts
c)  Law: assault on rule of law, NATO and first use, NPT vis-a-vis law
d) NPT: review, principles and objectives, Article IV, universality
e) Deterrence: counter proliferation, new weapons
f) R&D: stockpile stewardship, space, nuclear and non-nuclear military
overlap.
g) health and environment: downwinders, indigenous peoples, U.S. report on
nuclear workers
h) Globalization: economic aspects, WTO, democracy
i) Summary:  Forward looking, including the case for abolition
CTBT and BMD were noted as important but did not fit into the above and so
were placed to the side for the moment.

It was noted that the concerns of indigenous peoples went beyond just
health and environment and included issues such as sovereignty.  A
suggestion was made to use Human Rights as an issue since this is an
important topic and a new doctrine of human rights was being used as a tool
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of US unilateralism.  HR as an issue could include indigenous people since
it includes a subversion of democracy and the environment.  A
counter-suggestion was that HR could be under Law or could also fit as a
theme for the opening and/or closing.  The point was made that there is an
imperative to have a separate indigenous presentation and that the agenda
should be set by them.  

It was also felt by some that health and environment should be a separate
theme with the idea of providing an update, given the accident in Japan and
the January 29 New York Times story about nuclear weapons workers.  

There was also a discussion of whether morality should be an issue area or
whether it was better to have it as a cross-cutting theme which could be
touched 
pon by every (or almost every) presentation. It was suggested that BMD and
CTBT 
could be such cross-cutting themes. However, there was strong support for BMD 
to be its own theme due to its importance.

There was considerable discussion over whether globalization should be a an
issue area.  it was pointed out that there was a high cost to the nuclear
age including a lot of wasted money and that there were economic interests
involved in perpetuating nuclear weapons.  The discussion revolved around
issues such as the power of corporations and the role of democracy.  
It was noted that universal themes should be emphasized and that in some 
nuclear weapons states it was economics but in others it was
bureaucratic issues which perpetuated the nuclear establishment and that
the theme could be the male dominance of the social order.  This eventually
led to a discussion of whether gender should be one of the issue areas or
whether it could be a cross-cutting theme.

There was a note that non-proliferation was not on the list.

There was a discussion of how to deal with issues of universality in the
NPT and what to say about India/Pakistan and the Middle East. It was
suggested that universality could be its own theme.  Another suggestion was
to make universality the main topic under the NPT heading.  It was also
noted that this could be discussed under a democracy heading since the NPT
is undemocratic.  Another suggestion was to put NPT issues under the
introduction and keep universality as a separate area.  Another idea was to
rename the issue area The Failures of The NPT since there had been failures
both inherent in the treaty's negotiation (i.e., Article IV) and in the
review 
process (e.g. universality, the principles and objectives of 1995, CTBT).  
In response to the idea of adding another area called Alternative
Approaches to Disarmament (e.g. the Nuclear Weapons Convention, a process
similar to the Ottawa Process for landmines) it was suggested the issue
area could be expanded to The Failure of the NPT and Alternative
Approaches.  A counter-argument was made that this was part of the
strategy, but should not be in the NPT presentation.

The FINAL LIST of suggested topics that resulted from this discussion is as
follows (noting that there would be some fluidity as it becomes clearer which 
prominent speakers might be involved in the official NGO time as opposed to 
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other events):

1) Opening: summary of the most important ideas in the previous three years
of presentations
2) Nuclear Disarmament: Article VI, Nuclear Weapons Convention,
De-Alerting, START, Deep Cuts.
3) BMD
4) Failures of the NPT: Universality, CTBT, Article IV, Review/P&O
5) Law: assault on the rule of law, super-rogues, NATO and first use, NPT
vis-a-vis law
6) Deterrence: nuclear use doctrines and rationales, counter-proliferation.
7) Research and Development: new weapons, stockpile stewardship, space,
nuclear and military overlap, economic and corporate interests.
8) health and Environment: update (perhaps with downwinder as speaker)
9) Indigenous People
10) Summary

There was also a final list of suggested cross-cutting themes: gender,
human rights, democracy, morality.

It was then decided that an e-mail would be distributed with this
information and a call for comments and a call for volunteers to be
conveners and on working groups would be made.

4.  Calendar:

A calendar of events organized by NGOs will be kept by both Roger Smith
and Felicity Hill on the websites of the NGO Committee and WILPF.  This
will keep everybody informed of other events as well as facilitating
planning in order to minimize conflicting schedules.

Peacefully,
Roger Smith
Network Coordinator
NGO Committee on Disarmament

MANY THANKS TO HISHAM ZERRIFFI (OF INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
RESEARCH) FOR HIS HELP IN PREPARING THESE NOTES!!!
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======================
ANTI-BALLISTIC MISSILES
======================
 Bullet Misses Bullet Over Pacific

A new setback for the controversial US Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD)
occurred on Jan. 18th when a prototype missile-defense "kill vehicle"
failed to find and destroy the Minuteman 2 missile playing the role of an
enemy missile launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. The
test cost 100 million US dollars. Trying to hit a bullet with a bullet, the
interceptor was fired from Kwajalein Atoll in the Marshall Islands 20
minutes after the target's liftoff from California and missed as the two
flew in opposite directions over the Pacific Ocean 140 miles above the
Earth's surface. "I think it was predictable that the test would fail,"
said David Krieger, President of the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation, "There's
no possibility that they can come up with a completely foolproof system to
do what they're trying to do. That capacity just doesn't exist." He said
that there are other ways to deal with potential threats, adding it's how
the nation reacts that will make a difference. "Do you make enemies into
friends, try to build relationships, or do you have the delusion you can
build a shield over a territory and protect it?" 
        The next test is scheduled for April or May. During an earlier test in Oct
99 the kill vehicle at first failed to spot the target and fixed its course
instead on a decoy balloon that was released with the fake warhead to fool
the defenders. Deployment of a US national missile defense system would
violate the 1972 ABM Treaty, a key arms control agreement between the US
and Russia. (CNN, Associated Press, Los Angeles Times 1/17/00, 1/18/00,
1/19/00)

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"For its own defense needs, if the United States wants to develop a
[theater missile defense] system, that's its own business. What we don't
want to see is TMD covering Taiwan. That would ...damage US-China
...relations." - Lt. Gen. Xiong Guangkai, Director of Intelligence and
Deputy Chief of Staff of the People's Liberation Army warning that a sale
of anti-missile systems to Taiwan would violate the 1979 pact in which the
United States agreed to recognize Beijing's government, sever its defense
pact with Taiwan, and withdraw US military forces from the island;
Washington Post 1/27/00
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
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 US-Russia Disarmament Talks Stalemate On ABM Treaty

Top US and Russian officials ended nuclear disarmament talks Jan. 21st in
Geneva with no new agreements. John Hollum, US Undersecretary of State for
Disarmament, and Yuri Kapralov, head of the Russian Foreign Ministry's arms
control department, met in Geneva as the follow-up to a June 99
Yeltsin-Clinton agreement to discuss modifications to the Anti-Ballistic
Missile (ABM) Treaty. Russia refuses to modify the 1972 ABM Treaty which
the US wants to change so it can construct an anti-missile defense system
to shoot down incoming missile attacks from rogue nations. China and Russia
insist that the changes would start a nuclear arms race. The Russian DUMA
has not yet ratified the START II treaty, which would half US and Russian
nuclear arsenals to 3,000-3,500 warheads each. Acting Russia President
Putin stated his support of START II treaty (see related Sunflower story
Jan 00). UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan called the START II delay "part of
a wider and disturbing stagnation in the overall disarmament and
nonproliferation agenda."(AP 1/21/00)

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"The President also proposed a $112 billion increase across fiscal years
2000 to 2005 -- the first long-term sustained increase in defense spending
in over a decade." -- from the White House 1999 National Security Strategy
Report, an annual report to US Congress which outlines the President's
vision for America's role in the world and discusses the Administration's'
international priorities. 1/04/00
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

 Kofi Annan Urges Compliance With ABM Treaty

UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan called for an end to the "disturbing
stagnation" in global arms control efforts, hamstrung by deep divisions
between major nuclear powers over key issues such as the Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty (ABM). He addressed representatives from 66 members states
attending the Conference on Disarmament which opened its first 10 week
session on January 18th in Geneva. Annan said the ABM was a cornerstone of
strategic stability and warned that attempts to prevent an arms race in
outer space may fail if the 1972 treaty was broken. Annan urged flexibility
and agreement on a tangible program of negotiations for the year, but
diplomats said there was little chance of avoiding a fourth year of
paralysis. Elections in Russia and the United States, Russian delays on
ratifying START II, disunity about disarmament among the five strongest
nuclear powers, and instability in South Asia indicated further impasse at
the UN-sponsored talks in Geneva. (ABC World News 1/18/00)

============
USA UPDATE
============
 US Admits Radiation Workers Were Exposed

"Yes, there were exposures," US Dept of Energy Secretary Bill Richardson
said during an interview with CNN on Jan. 29th. According to Richardson the
workers "weren't actively lied to, but they were not informed of potential
exposures, so it's not a direct lie, but it could be they were not leveled
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with." This acknowledgement raises the possibility that the US government
might eventually compensate radiation victims or their survivors. (see
related story in The Sunflower Sept 99 "Excessive Uranium Found In Worker's
Bones Who Protested") A preliminary study by the White House and Dept. of
Energy cited higher-than-normal incidences of cancer among 600,000 workers
at 14 nuclear weapons plants; the study will be completed in February. (CNN
1/29/00)

 Helms Questions "Utopian Vision"

In his speech before the UN Security Council on January 20th, US Senator
Jesse Helms, an outspoken critic of the United Nations and the
International Criminal Court, warned bluntly "...[A]s the UN seeks to
impose its utopian vision of 'international law' on Americans, we can add
this question: Where do we go when we don't like the 'laws' of the world?
...If the United Nations respects the sovereign rights of the American
people, and serves them as an effective tool of diplomacy, it will earn and
deserve their respect and support. But a United Nations that seeks to
impose its presumed authority on the American people without their consent
begs for confrontation and, I want to be candid, eventual US withdrawal."
The North Carolina conservative senator accused the UN of an anti-American
bias and told the Security Council that the American people "would never
accept the claims of the United Nations to be the `sole source of
legitimacy on the use of force,' in the world. Helms' speech was aimed at
helping foreign ambassadors understand why the politically powerful Helms,
who is chairman of the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee, placed
conditions on nearly $1 billion in delinquent US dues to the United
Nations. The conditions include anti-abortion clauses. Four days later, US
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright told the Security Council that the
conservative senator doesn't speak for the United States, saying that "On
behalf of the President, let me say that the Clinton administration and I
believe that most Americans see our role in the world and our relationship
to this organization quite differently than does Senator Helms." Albright
went on to say that the US believes in "leading with other nations whenever
possible," and that the United Nations was the forum to do so. (AP 1/24/00;
full text of Helms speech is at http://www.senate.gov/~helms/)

 US National Nuclear Security Administration to Oversee Weapons

US Department of Energy Secretary Bill Richardson has sent Congress his
plan for the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA), a new,
semi-autonomous agency to run his department's nuclear weapons programs.
The plan calls for the Director of the NNSA to serve as an Undersecretary
of Energy and be appointed in the spring. Retired Gen. Eugene E. Habiger,
the Energy Department's new Director of Security and Emergency Operations,
will serve concurrently as NNSA Chief of Defense Nuclear Security. In
addition, Edward J. Curran, the FBI's former counterintelligence expert who
joined the department in late 1998 as Director of Counterintelligence, will
serve concurrently as NNSA Chief of Defense Nuclear Counterintelligence.
The DOE Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety and Health will be
assigned or appointed to a position inside NNSA with "authority to shut
down NNSA facilities or activities in circumstances where a clear and
present safety danger exists." (Washington Post 1/09/00)
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 US Nuclear Secrets Available to Public

There were 14,890 pages of declassified US government documents containing
nuclear weapons secrets that should not have been declassified and placed
in the National Archives, according to a Dec 99 US Dept. of Energy report
issued to US Congress. The information included test results and weapons
utilization information such as yields, deployment, and storage locations.
An anonymous official said, "These things are of concern because they could
be valuable to someone who was trying to develop a nuclear capability
...I'm not saying that we've discovered anything that gives away the farm
...but there are bits and pieces of information that we've pulled off the
shelves that are classified and should not have been there." (CNN 1/20/00;
full report is at http://www.fas.org)

 Vieques Will Vote on Solutions

The Clinton Administration announced a sweet deal to resolve a dispute that
has disrupted US Navy training on the Puerto Rican island of Vieques (see
related Sunflower story Aug 99). Last year a wayward bomb killed a civilian
security guard, protesters set up camps on the firing range, and Puerto
Rico Gov. Pedro Rossello pledged that "not one more bomb" would ever fall
on Vieques. In exchange for $40 million up front, Puerto Rican officials
agreed to let the US Navy conduct exercises this spring with dummy bombs
containing no explosives, but at an unspecified date between this Aug 00
and Feb 02, Vieques residents will vote on whether or not to permit the
Navy to resume using live ammunition. If the referendum result is yes, the
people of Vieques will get an additional $50 million in aid, for a total of
$90 million, nearly $10,000 for each of the 9,300 residents. However, if
the vote result is no, then the Navy must clean up its practice range and
halt all training by May 1, 2003. Protest leaders insist that even the use
of non-explosive or inert ordnance is unacceptable, and vow to block the
first stage of the plan in which the Navy would resume exercises only with
dummy bombs. (Washington Post 2/01/00)

==============
RUSSIA UPDATE
==============
 New Russian Defense Plan Lowers Threshold for First Use

Acting Russian President Vladimir Putin signed into law a new national
security strategy in January that lowers the threshold on first-use of
nuclear weapons. The National Security Concept of the Russian Federation
allows the use of all existing forces including nuclear weapons to oppose
any attack, nuclear or conventional, if other efforts fail to repel the
aggressor and allows the first use of nuclear arms "in case of a threat to
the existence of the Russian Federation." The new military guidance
proclaims Russia's intention to oppose domestic unrest and secessionist
challenges as well as American domination of the international arena. The
doctrine states, "The Russian Federation must have nuclear forces capable
of delivering specified damage to any aggressor state or a coalition of
states in any situation." (Reuters 1/19/00; English translation from
Rossiskaya Gazeta, 1/18/00 is at
http://www.nyu.edu/globalbeat/nuclear/Gazeta012400.html)
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 Moscow's Incoming Missile Blind Spot

Russia's early-warning system is decayed and unable to detect a US
ballistic missile for at least seven hours a day, and Russia also can no
longer spot missiles fired from US submarines, US officials and experts
say. At most, only four of Russia's 21 early-warning satellites are still
working and that would mean Russian commanders have about 17 hours of daily
coverage of the 550 nuclear-tipped ICBMs in silos in Colorado, Montana,
Nebraska, North Dakota and Wyoming. Since Russia cannot pay to activate
replacements for two land-based early-warning radars, Russia is blind to
incoming submarine missiles in the northern areas of the Atlantic and
Pacific where US Trident submarines operate. An August 1999 report by the
US Congressional Budget Office said that if Russia's early-warning system
"cannot reassure Russian leaders that false alarms are indeed benign
events, the danger for both countries could be significant." While the US
and Russia have agreed to "de-target" each other, both can re-program their
missiles in minutes. Russia keeps an estimated 2,000 nuclear warheads on
high alert, most of them atop silo-based SS-18 missiles. Experts say the US
has as many as 2,500 warheads on high alert. James Goodby, former US
ambassador who negotiated the US-funded dismantling of Russian nuclear
weapons, said, "I think the chances [of a nuclear mistake] are rising
...from what I felt was a very, very low level." (AP 1/24/00; dealerting
campaign info at http://www.dealert.org/index.html)

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
What does global nuclear disarmament mean?
"It means early agreement by the nuclear-weapon states to de-alert their
arsenals - as was recommended years ago by the Canberra Commission - to
abandon first-use nuclear doctrines, and to eliminate all tactical nuclear
weapons ...It means the preservation of the ABM Treaty as a basis of
strategic stability." - Jayantha Dhanapala, UN Under-Secretary General for
Disarmament Affairs at Stanford University speech in Palo Alto, California
on 1/12/00
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

 Russia To Continue Subcritical Nuclear Tests in Arctic

Russia carries out about five subcritical tests each year at the Novaya
Zemlya archipelago and will continue the practice in 2000. The southern tip
of the archipelago is located above the Arctic Circle between the Barents
and Kara Seas. In the US there were eight subcritical tests last year, and
the first for this year, Oboe 3, is expected to occur in early Feb 00 at
the Nevada Test Site. (Nando Times 1/01/00; Test info at
http://www.nuclearfiles.org/sc/index.html, http://www.shundahai.org and
http://www.angelfire.com/tx/atomicveteran/index.html)

===============================
DISARMAMENT AND COOPERATION
===============================
 Blix To Lead UN Nuclear Weapons Inspection of Iraq

The UN Security Council reached a consensus on Jan. 26th to appoint Hans
Blix of Sweden as the head of the new UN Monitoring, Verification and
Inspection Commission, the UN weapons inspection agency for Iraq. Until
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1997 Blix was the head of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
Iraq denies trying to develop nuclear weapons but admits carrying out
related research. An IAEA nuclear inspection in Iraq, separate from the
commission, was completed Jan. 25th, coming under the terms of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty and led by Ahmad Abuzahra, head of the IAEA.
Abuzahra's team of five monitors performed routine physical inventory
checking for nuclear material. The IAEA five-day, nuclear materials
inspection concluded that Iraq's nuclear materials are not being used for
military purposes.
 In Jan 00 Security Council members failed to agree on Rolf Ekeus for head
of the UN Monitoring, Verification and Inspection Commission. Ekeus was the
executive chairman of the now-defunct UN Special Commission for Iraq from
1991 to 1997. Russia, China and France rejected Ekeus, saying his
associations with the Special Commission made him unfit to lead the new
agency. Both the Special Commission and the IAEA were charged with
overseeing the destruction of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction in the
aftermath of the 1991 Gulf War. The Special Commission led by Ekeus fell
out of favor with Security Council members, Russia, China, and France,
after allegations surfaced that the US was using it to spy on Iraq and
following a commission report that triggered US and British air strikes in
December 1998. (AP 1/26/00)

 New Zealand and Fiji Discuss Nuclear Test Monitor Site

A nuclear test monitoring station in Fiji may be built jointly by New
Zealand and Fiji as part of a global network of 300 such stations to help
verify compliance with the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. During
meetings with Fiji government leaders, New Zealand Minister of Foreign
Affairs and Trade Phil Goff said, "It helps to keep the Pacific at the
forefront of global efforts to control nuclear weapons ...[and]
demonstrates that our region can move ahead with the advancement of global
initiatives for the benefit of all countries worldwide." Goff and Fiji
External Trade Minister Tupeni Baba expressed concern about the continued
shipment of nuclear fuel reprocessing material through the Pacific. (Xinua
& New Zealand Press Association 1/25/00)

 US and China Resume Military Cooperation Talks

US and Chinese officials met at the Pentagon Jan 25th to discuss defense
and security issues, resuming a military-to-military dialogue that China
halted last spring after the mistaken US bombing of the Chinese embassy in
Belgrade by US jets during the NATO air war against Serbia. The talks, the
third in a series of defense consultative sessions that began in 1997, were
led by People's Liberation Army Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Xiong Guangkai and
US Undersecretary of State Walter Slocombe. The meetings are expected to
firm up military-to-military exchanges such as military officer and warship
visits for both sides, and may include discussions on the situation in
North Korea, US plans for ballistic missile defenses, and expansion of the
NATO alliance. (AP & Reuters, 1/25/00)

=================
NUCLEAR MATTERS
=================
 Chernobyl Hot Zone Welcomes Residents
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The Ukraine government has drafted a $1.3 million development plan for
resettling the Zone of Alienation in a 20 mile radius around the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant. The zone was contaminated with radiation and evacuated
after the 1986 accident at the plant, the world's worst nuclear accident.
Scientists have discovered a wide variety of mutated plants and animals in
the zone, serious radiation-related health problems are rampant in the
Ukraine, and only a few people now risk living near the hot zone. Citing
scientific work sponsored in part by the European Union, the plan suggests
some areas may be suitable for growing potatoes and resettlement, according
to Volodymyr Kholosha, Deputy Emergency Situations Minister. The draft plan
also has some provisions for health care and radiation safety for people
living outside the zone. (AP 1/11/00)

 Children, Santa and Radioactivity Don't Mix in Scotland

Workers at the Dounreay Nuclear Power Plant in northern Scotland built a
Santa's Grotto from containers that had previously stored radioactive waste
and welcomed hundreds of children to meet Santa in the grotto. The
containers had been used to store low-level nuclear waste such as paper
towels and overalls used by workers cleaning up radioactive spills. Parents
and anti-nuclear groups accused the UK Atomic Energy Authority, which
operates the plant, of irresponsible practices. The nuclear plant head of
corporate communications, Beth Taylor, defended the plant's actions, saying
"We have very rigorous procedures for cleaning up and decontamination. Use
of these materials is quite normal, but we can see how parents are
sensitive when their children are involved." Reuters 1/07/00).

 Kakadu Uranium Protester Refuses to Pay Trespass Fine

"To help shut down the nuclear industry worldwide is my aim," explained Jo
Vallentine, uranium mining protestor and former Australian Senator.
Vallentine was sentenced Jan. 27th to seven days at Bandyup Women's Prison
for refusing to pay a trespass fine incurred during a mass protest against
the proposed Jabiluka uranium mine site which is surrounded by Kakadu
National Park, a World Heritage Park in Australia. "It is the mining
company, Energy Resources of Australia (ERA), which is trespassing.
Unfortunately that company has the backing of the Federal Government, but
not the support of most Australians nor of the huge number of tourists who
flock to Kakadu each year," Vallentine said. She was invited by the area's
traditional owners, the Mirrar people, "Along with one hundred and
seventeen others that day, I was standing in solidarity with the Mirrar to
defend their land against the ravages of uranium mining, which they claim
will mean cultural genocide for their people. I am obeying a higher law,
which compels me to act to help the Mirrar protect their country and to
prevent more dangerous uranium mining from taking place. The risks of
involvement in the nuclear industry are great - risks we don't have to
take," Vallentine said. (Jan 00; more info on Jabiluka at
http://aucwa.iinet.net.au/, http://www.mirrar.net/, and
http://aucwa.iinet.net.au/internet/net-jabiluka.

 Israel Debates Nuclear Issues In Parliament

"I think it is one of the most fateful and decisive issues in Israel's
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collective and personal security and of the nations in the region ...the
only people who know nothing about this issue ...are the public in Israel,"
stated Issam Mahoul, a member of Parliament from Israel's left-wing,
largely Arab Hadash Party, who requested an open debate on nuclear weapons
in the Israeli Parliament. Initially rejected for security reasons, the
debate began Feb. 2nd and follows some relaxation in public discussion of
nuclear issues in Israel.(AP 1/19/00).

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"This task [nuclear disarmament] will require strong support from civil
society. These range from national grassroots lobbying activities to
coordinated international disarmament campaigns such as those organized by
the Middle Powers Initiative - working in support of the disarmament and
non-proliferation goals of the inter-governmental New Agenda Coalition -
and the Hague Appeal for Peace, to name just a few." - Jayantha Dhanapala,
UN Under-Secretary General for Disarmament Affairs at Stanford University
speech in Palo Alto, California on 1/12/00
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

==================
SUNFLOWER SEEDS
==================
 New Treaty Bans Child Soldiers Under 18 In Combat 

After six years of negotiations, governments agreed January 22nd in Geneva
on a treaty establishing eighteen as the minimum age for soldier
participation in armed conflicts. In its implementation, governments must
demobilize any child soldiers and provide appropriate rehabilitation.
According to the Center for Defense Information, the agreement does allow
government armies to recruit children as young as 16 with parental consent.
In a major policy shift, the US agreed for the first time not to send into
combat soldiers under 18 years of age. "This treaty could really make a
difference to hundreds of thousands of children around the world," said Jo
Becker, Children's Rights Advocacy Director for Human Rights Watch, adding
"For the first time, governments have agreed that the use of children in
war is simply unacceptable." The accord marks the first time the US has
ever agreed to change its internal practices in order to support a human
rights standard, because in other cases, such as the Landmine Ban Treaty
and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the US either
refuses to ratify or has entered reservations to exempt the US from any
requirements that exceed US law. Although the Convention on the Rights of
the Child firmly establishes 18 as the dividing line between childhood and
adulthood, previous international standards had allowed children to be
legally recruited as soldiers and take a direct part in hostilities at age
15. (More info at http://www.hrw.org/ and at
http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles/stop_using_child_soldiers.htm

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"In a time of universal deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act."
George Orwell
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

========
ACTION
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========
 Write a letter to your heads of government urging them to attend the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty Review and Extension Conference in New
York during April 2000. Addresses of world politicians are available at
http://www.trytel.com/~aberdeen/. A free fax service is available at
http://www.fax4free.com

 Sign the On-line Petition to Stop Ballistic Missile Defense. Go to
http://www.PetitionOnline.com

 Names of Downwinders Needed! Abolition 2000 is collecting names of
downwinders -- people with ill health due to nuclear radiation exposure --
as part of a demonstration that will be held at the United Nations during
the Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference in April 2000. Email
aslater@gracelinks.org with names, city, country, date of exposure, death,
or accident (where available).

 Join us in waging peace. Membership in the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation
includes a subscription to the Waging Peace Worldwide journal, latest
booklets, plus invitations to events and discounts on purchases. To join,
go to http://www.wagingpeace.org/mbrshp.html 

===========
RESOURCES
===========
A chronology of all nuclear-related events during 1999 now online at
Nuclear Files, http://www.NuclearFiles.org/chron/90/1999.html

"Prevent War, A New Strategy For America" by US Major General John B.
"Jack" Kidd (USAF-Retired) is available now. Call 800.247.6553 to order the
book from BookMasters Inc. in Mansfield Ohio USA. Among many other
outstanding military assignments, Kidd was Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations of the Air Force Special Nuclear Weapons Center.

Corporate Welfare for Weapons Makers - The Hidden Costs of Spending on
Defense and Foreign Aid by William D. Hartung is available online at
http://www.cato.org/pubs/pas/pa-350es.html

The $4 billion Kwajalein Missile Range on the US military base in the
Marshall Islands is the only place outside the US where the American
military can test components of the ballistic missile defense program.
Grant payments from the US to the Marshall Islands will expire in 2001 and
negotiations are scheduled to continue during 2000. Read the Nuclear
History of Micronesia and the Pacific by Richard Salvador at
http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles/salvador-nuclearmicronesia.html

Indigenous Environmental Network is an alliance of grassroots indigenous
peoples with info on nuclear-free indigenous lands at
http://www.alphacdc.com/ien/

A film titled From Radioactive Mines to Radioactive Weapons is available
for $20 US from World Survival Foundation, 190 Concord Drive, Sedona
Arizona 86336 USA. More info at http://www.frontiernet.net/~concerns/
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Background and protest info on the Dawn Mining Company proposal to dump
unprocessed uranium sludge into a pit on the Spokane Indian Reservation
http://dawnwatch.org

Learning to Glow, A Nuclear Reader edited by John Bradley has been released
by the University of Arizona Press. 24 essays by downwinders, scientists,
Pulitzer Prize winners, all personal testimonies about the nightmarish
human and environmental costs of atomic science. Available at
http://www.uapress.arizona.edu/books/bid1296.htm

A final report on the Tokai criticality accident is available in English at
http://www.sta.go.jp/genan/jco/jco-e00119.html

The Natural Resources Defense Council has submitted comments to the
Secretary of Energy Advisory Board (SEAB) National Ignition Facility (NIF)
Task Force which reported on a laser designed to simulate conditions of a
nuclear weapons explosion now under construction at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory in California. Comments at
http://www.nautilus.org/library/security/references/NRDCnif00.pdf

Principal organizations in the Chinese Nonproliferation and Arms Control
Community are at http://cns.miis.edu/cns/projects/eanp/pubs/chinaorg.htm

Information on the ocean shipment of plutonium from France to Japan on the
British ship Pacific Swan is at
http://www.greenpeace.org/pressreleases/nuctrans/1999dec29.html

Desert Concerns has produced a film on the international effort to ban
uranium mining worldwide. $20.00 including postage. Send check to World
Survival Foundation, 190 Concord Dr., Sedona, Arizona 86336 USA. The film
can be copied, distributed and used as an educational resource. More info
at email danrobicheau@hotmail.com or go to
http://www.frontiernet.net/~concerns

In the weeks leading up to the NPT Review Conference in April, check this
web page for opinions from around the world. Go to
http://www.reachingcriticalwill.org

Nukes Are Not Forever, a book by Lev P. Feoktistov presents an insight into
the history of the nuclear arms race in the USSR and an analysis of present
Russian nuclear deterrence policy. The author is a former chief architect
of the Soviet nuclear program, and now a member of the Russian Pugwash. To
order send email to scippnw@glasnet.ru

Help on designing a legal defense for civil resistance intended to halt
destructive government activities that violate international law, including
nuclear weapons protests, is available in Francis Boyle's book Defending
Civil Resistance Under International Law. $10.00 US; all author profits go
to the Center for Energy Research in Oregon which is concerned with energy
and peace issues. Order from amazon.com through the Nuclear Files site at
http://www.NuclearFiles.org

Kudos! The foundation's website http://www.wagingpeace.org which includes
the Abolition 2000 site http://www.abolition2000.org received an award
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recently from Encyclopedia Britannica online (www.Brittanica.com) as one of
the best sites on the Internet. The criteria used by Britannica included
quality, accuracy of content, presentation and usability.

========
EDITORS
========
David Krieger
Penny Sidoli

========
SPONSOR
========
XMission Internet

The Sunflower list service is sponsored by XMission Internet, an internet
solutions provider. The XMission offices are located 51 East 400 South
Suite 200, Salt Lake City, UT 84111 USA. The XMission telephone for voice
is (801)539-0852 and fax is (801)539-0853. The XMission Internet URL is
http://www.xmission.com

-
 To unsubscribe to sunflower, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe sunflower" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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Date: Thu, 03 Feb 2000 15:57:12 -0800
From: Ploughshares Fund <sallyl@ploughshares.org>
Organization: Ploughshares Fund
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.61 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
Subject: proposal

Dear Howard,
Yes, your proposal is on the docket, and it will be discussed and
decided on for funding next Monday, February 7.  As we have had to tell
others who have requested information on grants, there are more on the
docket as researched by staff than there is money to pay for all. As in
all other foundations, the decision is up to the board of directors.
This office will let you know the outcome before next week is out.
With best wishes,  Sally Lilienthal

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\sallyl.vcf"
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X-Sender: wslf@mail.earthlink.net
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.1 
Date: Fri, 04 Feb 2000 17:46:44 -0800
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com, abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
From: Jackie Cabasso <wslf@earthlink.net>
Subject: (abolition-usa) guerilla press release
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by goose.prod.itd.earthlink.net id RAA17317
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  February 4, 2000
Contact:  Jackie Cabasso (510) 839-5877 

Bradley Commmits to Deep Nuclear Weapons Cuts,
Then Further Reductions

SAN FRANCISCO, CA -- At a public campaign event in San Francisco yesterday,
Democratic Presidential candidate Bill Bradley announced his position on
nuclear weapons abolition in response to a question shouted out from the
crowd.  

        As Bradley left Gabbiano’s Restaurant on the San Francisco waterfront
after concluding his speech, he shook hands with onlookers gathered in the
pouring rain outside. As he accepted a piece of literature from her, Jacqueline
Cabasso, executive director of the Oakland-based Western States Legal
Foundation, called out: “What’s your position on nuclear weapons abolition?” 
Bradley answered, without hesitation: “First, we’re going to make a deal with
the Russians to get down to 1,000 to 2,000.” Cabasso followed up: “Then what?”
Bradley responded: “Then we’re going to keep going with reductions.” As Bradley
moved on, Cabasso urged him to make nuclear abolition a campaign issue.

        According to Cabasso, “Bill Bradley’s position on nuclear weapons
reductions goes significantly farther than that of the Clinton Administration,
which is refusing to even talk about going below 2,000 to 2,500 deployed
strategic US nuclear weapons.” At arms control talks in Geneva last week, the
United States opposed a Russian suggestion that each country cut the size of
its nuclear arsenal to 1,500 strategic warheads.

        More than a decade after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the US is
spending more, in constant dollars, on nuclear weapons research, development,
testing, and production than it did during the average Cold War year on
directly comparable activities. Today US Trident submarines,  armed with the
most deadly, sophisticated weapons of mass destruction imaginable are
patrolling  world’s oceans at the same rate as at the height of the Cold War,
ready to strike targets around the globe in a matter of minutes.  And every
nuclear weapon type in the US stockpile is being modified or upgraded.  

        “The US-lead NATO bombing of Yugoslavia and US plans to move ahead with
deployment of national missile defenses threaten to ignite new arms races with
Russia and China,” said Cabasso. “Continued US possession and threatened use of
nuclear weapons actual endangers our national security, rather than enhancing
it.”
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        Cabasso concluded: “There’s a growing international demand from
citizens
and governments alike to begin negotiations on the total elimination of nuclear
weapons -- a  requirement of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, binding on
the United States. Yet, From the Presidential campaign so far, you wouldn’t
know that nuclear weapons even exist.  The danger of accidental or intentional
nuclear launch is growing.  A true national debate on the future of nuclear
weapons is urgently needed.” 

        Western States Legal Foundation is a founding member of the Abolition
2000 Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons, which has over 1,400 member
groups in 91 countries.

******************************************************
Jacqueline Cabasso, Executive Director
WESTERN STATES LEGAL FOUNDATION
1440 Broadway, Suite 500
Oakland, California USA 94612
Tel: +(510)839-5877
Fax: +(510)839-5397
E-mail: wslf@earthlink.net
******************************************************
Western States Legal Foundation is part of  ABOLITION 2000
A GLOBAL NETWORK TO ELIMINATE NUCLEAR WEAPONS

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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From: stiefr@ucc.org
X-Lotus-FromDomain: UCC
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
Date: Mon, 7 Feb 2000 15:17:13 -0500
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament

Howard Hallman --

Jay Lintner forwarded a copy of your proposal and his response.  On July 1,
I will be the Director of our Public Life and Social Policy Office in
Washington DC, which is currently our Washington Office of the Office for
Church in Society.

I have been trying to figure out how to cover the nuclear disarmament issue
in the Washington Office after July 1, and this proposal looks like it has
great potential.  I have done a lot of work on this issue in the past, and
it is one of the most critical issues we have facing us.  Much of my
approach comes from my work in California and the West Coast with the
Citizens Against a Radioactive Environment (a grassroots DOE-watchdog
agency over Lawrence Livermore Labs), Pace E Bene and the Nevada Desert
Lenten Experience, and more than a few arrests for civil disobedience at
the gates of the death-dealing machinery of the nuclear weapons industry.
I lobbied on the nuclear freeze in 1982 in Washington DC, and saw how
important it was to build the grassroots resistance, so this is where I
would tend to lean for our role in the UCC.

If this proposal can get the next generation of nuclear weapons arms
build-up more in the light, and lift it from the obscurity it currently
enjoys, I will do what I can with my limited time and resources to help.
Thanks for your work.  On July 1, when I take my new position, assuming all
goes as planned in our transition, I would like to be named to your
Advisory Committee, and want to be kept in the loop before then as you
develop your thinking.

Ron Stief
(I am currently the Minister for Labor Relations and Economic Justice at
the UCC in Cleveland).

phone:  216-736-3273
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Date: Mon, 7 Feb 2000 17:15:24 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Dear Howard:

Today I heard from Lacombe and Ehrlich. Neither can be here. La Combe does
not live in Overland Park after all. He lives in southwestern Missouri,
near Branson.

Bob



From: stiefr@ucc.org
X-Lotus-FromDomain: UCC
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
Date: Mon, 7 Feb 2000 15:17:13 -0500
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament

Howard Hallman --

Jay Lintner forwarded a copy of your proposal and his response.  On July 1,
I will be the Director of our Public Life and Social Policy Office in
Washington DC, which is currently our Washington Office of the Office for
Church in Society.

I have been trying to figure out how to cover the nuclear disarmament issue
in the Washington Office after July 1, and this proposal looks like it has
great potential.  I have done a lot of work on this issue in the past, and
it is one of the most critical issues we have facing us.  Much of my
approach comes from my work in California and the West Coast with the
Citizens Against a Radioactive Environment (a grassroots DOE-watchdog
agency over Lawrence Livermore Labs), Pace E Bene and the Nevada Desert
Lenten Experience, and more than a few arrests for civil disobedience at
the gates of the death-dealing machinery of the nuclear weapons industry.
I lobbied on the nuclear freeze in 1982 in Washington DC, and saw how
important it was to build the grassroots resistance, so this is where I
would tend to lean for our role in the UCC.

If this proposal can get the next generation of nuclear weapons arms
build-up more in the light, and lift it from the obscurity it currently
enjoys, I will do what I can with my limited time and resources to help.
Thanks for your work.  On July 1, when I take my new position, assuming all
goes as planned in our transition, I would like to be named to your
Advisory Committee, and want to be kept in the loop before then as you
develop your thinking.

Ron Stief
(I am currently the Minister for Labor Relations and Economic Justice at
the UCC in Cleveland).

phone:  216-736-3273
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To: bblair@brook.edu, bblair@cdi.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmamanet
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Bruce,

As I mentioned to you, I am in the process of forming an Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament. The intent is 
to provide a means to mobilize the faith community in support of various steps that lead toward the global elimination 
of nuclear weapons.  We made a start in the CTBT ratification campaign, and we want to build upon that experience in 
working on such issues as de-alerting, new weapons development, national missile defense, deep cuts in strategic 
weapons, and support for the international nonproliferation regime.  

As we did in the CTBT campaign so also in this broader endeavor we want to rely upon the technical expertise of civil-
sector organizations.   Therefore, I hope that you might be available to brief the Steering Committee and members of the 
National Advisory Board on de-alerting and related issues.

As we seek foundation grants to support the work of the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, it would be 
useful to have a letter from you and other civil-sector organizations that expresses your willingness to work with the 
Interfaith Partnership by providing us with technical information and working cooperatively on joint endeavors.  Such a 
letter can be addressed to me as Chair, Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, 1500 16th Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036.

If you have any questions about my request, please all me at 301 896-0013.  If you are uncomfortable about writing this 
kind of letter, just ignore my request.

Shalom,
Howard



JOB DESCRIPTION
PROGRAM ASSOCIATE/ASSISTANT

GLOBAL GREEN USA, WASHINGTON, D.C.
(Position open March/April 2000)

Global Green USA, the American affiliate of Green Cross International founded by Mikhail
Gorbachev, is seeking a full-time Program Associate or Assistant for its Washington DC office. 
GGUSA is an environmental, non-profit organization focused on national and international
issues of military base cleanup, weapons demilitarization, energy and resource efficiency, and
natural resource-based conflict.

Duties:
a. Assist Program Director in planning and implementation of programmatic strategies; coordinate

fundraising; draft fundraising proposals and reports, media, outreach, and educational materials.

b. Assist Program Director in managing government contracts, and coordinating budget and invoices
with office manager in Los Angeles.

c. Facilitate international and domestic communications and information exchange; compose articles for
newsletter; network with and keep constituents informed.

d. Manage office infrastructure: computers, equipment, communications, & files.
e. Organize and maintain database; integrate database with national office.
f. Assist Program Director with administrative tasks, and provide technical assistance on specific

projects.
g. Organize and share leadership responsibility for periodic events such as roundtables and workshops

on Capitol Hill; help develop, plan and implement annual national conference on military
environmental cleanup and military base conversion.

h. Liaison with congressional offices, military services, NGOs, and other stakeholders on military base
cleanup and conversion, appropriations, and chemical weapons destruction legislation.

i. Supervise interns and other duties as needed.
j. Conduct primary and secondary source research in support of program.
k.    Periodically assist staff with other programmatic needs.

Qualifications:
Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in social or natural sciences or environmental policy/sciences.  Team
player. Excellent written and oral communication skills essential.  Strong commitment to environmental,
arms control, and peace issues.  Knowledge of Windows, MS Word, Access, Excel, and Internet
communications software essential.  Experience with Congress and conference/event organizing helpful. 
Strong facilitation skills desirable.  Ability to travel essential.  Russian language also helpful.  Starting
salary commensurate with experience.  Excellent benefits and holidays.

Organization
Global Green USA is an environmental non-profit organization headquartered in Los Angeles with a
Washington, DC office.  It is the American affiliate of Green Cross International in Geneva, Switzerland;
the president of GCI is Mikhail Gorbachev. Global Green USA works in cooperation with individuals,
industry, and government to create a global value shift toward a sustainable future.  The organization is
active in promoting and accelerating the cleanup and reuse of military facilities, promoting the safe and
environmentally responsible destruction of chemical weapons, the "greening" of affordable housing, and
the prevention of international natural resource-based conflicts.

The Washington office manages the Legacy Program, an international effort to facilitate the cleanup and
environmentally sound destruction of weapons inventories. The goal of the Legacy Program is to create a
legacy of peace by creating a sustainable and secure future.  It accomplishes this by facilitating
communication and dialogue among stakeholders in the U.S. and abroad.  One major focus recently has



been the destruction of Russian and American chemical weapons arsenals and full implementation of the
Chemical Weapons Convention.

Global Green USA is an affirmative action and equal opportunity employer and is committed to
developing a diverse staff.  Women, minorities, and persons with disabilities are encouraged to apply.

To Apply:
Send a cover letter, resume, a short writing sample, and names of 3 references, to Program Director,
Global Green USA; 1025 Vermont Avenue, NW, Suite 300; Washington, DC 20005-6303.  Or fax to:
202-879-3182 or 202-783-0444.  Resume review begins immediately (early February 2000).
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-874-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
X-Sender: pbs@email.psu.edu (Unverified)
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.1
Date: Tue, 08 Feb 2000 10:19:07 -0500
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: "Peter B. Shaw" <pbs@psu.edu>
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
X-eGroups-Approved-By: a2000@silcom.com via email
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Executive Director position with Veterans For Peace

Please distribute to pertinent individuals and organizations. Thank you.

Peter B. Shaw
Executive Director Search Committee Chair

VETERANS FOR PEACE

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: POSITION OPEN

Executive Director: Veterans for Peace, Washington, D.C.

Veterans for Peace, a national non-profit organization of over 1,000
military veterans dedicated to peace and justice issues, is seeking an
Executive Director to work out of its Washington, DC headquarters. VFP
members are active in various projects, including: Ending the economic
embargoes imposed on Iraq and Cuba; closing the School of the Americas at
Fort Benning; protecting the rights of the indigenous peoples of Chiapas;
peace and justice activities in Central America; reducing small arms
nationally and
internationally; abolition of nuclear weapons; non-violent conflict
resolution in schools; Campaign to Abolish Landmines; Vietnam Friendship
Village project; Incarcerated Veterans project; Veterans Vietnam
Restoration project; and abolishing JROTC in our schools. VFP has NGO
representation at the UN.

QUALIFICATIONS: Successful management of a national or regional peace
and/or justice organization. Ability to work with and supervise volunteers.
Fund-raising success. Writing and speaking skills. Advanced computer
skills. Ability to initiate and follow through on projects. Good
interpersonal and
conceptual skills Familiarity with major public policy issues related to
peace and justice. Military veteran status preferred but not required.

JOB DESCRIPTION: Administer daily functions of national headquarters
office. Promote national and chapter fund-raising and membership
recruitment efforts.  Develop more effective volunteer efforts within HQ
and throughout the national organization. Improve VFP telecommunications
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programs. Recruit
and supervise administrative and program interns. Provide support to Board
of Directors in policy development and long-range planning for a more
effective organization.

SALARY RANGE: Full-time salary of $30,000 to $40,000, depending on
qualifications. Generous vacation, holiday, and health benefits.

NON-DISCRIMINATION: All qualified applicants will be considered without
regard to race, color, religion, age, national origin, ancestry,
disability, gender, sexual orientation, marital or parental status.

TO APPLY: Send cover letter, resume, writing sample generated during
previous employment, a statement on fundraising and membership development
ideas and experience, and the names of three references to:

Search Committee Chair
Veterans for Peace, Inc.
733 15th St. NW, Suite 928
Washington, DC 20005

DEADLINE: March 17, 2000  (extended deadline)

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Love. Relationships? E - Commerce!
http://click.egroups.com/1/1145/1/_/91925/_/950035791/

-- Talk to your group with your own voice!
-- http://www.egroups.com/VoiceChatPage?listName=abolition-caucus&m=1
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To: bblair@brook.edu, bblair@cdi.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Bruce,

When I wrote you, I forgot to include a description of the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, which I am 
putting together.  Here it is.

Howard

###

Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament

        Within the faith community in the United States there is widespread consensus on the goal of eliminating all 
nuclear weapons on Earth.  This is the position of many denominations and numerous religious associations.  An 
Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament is forming as a vehicle for working together to achieve this goal.

Public Policy Objectives

The Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament realizes that the global elimination of nuclear weapons is likely to 
take a number of years to achieve through a series of incremental steps.  Therefore, the Partnership will work to achieve 
those steps that move toward nuclear disarmament,
including:

Ø  Ratification and implementation of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
Ø De-alerting the world's nuclear arsenal by separating warheads from delivery vehicles and other means.
Ø Deep cuts in the U.S. and Russian strategic arsenal on an interim basis until they go to zero (say, to 1,000 de-alerted 
warheads on each side and then to 200 or fewer).
Ø Curtailing the development of new nuclear weapons. 
Ø Halting efforts to establish ballistic missile defense.
Ø Support for and enhancement of the international nonproliferation regime.
Ø Negotiation and adoption of a global Nuclear Weapons Convention that outlaws and abolishes all nuclear weapons 
under strict and effective international control.  
Ø Achievement of an international system of fissile material control.

Structure

To provide a structural a framework for working together, the Interfaith Partnership will have two units: a Steering 
Committee and a National Advisory Board.

The Steering Committee will consist of representatives from participating denominations and religious associations.  It 
will meet monthly in Washington to plan partnership activities, guide implementation, and evaluate the results.  It will 
also serve as the corporate board of directors.  Sub-groups will function as appropriate to plan and carry out particular 
tasks or work on specific issues.

The National Advisory Board will consist of top religious leaders.  They will serve as individuals though many of them 
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will hold high level positions in their denominations.  Although the National Advisory Board will not meet as a body, 
members will be drawn upon for meetings with executive officials and members of Congress.

The Steering Committee will have a small support staff, but most of the implementation will be carried out by 
participating denominations and associations, working together cooperatively, and by their grassroots networks.  
Foundation grants are being sought to support this endeavor.

Modes of Operation

 Because all nuclear weapons (as far as is known) are in the control of governments, it is governments which will 
decide whether to adopt and carry out the steps toward nuclear disarmament.  Therefore, the focus of the Interfaith 
Partnership will be upon influencing governmental officials who determine public policies on nuclear weapons.  This 
will be achieved
through three modes of operation: (i) education and mobilization of regional and local religious bodies and people of 
faith so that they can contact public officials, (ii) direct contact with public officials in Washington, and (iii) efforts to 
shape public opinion through the media and other avenues.

Grassroots education and mobilization will occur through regional and local networks of denominations and religious 
associations.  The main objective is to have numerous persons from the faith community be in touch with public 
officials regularly on nuclear disarmament issues.  To help this process staff of participating organizations and the 
Interfaith Partnership will produce and disseminate issue briefs, sample letters to the editor, op-ed pieces, and worship 
material.  Efforts will be to achieve interfaith action at the state and local level.   Use will be made of conference calls 
and state and regional training workshops.

 Participants in the Interfaith Partnership will make direct contact with members of Congress, their staff, and key 
persons in the Executive Branch. There will be sign-on letters, public statements, news conferences, and public forums.  
The Interfaith Partnership will work closely with secular organizations working for nuclear disarmament.

 Use will be made of the public media to influence public opinion by bringing the views of the faith community on 
nuclear disarmament before the general public.  This will achieved through direct contact with reporters, editors, and 
television and radio news producers.  Use will be made of
denominational publications, both national and regional, to gain fuller coverage of nuclear disarmament issues.

Issues of 2000

 The U.S. position at the Review Conference of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Conference in April-
May will be an important issue in the early months of 2000.  The Interfaith Partnership will encourage the United States 
and other nuclear weapons states to make a concrete commitment to significant steps toward nuclear disarmament.

 Although the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty will not come before the Senate again until 2001, preparation for 
reconsideration of ratification will occur in 2000.  The need to curtail research and design of new nuclear weapons 
under the guise of stockpile stewardship is a  continuing issue.

 De-alerting the nuclear arsenal by taking strategic weapons off hair-trigger alert will come into sharper focus in 
2000.  Restrictions on de-alerting by Congress need to be removed.   The possibility of deeper cuts in the strategic 
arsenal will also be a possibility with the election
of a new Russian president and the Duma.

 The Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament will work on these and other issues.
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Date: Wed, 09 Feb 2000 08:54:22 -0500
From: Karina Wood <kwood@igc.org>
Organization: Fourth Freedom Forum
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)
To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com, abolition-caucus@egroups.com,
        Kevin Martin <kmartin@fourthfreedom.org>
Subject: (abolition-usa) re TV program on Nuclear Weapons
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

Dear abolitionists in the USA and around the world:

Those of us here in the US who watched the CBS "60 Minutes II" news
documentary program last night, saw a segment entitled "The Missiliers"
which described how thousands of US and Russian nuclear missiles remain
on combat-ready alert today and asked why there has been so little
progress in arms reductions since the end of the Cold War. Retired 4
star General Eugene Habinger was interviewed, and he spoke firmly in
favor of deep reductions. For "prime time" television, it was a very
good program, and I'm sure it will have been startling and
thought-provoking news for many Americans.

You can read the full commentary of the program on CBS' website at:

http://cbsnews.cbs.com/now/story/0,1597,158208-412,00.shtml

(In case this link doesn't work, go to www.cbs.com then click on CBS
News, then click on 60 Minutes II, then see the Missiliers story
heading)

Partway through the text there is a link to the Tokyo Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear War's nuclear weapons chronology webpage, and from
their page a link to the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation's site!

Americans: Let's generate thousands of calls to the White House today,
referring to the "60 Minutes II" show and demanding de-alerting and
immediate deep US-Russian reductions leading to negotiations for the
abolition of all nuclear weapons.

Everyone: Let's try really hard to get retired 4 star US Generals
Habinger and Lee Butler to make presentations at the NPT Review
Conference.

All the best,
Karina.
-- 
Karina H. Wood
Field Coordinator, Project Abolition
and U.S. Outreach Coordinator, Hague Appeal for Peace
85 John St.
Providence, RI 02906
Ph: 401-276-0377
Fax: 401-751-1476
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Email: kwood@igc.org

For information on Project Abolition: www.fourthfreedom.org
For information on the Hague Appeal: www.haguepeace.org

GET CONNECTED TO HAP!
Join the Hague Appeal for Peace news listserv.   
To subscribe, send an email message to
<hapnews-list-subscribe@igc.topica.com> 
with the message "subscribe hapnews-list" in the body of the email.

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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X-Sender: dkimball@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
Date: Wed, 09 Feb 2000 12:42:47 -0500
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
Subject: N-Testing Update, 2/09/00

February 9, 2000

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball, Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

RE: Nuclear Testing Update, 2/09/00

Last week, following the announcement of former Chairman of the JCS, Gen.
John Shalikashvili, to head a new "high-level" task force on the CTBT,
die-hard opponents of the Treaty held a one-sided "Roundtable" to try to
reinforce the mistaken idea that the Treaty is flawed and efforts should
not be undertaken to re-consider it. The political event, organized by
Frank Gaffney's Center for Security Policy included presentations from
Sandia Lab Director Paul Robinson, Los Alamos Deputy Director Steve
Younger, and Livermore's associate director for defense and nuclear
technologies, Michael Anastasio. The lab officials pandered to the
pro-nuclear crowd by emphasizing the technical, human, and budget
challenges of maintaining the arsenal without testing. 

A brief summary of the presentations from the Center for Security Policy is
attached along with three relatd articles from Inside Missile Defense.
While the points made by Roundtable presenters are nearly all wrong, these
are generally accurate, though incomplete, accounts of their comments. A
transcript may soon be available.

For an alternative view, I recommend the December 1999 Arms Control Today
article: "What Went Wrong: Repairing the Damage to the CTBT," which can be
found in the attached WORD file.

This week, the President's FY2001 budget request was released. It includes
a $4.6 billion dollar request for nuclear weapons research, development,
and maintainance activities, an increase of nearly $300 million above last
year's request. Meanwhile, the U.S. Department of Energy conducted another
in a series of subcritical experiments code-named "Oboe 3" at the Nevada
Test Site.

Finally, Peace Action's new 30-second television issue ad on the CTBT is
creating a bit of a stir in some states. However, some Republican Senators
in these states claim they are not getting calls from constituents on the
matter.

- DK

NOTE: These updates address the CTBT and nuclear testing related
developments including: future funding for the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty Organization; the ongoing debate about nuclear weapons maintenance
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and development in the absence of nuclear test explosions; and the status
of CTBT signature/ratification around the globe. Please let us know if you
want to be removed from the list by simply replying to this message.

**********

CONTENTS

1. The CTBT Debate 2000

* Arms Control Today, December 1999, "What Went Wrong: Repairing the Damage
to the CTBT," by Daryl Kimball (see attached file)

* excerpt of Albright remarks on CTBT to the Sen. Foreign Relations
Committee, 2/8/00

* Minneapolis Star Tribune editorial, February 2, 2000, "Test-Ban Treaty:
General rides to its rescue"

* Portland Press Herald, Page 2C, February 6, 2000, "Test ban ad campaign"

* Gannett News Service, February 3, 2000, "Missourians watching cable
television this week might have seen
television ads that criticized Missouri Republican..."

* Center for Security Policy, Press Release, 4 February 2000, "Center
Roundtable Shows Why C.T.B.T. Cannot Be 'Fixed,' Nuclear Testing is
Required for Safe, Reliable Deterrent"

* Inside Missile Defense, February 9, 2000

        -- "Despite $5 billion per year, officials say . . . 
        SUCCESS OF NUCLEAR STOCKPILE STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM NOT GUARANTEED"
        -- "SCHLESINGER SAYS U.S. MUST RETAIN NUCLEAR TESTING POTENTIAL"
        -- "SENATE ARMED SERVICES CHIEF DECLARES NUCLEAR TEST BAN TREATY DEAD"
        -- "FORMER JCS CHAIRMAN TO JOIN WHITE HOUSE FIGHT FOR CTBT RATIFICATION"

2. Nuclear Weapons R&D

* excerpts and links from DOE FY2001 budget request on nuclear weapons
activities

* DOE News Release, February 4, 2000, "DOE's Stockpile Stewardship
SupercomputerCompletes First 3-D Simulation of Nuclear Weapons Trigger"

* DOE News Release, February 3, 2000, "Subcitical Experiment Conducted
Successfully"

3. The CTBTO and the International Monitoring System

* XINHUA NEWS, February 8, 2000, "Turkey to Triple Ability to Monitor
Seismic Activities"

**********
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EXCERPTS on the CTBT FROM SECRETARY OF STATE MADELEINE K. ALBRIGHT,
SECRETARY OF STATE, BEFORE THE SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE: "AMERICA
AND THE WORLD IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY," FEBRUARY 8, 2000

"...I have had to address fears expressed by my counterparts that America
is intent on going it alone, disregarding  the interests of former
adversaries and current allies alike.

These fears were highlighted by the Senate's vote last fall on the
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). The Administration made no
secret of its disappointment with that vote. We believe that the CTBT is
very much in America's national security interests. It would outlaw nuclear
tests by others, while locking in a technological status quo that is highly
favorable to the United States.

So we are deterimined to continue fighting for the Treaty. But that des not
mean fighting with Congress. The world's leading nation cannot remain
divided on how to respond to the world's gravest threats. The
Administration and Congress have worked together in the past on such key
security issues as the Chemical Weapons Convention and NATO enlargement. We
must put aside partisan distractions and work together now.

To this end, I am very pleased that General John Shalikashvili has agreed
to advise the Administration while reaching out to Senators to find ways to
narrow differences and gain bipartisan support for the CTBT. I hope
Senators will take advantage of the opportunity to enter into a dialogue
with General Shalikashvili so that he may formulate informed
recommendations, and so that we may make wise choices about our options for
moving forward.

In considering the arguments for and against a nuclear test ban, Americans
must resist the temptation to think that the strenght of our armed forces
means we no longer need help from others. it is simply impossible to halt
the spread of weapons of mass destruction unless countries work together."

**********

EDITORIAL Minneapolis Star Tribune February 2, 2000

"Test-Ban Treaty: General rides to its rescue"

Gen. John Shalikashvili, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
spent his formative career years in artillery, not cavalry. But the general
is riding to the rescue and wearing a white hat in his latest mission: to
secure Senate ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).
He's the right man riding the right horse at the right time.

When the U.S. Senate last fall rejected the CTBT, it really didn't want to.
More than half the Senate implored Majority Leader Trent Lott to put off
the vote rather than risk rejection and suffer a blow to U.S. standing. The
problem was that Sen. Jesse Helms, chairman of the Foreign Relations
Committee, had called the question precipitously, after refusing for many
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months to take up the treaty. With the conservative establishment opposed
to the CTBT, many Republican Senate members felt they had no choice but to
vote against it, absent a chance to study the issues more closely. When
Lott and Helms insisted on going ahead, the Senate rejected the treaty.

Helms played dirty pool by refusing to hold full-scale hearings on this
important treaty. But the Clinton administration also bears responsibility:
It failed to make the CTBT a priority and failed to mount a sustained
campaign to win broad Senate support.

Now the White House is seeking to make up for those errors. In Davos,
Switzerland, last week, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright announced
that Shalikashvili will head up a task force to win over the Senate.

The choice of the general is inspired; it reinforces the case that the CTBT
is to America's strategic advantage and is supported by many of the
country's most respected military leaders. While the United States does not
need weapons tests to maintain its nuclear deterrent, other nations do need
to test -- either to upgrade their capabilities or to become nuclear
states. Prohibiting all tests will thus enhance America's preeminent
position among the world's nuclear states while working to prevent
proliferation.

Albright had good reason for announcing Shalikashvili's appointment at the
World Economic Forum: She was sending a strong message to the world that
the United States will continue honoring the treaty and will work hard to
secure ratification.

It's also important to keep the CTBT issue in front of the American public.
Both Democrats vying for their party's presidential nomination support the
CTBT, while the two leading Republicans do not. Too, the treaty should be a
question in many Senate races, including the Minnesota race. Incumbent
Republican Sen. Rod Grams voted against ratification.

The United States is isolating itself by refusing to join in multilateral
efforts to make the world a better place. Be it a ban on land mines,
creation of a permanent international war crimes court or prohibition on
nuclear tests, you can count on the United States to be a naysayer.
Shalikashvili has an uphill road as he chips away at that isolationist
instinct to win ratification for the CTBT. He could use some help -- from
American voters who carry to presidential and Senate candidates their
desire that the United States embrace the CTBT.

**********

<http://www.security-policy.org/papers/2000/00-P11.html>

Center for Security Policy PRESS RELEASE No. 00-P 11 4 February 2000

"Center Roundtable Shows Why C.T.B.T. Cannot Be 'Fixed,' Nuclear Testing is
Required for Safe, Reliable Deterrent"

(Washington, D.C.): Five days after Secretary of State Madeline Albright
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announced that former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General John M.
Shalikashvili, would be spearheading the "Administration's effort to
achieve bipartisan support for ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT)," the Center for Security Policy convened its latest
High-Level Roundtable Discussion aimed at illuminating the very issues Gen.
Shalikashvili will be exploring.

As the Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, Sen. John W. Warner
(R-VA) observed in addressing the Roundtable on "Assuring Nuclear
Deterrence after the Senate's Rejection of the CTBT," the proceedings of
this session provide an indispensable record for any future debate about
the wisdom of ratifying the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and the
impossibility of 'fixing' it. (The Center's President, Frank J. Gaffney,
Jr. informed the more than seventy participants, moreover, that Gen.
Shalikashvili had requested -- and would receive -- a forthcoming summary
of the Roundtable's discussion.)

Among the participants were more than seventy experienced national security
practitioners including: two legislators who played, along with Sen.
Warner, leading roles in the CTBT debate, Senators Thad Cochran (R-MS) and
Jon Kyl (R-AZ); former Secretaries of Defense Caspar Weinberger and James
Schlesinger (Dr. Schlesinger also brought to the discussion expertise
acquired during his service as Director of Central Intelligence and
Secretary of Energy); President Clinton's former CIA Director James
Woolsey; and myriad other sub-Cabinet-level officials, congressional aides
and members of the press. The honorary Chairman of the Center's
Congressional National Security Caucus, former House Rules Committee
Chairman Rep. Gerald Solomon, and a member of its distinguished Military
Committee, General Richard Lawson (USAF Ret.), were also in attendance.

Highlights of the Discussion

Opening remarks were provided by Senator Kyl, one of the Congress' most
astute and influential national security practitioners, who discussed "The
Senate's Action on the C.T.B.T. and the Future of Deterrence." Senator Kyl
explained in detail why the Senate rejected the treaty and briefly
described the reasons why the Treaty's very goals make it uncorrectable. He
urged the rejection of the practice of relying first and foremost on
negotiating arms control and only then addressing the military capabilities
the Nation requires. The Senator recommended instead the time-tested policy
of "peace through strength," complemented where useful with sound,
verifiable arms control agreements.

Senator Kyl's remarks were followed by brief comments by Rep. Solomon
concerning the need for opponents of the CTBT and similar treaties to stay
vigilant because the Clinton Administration, foreign governments (including
some of our allies) and other advocates can be expected to mount a renewed
push for the ratification of this Treaty. That warning -- and the dire
strategic implications of such a course of action -- was powerfully
underscored by a statement prepared for the Roundtable by former Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General John W. Vessey. Gen. Vessey's
statement said, in part:

It is unlikely that God will permit us to "uninvent" nuclear weapons. Some
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nation, or power, will be the preeminent nuclear power in the world. I, for
one, believe that at least under present and foreseeable conditions, the
world will be safer if that power is the United States of America. We
jeopardize maintaining that condition by eschewing the development of new
nuclear weapons and by ruling out testing if and when it is needed.
Consequently, I believe that ratifying the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty --
an accord that would have imposed a permanent, zero-yield ban on all
underground nuclear tests -- is not in the security interests of the United
States.

The Roundtable next turned to a discussion of "The Status of the CTBT
Following its Rejection by the Senate" led by Douglas J. Feith, Esq.,
former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense and internationally recognized
expert on multilateral and other arms control agreements, and Robert F.
Turner, a specialist in constitutional law who is currently a professor of
the University of Virginia School of Law and a former acting Assistant
Secretary of State. They eviscerated President Clinton's assertion that the
U.S. is still legally bound by the provisions of the CTBT -- despite its
rejection by a majority of the Senate -- "unless I erase our name," noting
that such a stance is not supported by either international or U.S.
domestic law.

The next portion of the Roundtable featured remarks by Secretaries
Weinberger and Schlesinger on the question "Can the CTBT be Fixed?" Both of
these distinguished civil servants -- who, together with former Secretaries
of Defense Melvin Laird, Donald Rumsfeld, Frank Carlucci and Dick Cheney,
played a decisive role in the Senate's deliberations on the CTBT when they
wrote an unprecedented joint letter urging its rejection -- agreed that the
present Treaty is unfixable. They argued, moreover, that a zero-yield,
permanent nuclear test ban is manifestly not in the United States' national
interest and noted that, given international support for such a treaty,
needed changes to either of those key provisions would be unlikely to be
accepted by other parties.

The luncheon address was provided by Senator Thad Cochran, who chairs the
Senate Subcommittee on International Security, Proliferation and Federal
Services and the newly created National Security Working Group. Senator
Cochran addressed the preposterous inaccuracy of claims that the Senate's
rejection of the CTBT was animated by "neo-isolationism" and admonished the
present Administration for failing to work with Congress while the Treaty
was being negotiated. He also drew worrisome parallels between the CTBT and
the London and Washington Naval Agreements of the 1920s and '30s which
served to restrain the democracies' ship-building programs while Germany
and Japan flouted their terms, building larger and more powerful navies
that had to be dealt with subsequently by the allies at great expense in
terms of both in lives and national treasure.

The last two portions of the Roundtable dealt with the technical details of
the CTBT and the nuclear deterrent. The first of these addressed the
question "Can the Stockpile Stewardship Program Assure the Deterrent
Without Testing?" and was led by Dr. Paul Robinson, Director, Sandia
National Laboratory, Dr. Steve Younger, Associate Director of Los Alamos
National Laboratory for Nuclear Weapons, Dr. Michael R. Anastasio,
Associate Director for Defense and Nuclear Technologies, Lawrence Livermore
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National Laboratory and Dr. Troy Wade, former Assistant Secretary of Energy
for Defense Programs.

Among the topics discussed in this section were: the increased risk to the
safety, reliability and effectiveness of the nuclear stockpile in a no-test
environment; the technical challenges and serious funding shortfalls that
must be accomplished before the diagnostic tools being prepared as part of
the Stockpile Stewardship Program (SSP) can be brought to fruition; the
long timeframe -- perhaps as long as twenty years -- before the SSP will be
ready; questions about the utility of the SSP, assuming it ultimately does
come on-line, if it cannot be calibrated with future nuclear tests; and the
current and worsening difficulties in resuming testing rapidly if the
Nation chooses to do thanks to the physical deterioration and lack of a
robust readiness program at the Nevada Test Site. Grave concern was
expressed by a number of participants about the immense difficulties the
nuclear labs, the test facility and what remains of the nuclear weapons
production complex (as one participant noted, Pakistan is producing more
nuclear weapons today than the U.S.!) are experiencing with respect to
retaining and recruiting competent physicists, engineers and other highly
skilled employees.

The final section of the Roundtable addressed the question: "Must the
Deterrent be Modernized?" The lead discussants were former DCI Woolsey; Dr.
Robert Barker, former Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Atomic
Energy; former Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International Security Policy Ambassador Robert Joseph; and Dr. Dominic
Monetta, a former Assistant Secretary of Energy responsible for the New
Production Reactor program.

They and other participants agreed that world conditions, U.S. national
security requirements and the future condition of the Nation's aging
stockpile dictate that modernization of the arsenal will be required. This
requirement can only be met with a resumption of at least limited nuclear
testing.

The areas in which such modernization seems likely to be most needed
include: the requirement for an earth-penetrating nuclear weapon to hold at
risk rapidly proliferating and threatening facilities being deeply buried
by rogue states and other potential adversaries; assuring the future
effectiveness of the Triad of land-, sea- and bomber-based nuclear forces;
and enhancing the U.S. theater nuclear forces capacity. An important appeal
was also heard for a concerted effort to recruit, train and retain the
personnel needed to manage large-scale construction programs that will be
essential if the Nation is to meet future plutonium "pit" manufacturing,
tritium and other requirements associated with the maintenance of a safe,
reliable and effective nuclear deterrent.

A summary of the Roundtable's proceedings will be available shortly, as
will an electronic version of the transcriptions of the entire day's
discussion. To obtain one or both of these products, please contact the
Center.

- 30 -
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**********

Inside Missile Defense Vol. 6, No. 3 - February 9, 2000

"Despite $5 billion per year, officials say . . . 
SUCCESS OF NUCLEAR STOCKPILE STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM NOT GUARANTEED"

          The Energy Department-led nuclear Stockpile Stewardship
     program, tasked to ensure the U.S. nuclear weapons arsenal remains
     safe in the absence of physical tests, is facing a variety of
     serious, long-term challenges, officials from the government's
     three nuclear weapons laboratories said last week.
          This means the viability of the program may not be known for
     at least 10 years, even though roughly $5 billion per year is
     funding Stockpile Stewardship. Steve Younger, associate director
     of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, NM, said in Washington, DC
     "if you really want to know if something works" it needs to be
     tested, so Stockpile Stewardship has an ambitious agenda -- making
     sure the aging U.S. nuclear deterrence remains viable in the
     absence of nuclear tests. 
          According to Younger, success will require advances in five
     key areas. Computing; hydrodynamic testing (to determine, for
     example, where an old nuclear device is likely to fail); materials
     science as it pertains to aging; high-energy/density physics; and
     manufacturing capability because every component in a nuclear
     weapon is a potential limiting factor. 
          But there is a long way to go. Computing power is currently
     only at about three percent of the total power that is expected to
     be needed to succeed as a substitute for a physical nuclear
     testing. The computer modeling and simulation part of the program
     is known as the Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI),
     which aims to develop advanced computer models that can simulate
     nuclear explosions in three dimensions, and with higher resolution
     than previous models. ASCI will also provide a more complete
     understanding of the underlying basic physics. 
          The ASCI program is developing the world's largest and
     fastest computers, which may ultimately be able to calculate more
     than 100 trillion mathematical operations per second. ASCI alone
     is expected to cost about $5.2 billion for fiscal years 1996
     through 2004. 
          Further, the outlook is bleak for manufacturing capability.
     Younger said the nuclear weapons production infrastructure is
     "literally falling down" and requires attention, but Stockpile
     Stewardship has never received full funding from Congress compared
     to what was requested. 
          "It seems unlikely" that Stockpile Stewardship will obtain
     full funding in future years, Younger said, because fiscal year
     2000 was viewed as a watershed year for program funding, and the
     dollars still came up short. Therefore, "internal program plans
     may need to be shifted," he said.
          And another potential glitch looms: Younger said the basic
     mathematical proof that a computer simulation can mimic a nuclear
     explosion has yet to be established.
          Paul Robinson, director of the Sandia National Laboratory,
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     NM, agreed that testing is the preferred method to ensure nuclear
     weapons reliability, and was even more pessimistic of the
     prospects for success. Currently, components of nuclear systems
     can be tested. But under the administration's adherence to
     Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty regulations (despite the defeat of
     the CTBT by the Senate), the integrated nuclear weapons themselves
     can no longer be exploded.
          Early on after a testing ban, Robinson expects reliability
     to remain about the same, "but over time, mistakes could creep in"
     and confidence would erode. He continued that it will be 10-15
     years before officials will know with confidence whether the
     Stockpile Stewardship program will succeed.
          Personnel problems compound technical challenges, according
     to Michael Anastasio, associate director for defense and nuclear
     technologies at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, CA. The
     three national lab officials spoke Feb. 2 at a roundtable
     discussion sponsored by the Center for Security Policy.
          Issues relating to identifying potential spies, accusations
     and corrections of mismanagement and changes in contractors have
     all combined to create an environment difficult to attract new
     talent into. Younger called this past year "arguably the darkest"
     in the history of the nuclear weapons facilities. 
          A senior DOE official, Victor Reis, the department's
     assistant secretary for defense programs, testified to Congress
     last year that the department needed reorganization; and DOE has
     also received intense criticism because of the Cox Commission
     report, which claimed decades-long espionage activities by Chinese
     nationals at the three nuclear weapons labs. More recently, the
     General Accounting Office criticized DOE for its management of
     ASCI.
          Hiring would have to go up by "several factors," Anastasio
     said, to attract enough new talent to Livermore to replace an
     expected bow wave of retirements in future years. Over 50 percent
     of the Livermore Lab population is older than 50, and it can take
     five years to fully train new scientists. -- Adam J. Hebert
          

"SCHLESINGER SAYS U.S. MUST RETAIN NUCLEAR TESTING POTENTIAL"

          Political realities, both domestic and international, mean
     the United States will have to retain the option of testing
     nuclear devices on an as-needed basis, former Defense Secretary
     and Energy Secretary James Schlesinger said Feb. 2 in Washington,
     DC. This is because the other possible options that address an
     aging nuclear stockpile do not meet national security
     requirements.
          There are only two alternatives to testing when it is deemed
     necessary, Schlesinger said. The first is to shrink the
     international role the United States plays, so that other nations
     are not reliant upon the protection of the U.S. nuclear umbrella
     as a key component of their security. Over time, a lack of testing
     will slowly degrade the perceived reliability of the nuclear
     arsenal, meaning nations such as Germany and Japan will have to
     begin looking elsewhere for sources of security.
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          But comfort afforded by U.S. protection has been the "chief
     hindrance to proliferation for the past 50 years," he said, and a
     national scaling-back of U.S. commitments is highly unlikely. The
     U.S. nuclear umbrella not only eliminates the need for allies to
     develop their own nuclear programs, but it also deters potential
     adversaries from initiating projects. Schlesinger spoke at a
     roundtable discussion about nuclear deterrence sponsored by the
     Center for Security Policy.
          The only remaining option in the absence of a testing option
     is to "live with higher risk that must grow over time," he said.
     Computers are no substitute for actual testing, but the Stockpile
     Stewardship program -- still many years from simulating tests
     through supercomputers under ideal conditions -- has been
     advertised as "an almost perfect substitute."
          But Schlesinger used the weather as an example of why
     computer models cannot always be trusted, saying relying on
     forecasts can be bad policy.
          The issue is not just one of monitoring the safety and
     efficiency of the nuclear arsenal, because changes will have to be
     in the weapons themselves. Schlesinger estimates that nuclear
     "pits," the explosive cores of nuclear weapons, will have to be
     replaced about 35 years after their production. Most are already
     15-20 years old, with the very newest being from 1990, he said. So
     warheads will require substantial work in the not-too-distant
     future, but U.S. nuclear production capability has been shut down,
     and will take time to restart, he said.
          Steve Younger, associate director of the Los Alamos national
     nuclear weapons lab in New Mexico, said at the same event that it
     will take between 10 and 13 years to build a new plutonium
     production plant.
          This additional work, done without systems tests, means that
     "inevitably, confidence in the deterrent will decline,"
     Schlesinger said. Furthermore, limitations on testing have already
     changed the way weapons planners go about their business.
          The United States has had to forego development of new
     nuclear systems, such as those designed to attack hardened or
     dispersed targets, to live within the bounds of the self-imposed
     testing moratorium. 
          Schlesinger said military leaders are put in a difficult
     position on this issue. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are faced with
     inadequate funding to sustain the forces they feel are necessary,
     let alone the additional requirements foisted upon them by
     Congress. In light of this, the Pentagon would probably be willing
     to accept a lower level of nuclear weaponry than exists today,
     within limits, to help fund other warfighting requirements.
          However, "almost all general officers would be appalled" at
     the notion of giving up the nuclear deterrent, Schlesinger noted.
     -- Adam J. Hebert
          
"SENATE ARMED SERVICES CHIEF DECLARES NUCLEAR TEST BAN TREATY DEAD"

          The Senate rejection of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
     last October was in reality a permanent indictment of the pact
     because the CTBT "cannot be fixed" and will never be passed by a
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     Republican-controlled Senate, Sen. John Warner (R-VA) said last
     week.
          Regardless of who leads the next administration, Warner said
     he expects Republicans to maintain their majority in the Senate,
     meaning the next president "will have to assume the major
     responsibility" of determining what sort of nuclear testing
     agreement can be approved by Congress.
          The administration, however, has pledged to seek ways to
     make CTBT more palatable to the Senate, and will likely push for
     its ratification again later this year.
          Warner, chairman of the powerful Senate Armed Services
     Committee and a vocal leader in the opposition to the CTBT, spoke
     Feb. 2 at a roundtable discussion in Washington, DC, sponsored by
     the Center for Security Policy, a Washington, DC-based think tank.
          CTBT opponents have stressed repeatedly that the viability
     of the nuclear deterrent cannot be gambled with, and therefore the
     nation needs to retain the option of resuming nuclear tests if
     officials determine it to be necessary. Furthermore, CTBT
     opponents argue that U.S. ratification of the treaty will not
     prevent other nations from performing nuclear tests themselves,
     because it is not in the interest of other nations to acknowledge
     the treaty if they have nuclear ambitions. 
          Meanwhile, test ban advocates often argue that the United
     States must lead by example on the issue of nuclear testing.
     Philipp Bleek, senior analyst with the Washington, DC-based Arms
     Control Association, told sister publication Inside the Air Force
     that although CTBT is not 100 percent verifiable, the pact is felt
     by many experts to be in the best interest of the United States. 
          Of the 44 nations required to ratify the treaty for it to
     enter into force, 41 have signed it, but only 26 have ratified it.
     India, Pakistan, and North Korea have not yet taken the first step
     of signing the treaty. 
          One of the key factors galvanizing Senate opposition to the
     treaty was testimony before Congress by the directors of the three
     national nuclear weapons laboratories. The lab directors provided
     "irrefutable evidence" to the Senate that passage of the treaty
     would harm the national security of the United States, Warner
     said.
          In fact, federal lab officials believe it may be a full
     decade before it is known whether the Stockpile Stewardship
     program will be a success (see related story). Stockpile
     Stewardship is the decades long, multi-billion dollar program
     intended to ensure the reliability and safety of the U.S. nuclear
     arsenal without the use of physical nuclear tests.
          Stockpile Stewardship faces enormous technical challenges,
     but Congress is not without blame in the viability questions the
     program faces, according to lab officials. They pointed out that
     funding for the program has never met the amount requested by the
     administration.
          The CTBT, which required a two-thirds majority vote in the
     Senate to earn ratification, was rejected by a vote of 51-49 on
     Oct. 13, 1999. -- Adam J. Hebert
         
"FORMER JCS CHAIRMAN TO JOIN WHITE HOUSE FIGHT FOR CTBT RATIFICATION"
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          The Clinton administration has tapped retired Gen. John
     Shalikashvili to spearhead efforts to build bipartisan support in
     the Senate for ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty,
     the State Department announced late last month.
          Shalikashvili, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
     will serve as an advisor on CTBT issues to both President Clinton
     and Secretary of State Madeleine Albright. Working with an
     administration task force on the CTBT, Shalikashvili will
     recommend a number of ways the White House can allay Republican
     senators' concerns about the efficacy of the treaty, according to
     a Jan. 28 statement from Albright.
          "Over the years, Gen. Shalikashvili and I have worked
     together on issues ranging from European security to containing
     the spread of weapons of mass destruction," Albright said. "He is
     someone whose leadership, judgment and patriotism I admire, and
     who has won the respect and admiration of all Americans."
          The Senate voted against CTBT ratification in October,
     largely along party lines, by a 19-vote margin. It was viewed as a
     major defeat for the administration, which considers the treaty a
     key to preventing nuclear weapons proliferation.
          Republican lawmakers, on the other hand, charged the treaty
     is unverifiable and, by preventing nuclear weapons tests, would
     harm the nation's ability to maintain a credible nuclear deterrent
     (see related stories).
          "By voting not to ratify this flawed agreement, the Senate
     is now on record in favor of maintaining a safe, reliable and
     effective U.S. nuclear deterrent -- a prospect deemed difficult,
     if not impossible, under the strictures that would have been
     imposed by the treaty," Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-MS)
     wrote in an Oct. 13 letter to Defense Secretary William Cohen.
          The administration maintains that the safety and reliability
     of the U.S. nuclear deterrent can be maintained through the annual
     stockpile certification process, and computer simulations will
     obviate the need for physical testing. It also pledged to resubmit
     the treaty at a more opportune time.
          Since the vote last year, Senate Armed Services Committee
     Chairman John Warner (R-VA) and some of his colleagues have
     indicated a willingness to work with the administration to find
     ways to alter the treaty to secure ratification.
          "A number of leading senators from both parties have
     expressed interest in a bipartisan effort to move forward on
     eventual ratification of the CTBT," Albright said. "The
     administration and Congress have worked together in the past on
     such key issues as NATO enlargement and the Chemical Weapons
     Convention. We must work together now on this vital effort to curb
     the spread of nuclear weapons.
          "To that end, the president and I have asked Gen.
     Shalikashvili to reach out to members of the Senate and to
     construct a path that will bridge any differences and ultimately
     obtain Senate advice and consent to the treaty," she added. --
     Keith J. Costa

**********
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02/06/2000 Portland Press Herald CITY Page 2C (Copyright 2000)

"Test ban ad campaign"

A recent TV advertising campaign targeted Maine's two senators, Olympia
Snowe and Susan Collins, for voting against a treaty to ban nuclear testing
worldwide. Was the ad effective?

The group that sponsored the ads, Peace Action , paid $50,000 to air cable
television ads in Maine and some other states where Senate Republicans
voted against the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty last fall.

Snowe and Collins said they voted against the treaty because there were too
many unanswered questions about the pact.

The 30-second ads, which ran for 10 days in Maine, urged people to call
Snowe and Collins and ask them to support a "nuclear test ban now."

But aides to Snowe and Collins said they hadn't received a single telephone
call on the issue since the ad began running.

Scott Miller, director of Peace Action Maine, said he isn't surprised. It
usually takes people several days, or even longer, before responding to a
TV campaign, he said.

**********

"Missourians watching cable television this week might have seen
television ads that criticized Missouri Republican..."

by PAMELA BROGAN, Gannett News Service

February 3, 2000

WASHINGTON -- Missourians watching cable television this week might have
seen television ads that criticized Missouri Republican Sens. John
Ashcroft and Christopher "Kit" Bond for voting against ratification of
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty rejected by the Senate last October.

The ads, which ran for 10 days on CNBC and CNN and ended Wednesday, were
sponsored by Peace Action , a Washington, D.C.-based advocacy group that
supports ratification of the treaty.

The ad featured a nuclear explosion and Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C.,
chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, a leading opponent
of the treaty.

The announcer said: "Senator Jesse Helms killed a treaty to stop nuclear
weapons tests. And Senators Bond and Ashcroft voted with him. ... Our
children deserve a better world."

Fran Teplitz, policy director for the Peace Action Education Fund, which
is the group's education arm and not a political action committee, said
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the ads are part of an ongoing effort to educate the voters about arms
control.

"We feel the treaty was not voted on its merits and was wrapped up in
partisan wrangling," Teplitz said. "Was the voting done in the best
interest of global security or was this about Republican politics?" she
asked.

Teplitz said the ads targeted 10 moderate Republicans in their home
states and was not "electorally focused" although she acknowledged this
is an election year.

Only four senators featured in the ads -- Ashcroft, Spencer Abraham
(Michigan), Olympia Snowe (Maine) and Slade Gorton (Washington) - are up
for re-election. In addition to Bond, the other five senators not facing
re-election this year are Pat Roberts and Sam Brownback (both of
Kansas), Susan Collins (Maine), John Warner (Virginia) and Pete Domenici
(New Mexico).

Ashcroft's spokesman Steve Hilton had no comment on the ad, but said the
senator, who is a member of the Foreign Relations Committee, voted
against ratifying the treaty because it was flawed.

"He supports a test ban and hopes the administration will come forward
with another one," Hilton said.

In a prepared statement last October, Ashcroft said he voted against the
treaty because it was " based on an illusion of arms control, dependent
on the unverifiable good will of signatory nations, some of which are
openly hostile to the United States."

Bond charged the timing of the ad was aimed at "defeating John Ashcroft"
who faces a scrappy race against Democratic Gov. Mel Carnahan.

"This is just a bold-faced political stunt by a Democratic front group
trying to get around the campaign finance laws, " Bond said.

Teplitz denied Bond's charges and said her 40-year-old organization has
no political ties to Democrats.

Roy Temple, executive director of the Missouri State Democratic
Committee, and a political adviser to Carnahan, said the governor has
not seen the ad and is not familiar with the group.

"The governor supports the treaty, but has never heard of this group,"
Temple said. "Bond has been John Ashcroft's apologist for a year now,
but there is no reason for him to attack this group."

**********

[EXCERPT FROM] DOE NEWS RELEASE, February 7, 2000

"Strength Through Science: U.S. Department of Energy's FY2001 Budget Request"
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National Security: For a Stronger, Safer America ($6.6 billion, an increase
of $502 million, or eight percent above FY2000)

The National Defense Authorization Act for FY2000 established a
semi-autonomous agency within the Department of Energy -- the National
Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA). A total of $6.2 billion, up $432
million from the level of these programs in FY2000, is requested for
department programs that will be consolidated into the National Nuclear
Security Agency on March 1. The program offices are: Defense Programs,
Nonproliferation and National Security, Fissile Materials Disposition and
Naval Reactors. The Albuquerque and Nevada Field Operations offices will
also be under the jurisdiction of the NNSA.

The DOE Defense Programs budget is $4.6 billion, an increase of $273
million over FY2000, to strengthen the stockpile stewardship program,
maintain a skilled workforce, and develop and implement tools required to
ensure the safety and reliability of America's nuclear deterrent – without
nuclear testing.

The Energy Department's Office of Nonproliferation and National Security
will lead a proposed new $100 million long-term Nonproliferation Program
for Russia that for the first time, proposes a U.S.-Russian moratorium on
increasing the stockpile of separated plutonium. This year's budget
includes increased funding for the Russian Nuclear Cities project which
helps to curb the "brain drain" of Russian nuclear scientists.

This nonproliferation budget includes $223 million for the Office of
Fissile Materials Disposition for continuing the path forward to store and
dispose of U.S. weapons usable fissile materials.

The remaining National Security budget request includes department-wide
offices of the Secretary of Energy that will not be part of NNSA. The most
significant increase in FY2001 is for the Office of Security and Emergency
Operations with a program level of $340 million. The increase is mainly for
additional cyber-security activities and personal.

The Office of Counterintelligence is funded at $45 million, an increase of
close to $8 million over FY2000. The Office of Independent Oversight and
Performance Assurance is funded at $15 million and the Office of
Intelligence's FY2001 budget is $38 million.

See <http://www.cfo.doe.gov/budget/01budget/index.htm> for details on DOE
Defense Programs activities and budget request. You will need Adobe Acrobat
to read the files.

**********

DOE NEWS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE February 4, 2000

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT: Matthew Donoghue, 202/586-5806 Drew Malcomb, 202/586-5806
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"DOE's Stockpile Stewardship SupercomputerCompletes First 3-D Simulation of
Nuclear Weapons Trigger: Richardson Says Science-based Program Is Working
To Secure A Safe And Reliable U.S. Nuclear Deterrent Without Underground
Testing"

Secretary of Energy Bill Richardson today announced thatthe U.S. Department
of Energy's (DOE) Stockpile Stewardship Program has successfully completed
the first-ever three-dimensional (3-D) simulation of a nuclear
weapon"primary" explosion using the IBM Blue Pacific supercomputer at DOE's
LawrenceLivermore National Laboratory (LLNL).

Modern nuclear weapons consist of two main components: the"primary," or
trigger, and the "secondary," which produces most of the energy, or yield,
of a nuclear weapon. Demonstrating the ability to computationallyvisualize
and analyze what happens to each of these components is a critically
importantstep in simulating an entire nuclear weapon's explosion in three
dimensions. In addition to the accomplishment at the Department's Livermore
Lab, the Energy Department's LosAlamos National Laboratory has also
demonstrated significant progress toward this goalusing a different
computational method in a fully integrated simulation on the SGI
BlueMountain computer.

"This three-dimensional simulation is a key advancein our science-based
work to secure the safety and reliability of America's nucleardeterrent
without underground testing," said Secretary Richardson. "The same advances
in computing that make this possible will also allow for important advances
infields ranging from medical and pharmaceutical research to aerospace,
combustion andglobal climate modeling. I want to express my appreciation
for this notable accomplishmentand the hard work that went into it."

The simulation required about 300,000 megabytes ofrandom-access memory
(RAM). For comparison, a conventional desktop computer is equippedwith only
a few hundred megabytes of RAM. Even with the supercomputer, calculations
ranfor more than 20 days. A desktop would have taken 30 years to accomplish
the same task.

The computer systems and architecture did not exist fiveyears ago and are
being developed through unique partnerships created by the Department
ofEnergy with U.S. computer industry innovators to help meet the
requirements of itsnational security mission to maintain the safety and
reliability of America's nuclearweapons stockpile without underground testing.

The Department of Energy joined with computermanufacturing companies to
develop computers with unprecedented speed and capacity. BeforeASCI
supercomputers, none of the world's computers have been able to meet the
speedrequired by the 3-D simulation, nor did they have the capacity for
handling such complexcalculations. It is now routine for Department of
Energy's Lawrence Livermore, Los Alamos,and Sandia national laboratories,
with the help of U.S. computer industry partners IBM,SGI, Intel and others,
to do stockpile stewardship simulations that would have beenimpossible with
previous computing capabilities.

DOE's Stockpile Stewardship Program has three primaryareas of emphasis:
science, manufacturing capabilities and weapon inspection activities.The
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scientific foundation has five basic parts: hydrodynamics, materials
properties,high-energy-density physics, microsystems engineering and
computational capabilities.Taken together, these elements will enable the
Department of Energy to meet itsstewardship responsibilities over the
coming decade and beyond. To do that, the program'scapabilities must
continue to advance to meet the challenges of the milestones ahead.
Forexample, ongoing hydrodynamic testing, subcritical experiments and high
temperatureresearch will continue to produce data that DOE scientists will
need to simulate thecomplete operation of all components of a nuclear warhead.

Aging and manufacturing variations as well as phenomenasuch as
hydrodynamics, high explosive detonation, and radiation transport are all
part ofthe three-dimensional reality that must be replicated and analyzed
through carefullyintegrated scientific experiments and computer simulation.

For example, in November, the Dual Axis RadiographicHydrodynamic Test
(DARHT) facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory successfullyperformed
its first hydrodynamic test to allow Los Alamos researchers to study
howmaterials behave and interact in weapons. This facility is a very
advanced, massive x-raymachine built to provide freeze-frame photos of
materials imploding at speeds more than10,000 miles an hour which allows
scientists to study solids and metals that flow likeliquids, thus becoming
"hydrodynamic" when driven by the detonation of highexplosives.

In another example, subcritical experiments at the NevadaTest Site are
yielding previously unknown scientific and technical information on
theeffects of aging and behavior of nuclear weapon materials. The
understanding of thesematerial processes derived from these experiments are
incorporated into the computer codesthat enable scientists to simulate
these processes computationally.

A panel requested by Secretary Richardson and chaired by Undersecretary
Ernest J. Moniz conducted a 30-day review of the Stockpile
StewardshipProgram, giving high marks to its effective, multi-disciplinary
approach. Managing suchdiversity with this milestone-driven approach has
helped keep the program on track tosuccessfully maintain the nation's
nuclear deterrent in this post-testing era.

**********

DOE NEWS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE February 3, 2000

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT: Derek Scammell 702-295-3521; David Schwoegler 925-422-6900

"Subcritical Experiment Conducted Successfully at the Department of
Energy's Nevada Test Site"

NEVADA TEST SITE -- The U.S. Department of Energy's Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory conducted Oboe 3, at 2:16 p.m. (PST) today.

Data from monitoring instruments confirmed that the experiment was
subcritical, that is, no self-sustaining nuclear chain reaction occurred.
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Oboe 3 is the third in the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Oboe
series of subcritical experiments. The experiments are designed to answer
questions about ejecta and spall associated with plutonium.

Subcritical experiments are scientific experiments to obtain technical
information in support of the Department of Energy's program to maintian
the safety and reliability of the nuclear weapons stockpile without
underground nuclear testing.

[NOTE: In the previous months, Russia has reportedly conducted a series of
seven subcritical nuclear weapon tests. The last two explosions were
triggered on Novaja Semlja in early January.]

**********

"Turkey to Triple Ability to Monitor Seismic Activities"

ANKARA (Feb. 8) XINHUA - Ankara and Washington are to sign an agreement
here on Monday under which the United States will transfer control of the
Belbasi Seismic Monitoring Station to Turkey.

When the station, located near Ankara, is upgraded in a few weeks, Turkey
will triple its capabilities to more closely monitor all seismic
activities, including nuclear blasts, over a wide area of the Caucasus, the
Arabian Peninsula, the Middle East and Central Europe.

Under the agreement, the operation of the station will be handed over to
Bogazici University Kandilli Earthquake Center and the Earthquake Research
Institute in Turkey while the Turkish Armed Forces (TSK) will also be
involved in the operation of the station.

The Belbasi station was operated by the United States during the Cold War
era to monitor nuclear blasts throughout the Eurasia region.

Under the agreement, three U.S. experts will inform Turkish technicians how
to operate the upgraded station.

Turkey and the United States issued a protocol last November concerning the
transfer of the Belbasi station following the Turkish Parliament's
ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).

The upgrading of the station will massively enhance its abilities to detect
and monitor all kinds of seismic activities, including nuclear blasts,
while the monitoring range encompasses the Caucasus,the northern area of
the Black Sea region and Ukraine, as well as Turkey's eastern neighbor
Iran, Pakistan, the Arabian Peninsula, Libya and Central Europe.

Turkish and Vienna-based U.N. Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization
(CTBTO) officials will hold talks over the coming months to discuss the
details of placing the station, one of the 20 main stations monitoring
worldwide seismic activities, under a treaty for the establishment of an
international seismic monitoring network to be set up in Vienna.
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CTBTO also plans to establish 130 secondary stations in various countries
under the treaty.

____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505
Washington, DC 20002
(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970
website <http://www.crnd.org>
____________________________________
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X-Sender: dkimball@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
Date: Wed, 09 Feb 2000 13:50:17 -0500
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
Subject: N-Testing Update, pt. II, 2/09/00

February 9, 2000

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball, Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

RE: Nuclear Testing Update, 2/09/00 -- PART II

The attached WORD file contains the December 1999 Arms Control Today
article: "What Went Wrong: Repairing the Damage to the CTBT." The article
will soon also be available via ACT Online at
<http://www.armscontrol.org/ACT/act.html>.

-- DK
Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\ACT1299.doc"

____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505
Washington, DC 20002
(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970
website <http://www.crnd.org>
____________________________________
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Date: Wed, 9 Feb 2000 14:58:28 -0500
From: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
Subject: Project Abolition
Sender: William J Price <WorldPeaceMakers@compuserve.com>
To: World Peacemakers <worldpeacemakers@compuserve.com>,
        Bob Bayer <roliver@erols.com>,
        "peacetaxfund@igc.org" <peacetaxfund@igc.org>,
        Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.org>, Bill Yolton <lwyolton@prodigy.net>,
        Bob Tiller <btiller@psr.org>, Roger Geesey <argfeb94@aol.com>

An Urgent Message to Members of the Church of hte Saviour

Come to Kirkridge from March 17 - 19, 2000 [Friday Evening through  Sunday
lunch.]

Register NOW!!

        By Bill Price

I'm writing as a cofounder of the New Abolitionist Covenant Group.
Twenty-two years ago, by the Grace of God, a few small religious based
national groups started to become channels for the river of life flowing
into the Nuclear Freeze Movement. We have gathered annually since then -
the last two decades at Kirkridge - and our time together has been
continually blessed..  

At the November 1998 Kirkridge New Abolitionist Retreat,  Jonathan Schell
said: "With the Cold War over we still possess the bomb, but no pretense of
moral justification....We face a paradox..  Never before (since the start
of the Cold War)  have we had an opportunity to abolish nuclear weapons. 
On the other hand, consciousness is at its nadir." And he lead a discussion
on how to provoke debate. He proposed that a resolution be drawn up and put
before every group and association: of teachers, lawyers, doctors, doctors,
environmentalists...Let them consider it voluntarily.  If, by a good
margins they say NO! to the status quo, then lay out the platforms and
elect the candidates.  

And in our closing session John Dear underlined the vital importance of
Seeking the God of Peace and immediately Kirkridge Retreat Director Cindy
Crowner started to develop the Retreat which is scheduled  for March 17 -
19, 2000 with John and Jonathan providing the leadership.

And, By the Grace of God, "Project Abolition" is Emerging Through a
Collaborative Remnant:

This is what I see happening: what do you see?

  (Jonathan Schell, in Sojourners Magazine, January-February 1999, pg. 24)
"What sort of action, then might be suited to this new time and the
remarkable opportunity it presents?
First, it should be positive and constructive in character.  Second it
should be national in scope, since in the last analysis, it is only the
president of the United States who can frame and execute an abolitionist
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policy.  Third, it should be sustainable in the long term. "It is in this
context that some are suggesting a civil-society strategy,  in which the
new abolitionists, organized into a suitable group, would invite any and
all other groups in civil society to formally ratify a  simple resolution
calling on the United States to negotiate a global treaty to abolish
nuclear weapons.  The specific activity of this would, initially, be the
act of deliberation within every organization. Representatives of the
groups would then gather in an abolition congress, which would decide how
to bring the support it had marshaled into the political process, where,
ultimately, decisions regarding nuclear weapons are made.  The elections in
the millennium year provide the obvious opportunity. "In a word, with the
end of the Cold War we have lost fear but gained hope.  The task is to turn
hope into action, and action into accomplishment.  An anti-nuclear
campaign, instead of merely being driven from behind by terror, can now be
lured forward by the prospect of historic accomplishment, the abolition of
nuclear weapons"(Jonathan Schell, in Sojourners Magazine, January-February
1999, pg. 24)

 Last November 10th I received a "Dear NGO Leader" letter from former Sen.
Alan Cranston enclosing  "A Strategic Plan to End the Nuclear Threat",
inviting the "abolitionist/activists" to participate. Jonathan and Alistair
Millar   of the Fourth Freedom Forum  from our Nov. 1998 Kirkridge Retreat,
 are included in the list of  22 contributors to the evolving Strategy
which has as its goal: To evolve and share widely a Civic Society
Resolution, such as: "The United States should enter into negotiations with
other nuclear weapons states to produce a universal treaty for the
verifiable and enforceable elimination of all nuclear  weapons."  The
Nuclear Age Peace Foundation is shepherding of this evolving strategy. (Ph.
(805) 965-3443); email wagingpeace@napf.org, web site URL
http://www.abolition2000.org.

-- In the January - February 2000 Sojourner Magazine, David Cortright,
formerly director of the Nuclear Freeze Campaign and later of Peace Action
and now President of Fourth Freedom Forum , writes "We must renew our
commitment to action toward a future free from the threat of nuclear
weapons. The beginnings of such a campaign are already in place through,
Project Abolition, a cooperative effort of national disarmament groups
seeking to build a mainstream support for nuclear abolition. Project
Abolition is implementing a national disarmament strategy developed by a
group headed by former Senator Cranston". The Project Abolition kit is
great! (Don't miss it). Call 1800-233-6768 or go to the web:
www.fourthfreedomfoundation.org. Kevin Martin, director of Project
Abolition, will be with us at Kirkridge.

 This week I called Gen. George Lee Butler (retrd), who also is working
with Sen. Cranston and learned that he has established the Second Chance
Foundation, located at 12020 Shamrock Plaza, Suite 105, Omaha, Nebraska,
68154 [Ph.(402)334-0100].
(Isn't  the name of the Foundation terrific!  Just right for Butler who
knows that it is a "MIRACLE" that we have this SECOND CHANCE! 

---Disarmament Clearinghouse Update!  Winter 2000 (A project of Friends
Committee of on National Legislation, Peace Action, Physician for Social
Responsibility, and Women's Act-ion for New Direction) Call (202) 898-0150
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x232 or go to web: www.disarmament.org
Order your ABOLISH NUCLEAR WEAPONS bumper sticker from them NOW.

----Resources in Process  for Local Churches and Congregations :  
Alan Geyer, located at the Washington National Cathedral Ecumenical and
Interfaith Resource Center has a task group developing resources to support
"Abolish Nuclear Weapons" NOW

"EVERY CHURCH -- A PEACE CHURCH , a  project of New Call to Peacemaking
lead by John Stoner has the goal of "securing the commitment of every
Christian church to proclaim the  nonviolent Jesus, found in the Gospels,
and his way of love of friends and enemies."  

HANDBOOK FOR WORLD PEACEMAKER GROUPS Vol. II, draws on our past experience
with small inward-outward journey  groups, just peacemaking --
transformative initiatives derived from the  Sermon on the Mount -- , The
Church of the Saviour peace commitment, and the experience of 12-step
groups in breaking addictions.       

 Global Action to Prevent War: A Program for Government and Grassroots
Efforts To Stop War, Genocide, and Other Forms of Deadly Conflict.  A
coalition-building project initiated by Amb. (Ret.) Jonathan Dean, Union of
Concerned Scientists, 
jdean@ucsusa.org ; Dr. Randall Forsberg, Institute for Defense &
Disarmament Studies, globalaction@idds.org: and Prof. Saul Mendlovitz,
World Orders Models Project, womp@igc.org.

 Check out the power of transformative initiatives derived from the Sermon
on the Mount, and  set forth in Just Peacemaking:  Ten Practices for
Abolishing War,  Glen Stassen (Editor) Pilgrim Press 1998.  It has emerged
from two decades of  living out biblical based peacemaking and the
collaboration of two dozen Christian ethicists and international affairs
scholars. At World Peacemakers we are including Just Peacemaking practices
in our 12-step program.    

---- Check Global Peace Services-USA web site www.GlobalPeaceServices.org  
Notice especially how to register for PEACE POWER 2000: Training
Peacemakers for the 21st Century being held in Washington DC, June 4-30,
2000 in four optional modules.  

----Peaceworkers, located in San Francisco, enters the new millennium "as
midwife to an idea that could bring the dream of world peace into reality:
a proposal for an International Nonviolent Peace Force.  The fruit of
decades of teaching and practices what they teach, details can be found on
their multi-national  website www.nonviolentpeaceforce.org.

---- Bring a delegation to Washington for the People's Campaign for
Nonviolence, July 1st through August 9th to  participate with John Dear and
Jonathan Schell and many others as together we call for disarmament and
justice and prepare further for intervening in the Fall election campaign. 
Check with FOR for details at peoplescampaign@forusa.org
and www.nonviolence.org/for.
               
---Department of Peace:  Congressman. Dennis J.  Kucinich just has posted a
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web site - clearly the  political/theological idea whose time has come! 
Down load  www.house.gov/kucinich or call (202) 224-3121.

----A FORCE FOR PEACE: U.S. COMMANDER'S VIEWS OF THE MILITARY'S ROLE IN
PEACE OPERATIONS: A Project of the Peace Through Law Education Fund,
Check www.ptlef.org      

Reform Party Peace Candidate for President: My long-time friend and partner
Bob Bowman and his wife Maggie are now traveling to the 48 states in a
motor home, working to get Reform Party on the November Ballot, so that his
name can be on the primary ballot in July.  They may be reached on their
wireless phone 1-321-258-0582.   Be assured theirs is a powerful "Project
Abolition" message wherever Bob gets a chance to share his Gospel-based 
Message "Why I'm Running for President".   

---Department of Peace:  Congressman. Dennis J.  Kucinich just has posted a
web site - clearly the  political/theological idea whose time has come! 
Down load  www.house.gov/kucinich or call (202) 224-3121.

---And Last - but no means Least - Knowing how God's Divine Love proceeds
modest efforts, I see the Kirkridge Gathering in March (17 -19, 2000) as a
coming together of many rivers of life forming "Project Abolition" of all
violence and war, starting with nuclear weapons.

Your partner, Bill, Coordinator of World Peacemakers.  

Register NOW and/or forward this urgent message to colleagues.   

SEEKING THE GOD OF PEACE:
Christian Responsibility in the face of Modern Warfare
Jonathan Schell and John Dear

Internationally respected critic, Jonathan Schell, author of The Fate of
the Earth, and other books calling for nuclear disarmament and Fellowship
of Reconciliation Director, John Dear, will reflect together on this unique
kairos time for abolishing nuclear weapons, the spiritual roots of our
peacework, and the journey to the God of peace as we begin a new century. 
                                                                Cost:
$215.00 ($100 deposit)

------------------------------------------APPLICATION
FORM--------------------------------------------
Tear off, send to Kirkridge Retreat & Study Center 2495 Fox Gap Rd Bangor
PA 18013 Tel:610-588-1793  Please print.

Name_____________________________________Tel____________________H__________
_______W

Address____________________________________________________________________
__________

Gender_______Roommate request (All rooms
dbl)___________________________________
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Event &
date_______________________________Disability?_____________________________
_____

Amt of Deposit______Visa__Mastercard__ Card No.________________________

Exp. date__________ __________________________Credit card users must pay
full amount.
                                               
Signature__________________________________
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From: JFNORTH@aol.com
Date: Wed, 9 Feb 2000 12:16:35 EST
Subject: bidds for books
To: mupj@igc.apc.org, dosmith@prodigy.net
X-Mailer: AOL for Macintosh sub 146

FAX:   2/9/2000    2pages

To:    Mr. Siotole
      Zimbabwe Embassy
Fax #  :202-265-7921

cc:      Howard Hallman 
email: mupj@igc.org
     Dwight Smith
email: doSmith@prodigy.net

I have asked three firms for bids on shipping the books in the Embassy and in 
our Church to Mutare, Zimbabwe.  These firms are Emery Worldwide, Eagle Van 
Lines and New Horizons, International.

Following is the text of the request which I faxed to these companies.  I you 
think that our request or discription should be modified in any way, please 
let me know soon.  Thanks.

Jeanne North 301-320-4325

Subject: Shipment from Washington, D.C. And Bethesda, MD to Mutare, Zimbabwe.

We would like to request your company’s estimate, or bid, on the shipment 
described below.  Please include in your estimate: a)  the kind of container, 
or crate, which you would use to enclose the shipment; b) the Southern 
African port which you propose to use; c) some itemization of the components 
of your cost estimate; d) the kind of assurance that you provide that the 
shipment will arrive at its destination in good order; and e) any other 
significant features of the service with you intend to provide.

The shipment consists of 143 boxes of used, university-level, donated books. 

The boxes are 18 1/4”  x 12 1/4” x 12 1/4” (although 10 of these boxes are 
slightly smaller).
All boxes have been packed by us, and taped center bottom, center top, and To 
Mr. Sitole, page 2

side edges, top and bottom.
The weight of the boxes averages 45 lbs each. (Our estimate is based on 
weighing 6 boxes on a household scale.) 
In addition, there is a lightweight two-shelf bookcase for encyclopedias to 
be included if this does not add significantly to the cost.

90 of these boxes are located in the Zimbabwe Embassy 1608 New Hampshire Ave. 
NW, Washington, D.C.. These boxes can be transported by elevator to the first 
floor of the Embassy which is one flight of steps above street level.
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53 of the boxes are located in the Bethesda United Methodist Church at 8300 
Old Georgetown Road, Bethesda, MD.  They are located in the basement of the 
church, near an outside door which leads up 20 steps (in two flights) to a 
driveway.  Alternatively, the boxes can be transported by small elevator 
(approximately 3 boxes at a time) to the street level.

The books are to be sent to The Africa University, Mutare, Zimbabwe (a 
church-supported university.) University officials assure us that the 
University’s agent will handle the clearance of the goods once they reach 
Zimbabwe.  As an academic institution, the University already has Duty Free 
clearance standing for academic books.  They will need for this purpose, a 
letter of donation and a statement of the number of volumes dispatched, which 
we will provide the University and its agent. 

Also, I am assured that university personnel will unload the container, if a 
container is used for the shipment.

We will appreciate your bidding on this shipment.  You can reach me by 
telephone, fax or e-mail for questions on this matter.
Jeanne Foote North
6748 Brigadoon Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817
Tel: 301-320-4325
Fax: 301-320-0842
e-mail: jfnorth@aol.com 

For the Outreach Committee of the 
Bethesda United Methodist Church
8300 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda. Maryland 20814
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Date: Thu, 10 Feb 2000 11:50:33 -0800
To: mupj@igc.org
From: Majordomo@lists.speakeasy.org
Subject: Welcome to dealertingana
Reply-To: Majordomo@lists.speakeasy.org

--

Welcome to the dealertingana mailing list!

Please save this message for future reference.  Thank you.

If you ever want to remove yourself from this mailing list,
you can send mail to <Majordomo@lists.speakeasy.org> with the following
command in the body of your email message:

    unsubscribe dealertingana

or from another account, besides mupj@igc.org:

    unsubscribe dealertingana mupj@igc.org

If you ever need to get in contact with the owner of the list,
(if you have trouble unsubscribing, or have questions about the
list itself) send email to <owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org> .
This is the general rule for most mailing lists when you need
to contact a human.

#### No info available for dealertingana.
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To: sdm@welchlink.welch.jhu.edu
From: "Carlee L.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: My poem
Cc: mupj@igc.org
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Sherry, 
 So sorry you're feeling under.  Hope you're better soon.  We are all for you.  I was reading this poem over for a 
poetry slam at Barnes and Noble next week, and  thought it could be improved.  I hope this is not too difficult.  
Otherwise leave it as is.  
Love,  Carlee

 CONTRITION

 by

 Carlee Hallman

 
   Greeting me,
 
    as I deplaned,
 
      my sister said,

      "Your hair's not right,"
   
   Before she hugged me
 
    for the years 

     we'd been apart.

   We were raised

    with the belief
    
     that a critique
   
    would help 
   
     perfect
   
      the other.
       

   I've been trying
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    to get over it

     for years.
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X-Sender: dkimball@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
Date: Thu, 10 Feb 2000 16:42:34 -0500
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
Subject: DRAFT NGO STMT. ON NPT 2000 Objectives - PLZ. REPLY

February 10, 2000

TO: February 1 NPT mtg attendees and other members of the Coalition

RE: draft NGO message to NPT Review Conference States Parties

FR: Daryl Kimball, Executive Director, Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers

REPLY REQUESTED BY 2/16/00

Dear Friends:

On February 1, the Coalition's "Non-Proliferation and Disarmament" working
group met to discuss and plan for the upcoming April-May 2000 NPT Review
Conference. After exchanging information about NPT related activities and
perspectives, we agreed that -- as a first step -- it would be useful to
craft a joint letter to governments involved in the conference that can
also serve as the basis for other NGO messages and activities.

The enclosed draft statement was written by Arjun Makhijani (IEER), Daryl
Kimball (Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers), and Martin Butcher (BASIC)
at the suggestion of participants at a February 1 meeting.

The mandate from the meeting was to draft an NGO statement focused on
"forward-looking" measures that might help to move the NPT Review
Conference in a positive direction (i.e. adoption of these ideas by the
conference or, at least, by a large majority of parties to the conference.)

The draft draws on the 1995 Principles and Objectives and the New Agenda
Coalition resolution from 1999. It will be sent to NPT States Parties heads
of states and foreign ministers.

The drafters and the February 1 meeting attendees recognize that the
possibility for consensus among states parties on forward-looking objective
will be very challenging, however, there was agreement that it is important
for representatives of "civil society" to express support for a strong, but
practical, set of disarmament-related goals at this historical juncture.

This is not intended to be an official "Coalition to Reduce Nuclear
Dangers" letter, though I encourage all Coalition member organizations to
review the draft and consider adding their names.

We would very much like you to review this draft before we circulate more
widely for sign on.

WE ASK THAT YOU RESPOND NO LATER THAN NOON (Wash. DC time), WEDNESDAY
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FEBRUARY 16th. Following the incorporation of comments and suggestions, we
will then begin circulating the letter to a wide-range of NGOs and
prominent figures for signature.

Sincerely,

Daryl

P.S. For information on documents referenced above, see: 

"Decisions and resolution adopted by the 1995 NPT Review and Extension
Conference (11 May 1995)"
<http://www.un.org/Depts/dda/WMD/NPT.htm>

"Towards a Nuclear Weapon Free World: The Need for a New Agenda,"
Draft Text of a Resolution for the UN First Committee, 13 September 1999
<http://www.acronym.org.uk/unnac99.htm>

Letter to the U.S. and other NPT PrepCom Delegates On opportunities offered
by the upcoming NPT PrepCom meeting. Coalition Letter, April 13, 1998
<http://www.clw.org/coalition/npt0498.htm>

****************************

DRAFT

February [XX], 2000

RE: Recommendations for action at the 2000 NPT Review Conference

Dear [Head of State and Foreign Minister],

The upcoming Review Conference of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (NPT) represents an important opportunity to focus
international attention and resolve to address the threat of nuclear
weapons and nuclear war. We believe this Treaty is a vital cornerstone of
the global non-proliferation regime and an essential basis of efforts to
rid the world of nuclear weapons. In 1995, in conjunction with the
indefinite extension of the Treaty, States Parties agreed to an important
set of Principles and Objectives for Non-Proliferation and Disarmament.
While some progress has been achieved, key elements, particularly those
relating to Article VI of the treaty, unfortunately remain unfulfilled and
new nuclear dangers have emerged.

Consequently, we, the undersigned representatives of global civil society,
believe it is vital that States Parties redouble efforts to work together
to advance progress toward fulfillment of Article VI of the Treaty. It is
particularly important that the upcoming Review Conference produces an
objective review of the progress on the Treaty and Treaty commitments over
the last five years, and most importantly, consensus among States Parties
on new Benchmarks and Objectives for action over the next five years.  Our
position draws on the expressed views of many parties to the NPT as well as
a broad cross section of civil society around the world.
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We respectfully urge that the Benchmarks and Objectives include:

1. Reaffirmation of the commitment to full implementation of Article VI of
The treaty, and, in this context, acceptance as authoritative the advisory
opinion of the international court of justice concerning Article VI,
adopted unanimously, which states that:

“there exists an obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a
Conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects
Under strict and effective international control”;

2. Immediate action by the Russian Federation and the United States of
America to implement the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) II and
conclude and implement a START III agreement at an early date. Following
the rapid conclusion of START III, all States with nuclear weapons
capability should join in the process of negotiation of deep cuts, and
eventually, the elimination of all nuclear forces;

3. Adoption of policies that diminish the role of nuclear weapons in order
to create a stable atmosphere for disarmament and contribute to
international confidence and security. In this context, the nuclear weapon
States and all nuclear capable states, whether or not they are parties to
the NPT, should take early steps to:

·       eliminate all tactical nuclear weapons from their arsenals;
·       proceed to de-alert and remove all nuclear warheads from delivery
vehicles;
·       respect the letter and spirit of the Comprhensive Nuclear Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT) by recognizing that it is an instrument of nuclear
disarmament as well as non-proliferation in all its aspects, and ceasing
the development and qualitative improvement of nuclear weapons and ending
the production of advanced new types of nuclear weapons; ·       refrain
from producing any weapons-usable radioactive materials for military
purposes and put all fissile materials declared to be in excess of military
requirements under appropriate international atomic energy agency
safeguards; and,
·      refrain from actions that will aid or abet missile proliferation;

4. Action by all States, including non-parties to the NPT, to place all
commercial  weapons-usable materials and facilities, pursuant to agreements
freely arrived at, under International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards;

5. The immediate and unconditional signature and ratification of the
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) by all States, and, pending
the entry into force of the Treaty, adherence to its terms by not carrying
out any nuclear weapons explosion and other nuclear explosion, nor aiding
or abetting others to carry out such explosions;

6. The conclusion of legally-binding assurances to non-nuclear-weapon
States Party to the NPT against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons;

7. The implementation of existing Nuclear-Weapon Free Zones and the pursuit
of agreements for additional Nuclear-Weapon Free Zones;
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8. Adherence by States Parties to all obligations under the terms of the
1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty;

9. Establishment of an Ad Hoc Committee on Nuclear Disarmament at the
Conference on Disarmament and/or the establishment of appropriate
subsidiary bodies to the NPT to address nuclear disarmament.

Consensus among States Parties about practical objectives toward the
fulfillment of Article VI is crucial to the success of this conference.
Substantial progress on these Article VI objectives during the next five
years will be crucial to the future of the NPT.

Given the particular importance of this Review Conference to global nuclear
non-proliferation and disarmament efforts, we urge States Parties to send
their Foreign Ministers to the opening session of the Conference and their
Heads of State or Government to the concluding session.  We urge you to
adopt the strong and practical set of Benchmarks and Objectives that we
have suggested above to guide the process of nuclear disarmament and
non-proliferation.

Sincerely,

____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505
Washington, DC 20002
(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970
website <http://www.crnd.org>
____________________________________
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To: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: DRAFT NGO STMT. ON NPT 2000 Objectives - PLZ. REPLY
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <3.0.32.20000210164233.006b455c@[209.8.25.194]>
References: 

At 04:42 PM 2/10/00 -0500, you wrote:
>February 10, 2000
>
>TO: February 1 NPT mtg attendees and other members of the Coalition
>
>RE: draft NGO message to NPT Review Conference States Parties
>
>FR: Daryl Kimball, Executive Director, Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
>
>REPLY REQUESTED BY 2/16/00
>
>Dear Friends:
>
>On February 1, the Coalition's "Non-Proliferation and Disarmament" working
>group met to discuss and plan for the upcoming April-May 2000 NPT Review
>Conference. After exchanging information about NPT related activities and
>perspectives, we agreed that -- as a first step -- it would be useful to
>craft a joint letter to governments involved in the conference that can
>also serve as the basis for other NGO messages and activities.
>
>The enclosed draft statement was written by Arjun Makhijani (IEER), Daryl
>Kimball (Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers), and Martin Butcher (BASIC)
>at the suggestion of participants at a February 1 meeting.....

Daryl,

It's an excellent draft. When it reaches it's final form, please provide me a copy that I can use to seek signatures from the 
faith community in the United States and elsewhere.

Howard
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Dear Abolition Friends,
Hello there, here are the minutes of the last Abolition Co-ordinating Committee Conference call
for your information.
Yours in peace,
Janet Bloomfield.
 
MINUTES OF ABOLITION CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE CONFERENCE CALL
FEBRUARY 2nd,2000.
 
(Action items in Capitals)
 
1.Present: Janet Bloomfield, Alice Slater, Jackie Cabasso, John Burroughs, David  Krieger,
Pamela Meidell (Global Council), Carah Ong.
Apologies: Hiro Umbeyashi, Alyn Ware
Facilitator - Jackie Cabasso, Note taker - Janet Bloomfield.
 
2. Finance and Fundraising:
Current balance is $16,722.45. Carah had circulated a report outlining current applications. The
application for the $7,500 Bethino Prize had been sent. Janet was expecting to hear from the
Prairie Trust in the UK by end of February on an application for $5,000. David is sending a letter
requesting support to a number of groups and individuals. JACKIE would investigate Working
Assets and the Nuclear Free Future Award for next year.
 
3. Formalizing Carah Ong's status:
Janet Bloomfield and Pamela Meidell introduced their proposal that a number of matters relating
to Carah's status as A2000 paid co-ordinator be made more explicit and formalised in writing.
The following actions were AGREED.
i.) A short written agreement between A2000 and A2000's paid co-ordinator would be drafted by
CARAH and JANET with input from PAMELA and circulated for comment and agreement to
the ACC. This would take into account the current financial situation.
ii.) CARAH would take out Health Insurance this week.
iii.) CARAH was AUTHORISED to take an advance from the A2000 account if she needed it for
A2000 business.
There was a lengthy discussion about the question of how CARAH's welfare and oversight



should be organised. It was AGREED that this should considered further and that it be
incorporated into the draft agreement.
The ACC re-affirmed it's support for Carah and acknowledged the excellent job she is doing.
Pamela's contribution of information  and support for her was noted with thanks. 
 
4. NPT:
(a) Statement of Demands: JANET had drafted and circulated for comment. A number of
responses had been sent by e-mail.
It was AGREED to aim for 2 pages maximum.  It was further agreed that an improved draft
would be finished by the ACC within a week that would then be circulated to the Global Council
for comment, a final draft would then be sent to the listserv. The deadline should be the
beginning of March in order for it to be circulated to Missions. ALICE would draft a cover letter.
(b) Presentations: Work was continuing on the high profile presentations. Judge Weeramantery
and Jonathan Schell had accepted. At the MPI meeting held last week in Atlanta President Carter
had stated that he would approach people. Mandela is a possibility as is Gorbachev.
Work was also being done on NGO input. At a meeting of the NGO Committee in New York a
list of topics had been drawn up. These will be circulated.
(c) A2000 activities: The demonstration using the information about downwinders etc would be
on April 24th. Rae Street was collecting names and information in the UK. Xanthe Halls idea of
a press conference/presentation on April 25th to mark 5 years of the A2000 Statement should be
seriously considered. It was also agreed that we should have some fun in the form of a
party...Endorsing groups were now up to 1432. All Friends of the Earth local groups (150 plus)
would be circulated next week. HAP and WAND were also circulating.
(d) NPT Amendment Proposal: A Global Council  discussion had begun. No conclusions were
reached about whether or not it is desirable to try and reach consensus on language for a draft
amendment.  It was AGREED to continue the strategy discussion on the Global Council
list-serve.
(e) Call to Action: JACKIE will incorporate the latest round of suggestions and re-post to the
ACC.  As soon as possible it should be posted to all the distribution lists, and possibly included
in a mailing. We agreed that we should do a mailing to all A2000 organizations in advance of the
NPT Review Conference.  The contents and plan for the mailing should be discussed on our next
call.
5. A2000 Annual General Meeting:
There was discussion about whether the meeting should be at the NPT or somewhere else at a
later time. The possibility of a two stage meeting was raised. 
It was AGREED to reserve one day at the NPT on April 30th for an Abolition 2000. ALICE
would reserve a room.
David reported that the Nagasaki meeting will take place in late November 2000, for 3- 4 days
(including the weekend just prior to the US Thanksgiving holiday).  He reiterated that the City of
Nagasaki would like us to hold an A2000 meeting there, and would provide some support. 
Jackie said that she would try to post her ideas regarding the next A2000 meetings before our
next call.  It was agreed that whatever kind of an A2000 meeting we hold in New York, we
should definitely have a face-to-face ACC meeting there.

NEXT CALL:



FEBRUARY 25/26
CARAH will set up.  JANET to circulate draft agenda one week before.
Items to be included: Pre-NPT Mailing, A2000 Party at NPT!
 
Janet Bloomfield
25 Farmadine
Saffron Walden
Essex
CB11 3HR
England
Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1799 516189
e-mail: jbloomfield@gn.apc.org
 

 
 
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be
subscribed to: "abolition-caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
eGroups.com Home: http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus
www.egroups.com - Simplifying group communications
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X-Sender: jdi@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.5 (32)
Date: Fri, 11 Feb 2000 09:41:42 -0500
To: jdi@clw.org
From: John Isaacs <jdi@clw.org>
Subject: Missile threat exaggerated:  Carnegie Endowment report

"The Missile Threat: An Intelligent Assessment"
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace PROLIFERATION BRIEF
February 10 , 2000

                
[This analysis is derived from the Senate testimony of Project Director
Joseph Cirincione on 9 February. The testimony is available in full at the
following web site:
http://www.ceip.org/programs/npp/bmthreat.htm

This brief is available at: http://www.ceip.org/programs/npp/brief302.htm]

It has become common wisdom and certainly common political usage to refer
to the growing threat of ballistic missiles. But is this true? The threat
is certainly changing, and is increasing by some measures. But by several
other important criteria, the ballistic missile threat to the United States
is significantly smaller than it was in the mid-1980s. 

=======================
1. Decreasing ICBM Arsenals.
=======================
The number of intercontinental ballistic missiles has decreased
dramatically since the height of the Cold War. During the 1980s, the Soviet
Union deployed over 9,540 nuclear warheads on 2,318 long-range missiles
aimed at the United States. Currently, Russia has fewer than 5,200 missile
warheads deployed on approximately 1,100 missiles (a 52-percent decline). 

======================
2. Eliminated IRBM Arsenals. 
====================== 
There has been a near-100 percent decrease in the threat from
intermediate-range ballistic missiles (with ranges of 3,000 to 5,500
kilometers) since the mid-1980s. President Ronald Reagan negotiated and
implemented the Intermediate-Nuclear Forces Treaty. The Soviet Union
destroyed 1,846 missiles in this range, eliminating this entire class of
missiles from U.S. and Soviet arsenals. China has some 20 missiles in this
range, and no other nation has developed intermediate-range ballistic
missiles (though the launch of North Korea's developmental Taepodong-2
would add a few missiles to this category). 

========================
MISSILES: BY THE NUMBERS 
========================
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== 33 nations possess ballistic missiles, excepting the five recognized
 nuclear-weapon states. 

== 27 nations have only short-range missiles under 1,000 kilometers. 

== 22 of these nations have only Scuds or similar short-range missiles of
300-km range or less. 

== 6 nations have medium-range missiles over a 1000-km range: Israel, Saudi
Arabia, India, Pakistan, North Korea and Iran. 

== 4 of these nations also have active programs developing intermediate-range
missiles (over 3,000 kilometers): India, Pakistan, North Korea and Iran. 

====================
3. More MRBM Programs. 
====================
Apart from China and Russia, a few countries have conducted tests of
medium- range ballistic missiles (with ranges of 1,000 to 3,000 km) which
do not threaten the territory of the United States. India intends to begin
production of the Agni II, with a range of about 2,000 km and may be
working on a longer- range "Surya" missile. The only other significant
medium-range threats come from missiles derived from the North Korean No
Dong: Pakistan's Ghauri (1,300-km range) and Ghauri II (2,000-km range)
missiles and Iran's Shahab-3 (also 1,300-km range), all of which have been
flight tested.

====================
4. Aging Scud Inventories. 
====================
Almost all the other nations that possess ballistic missiles have only
short-range missiles. For most, their best missiles are aging Scuds bought
or inherited from the former Soviet Union and now declining in military
utility over time. 

=====================
5. Fewer, Poorer Programs.
===================== 
The number of countries trying or threatening to develop long-range
ballistic missiles has not changed greatly in 15 years, and is actually
smaller than in the past. The nations now attempting to perfect long-range
missiles are also smaller, poorer and less technologically advanced than
were the nations with missile programs 15 years ago.

---------------------------------

Only China and Russia have the capability to hit the United States with
nuclear warheads on intercontinental ballistic missiles. This has not
changed since Russia and China deployed their first ICBMs in 1959 and 1981
respectively. Confusion arises when policy-makers speak of threats from
missiles to the United States or U.S. interests, such as forward-deployed
troops or allied nations. This merges threats from very short-range
missiles, of which there are many, with long-range missiles, of which there
are few. 
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In short, the ballistic missile threat is confined, limited and changing
relatively slowly.

==========================
Declining Ballistic Missile Arsenals
==========================

Threat == Status (1985 vs. 2000) ==  Trend 
-----------------------------------------------------------
ICBM (>5500 km) == 52 % decrease == down

IRBM (3000-5500 km) == 99 % decrease == down

MRBM (1000-3000 km) ==  3 new national programs == up

SRBM (<1000 km) == Static but declining as Scud inventories age == down 

Number of nations with ballisticmissile programs of concern == Fewer, less
advanced (8 in mid-1980s, 7 today) == down

Potentially hostile nations with ballistic missile programs == More (3 in
mid-1980s, 5 today) == down 

Potential damage to the United States from a missile attack == Vastly
decreased == down
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-913-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@e-groups.com
From: "Janet Bloomfield" <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>
To: <abolition-caucus@e-groups.com>
Cc: "Abolition-Europe" <abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de>
Date: Fri, 11 Feb 2000 16:37:11 -0000
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] RESOURCE FOR CHANGE AVAILABLE FROM OXFORD RESEARCH GROUP

"EVERYONE'S GUIDE TO ACHIEVING CHANGE:
A STEP-BY STEP APPROACH TO DIALOGUE WITH DECISION-MAKERS."

This handbook is designed to enable you to quickly understand a successful
method of dialogue with decision-makers. It is based on the eighteen years'
experience of the Oxford Research Group, working towards the worldwide
abolition of nuclear weapons. The principle idea is that groups of citizens
engage directly, by letter or face to face, with behind-the-scenes
decision-makers and policy advisers using a non-confrontational approach.
Through this two-way dialogue, change takes place. Our approach has now been
adopted by those working for change on different issues all over   the
world. Decisions affecting the most important issues that we face today such
as the arms trade, genetic engineering, pollution, debt, the globalisation
of the economy, as well as nuclear weapons and power, are ultimately taken
by a few   key decision-makers in government and business. We are not
talking solely or even mainly about politicians; we are talking about
scientists who develop new technologies, analysts who produce assessments on
which decisions are based,  managers who offer innovative technologies to
both the military and civilian sectors, civil  servants who draft government
policy and bureaucrats who sign the cheques. These are the  key long-term
people behind the scenes who steer policy as politicians come and go. Most
of these  individuals work in closed communities within  which the rightness
of what they are doing is not  directly questioned. Serious alternatives are
seldom proposed. Apart from hearing vocal reports of protest such people
rarely engage in the arguments for and against what they are doing, much
less are they invited on a personal level to involve themselves in
discussion of the merits and implications of their activities in today's
world.

In the Ten Steps outlined in this Handbook , the examples used are of
nuclear weapons decision-making, but the principles of the approach are
relevant to most of the issues already mentioned. Each Action step is
balanced by a subsequent Reflection step; we have found that this
combination of being and doing is especially effective.

By the time you reach end of this handbook, you will be familiar with:
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* The basics of the dialogue with decision-makers approach to change
* Why it works
* How decision-makers can be identified
* How they can most fruitfully be approached
* What may be expected from this dialogue
* How your skills and the skills of colleagues in your field can most
effectively be used.

You are already a powerful agent of change, read this booklet on and
increase your own power.

To order this Handbook for £3.00/$5.00 contact:

Oxford Research Group
51 Plantation Road
Oxford OX2 6JE
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1865 242819
Fax: +44 1865 794652
e-mail: org@oxfrg.demon.co.uk
http://www.oxfrg.demon.co.uk

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
eLerts!
Save on products you choose.
http://click.egroups.com/1/1415/1/_/91925/_/950288385/

-- Check out your group's private Chat room
-- http://www.egroups.com/ChatPage?listName=abolition-caucus&m=1

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Janet Bloomfield.vcf"
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Reply-To: "Charles Brewer" <re.announcement@mindspring.net>
From: "Charles Brewer" <re.announcement@mindspring.net>
To: "EarthLink/MindSpring Members" <re.announcement@mindspring.net>
Subject: MindSpring has merged with EarthLink!
Date: Fri, 11 Feb 2000 12:53:23 -0500 (EST)
User-Agent: Gnus/5.070083 (Pterodactyl Gnus v0.83) XEmacs/20.4 (Emerald)
Sender: re.announcement@mindspring.net

Dear EarthLink/MindSpring Member, 

As you know, back in September, MindSpring and EarthLink made the 
decision to join forces and form a new company.  I am happy to announce
that the merger has been approved and completed, and I would like to 
introduce you to the new EarthLink!

First of all, don't worry!  You don't have to do anything differently
because of the merger.  Your MindSpring e-mail and Web addresses will not
change.  You will continue to access our services using the same
telephone numbers for the foreseeable future.  You can continue to use
your MindSpring software until you decide to take advantage of a future
EarthLink upgrade.  

You should expect the service you receive from us to only get better.
Because of our combination, we are a more powerful company with much
stronger resources to devote to improving our products and services.
More than ever, we will be providing you with:

   * fast, reliable connections to the Internet utilizing
     state-of-the-art technologies

   * friendly, helpful, knowledgeable and available technical support 
     and customer service

   * help and guidance in getting the most out of your Internet
     experience

   * the feeling that you are a customer of a company that truly wants 
     your business and intends to prove it every day

We have put together a list of frequently asked questions regarding the
merger to better help our customers understand how they will or will not
be affected.  You can find those FAQ's at: 

   http://www.mindspring.net/merger/faq.html

We hope that so far we have been able to provide you with a customer
experience that you have found noteworthy -- even remarkable.  Since
MindSpring began almost six years ago, that has been our primary goal.
The changes that the Internet will bring and the possibilities that it
will create in our lives have only begun.  We want to help you have the
best possible Internet experience now -- and for a long, long time.
Afterall, it's your Internet!
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Cheers!
     
Charles Brewer    
EarthLink Chairman 
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X-Sender: pols@falcon.cc.ukans.edu
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.3 (32)
Date: Fri, 11 Feb 2000 11:28:43 -0600
To: mupj@igc.org
From: Gwen Jansen <g-jansen@ukans.edu>
Subject: Reunion

If you would prefer to use the Adams Alumni Center Pub for your reception
on April 14th at 4:00 p.m., I understand that it could be made available.
Contact Suzanne Cotrell at 785-864-4754.

Please let me know what you decide.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Gwen Jansen                                            g-jansen@ukans.edu
Systems Support Technician                     785/864-9058
KU Political Science Department                fax# 785/864-5700
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Date: Sat, 12 Feb 2000 11:32:29 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Dear Howard,

I heard from Yockey. He can't come either. If you like, I could forward to
you copies of Harley's and Don's messages.

Bob
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To: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <200002121132_MC2-98DA-5BD7@compuserve.com>
References: 

At 11:32 AM 2/12/00 -0500, you wrote:
>Dear Howard,
>
>I heard from Yockey. He can't come either. If you like, I could forward to
>you copies of Harley's and Don's messages.

Bob,

Please send their messages.  George Sheldon can't come.  He wrote a two page letter that  I'll produce and bring to the 
reunion.  I also heard from Harold Ehlrich, as you did.

I think I'll call Darrel Brown and Carl Unruh on Sunday when I have low phone rates.

On another front I'm working with John Eberhardt to have a reception for political science students and three of our 
professors who are still in Lawrence.  It is explained in the attachment.  I don't recall you as a poli-sci major but you 
must have  some courses.  At any rate you are cordially invited.

Howard

###

Dear KU Political Science Graduate of 1950:

Greetings!  A year and a half ago I became reacquainted with John Eberhardt at a reunion of KU housing coop 
residents.  It was quite enjoyable to see old friends again, to talk about our years at the University of Kansas, and to 
catch up on what we've done in the intervening years.  Based upon that experience, we've decided to set up a time for 
political science students to get together in the course of our 50th class reunion on April 14 and 15, 2000.

We invite you to a reception in honor of three of our professors who live in Lawrence: Eldon Fields, Francis Heller, and 
James Drury.  It will take place on Friday, April 14 from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. in the Political Science Conference Room, 
Fifth Floor, Blake Hall (the physics building in our days at KU).   If you're attending the reunion, we hope you can 
come.  Please bring your spouse and any friends in the class of 1950 who want to mingle with political scientists.

Enclosed is a list of political science majors and minors from our class that we have identified so far.  If you know of 
others, let me know their names and addresses or pass this invitation on to them.

If you are coming to the reunion and plan to attend this reception, please let me know.  This will help us in our 
refreshment arrangements.

As a personal note about our careers, John served 26 years in an administrative position with the Colorado Judicial 
Department.  Since his retirement in 1997 he has been de facto secretary of an informal housing coop alumni 
association.  I worked in Philadelphia and New Haven for community organizations and local government and then 
moved to Washington, D.C. in 1965.  I've been involved in the poverty program, employment training, community 
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development, citizen participation, and neighborhood self-help activities.  Now I'm working for the abolition of nuclear 
weapons as chair of Methodists United for Peace with Justice, an advocacy organization.

If you can't come to the reception and want to share news about yourself with those who do, please send me the 
information by regular mail, fax, or e-mail.

John and I look forward to seeing those of you who can attend this political science reception.
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To: Gwen Jansen <g-jansen@ukans.edu>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <3.0.3.32.20000211112843.006a72c0@falcon.cc.ukans.edu>
References: 

At 11:28 AM 2/11/00 -0600, you wrote:
>If you would prefer to use the Adams Alumni Center Pub for your reception
>on April 14th at 4:00 p.m., I understand that it could be made available.
>Contact Suzanne Cotrell at 785-864-4754.
>
>Please let me know what you decide.

Gwen,

I talked with Suzanne Contrell.  We're better off to stick with the Political Science Conference Room.  Thanks for the 
suggestion of the alternative.

Howard
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To: phil
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Ploughshares Fund
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Phil,

We submitted a grant to the Ploughshares Fund.  Their board met on February 7.  If a lettter comes from them to our 
box at Foundry, please open it and let me know the results.  Since I haven't heard by phone, they are probably saying 
"no".  But if it is a grant, please sign as financial officer and leave it for me at Foundry.

Thanks,
Howard
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From: IRARR84@aol.com
Date: Fri, 11 Feb 2000 14:04:38 EST
Subject: Notes From Brink Planning Session
To: dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 45
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

Thanks to all of you who participated in Monday's planning session on 
de-alerting.  I believe we have laid the groundwork for a national campaign 
on this issue --and as many of you said, de-alerting can be of great value in 
reconnecting the public to the dangers of nuclear weapons.
I have attached the notes from the session.  The things we talked about 
working on in the near future:

- contacting your constituents in states on the target list for Markey's 
de-alerting resolution (H.Con.Res.177) to request they ask their Rep. to sign 
on (the list is of arms control proponents so even a couple of calls/letters 
to their office could do it).
- media work around the upcoming primaries (I will send out a sample letter 
next week that can be used by your folks in primary states-let me know if you 
have any oped signers in these states, and I can get you an sample op-ed).
- contact me if you have speakers in cities where Brink volunteers requested 
a presentation on de-alerting.

Further planning will take place in the nuclear weapons working group--and in 
our monthly conference calls.

Also - if you haven't endorsed our de-alerting campaign and want to, contact 
me;
please link your web site to ours - www.dealert.org - ; and please promote 
the brink web site and video with your consituents.

Contact me if you have any thoughts or questions
Ira Shorr 
e.mail: IRARR84@aol.com
301-588-8923

Thanks again- have a great weekend.

Ira

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Brinksess.notes.doc"



00/2/8 Back from the Brink Campaign Meeting, DC

Ira Shorr, Staff person

Organizational Representatives Attending

ANA                                     Maureen Eldredge, Susan Gordon
BASIC                                   Martin Butcher
CDI                                     Bruce Blair
Church of the Brethren          Cary Jossart
CRND                                    Daryl Kimball
CWS/National Council Churches   Heather Nolen
Disarmament Clearinghouse               Joan Wade
FCNL                                    Sara Bradbury, Jessica Piekeikeh
Fourth Freedom Forum            Allstair Millar
IEER                                    Arjun Makhijani
IPPW                                    Merav Datan
Methodists United for Peace & Just.     Howard Holman
Peace Action Ed Fund                    Fran Teplitz, Jim Bridgman
Peace Links                             Esther Pank, Corrie Westbrook
PSR                                     Anne Gallivan, Kimberly Roberts
Plutonium Challenge                     David Culp
Presbyterian Peace Fellowship   L. William Yolton
Stimson Center                  Jessie James
Student Pugwash                 Sandy Ionno
Technology Project                      Laura Kriev,
Tri-Valley CAREs                        Marylia Kelley
Unitarian Universalists         Lawrence Egbert
WAND                            Stephanie Broughton
WILPF                           Gillian Gilhool, Ellen Barfield, Manami Shintaku
Women Strike for Peace          Adel Lehr

Congress/Administration - Presentation by Daryl Kimball - Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers (CRND)-

Status
1 - Congress will focus on BMD/ABM Treaty and START Reductions;
De-alerting with require review of US Nuclear Policy
2 - What are the protocols to ABM and START treaties, if Duma ratifies
START II, Clinton will send the protocols to the Senate for review.  This
could interfere with discussions on START III.
3 - Senator Kerry of NB, may intro amendment to the authorization bill to
allow reduction of arsenal before Duma ratifies START II.
4 - Rep Markey's Resolution had 89 co-sponsors.  Could get up to 150.
5 - Next Admin. Will be looking at nuclear weapons policy issue, could be
opportunity to initiate a new review of past policies.  Why does the
posture have to be this way? Why does the arsenal need to be so large?

Possible Actions for Coming Year
1 - Good opportunity to lay the ground work on de-alerting. Educating
congress & public.
Committees - Armed Services, Senate Governmental Affairs, Senate
Defense Authorization, Defense Appropriations
Need:  New Congressional briefing materials that make the case for de-alerting and 
and answers criticisms of de-alerting by opponents and allies. (See draft plan for examples.)



Action:  Briefings/lobby visits with key Congressional members/staff

2 - Defense Authorization bill on floor in May-June.  Senator Kerry may once again  introduce bill to
overturn the limits to lowering nuclear force levels (obsolete if Duma ratifies  START II).
Aggressive schedule for Defense bill in March.
Action:  Work with disarmament community to support Kerry legislation if introduced.

3 - Encouraging one or more members of Congress--in the Senate, the Strategic Forces Sub-committee-- to
introduce a study/commission to examine the risks of accidental nuclear war and ways risks could
be reduced (i.e. de-alerting).  Create mandate for examination of the issues.
Action:  Explore this idea with allies in the House (Lane Evans) and Senate (Jeff Bingaman)

4.  Action: Identify hearings in which de-alerting can be introduced as an issue.  Get questions to allies.

5. How can we introduce the issue?  And offer first steps to be taken.
For instance - de-alerting all weapons scheduled to be dismantled under START
II might be easier to achieve.

6.  Action:  Citizen forums in districts of Congressional sponsors of Markey resolution.

7.  Continue contacts with administration officials and national security advisors of Presidential candidates.

Follow-up:  Further planning and coordination will take place in Monday lobby nuclear weapons working
groups, and in organizer planning calls.

Grassroots Organizing

Brainstorm Session on Why De-alerting is a Good Grassroots Issue

1.  When people learn about the threat/danger they are motivated to do something about it. 
2.  It is specific, concrete, easily understandable, urgent and has solutions which are attainable. 
3.  Can translate support for CTB support to de-alerting.
4.  The risk is unacceptable.
5.  Need to be able to easily articulate how we would de-alert nuclear weapons.  Technical options.
6.  Need graphics/pictures that capture the issue.
7.  Need message development on de-alerting issue.
8.  Need to pursue organizing opportunities to build an infrastructure for a de-alerting campaign.

Back from the Brink Web Page - Technology project

Potential for using the web site to build a campaign is tremendous.  Brink already has 13,000 petition
signors and 100 volunteers.  Ideas:

1. Change the name of website to "back from the brink.org"
2. Put your web address on every piece of material
3. Email 50 friends to expand the list
4. Message of site needs to be humanized - "little girl with a flower".  Messages need to be personalized,
and reflect urgency
5.  Links can be made between existing web pages. Web page can show local affiliate and chapters of
organizations that are endorsing the campaign
6. Web page can have menu of options - educate yourself, organize a meeting,
description of different groups



Follow-up:  Back From the Brink will work with the Technology Project to expand our web site.

Existing Organizational  Grassroots Plans on De-alerting

Stimson Center  - As part of its work with the Committee on Nuclear Policy, the center is sponsoring
speaker's presentations around the country.  Jesse James is coordinating and looking for links with
grassroots groups.

Follow-up - get list of cities Stimson is visiting and connect groups/individuals on the ground.  Stimson can
also send speakers to some sites where Back From the Brink has gotten speaker requests.  Advertise
Stimson speaking engagements on our web site.

WILPF
Encouraging chapters to do house parties and expand outreach.  Trying to channel them into NPT work in
the spring.  Have held over 40 house parties on Back From the Brink.  Collecting feedback.

PSR
Working to get the issue into campaign debates.  Raised it in IA and NH.

Peace Action 
Targeting students to do house parities.

Disarmament Clearinghouse
Organizing the "Fail Safe" house parties for April 9th NBC movie on accidental nuclear war.  Will
distributing information on the Brink campaign.

Student Pugwash,
Sent information on the Brink campaign out in their newsletter to campuses.

Tri-Valley Cares
Interested in coordinating a mega- sign-on letter in California and needs help organizing it.

Peace Links
Will get Brink materials out to key contacts and promote de-alerting as a key issue.
Hold house parties around Fail Safe, raise it in candidate forums.

IPPNW
International distribution of video, 60 contacts around the world,
distributing materials on disarmament including de-alerting.  Have own fact
sheet, will be working on NPT conference.

FOE Australia
John Hallum - coordinating an international campaign.  Has significant  support in Europe, Japan and
Russia. Encouraged the campaign to use Clinton and Yeltsin letter signed by
520 groups.

What resources/organizing help is needed from Back From the Brink, by organizations who want to promote de-
alerting.
(Note: dependent on funding)

1. Speakers training - in DC or regionally.  To train people to be able to educate the public in community
presentations throughout the nation.  
2. Distribute the theatrical skit on de-alerting from IEER.
3. Logo is needed
4. Flier and other marketing type campaign materials.



5. Video - needs to be updated
6. Organizer's packet- list what volunteers could do; questions for discussion during house parties, etc.
7. Briefing book (Note: we are planning a briefing book with The project for Participatory Democracy)
8. Links the Brink web site to sites of organizations attending.
9  A bi-monthly newsletter through email to groups.
10. Calendar listing of activities/on web and elsewhere - "jointplanning.com"
(Local events could be listed on the web page - WILPF house parties, etc.)
11. National Cathedral has project to distribute information on these issues.  Contact Wendy Starman.

12. Speaker's Tour/Training- Speaker training module ( materials that travel with speakers to
train speakers)
13. Road show- slideshow
14. Another visual that focuses less on the Cold War--and more on the current threat, for younger
audiences.
15. Display materials for concerts, posters, events--buttons- ("15 minutes!")
16. Public service announcements-celebrities.
17. Advertising campaign in key states
18. Earth Communications Office - has gotten PSAs in movie theatres - Student Pugwash has a contact
19. PR advice could be funded
20. Presidential campaigns or elections
- letters to editors, bird-dogging, editorial boards,
21. Safe Energy Communication Council - Linda ?
22.Translation of materials - and connections to international organizing
23. Outreach Efforts- Use Code of Conduct list; Fourth Freedom Forum - is working with others to civil
society outreach program to get a person in different groups to outreach new constituencies - will share the
list.
24.  Outreach possibilities--Million Man March and Gay Rights March in spring, Earth Day 2000, NPT
Events, Fellowship of Reconciliation - 40 days of events; Professional sectors endorsement of CTBT
(CRND); Republican constituencies; Catholic Bishops.

Follow-up: prioritize and pursue.
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Date: Sat, 12 Feb 2000 18:32:17 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: What a surprise!!!
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

---------- Forwarded Message ----------

From: "Dr. Harley Oberhelman", INTERNET:Harley.Oberhelman@TTU.EDU
TO: (unknown), [76453,1314]
DATE: 2/1/2000 1:18 PM

RE: What a surprise!!!

 
Dear Bob:
 It really was a surprise to hear from you yesterday.  I remember that some
ten or fifteen years ago you also called me when passing through Lubbock.
AS of now, I don't plan to attend the 50th anniversary celebration, but
I'll keep your letter on file in case plans change.  The only person from
Battenfeld days with whom I am in regular contact is Delmer Harris.  Before
he retired, he used to pass through Lubbock each year selling playground
equipment.  Since our public schools don't use such equipment, sales here
were small.
 I am delighted to know about the relationship you and your wife have with
the Dineens.  We haven't heard from them for some years now.  Give them our
email address as we would be pleased to hear from them.  I finally retired
from teaching at the end of 1998 but have been very busy since on city
committees and professional travel to Latin America: Brazil, Argentina, and
Cuba twice last year alone.  I still do papers at international meetings
and in recent years have traveled frequently to Argentina (where we once
lived) and Cuba (always legally with a government license)!  On a trip to
Chile in 1970 I met Sam Duran in Concepcion.  Tell him I still remember him
as one of the first persons I ever met from South America.  
 It was great to hear from you.  Keep in touch.

   Harley

----------------------- Internet Header --------------------------------
Sender: Harley.Oberhelman@TTU.EDU
Received: from TTACS2.ACS.TTU.EDU (ttacs2.acs.ttu.edu [129.118.1.21])
 by spamgaac.compuserve.com (8.9.3/8.9.3/SUN-1.7) with ESMTP id OAA16220
 for <76453.1314@compuserve.com>; TueTTACS.TTU.EDU (PMDF V5.2-32 #32556) with SMTP id
 <01JLE7RPQGCC8WXIJD@TTACS.TTU.EDU> for 76453.1314@compuserve.com; Tue,
 1 Feb 2000 13:17:41 -0600
Date: Tue, 01 Feb 2000 13:15:03 -0600
From: "Dr. Harley Oberhelman" <Harley.Oberhelman@TTU.EDU>
Subject: What a surprise!!!
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X-Sender: hoberhel@pop.ttu.edu
To: 76453.1314@compuserve.com
Message-id: <3.0.6.32.20000201131503.007c1250@pop.ttu.edu>
MIME-version: 1.0
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.6 (32)
Content-type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
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Date: Sat, 12 Feb 2000 18:33:52 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: Good to Hear from You
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

---------- Forwarded Message ----------

From: INTERNET:DonYockey@aol.com, INTERNET:DonYockey@aol.com
TO: (unknown), [76453,1314]
DATE: 2/11/2000 12:38 PM

RE: Good to Hear from You

 
Dear Bob:
    It was good to get a Letter from K. U. that is more than a generic letter 
written by some current student or recent alum that none of our generation 
knows.  Thanks.
    I am retired (for nearly ten years), and travel quite a bit.  I was in 
Mexico fishing when your letter arrived.  Unfortunately I am committed to 
another trip the weekend of the reunion, so cannot attend.  Just a few years 
ago I got more involved with the folks who were my high school chums, and 
that has been an interesting development, but any more I have few reasons to 
come back to Kansas, so my trips are few and far in that direction.  Every so 
often I find myself remembering that summer in '49 when we were the 
Battenfeld caretakers and working there in Lawrence, and I had that bad patch 
of asthema.  You were a really useful fellow to have around that night.  I do 
find, however that very few of the classmates in college survive the dimming 
memory, especially after these fifty years that it has been.
    From your letterhead, I see that you are (and probably have been) and 
attorney in Lawrence.  Are you still active?  I came to Seattle in 1957 with 
my wife, Kay, and three kids (born Arizona, Wichita, and Missouri) and have 
been here since.  Moved to a new home on Bainbridge in 1990 and retired 
shortly after!  
    Maybe we can correspond, if you like, and I can look you up when next I 
am in the Lawrence area.  I have a close high school friend who lives in 
Meriden, KS and is a member at Alvamar.  We see him every year or so.  Tell 
Sam Duran I hope he found a way to "Stay Pure" when you see him.
The Best,
Don Yockey

----------------------- Internet Header --------------------------------
Sender: DonYockey@aol.com
Received: from imo26.mx.aol.com (imo26.mx.aol.com [152.163.225.70])
 by spdmgaac.compuserve.com (8.9.3/8.9.3/SUN-1.8) with ESMTP id NAA13849
 for <76453.1314@compuserve.com>; Fri, 11 Feb 2000 13:38:29 -0500 (EST)
From: DonYockey@aol.com
Received: from DonYockey@aol.com
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 by imo26.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v25.3.) id f.31.1214ca1 (4264)
  for <76453.1314@compuserve.com>; Frie: Fri, 11 Feb 2000 13:38:24 EST
Subject: Good to Hear from You
To: 76453.1314@compuserve.com
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 44
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Date: Sat, 12 Feb 2000 18:49:50 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Dear Howard,

I tried to forward to you the messages of Harley and Don.  The reference to
Sam Duran refers to my letter to them telling them that I am going to Chile
on March 18, and that I hope to see Sam there. However, I haven't heard
from Sam since Christmas, when I first mentioned to him that we were going
to Chile, So I am somewhat concerned that I have received no answer. So
Maybe I won't see him,

I read your message before sending this, but I didn't read the attachment.
I only took two political SCience courses when I was a student: from Hilden
Gibson and Maggie Mackay. But I suppose your list will include Eldon
Fields,  Jim Drury and Francis Heller, all of whom I am very well
acquainted with and if you need extra bodies there to make up a quorum, I
would be happy to join you. But I certainly can't claim to be a poli sci
major. I was an econ major, and I got my Masters in it here before going
into the Air Force. After Air Force, I considered 3 options: Graduate study
in sociology, Law school and seminary. The ultimate struggle was between
law school and seminary (by that time I was a Baptist and would have gone
to Colgate-Rochester), I ultimately decided on law school when I saw the
startling architicture of the Michigan Law School  Well. I don't know why I
chose to go to Law School. I felt pretty close to God at that Time, and I
thought that was what I was supposed to do.

Best regards,

Bob
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-925-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Date: Sat, 12 Feb 2000 22:36:06 -0000
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
X-Sender: acronym@pop.gn.apc.org
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Version 1.4.4
To: abolition-caucus@igc.apc.org, abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: rej@acronym.org.uk (Rebecca Johnson)
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] New Acronym NPT report on web

Dear friends,
this is to inform you that the latest ACRONYM 'red' report will be on our
website from Monday 14th. Entitled 'Non-Proliferation Treaty: Challenging
Times' and written, as usual, by Rebecca Johnson, ACRONYM  13 previews the
issues confronting the States Parties to the Sixth Review Conference to the
NPT, which will take place in New York, April 24 to May 19, 2000. 

In order to place the challenges and choices for the 2000 Review Conference
in context, ACRONYM 13 provides a short briefing on the history of the NPT
and its review conferences from 1970 to 1990, followed by a more detailed
analysis of the ground-breaking decisions taken in 1995 on extending and
strengthening the Treaty and its review process. There is also a chronology
of NPT-related events and developments in the real world between 1995-2000.
After considering the disappointing conduct of the three preparatory
committee (PrepCom) meetings from 1997-1999, ACRONYM 13 analyses the
difficult procedural and substantive issues that will confront NPT parties
when they meet in New York. 

If you do not want to wade through all the detail, there is a four page
Executive Summary, which condenses the main arguments and recommendations.

The Acronym Institute
24, Colvestone Crescent, London E8 2LH, England.
telephone (UK +44) (0) 20 7503 8857
fax                (0) 20 7503 9153
website http://www.acronym.org.uk

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Save on products you choose!
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http://click.egroups.com/1/1416/1/_/91925/_/950394966/

-- Check out your group's private Chat room
-- http://www.egroups.com/ChatPage?listName=abolition-caucus&m=1
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X-Sender: dkimball@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
Date: Mon, 14 Feb 2000 12:57:45 -0500
To: dkimball@clw.org
From: Daryl Kimball <dkimball@clw.org>
Subject: news: Gen. Habiger on 60 Minutes; START II

February 14, 2000

TO: Coalition members and friends
FR: Daryl Kimball, Executive Director

RE: Gen. Habiger on 60 Minutes II for deeper cuts; START II ratification
analysis

Ten years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, thousands of US and Russian
nuclear weapons remain on hair-trigger alert. Seven years after the signing
of START II, the reductions under that agreement have not been implemented
and political barriers remain in the way of deeper cuts.

A recent edition of the network news magazine "60 Minutes II" makes these
points abundantly clear in a Dan Rather interview with former US Strategic
Commander Eugene Habiger. A full transcript of the 40 minute-long report is
attached below. (Portions of the report are are also available at
<http://cbsnews.cbs.com/now/story/0,1597,158208-412,00.shtml>.)

Also attached below is the latest analysis of the prospects for START II
ratification in the Russian Duma from the Center for Policy Studies in
Russia (PIR). START II remains in limbo as Russia awaits its Presidential
election and further negotiations with the U.S. on START III and the future
of the ABM Treaty. PIR is a Moscow-based NGO chaired by former Ambassador
Roland Timerbaev and specializing in arms control issues.

Finally, AFP reports that Senator Conrad (D-ND) is reminding the
Administration of the large number of tactical weapons that remain behind
as it discusses START III with the Russians (see below).

DK

*************************

SHOW:  60 Minutes II

DATE:  February 8, 2000

"THE MISSILIERS"

DAN RATHER, co-host:

If power is measured by the ability to destroy, then tonight's story is
about the most powerful people in the world.  They call themselves
missiliers.  They are the men and women who command our nuclear forces. And
for those of you who assumed that their mission had somehow gone away, a
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mission to launch thousands of nuclear missiles at a moment's notice, this
report is a wake-up call.

For the missiliers, the Cold War never ended.  Tension between the US and
Russia is greater now than at any time since the end of the Cold War, and
just about the only people who seemed alarmed by that are the American
missiliers and, strangely enough, their Russian counterparts.  Tonight, you
will meet them both as they continue to rehearse launching enough
destructive power to bring on Armageddon.

(Footage of bleachers; vehicles arriving at gate)

Unidentified Man #1: (Voiceover) Mike test: one, two, three, four, five,
six...

RATHER: (Voiceover) It's 1 AM, pitch black with a dense fog settling in on
this remote California hilltop.  Hard to figure out what could possibly
draw anyone to these bleachers on such a gloomy night.

Unidentified Man #2: (Voiceover) Number 89, infield, arm destruct system.

(Footage of missiliers)

RATHER: (Voiceover) But this is a gathering of nuclear soldiers,
missiliers, here at Vandenberg Air Force Base to take part in a full-blown
test of American military might.

Unidentified Man #2: (Voiceover) ...work, switch to green.

RATHER: (Voiceover) A missile is about to be launched.  And these
missiliers, from bases all around the country, are here to take part in the
event they call The Glory Trip.

Unidentified Man #3: (Voiceover) The final execute launch command has been
initiated, and terminal countdown has begun.

(Footage of man walking towards building; people inside bunker)

RATHER: (Voiceover) It's a trip that begins a mile away, and they all know
that the real glory this night belongs to two of their colleagues who are,
at that moment, operating 70 feet underground in a fortified bunker.

Lieutenant RICH NAMATH (Missilier): TBI.

Lieutenant MICHELLE DEL TORO (Missilier): TBI.

Lt. NAMATH: Charlie zero two.

(Footage of Namath and Del Toro)

RATHER: (Voiceover) This is a nuclear missile launch facility, and those
two missiliers, Lieutenant Rich Namath, age 25, and Lieutenant Michelle Del
Toro, 23, have won the honor of launching an intercontinental ballistic
missile.
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Lt. NAMATH: Unlock code.  Romeo echo...

(Footage of Namath and Del Toro)

RATHER: (Voiceover) It's a procedure that nuclear launch officers have been
rehearsing in underground silos for decades, long before these two were
even born.  What's different about tonight, the reason it's called a Glory
Trip for them, is because this time it's no drill.

Unidentified Man #4: ...five, four, three, two, one.  Mark!

Unidentified Man #5: Get it up, get it up, get it up.  Go!  Go, go, go, go!

(Footage of missile launch; people in nuclear facility; missile strikes)

RATHER: (Voiceover) That is a Minuteman III intercontinental ballistic
missile in its first seconds of flight.  Sixty feet tall, 200 tons, it's
the mainstay of America's nuclear arsenal.  It's built to carry three
thermonuclear warheads that can hit and destroy any three cities in the
world in just half an hour. Exactly 28 minutes and 39 seconds after launch,
this is how another Glory Trip ended: three warheads bursting into the
night sky over the Quadulan Islands in the South Pacific, and all three, we
are told, striking precisely on target.

Why are we, the United States of America, still doing this, still at the
nanosecond ready with nuclear weapons, and why are the Russians?

General EUGENE HABIGER: Good question; tough answer.

(Footage of Habiger and Rather; photos of Habiger; footage of ceremony)

RATHER: (Voiceover) No one has greater credentials to answer that question
than four-star General Eugene Habiger.  From the time he began his career
40 years ago as a B-52 pilot waiting for the call to bomb Moscow until a
year and a half ago, when he was honored at this retirement ceremony for
his three-year tour as commander in chief of all US nuclear forces, Habiger
has been on the front lines of America's nuclear forces, unapologetic
defender of America's nuclear policies.

Gen. HABIGER: (Voiceover) The Cold War was a unique war.

And when the war ended, the loser really didn't lose.  We still had this

massive military might on both sides staring each other in the face.

RATHER: D--do the Russians still have a nuclear capability that could wipe
us off the planet?

Gen. HABIGER: Absolutely.

RATHER: No doubt?

Gen. HABIGER: No doubt.
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RATHER: Could we do that to them?

Gen. HABIGER: Yeah, no doubt.

RATHER: See, I don't think most people know that.

Gen. HABIGER: Well, that's a dilemma.

(Footage of memorial site; nuclear weapons; Habiger greeting soldiers)

RATHER: (Voiceover) It didn't seem like a dilemma back in the hopeful days,
after the Cold War ended, when America and Russia agreed to cut their giant
arsenals of 12,000 nuclear weapons each in half.  But to Habiger's dismay,
when he assumed command, relations with Russia began to disintegrate and no
further reductions were authorized.

General, when you took command in 1996, how many nuclear warheads did we
have deployed?  How many nuclear warheads did you have under your command?

Gen. HABIGER: A little over 6,000, Dan.

RATHER: And how many did the Russians have?

Gen. HABIGER: About the same.

RATHER: And how many do we have now?

Gen. HABIGER: About the same.  And the fact that we have not been able to
get down to lower and lower levels of nuclear weapons is troubling to me,
and it should be troubling to you.

(Footage of Crile walking inside nuclear missile launch facility; helicopter)

RATHER: (Voiceover) And you quickly understand his concerns when you walk
into the world of the missiliers.  For the past two years, reporter George
Crile has had unprecedented access to America's nuclear empire, an empire
off limits and virtually unknown to most Americans.

GEORGE CRILE: Most Americans have forgotten that you're out there.  They
don't really know that--that there are missiles here on alert and they
might be--they're ready to go, just like they were during the Cold War.
That's true, isn't it?

Colonel STOCKARD: That is.  In fact, we're still under that--the same
criteria.  We do business as usual, just like you said.  Noth--nothing has
changed from--from a missilier's standpoint.

Unidentified Man #6: Colonel Stockard, sorry to interrupt.

Col. STOCKARD: Yes.

Unidentified Man #6: The launch facility is at 12:00, approximately three
and a half miles.
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(Aerial footage of launch facility; inside launch facility; missile; man

opening large door; missiliers)

RATHER: (Voiceover) That facility is hidden in the wheat fields of Wyoming.
And when you go down under and find yourself face to face with the
Peacekeeper, the biggest and deadliest of America's ICBMs, it seems more
like an exhibit in a Cold War museum than a weapon of mass destruction
poised on hair-trigger

alert.  But when you go behind these doors and meet the launch officers
responsible for those missiles, they force you to confront the reality of
what a Peacekeeper can do.

Unidentified Man #7: I mean, what we do, we could possibly end civilization
as we know it, and that's not something that we all want to do.  And being
rational professionals, we do everything in our power to prevent that.

(Footage of nuclear explosions)

RATHER: (Voiceover) You understand what he is talking about when you
consider the power of the weapon he and his fellow missiliers are prepared
to launch. Just one thermonuclear warhead, the kind America uses to arm its
ICBMs, carries more destructive power than 20 of the atomic bombs that
destroyed Hiroshima.

Unidentified Man #7: (Voiceover) It's fairly quiet on alert, so you have a
lot of time for reflection.

And so we'll sit there, and we might talk about sports, we might talk about
a movie we saw, but there's just something inside of us that--that tells us
that there's--we need to look at why we're here.

Unidentified Man #8: First stage of initial...

(Footage of missiliers preparing launch; missile launches)

RATHER: (Voiceover) You begin to understand their burden when you discover
that the missile they are set to launch within minutes carries not one, but
10 warheads.  And it's not just one Peacekeeper they control from these
facilities, but 10.  The bottom-line equation for them is 10 missiles, 100
cities, the possibility that one man could trigger the end of civilization
as we know it.

Do you ever find yourself saying, `This is crazy'?

Gen. HABIGER: Well it--no, I--I--not that it's crazy.  It's just that we
need to move on and get down to lower levels in such a way that we feel
comfortable with and doesn't compromise our national security, our way of
life. Again, a bizarre twist of history, Dan, where we won the war, but
we're still paying a price for that war today.

(Footage of men working on missile; nuclear submarine; satellite; radar
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screen; ICBM)

RATHER: (Voiceover) That price tag comes out to $25 billion a year simply
to maintain America's nuclear war-making system: fleets of nuclear
submarines; networks of satellites and radar tracking stations; thousands
of ICBMs, all manned around the clock and on combat alert.

Unidentified Man #9: Space lift commander, clear to launch.

RATHER: Now all of these rituals, all of these commands, all of this
equipment is still in place as it was at the end of the Cold War?

Gen. HABIGER: Yes.  Unfortunately, yes.

(Footage of celebration)

RATHER: (Voiceover) If there's one event that underscores how little things
have changed, it's this celebration that brings together rival teams of
missiliers, each with its own mascots, from bases across the country. it's
sobering to realize that what's being recognized here, with the awards that
are given out, are the skills that go into launching a nuclear war.

Unidentified Man #10: Well, ladies and gentleman, is this a great evening
or what?  Huh?

(Footage of celebration)

RATHER: (Voiceover) For them, this night is a kind of Top Gun, Academy
Awards ceremony to recognize the best of the best.

Unidentified Man #10: The best missile operations crew in the Air Force is
crew S-600.

(Footage of celebration; inside launch facility)

RATHER: (Voiceover) And if it looks like they were celebrating a victory,
it's because everyone here feels they contributed to the Cold War victory.
But they all know their old mission hasn't changed, that America's nuclear
forces are still on alert because Russia is still on alert with equal force.

Gen. HABIGER: The only thing that remains out there that can destroy the
United States as we know it today, are those nuclear weapons in Russia.

(Computer image of the globe; Russian launch site; truck carrying nuclear
missile)

RATHER: (Voiceover) Halfway 'round the world, 30 minutes as a missile
flies, when you gain access to Russia's closed and secret nuclear world, as
our

reporter George Crile did, you quickly discover what General Habiger is
talking about.  Russia may be bankrupt, but this is a brand-new
intercontinental
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ballistic missile, the Topol-M, and it's moving here through the woods of
Russia on full combat alert, ready to stop, tilt its rockets to the sky and
launch within minutes of receiving an order.

Gen. HABIGER: (Voiceover) Oh, it is real.

And it's formidable.

RATHER: Can they hit anything with this missile, this...

(Footage of missile being raised)

RATHER: (Voiceover) ...huge thing launched off the back of this truck?

Gen. HABIGER: Yes, very accurately.

RATHER: If they chose to, they could hit one of our cities with these things?

Gen. HABIGER: Once they put the target coordinates in there, yes, sir, they
could.

CRILE: That's New York, Los Angeles, Boston and Chicago in 30 minutes.

Unidentified Man #11: (Through Translator) Sooner than that.

(Footage inside Russian and American missile launch sites)

RATHER: (Voiceover) And so these frightening rituals play on with eerie
similarity in both countries.  Two Russian missiliers here, practicing the
rapid launch of 10 ICBMs with 100 warheads, just like their American
counterparts, even down to the final simultaneous turn of the launch keys.

If the president, God forbid, had to give the order, `We must fire,' are we
talking about seconds, minutes or hours before such a missile could
actually and would actually be fired?

Gen. HABIGER: You're talking about minutes.

RATHER: On both sides, in your opinion?

Gen. HABIGER: Yes.  Yes.

RATHER: The Russians could get theirs launched within minutes?

Gen. HABIGER: Yes, sir.

(Footage of missile launch)

RATHER: (Voiceover) But this is something most people assumed that we
didn't have to worry about anymore.

President BILL CLINTON: No Russian missiles are pointed at the children of
Minnesota in the United States for the first time since the dawn of the
nuclear age.
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Since the dawn of the nuclear age, there are no Russian missiles pointing
at these children here.

(Footage of Clinton campaigning; Clinton and Boris Yeltsin)

RATHER: (Voiceover) When the president told the American people over and
over again in the last presidential campaign that the nuclear nightmare was
over, it's because he had just signed an agreement with Russia's President
Boris Yeltsin to stop targeting missiles at each other.

Pres. CLINTON: We won the Cold War.

(Footage of Clinton; launch switch)

RATHER: (Voiceover) What he didn't say is that there was no way to verify
that agreement and that many of the missiles can go right back on their
Cold War targets within a minute.

The entire treaty was based solely on trust, and in the second year of
General Habiger's command, that trust was shattered.  In February 1998, an
enraged Boris Yeltsin publicly warned the United States that it was risking
World War III if it followed through with its threat to bomb Russia's old
ally, Saddam Hussein.

(Footage of Habiger; soldiers marching at ceremony; Yakovlev)

RATHER: (Voiceover) For General Habiger, this was a moment when something
dramatic had to be done quickly to try to reduce the levels of nuclear
weapons on both sides, and that's when he reached out to the one ally he
thought might make a difference.  It was none other than his former enemy,
Russia's nuclear commander, General Vladimir Yakovlev, who was equally
unhappy about having to operate such a huge arsenal.

General VLADIMIR YAKOVLEV (Russia's Nuclear Commander): (Through
Translator) Yes, I think it's way--way too much.  It's enough to d--to
destroy the civilization a number of times.

Gen. HABIGER: Put the egg in your mouth raw...

(Footage of meeting between Habiger and Yakovlev)

RATHER: (Voiceover) When we come back, the strange, high-stakes diplomacy
of the two most powerful nuclear commanders in the world.

Now you know there are an awful lot of people in the audience who say, `We
had a four-star general who trusts the Russians?  What kind of deal is that?'

(Announcements)

RATHER: What do you do if you're a four-star general in charge of all
nuclear weapons and you feel you have too many of them?  What if your
counterpart in Russia feels the same way?  And what if you are both fed up
with politicians who are in a standoff?  In the case of US General Eugene
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Habiger, the solution was unprecedented and urgent.  He decided to bypass
the diplomats, to launch a diplomatic initiative of his own and to do it by
engaging his old enemy, his Russian counterpart, General Vladimir Yakovlev.

(Footage inside air control tower; radar screen)

Unidentified Man #12: (Voiceover) Make sure the runway's clear.

RATHER: (Voiceover) 3 AM, March 15th, 1998...

Unidentified Man #13: Zero, niner, zero, Ad-8, clear to land.

(Footage of plane landing; text on computer screen reading, `potential
exists'; Habiger and Yakovlev deboarding plane)

RATHER: (Voiceover) ...Omaha, Nebraska, a mysterious flight arriving at
America's nuclear command center.  It's been a month since Boris Yeltsin

threatened World War III if President Clinton bombed Iraq.  And this is the
moment General Habiger has chosen to begin his secretive diplomacy,
missilier style.

Unidentified Man #14: Welcome, sir.

(Footage of car door being closed)

Unidentified Man #15: (Voiceover) You've had a long trip.

Unidentified Man #7: Very few individuals can go into this area.

(Footage of Yakovlev touring American launch facility)

RATHER: (Voiceover) The first stop for his guest of honor, Russia's nuclear
commander, General Yakovlev, is America's nuclear war room.

Gen. HABIGER: So welcome to my command center.

RATHER: (Voiceover) It looks and sounds almost ordinary, but the scene is
quite extraordinary.

Gen. HABIGER: I'm going to put you in my chair, OK?  And I give you the
same warning: Please do not touch anything.

(Footage of Habiger and Yakovlev)

RATHER: (Voiceover) Russia's nuclear commander in the chair and in the room
built to give one man, America's nuclear commander, the ability to blow up
all of Russia.

Unidentified Man #16: Welcome to the Air Room.

(Footage of Habiger, Yakovlev and others walking through hall)

RATHER: (Voiceover) And that was only the beginning of the tour, which
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included a visit to the place called the Air Room, where the targets in
Russia are picked.

Gen. HABIGER: (To Yakovlev) The first step of our planning process begins
with target selection.

RATHER: (Voiceover) What kind of restrictions did you have on what you
could talk to the Russians when you were walking around these facilities?

Gen. HABIGER: Absolutely none.

RATHER: None?

Gen. HABIGER: None

RATHER: Surely somebody above you said, `Listen, be careful, General. Don't
tell him too much.'

Gen. HABIGER: Not at all.  I had carte blanche.

RATHER: I find that--well, not incredible, but I'm surprised.  Were you
surprised you were able to do that?

Gen. HABIGER: No.  I felt like that as the commander in chief--and there
were nine commanders in chiefs--there are nine commanders in chiefs in the
United States military structure.  We're big boys.  If we can't figure out
what we can say and what we can't say, maybe we have no business being in
that job.

Unidentified Man #17: Sir, he will be your guide.

Unidentified Man #18: Present arms.

(Footage of Habiger leading Yakovlev to plane; plane taxiing; delegation
inside plane; machinery inside plane)

RATHER: (Voiceover) But why show the Russian everything?  One reason was to
gain his trust; the other, to remind him that when you pull open the
curtain, America's entire Cold War fighting machine is still very much
intact. And it includes this plane, which the Russian was shown.  It may
look innocuous, until you realize that it is the one weapon system in the
US arsenal on daily alert to be used only after the unthinkable happens.
The plane, known as TACAMO, is an elaborate flying command post, built to
direct the final battle, even if America has been decimated by nuclear war.

Unidentified Man #19: TACAMO stands for `take charge and move out,' which
is an acronym that they came up with probably back in the '70s, which means
that we step up to the plate and--and go forward.

Unidentified Man #20: You know, right out of high school, 18 years old, you
know, the first question before I started my job is, `Do you have a problem
launching a nuclear-loaded aircraft that could cause the destruction of the
world?' And I said, `No sir.'
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CRILE: Your--your mission, basically, has to do with Armageddon.  It has to
do with the possibility of an apocalyptic exchange of nuclear weapons.

Unidentified Man #21: If we were doing our job, then, you know, obviously,
things have deteriorated to a pretty extreme case.

Unidentified Man #22: Check con--the set.  3011, reset pilot.

Unidentified Man #23: Check set 3011...

(Footage of TACAMO crew)

RATHER: (Voiceover) The eerie part about this is that the crew of TACAMO

prepares for the final battle every single day, as if it might happen at
any moment.

Unidentified Man #22: Set.

(Footage of helicopter flying; missile launch site; submarine; Cheyenne
Mountain Complex opening)

RATHER: (Voiceover) For the next four days, General Habiger led General
Yakovlev on a sweep across the country, from the missile fields of Nebraska
and Wyoming to the ballistic submarine base in Washington state, even to
Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado.  The Russian general was now entering into the
nerve center of America's nuclear empire, built deep under a mountain, the
NORAD early warning command.

Unidentified Man #24: And what we're approaching now is an actual--a very
large building that was built inside of--the cavity was carved out back in
the mid-'60s.

(Footage inside Cheyenne Mountain complex)

RATHER: (Voiceover) The objective behind this strange and elaborate tour,
this show of American force, was to send a message, through Yakovlev, to
the Russian legislature that it is in their best interest to reduce the
levels of nuclear weapons by ratifying the latest treaty.

Gen. HABIGER: One of my great frustrations, when I was a commander in chief
of Strategic Command, was the fact that the START II treaty, which would
get us down to the 3,000 to 3,500 level, was signed by president Bush and
Yeltsin in 1993.  Here we are today, and the Russian Duma has yet to ratify
that treaty.

RATHER: And, therefore, we haven't gone below the 6,000 level.

Gen. HABIGER: That's absolutely correct.

(Footage of Habiger leading tour; delegation looking at missile)

RATHER: (Voiceover) And included in that treaty would be the elimination of
America's most lethal weapon, the Peacekeeper.  Remember, each Peacekeeper
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has 10 warheads, each warhead 20 times more powerful than the bomb that
destroyed Hiroshima.

Gen. YAKOVLEV: (Through Translator) I think only missiliers understand the
danger which such powerful weapons present for both countries.

RATHER: Correct me if I'm wrong, one of Yakovlev's points was that the
people who command the missiles, the people who have to make them be in a
high state of maintenance, are ahead of the politicians in understanding
the importance of building down the numbers of nuclear weapons.

Gen. HABIGER: Yakovlev understands that better than I think virtually all
politicians in Russia.

(Footage of farewell celebration)

RATHER: (Voiceover) By the end of the tour, the mission seemed to be
accomplished.

Unidentified Woman: Take it, General!  Wiggle!

Gen. HABIGER: Wiggle your foot.  Come on, wiggle.

RATHER: (Voiceover) At this farewell celebration, the Russian commander
declared that he now would be able to make a case for the missile reduction
treaty to be passed.

(Footage of Habiger and Yakovlev hugging; plane taxiing: Habiger deboarding
plane and meeting with Yakovlev)

RATHER: (Voiceover) Two months later, we followed along as the Russian
commander gave General Habiger a look at Russia's nuclear empire.

Gen. HABIGER: Thank you.

(Footage of car arriving at building; dinner; aerial footage of Russian
launch site; Yakovlev leading tour for Habiger of nuclear sites; submarine;
train; war room)

RATHER: (Voiceover) A tour that started in distinct Russian style with
Bodka toasts.  Across the vast expanse of Russia, General Habiger saw the
weapons built with America in mind: a Typhoon ballistic submarine able to
take out a continent in less than an hour; this train, with its hidden
missiles, capable of launching 30 warheads on the move; a massive nuclear
warhead facility.  And here, on the edge of Moscow, General Yakovlev's
secret underground war room.

Now as part of what they showed you, they put on a launch drill of a Topol
regiment for you, did they not?

Gen. HABIGER: Yes.

(Footage of Russian launch drill)
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RATHER: (Voiceover) The heart of that mobile system.

Gen. HABIGER: (Voiceover) Yes.  To see those doors of those garages open up
and to see those missiles come out, I'll tell you, Dan, rent chills up and
down my back.

(Footage of group sitting down to a meal)

RATHER: (Voiceover) But nothing could get in the way of the missiliers'
mission of peace.

Gen. HABIGER: And what we have here is a tradition which separates the
wimps from the warriors.

(Footage of Habiger demonstrating ritual)

RATHER: (Voiceover) At the end of the tour, Habiger challenged the Russians
to engage in an old bomber pilot ritual, as if they were all members of the
same fraternity.  The ingredients: a raw egg and a bottle of Jeremiah Weed
bourbon.

Gen. YAKOVLEV: (Russian spoken)

(Footage of Mies at head table)

RATHER: (Voiceover) The real stakes were so high in this exercise that
Habiger had brought along his heir-apparent, Admiral Richard Mies, to
participate in this bonding experience with the Russians.

(Footage of Mies and Yakovlev eating raw eggs)

Gen. HABIGER: (Voiceover) It's confidence building.  And how do you
c--build confidence?  You build friendship.  And when you build confidence,
good things happen.

RATHER: (Voiceover) That good thing was supposed to be the passage of the
START II arms reduction treaty, and everyone here was certain it would
pass. But it never happened.

(Footage of bombing raid on Iraq; Russian parliament; Russian launch site;
soldiers firing guns)

RATHER: (Voiceover) A year ago, December 16th, the United States bombed
Iraq. The attacks came just three days before the Russian parliament was
scheduled to vote and, by all accounts, to pass the START II treaty.  But
because of that bombing, the treaty was shelved.  And in the months that
followed, US-Russian relations went from bad to worse as NATO, with
Washington at the lead, expanded by adding three former Eastern European
countries to its ranks.

Did you talk about the expansion of NATO and what that meant to the
Russians and how they felt about that?

Gen. HABIGER: Oh, yes.  The Russians are--continue to shake their heads,
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and they would ask me, `Now let me get this right.  NATO is a Cold War
organization.  The Cold War's over.  Why in the world do you still have
NATO?' And I'll tell you, Dan, I didn't have a very good answer for them.

RATHER: Well, you're retired now.  What's your opinion of that?

Gen. HABIGER: I've done a lot of thinking about this, Dan.  We're doing a
heck of a lot of harm to the Russians or with the Russians by--by
continuing to poke this NATO stick into their eye.

(Footage of Russian parliament; people standing around missile site in a
field)

RATHER: (Voiceover) The START II treaty came up for another vote in the
Russian parliament on March 16th, last year, and by all accounts, it was,
once again, thought certain to pass, a vote that would have led to a 50
percent reduction in nuclear weapons.  But yet again, it didn't happen.

Gen. HABIGER: And the night before they were to vote, we began bombing
Kosovo. And that just blew the--the e--entire effort.

RATHER: Now in your head and in your heart of hearts, do you believe--or
you can give us your opinion--do you believe if the bombing of Kosovo had
not started at that particular time, that we'd now have a ratified, new
nuclear-reduction treaty in place?

Gen. HABIGER: In my opinion, the probability would be very, very high.

(Footage of Russian officer addressing troops)

RATHER: (Voiceover) After the bombing in Kosovo began, the Russian
missiliers were ordered to break all contact with their American friends.

Gen. HABIGER: And I think it doesn't take a brain surgeon to figure out
when you shut off that kind of a--of a relationship, you're going down a
path that is not pleasant.

RATHER: Are you worried about that right now?

Gen. HABIGER: I am, indeed.

(Footage of Yakovlev)

RATHER: (Voiceover) Shortly after the war in Kosovo started, General
Yakovlev deployed 10 new Topol missiles and mounted the largest nuclear
exercise since the end of the Cold War.

Gen. HABIGER: We have reached the point where the senior military generals
responsible for nuclear forces are advocating more vocally, more vehemently
than our politicians to get down to lower and lower weapons.  Think about
that.

RATHER: I have thought about that, and the irony of that is extreme.
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Gen. HABIGER: It's a dilemma.  I know of no other situation in the history
of our country where we face this kind of dilemma.

RATHER: That dilemma may well get worse.  At a time when trust has
disappeared, the missiles on both sides continue to operate on full combat
alert. There is, however, one ray of hope to report tonight.  It comes in
the form of a letter that arrived just last week at America's nuclear
command from the commander in chief of Russia's strategic rocket forces,
General Vladimir Yakovlev, suggesting that perhaps it's time for the
missiliers to get together again.

(Announcements)

******************************

PIR - Center for Policy Studies in Russia

P.O. Box 17, Moscow 117454, Russia phone +7-095-335-1955 fax
+7-503-234-9558 e-mail: info@pircenter.org Internet: www.pircenter.org

Arms Control Letters

Arms Control Letters is a monthly newsletter of the PIR-Center for Policy
Studies in Russia, sent to the e-mail boxes of the world leading experts in
the field of arms control, nonproliferation and international security. To
unsubscribe, just send a message to Dmitry Polikanov divalen@glasnet.ru and
type "unsubscribe ACL" in the subject line.

Summary: This issue covers the process of START II ratification by the
State Duma, its prospects and the domestic policy factors affecting the
ratification.

Letter of February 2000. PROSPECTS FOR START II RATIFICATION BY THE STATE
DUMA IN SPRING

PIR ARMS CONTROL LETTERS

LETTER OF FEBRUARY 2000

PIR Center. FEBRUARY 14, 2000

In December 1999, Prime Minister Vladimir Putin affirmed the commitment of
the executive branch to ensure START II ratification. In the course of his
meeting with the leaders of the factions, he urged the legislators to
ratify the treaty as soon as possible. The parties discussed the
possibility of passing the ratification law on the eve of the Duma's
elections or immediately after the elections, at the last meeting of the
previous Duma.

The representatives of the MOD had consultations with the faction leaders
and influential deputies. The major plan for ratification was to adopt two
laws on December 13, 1999 - to ratify the Union with Belarus and START II.
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The only faction against this deal, was the Communist Party. The Communists
refused to endorse START II because of the coming parliamentary elections,
since they didn't raise any objections to the treaty and agreed with the
draft bill elaborated by the Committee for International Affairs and the
Defense Committee (the Lukin-Popkovich Bill). The consultations resulted in
the agreement that the newly elected Duma would take up the consideration
of START II in January. The faction leaders pledged unofficially to pass
the law at one of the first plenary sessions devoted to the ratification of
international treaties.

However, the changes in the political situation after Boris Yeltsin's
resignation and appointment of Vladimir Putin, as well as setting a new
date for the presidential elections (March instead of June), made it
impossible for the parties concerned to comply with the agreements reached
earlier. The January crisis in the State Duma also had a negative impact on
the terms of START II ratification.

Positions of Deputy Groups and Factions

Some deputy groups and factions have declared START II ratification to be
the top-priority task for the Duma. These are the Unity, Yabloko, and the
Union of the Rightist Forces. The Fatherland faction and Vladimir
Zhirinovsky's supporters are ready to endorse the treaty as well. All these
faction are expected to vote for the treaty unanimously and in accordance
with the party line.

The Agrarian Group, the People Deputy (Narodny Deputat) and the Russian
Regions (Rossiiskiye Regiony) haven't expressed their attitude towards the
treaty. For them, START II is not worth struggling for and is not a
priority. However, these groups may vote (with a high degree of confidence)
for the ratification when the chamber considers the issue.

The evident opponents of the treaty are the Communists. The faction has no
single opinion on the matter. The majority of deputies believe that, as far
as Russian interests are concerned, the treaty can be ratified. Gennady
Zyuganov, who leads the faction, shares this view. This means that if the
faction leadership gives its consent to consider the issue at the plenary
session, the Communists will endorse the ratification.

The CPRF takes its time for two tactical reasons. Firstly, the faction and
party leaders presume that the treaty is not popular with the electorate.
This is why the Communists are not ready to back START II before the
elections, as was the case in December 1999. Hence, the early presidential
elections affect the party's position on the matter. Secondly, the
ratification is linked to a broader foreign policy and international
context. This means that if the international situation becomes worse the
Communists will resist the consideration of the treaty. At present, such
exacerbation of the situation may result from the US plans to deploy the
national missile defense system and the lack of breakthrough at the
US-Russian talks on START III.

The balance of power in the 1999 Duma enables us to conclude that the
ratification is technically possible. The Communists' voting against START
II won't be able to block the decision of the chamber if all other factions
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back the treaty.

Balance of Power Concerning START II Ratification

It is worth pointing out that the treaty is ready for ratification. The
corresponding bill was prepared more than a year ago, approved by all
deputy groups, factions, the Russian Government, and the President's
Office. This draft bill is indisputable and all parties concerned have
agreed that there is no need to work out a new draft and the existing bill
should be adopted.

Thus, the objective of the Committee for International Affairs and the
Defense Committee is to propose at the Duma's Council meeting to include
the treaty in the agenda of any plenary session. There is no need for any
further coordination activities. At the plenary session the deputies will
vote in conformity with the positions of their factions. The projected
results of the vote are evident.

At the same time, one can't rule out the possibility of a struggle over the
preparation of the bill for consideration and its submission to the plenary
session.

So far, neither the Committee for International Affairs nor the Defense
Committee have considered the issues of ratification, since the committees
were formed in late January and haven't started their work yet.

The chairmen of the two committees were elected with the consent of the
pro-Government Unity faction. The two candidates were approved by this
faction and belong to its allies in the Duma. Hence, although the two
leaders are not Unity members, they will presumably be loyal to the
Government and the Acting President.

Analysis of the Committees' structure enables us to draw a clear conclusion
that there won't be any problems with the intra-committee decision on
submitting START II for the consideration of the plenary session.
Therefore, the chairmen of the committees are likely to put forward the
appropriate motion at the meeting of the Duma's Council.

According to our sources of information, neither the Committee for
International Affairs nor the Defense Committee will lobby the ratification
of START II. However, if they receive appropriate instructions from the
Government and the President's Office the work will proceed with full
speed. This is proved by the fact that the hearings on START II have been
scheduled for March, whereas the chamber will consider the issue no sooner
than April.

It is possible to accelerate this process, and this depends on the
political will of the executive branch. As things stand, the nature of the
bargaining has changed. If earlier the executive power had to cajole some
factions to ensure ratification, now it only has to give impetus (not a
carrot) to the leadership of the committees concerned in order to
facilitate the submission of the bill for the consideration of the Duma.
This can be done in public - Putin's statements about his support for the
treaty, meetings with the faction leaders and chairmen of the committees
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concerned - or in private - conversations (and telephone consultations)
with the heads of the two committees and leaders of the friendly factions.
Thus, the executive branch may succeed in ratification at any time. The
determining factor is Vladimir Putin's position on the matter. His approach
is formed under the influence of domestic and foreign policy concerns.

Internal Policy Factor

Although the opinion of the Communists can be ignored in the course of the
voting, the Acting President may be interested in taking it into account.
In this case, much will depend on the conditions of the presidential race.
We can't preclude the possibility of collusion between Putin's and
Zyuganov's teams in order to isolate all other rivals and conduct the
campaign as it was in 1996. Under these circumstances, the position of the
Communists will inevitably be taken into consideration.

Even if the campaigns of the two politicians are not coordinated, neglect
of the Communists may tempt them to use the problem of ratification in
their electoral struggle. The results of public opinion polls demonstrate
that the majority of Russians support START II, about one third of the
population is against ratification and one fifth finds it difficult to
answer. Hence, the opponents and the undecided respondents nearly equal the
number of those backing the treaty. In these conditions, harsh criticism
from the opposition on the issue of START II in terms of the national
security agenda is rather undesirable to Vladimir Putin.

Foreign Policy Factor

START II is a bargaining chip at the US-Russian consultations on START III.
Now that the parties are failing to come to an agreement at the
negotiations, Russia can't ratify the treaty, since it may be interpreted
as Russia's weakness. In this connection, the Russian executive branch
becomes interested in delaying the ratification until the framework of the
deal emerges.

Our main conclusion is that START II is completely ready for ratification
and can be approved at any time. The specific time of ratification will
depend on the President's Office and Vladimir Putin in particular. So far,
the Russian executive branch has been waiting and isn't accelerating the
process.

**********************

"Russia Warned Tactical Nukes Could Threaten START III"
Agence France Presse, February 12, 2000

WASHINGTON, Feb 12, 2000 -- (Agence France Presse) A US senator on
Friday warned Russia that failing to follow through on pledges to cut
its tactical nuclear weapons stock could threaten Congressional passage
of an envisioned strategic arms reduction pact.

Democratic Senator Kent Conrad urged Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright and other US officials to continue to press Moscow to live up
to vows made by then-president Boris Yeltsin in 1991 and 1992 on the
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matter.

"I think that we should send a very clear message to the Russians that
this issue can threaten any START III accord," Conrad told Albright, who
was testifying before the Senate Budget Committee.

Conrad cited a Pentagon official as telling him that Russia still has
between 7,000 and 12,000 tactical nuclear weapons while the United
States, following separate but parallel initiatives by Yeltsin and
then-US President George Bush to drastically cut back on such equipment,
had only 1,600.

Conrad said concerns over tactical nuclear weapons will only mount, when
the two sides begin implementing the START II treaty and discuss a
follow-up accord, START III.

START II, which stipulates reductions in nuclear warheads to 3,000 for
Russia and 3,500 for the United States, was signed in 1993 by Yeltsin
and Bush, and was ratified by the US Senate in 1996. The Russian Duma
has yet to ratify the accord but may do so in the coming months.

"As the number of strategic weapons comes down dramatically and we face
the prospect of even deeper cuts in strategic systems, the disparity in
tactical systems can become a strategic consideration," said Conrad.

"I can tell you this disparity is going to have a lot (of impact on)
what we do and I think that other senators, as we discuss this, will
also have a concern."

Albright said that while the 1991-92 pledges on both sides had not been
legally binding and were not subject to inspections, Washington had in
fact reduced its tactical weapons in Europe by 80 percent.

She acknowledged that Russia had not so far lived up to its part of the
bargain but said she and others were pushing Moscow to do so.

"We continue to be concerned about symmetry in tactical weapons," she
said. "The Clinton administration has been pressing the Russian
government for clarification."

She added, though, that Moscow has been taking steps to reduce its
nuclear stockpile and noted the success of US programs designed to keep
Russian military technology and equipment from being sold or traded to
rogue states.

Albright also mentioned an agreement reached earlier this week between
Washington and Moscow on a 100-million-dollar US scheme to prevent
further stockpiling of plutonium processed from waste produced by
civilian nuclear reactors.
____________________________________

Daryl Kimball, Executive Director
Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Avenue NE, Suite 505
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Washington, DC 20002
(ph) 202-546-0795 x136 (fax) 202-546-7970
website <http://www.crnd.org>
____________________________________
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Date: Mon, 14 Feb 2000 17:13:38 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: Reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Dear Howard,

I got a letter from Fred Doornbos today. He wants to come, but he has had
an operation for prostate cancer and will be having radiation therapy, and
so he can't say at this time whether he will be able to come or not.

Bob
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X-Sender: a2000@mail.silcom.com
Date: Mon, 14 Feb 2000 15:14:52 -0800
To: a2000@silcom.com
From: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation <a2000@silcom.com>
Subject: (abolition-usa) Abolition 2000 Grassroots Newsletter
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

(Apologies for any duplicates received due to cross-overs on listservs)

         Abolition 2000 Grassroots Newsletter
                February 2000
                     Vol. II  Number 2

************************
In This Edition...
************************
I.                  Introduction
II.                 New Organizations
III.                NEW! Prominent Individuals
IV.          Petition Update
V.                 Articles
VI.                Abolition 2000 Organizations in the Year 2000
VII.               Actions You Can Take
VIII.              Calendar Events
IX.                Resources
X.                 Letter from the Editor
************************
************************

*****************
Introduction
*****************

With less than 69 days until the first day of the Non-Proliferation Treaty
Review Conference, we still need to enroll 550 organizations to reach our
goal of 2000 by the time of the NPT Rev Con.  Currently, the Network is
comprised of 1,450 organizations in 91 countries and 239 Municipalities
have endorsed the Abolition 2000 Municipal Resolution.  Please Help!  We
are seeking your assistance to help us reach our goal.  Please join me in
wishing a warm welcome to the following organizations and municipalities
which have recently endorsed the Abolition 2000 statement and joined the
network. Please make a commitment to enroll a new organization this week.
Thank you for your continued support.

************************
New Organizations
************************

Anti-Nuclear Alliance of Western Australia, Western Australia
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Baltic Interfaith Association, Mensk/Belarus
Bangladeshi Friends of USA, Chittagong/Bangladesh
Beati I Costruttori di Pace (Blessed are the Peacemakers), Porcia/Italy
Community Anti Nuclear Network, Leederville/Western Australia
Ecopolis Pty Ltd, Adelaide/Australia
Fremenatle Anti-Nuclear Group, Western Australia
Global Peace Foundation Movement, Adissadel/Ghana
Icelandic Women's Union for Culture and Peace, Iceland
MAMA-86, Kiyiv/Ukraine
Perth Anti-Nuclear Group, Perth/Australia
PLAGE, Salzberg/Austria
Rural Development & Youth Training Institute, Kota/Rajasthan/India
Santa Barbara Earth First!, Santa Barbara/California
Sutherland Shire Environmental Centre, Inc., Sutherland/Australia
UW Madison Greens, Madison/Wisconsin
YMCA, Pathanamthitta/Kerala State/India
Youth Ecological Association, Sevastopol/Ukraine

**************************
Prominent Individuals
**************************

The prominent individuals below have recently expressed their support for
Abolition 2000 and/or nuclear disarmament.  Please help Abolition 2000
complete a list of 2000 prominent individuals who support nuclear abolition
by sending their names to Carah Ong by email:  A2000@silcom.com or by snail
mail:  PMB 121, 1187 Coast Village Rd., Suite 1, Santa Barbara, California
93108.  To date, the list contains the names of 298 prominent individuals
who have publicly professed their support for nuclear disarmament and/or
Abolition 2000.

Oscar Arias, former President of Costa Rica, Nobel Peace Prize Winner,
San Juan/Costa Rica
Jill Hall, Federal Member of Parliament, Shortland/Australia
Ned Lopez, TV Show Host & Comedian, Costa Rica
Dr. Caroline Lucas, Member of the European Parliament, Brussels/Belgium

**************************
Petition Update
**************************

Total:  269,240
Total including Japan:  13,285,808

Aotearoa/NZ             70,000 (Soka Gakkai)
Argentina               162
Austria                 12,000 (Soka Gakkai)
Australia               9000
Belgium         1175
Canada                  892
Costa Rica              1,300
Czech Republic  10
France                  34,375 (Mouvement de la Paix)
                        17,000 (Soka Gakkai)
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                          5,388 (Stop Essais)
Germany         1220
Greece                  17
India                   260
Italy                   55,819 (Soka Gakkai)
                             968 (in house)
Japan                   13,016,568 (Soka Gakkai)
                                 3,815 (in house)
Malaysia                80
Netherlands             17
Phillipines             10
Puerto Rico             146
Russia                  10
Singapore               15
South Africa            70
Sweden          67
Switzerland             7,941
Ukraine         40
U.K.                    940
U.S.                    41,474 (in house)
                        10,000 (Maine)
Misellaneous (online + conferences)     4,759

**************
Articles
**************

St. Valentine's Day Protest Targets Heart of UK Nuclear Arsenal

St. Valentine's Day meant more than chocolates and flowers for peace
activists in Scottland this year.  More than 400 protesters gathered on
Monday, February 14th,  to blockade Faslane Naval Base, home of the UK's
Trident nuclear weapons submarines.  Protestors successfully prevented
workers from entering the base for almost two hours, between 7 am and 9 am.

More than 185 peace activists were arrested during event.  Among those
arrested were: Member of Scottish Parliament, Tommy Sheridan;  Member of
the European Parliament, Caroline Lucas;  and ten Scottish Church Ministers

The blockade was organized by the Scottish Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
(CND), the Brittish CND and Trident Ploughshares.  Reportedly, actor Sean
Connery supported the efforts of the campaigners to expose the threat of
UK's unlawful nucler arsenal and wrote in a fax that although he could not
attend the demonstration, he would be with the protestors in spirit.
Messages of support were also received from actress Emma Thompson and
author Kurt Vonnegut.

The protest received media attention from Brittish television stations such
as BBC and ITV as well as reports from the Associated Press on the
internet.  A Trident Ploughshares spokesperson said: "Today's blockade
shows that more and more people are grasping the urgency of the threat
posed by Britain's unlawful nuclear arsenal.  We are delighted that so many
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have been ready to take this significant step towards preventing nuclear
crime."

For more information, please contact:
David Mackenzie or Jane Tallents
Trident Ploughshares
2000, 42-46 Bethel Street,
Norwich, Norfolk, NR2 1NR, UK
Tel: + 44 (0) 1324 880744  Fax: + 44 (0) 1436 677529
Email : tp2000@gn.apc.org

or visit:
Trident Ploughshares:  Http://www.gn.apc.org/tp2000/
Scottish CND:  Http://www.cndscot.dial.pipex.com

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

Subcritical Test Meets Controversy and Protest

On February 3rd, Oboe 3, a subcritical nuclear weapons test was detonated
at the Nevada Test Site.  Oboe 3 is the ninth in a series of subcritical
tests since 1997.

The controversial subcritical tests are detonated underground using
explosives and fissile material, but they are not considered a full nuclear
weapons test because no nuclear chain reaction occurs. Subcritical testing
allows the US to proceed with nuclear weapons development and improvement.
Although not a full nuclear weapons test, subcritical testing violates the
heart and spirit of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, which the US has
signed but not yet ratified.  Subcritical testing also violates the
Non-Proliferation Treaty, as parties to the treaty agreed in Article 6 to
pursue good faith negotiations leading to the elimination of nuclear
weapons.

Members of the Shundahai Network, Nevada Desert Experience and Black Mesa
Indigenous Support gathered to protest Oboe 3, which was detonated on
Western Shoshone ancestral lands known as Newe Sogobia.  After a sunrise
ceremony to pray for the land led by Western Shoshone spiritual leader,
Corbin Harney, nine people linked arms and crossed the line in a
non-violent protest.  Later in the afternoon, members of the Las Vegas
community gathered at Foley Federal Building and Fremont St. Experience to
protest and pass out information.

In solidarity with protesters in Nevada, activists in San Francisco,
California donned white radiation suits and gas masks in a demonstration at
Bechtel's Group International Headquarters, which has a contract to operate
the Nevada Test Site for the Department of Energy.  The protest at
Bechtel's Group was jointly organized by Tri-Valley CAREs, Lawrence
Livermore Conversion Project and Western States Legal Foundation.

Future "Oboe" tests are scheduled for later this year.  Additionally, the
subcritical nuclear test, "Thoroughbred," is being prepared by Los Alamos
National Laboratory and is scheduled for late February or early March.
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For more information, please contact:
Shundahai Network
5007 Elmhurst St., Las Vegas, NV 89108-1304
Tel: +1 (702) 647-3095  Fax: +1 (702) 647-9385
Email: shundahai@shundahai.org
Http://www.shundahai.org

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

Activist Serves Sentence for Obeying Higher Law

Jo Vallentine, a former Senator for the Green Party in Western Australia,
was sentenced on 27th January 2000 to carry out a seven day sentence at
Bandyup Women's Prison for refusing to pay a trespassing fine. The Mirrar
people, the traditional owners of the sacred land, invited Jo Vallentine to
join in a mass protest of the proposed Jabiluka uranium mining site at
Kakadu National Park, in Australia.  After refusing to pay the
"trespassing" fine incurred in July 1998, Jo served the seven day sentence
in gaol.

"It is the mining company, Energy Resources of Australia (ERA), which is
trespassing.
Unfortunately that company has the backing of the Federal Government, but
not the support of most Australians nor of the huge number of tourists who
flock to Kakadu each year," Vallentine said.  Jo Vallentine served the
sentence in order to prove that uranium mining on sacred land is against
the will of the traditional owners.

"Along with one hundred and seventeen others that day, I was standing in
solidarity with the Mirrar to defend their land against the ravages of
uranium mining, which they claim
will mean cultural genocide for their people. I am obeying a higher law,
which compels me to act to help the Mirrar protect their country and to
prevent more dangerous uranium mining from taking place. The risks of
involvement in the nuclear industry are great - risks we don't have to
take," Vallentine said.

After her recent release, Jo Vallentine stated she was glad to have stood
in solidarity with Yvonne Margarula, Senior Traditional Owner of the Mirrar
clan at Jabiluka and reaffirmed her commitment to continue efforts with the
Mirrar people to protect the sacred land and stop uranium mining in Kakadu.

For more information, please contact:
Jo Vallentine Email:  jovall@perth.dialix.com.au
or visit:
Http://aucwa.iinet.net.au/
Http://www.mirrar.net/
Http://aucwa.iinet.net.au/internet/net-jabiluka

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

TV Remake of Cold War Thriller Brings Opportunity to Expose Current Nuclear
Crisis
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On Sunday, April 9, "Fail Safe", a remake of the 1964 film by Sidney Lumet
will air on CBS.  George Clooney stars in this made-for-TV movie as a US
bomber pilot of a B-58 squadron, accidentally ordered to drop nuclear bombs
on Moscow.

US activists are encouraged to organize and host a viewing party for their
friends, neighbors and community on April 9 as a means to raise the
question of nuclear responsibility to local citizens.  A community event
surrounding "Fail Safe" will be an opportunity to educate and activate
individuals about the importance of eliminating nuclear weapons,
particularly in preparation for the upcoming Review Conference of the
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).

Project Abolition is organizing a national media campaign that will feature
high profile disarmament advocates and experts.  If you would like to host
a house party or community gathering, organizing kits are available from:

Joan Wade
Disarmament Clearing House
Tel:  +1 (202) 898-0150 ext.  232
Email  diarmament@igc.org   URL:   Http://www.disarmament.org

Kevin Martin
Coordinator, Project Abolition
Fourth Freedom Forum
Tel:  1-800-233-6786  ext.  21
Email:  kmartin@fourthfreedom.org  URL:  Http://www.fourthfreedom.org

******************************************************
Abolition 2000 Organizations in the Year 2000
******************************************************

Western Australia

Anti-Nuclear Alliance of Western Australia
Jo Vallentine
P.O. Box 582
Leederville, Western Australia  6903
Email:  jovall@perth.dialix.com.au

             In Western Australia, the Anti-Nuclear Alliance of Western
Australia is organizing a "Swim for Peace" on Bikini Day, Saturday, March
4th.  Swimmers will gather sponsors and Dee Margetts, a former Senator and
avid swimmer, will put out a press release to gain media attention for the
event.  The funds raised will be used to sustain lobbying efforts directed
at the Australian Government.

        In preparation for the upcoming Non-Proliferation Treaty Review and
Extension Conference, the Anti-Nuclear Alliance of Western Australia will
host a rally on Palm Sunday, April 16th.  The rally will link current
Australian nuclear issues, such as uranium mining and the proposed PANGEA
nuclear waste dump, to global nuclear issues.
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Additionally, nuclear campaigners will continue to enroll organizations in
the Abolition 2000 Global Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons and gather
signatures for the NPT sign-on letter to Heads of State, currently being
circulated by John Hallam (Friends of Earth, Sydney).

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

Pakistan

Farooq Tariq, General Secretary
Labour Party Pakistan
40 Abbot Road
Lahore Pakistan
Tel: 92 42 6315162  Fax: 92 42 6301685
Email: edu@found.edunet.sdnpk.undp.org

The Labour Party Pakistan had organized two demonstration in Pakistan
during 1999 against nuclear weapons. The demonstration on 27th May 1999 was
held in Lahore.

The government of former prime minister of Nawaz Sharif had announced that
his government will have a national celebrations of the nuclear testing on
28th May 1999. Labour Party Pakistan declared the day as a black day and
announced a protest demonstration on the main Mall Road Lahore. Few of the
ministers and religious fundamentalist political parties gave death threats
to LPP supporters and told them not to do
so. On 25th May 99, the war between India and Pakistan started.

So in this background, over 400 participated in the demonstration against
nuclear weapons. Fortunately, there was no mishappenings.

On 6th August, Labour Party Pakistan in collaboration with Joint Action
Committee for Peoples Rights organized a demonstration in Lahore again to
remember the Hiroshima Nagasaki day. Over 600 people participated in this
demonstration.

Regular articles have been produced in the Weekly Mazdoor Jeddojuhd
(Workers Struggle) against the nuclear weapons.   It has introduced the
campaign Abolition 2000 in Pakistan.

***************************
Action You Can Take
***************************

Write a Letter to Your Head of State!

Write a letter to your Head of State urging him/her to demonstrate a
commitment to nuclear disarmament by attending the 2000 Non-Proliferation
Treaty Review and Extension Conference.  Abolition 2000 can use the unique
setting of the NPT Rev Con to call upon the Nuclear Weapons States to
pursue negotiations for a treaty to eliminate nuclear weapons.

Please help Abolition 2000 make an impact at the upcoming conference by
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generating letters, telephone calls, visits and special contacts to all
Heads of State.  Background information on the upcoming NPT Review
Conference and a sample letter is available at the Abolition 2000 website
Http://www.abolition2000.org. Encourage others to do the same by sharing
your actions and progress with Abolition Global Caucus listserv (send your
message to:  abolition-caucus@egroups.com).

 For more information about the Non-Proliferation Treaty history and the
2000 NPT Rev Con, please visit the Reaching Critical Will website,
sponsored by Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, United
Nations Office.
URL:  Http://www.reachingcriticalwill.org

************************
Calendar of Events
************************

February

24  The NGO Committee on Disarmament will host a planning meeting for the
NPT Review Conference from 1-4pm at the Church Center for the United
Nations in New York.  For more information, please contact:
Roger Smith, Network Coordinator
NGO Committee on Disarmament
777 U.N. Plaza #3B, New York, NY 10017, USA
Tel:  + 1 (212) 687-5340   Fax +1 (212) 687-1643
Email:  disarmtimes@igc.org  URL:  Http://www.peacenet.org/disarm

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

March

1  Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific Day

1-8  Abolition Days sponsored by the Abolition 2000 Network to Eliminate
Nuclear Weapons.

5  30th Anniversary of the NPT entry into force

8  International Women's Day

15  Application Deadline for the Herbert Scoville, Jr Peace Fellowship.  To
learn more about the program, contact:
Herbert Scoville Jr. Peace Fellowship
110 Maryland Avenue, NE, Suite 409
Washington, D.C.  20002
Tel:  +1 (202) 543-4100  Email:  scoville@clw.org  URL:
Http://www.scoville.org

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

April
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6-19  Fast 2000, a juice only fast to close the School of Americas.
Organize a local fast in your community or join the White House Rally and
Capitol Steps Vigin in Washington, D.C. on April 2 and 3.  For more
information, contact:
SOA Watch
P.O. Box 4566
Washington, D.C.  20017
Tel:  +1 (202) 234-3440   URL:  Http://www.soaw.org

13  The UK and Irish Local Authorities announce the third annual conference
on nuclear hazards.  Themes for the conference include:
- "Getting to Zero:  Implementation of the OSPAR agreement to cut
radioactive discharges
    from nuclear plants to the marine environment"
- "Polluter or Remediator?:  Can the Sellafield nuclear complex convert to
clean up?"
- "Protecting the Public:  Controlling the circulation of radioactive scrap
and preventing its
    incorporation into consumer goods."
- "Managing Nuclear Waste:  Review of progress with the rundown of highly
active liquid
    wastes at Sellafield and the outlook for UK policy."
For detailed information about the conference, please contact the Nuclear
Free Local Authorities Secretariat at:
Town Hall
Manchester, M60 2LA, UK
Email:  nfznsc@gn.apc.org   URL:  Http://www.gn.apc.org/nfzns/

16 Demonstration against the Laser Megajoule and tests in labs at Le Barp,
near Bordeaux France at 12 noon.  The event will be hosted by the French
Peace Movement and other Abolition groups.  For more information, please
contact:
Lysiane Alezard
Le Mouvement de la Paix
139 BD VICTOR HUGO - F-93400 SAINT-OUEN
Email:  mvtpaix@globenet.org  URL:  Http://www.asi.fr/~ddurand/

14-17  Keep Space for Peace!  Join activists from around the world in
Washington, D.C for four days of protesting plans to weaponize space.  For
more information please contact:
Global Network Against Weapons and Nuclear Power in Space
P.O. Box 90083
Gainsville, Florida  32607
Tel: +1 (352) 337-9274  Email:  Globalnet@mindspring.com
URL:  www.globenet.free-online.co.uk

22  Earth Day 2000 events and activities will take place around the world.

26  Chernobyl Day (Chernobyl nuclear reactor accident, 1986)

24-28  Auckland, New Zealand College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Massey University (at Albany) is holding a conference entitled "Enhancing
the prospect of peace within pluralistic societies and the pluralistic
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global body, across the realms of Community, Nationality, International
Relations, and Individuality".   For further information on conference
themes and registration, please visit the website at:
http://www.massey.ac.nz/~wwsocial/homepage.htm

or contact:  Dr. Warwick Tie (conference convenor), School of Sociology and
Women's Studies Massey University, Private Bag & Helli, North Shore Mail
Centre, New Zealand. Fax +64 09 443 9716
Email: W.J.Tie@massey.ac.nz

24-May 19  Mark your Calendars!  The 2000 NPT Review Conference will be
held at the UN in New York.  Stay tuned for forthcoming information on
action you can take to demand disarmament from the nuclear weapons states.

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

May

1-15  International Call-In-Days to White House & Congress on Star Wars No BMD!
These two weeks will be a crucial time for activists around the world to
help create massive pressure on Clinton and Congress to back away from
dangerous, costly, and destabilizing plans to allow "early deployment" of
the Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) system.

7-13  Shoshone Walk and Run for the Damaged Land, Warm Springs to Mercury.
Please call Johnnie Bobb of the Western Shoshone Nation, Yomba Tribe at
(775) 964-2210

11 and 28    Proliferation Days  (India and Pakistan conduct nuclear tests,
1998)

22-26   The Millennium Forum at the UN will be an important opportunity for
Abolition 2000 organizations to interact with the rest of the NGO
community. The Millennium Forum is part of the preparations for the
Millennium Summit of the UN General Assembly that will take place in
September 2000.  For more information, visit:
Http://www.millenniumforum.org  or   www.un.org/millennium

22-27  "Visions of Peace" International Conference in Dublin, Ireland is
now accepting proposals for papers and presentations as part of the
UNESCO's International Year for a Culture of Peace.  The Conference is
sponsored by the Free University of Ireland.  Contact:
Sean English
55 Prussia Street, Dublin 7, Ireland
Tel:  353-1-8683368   Email:  senglish@iol.ie

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

June

1  Sunflower Celebration Day (U.S. Russian and Ukrainian defense ministers
plant sunflowers to celebrate Ukraine becoming nuclear weapons free)

11 Action and demonstration at Crozon near Ile Longue (French nuclear
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submarine base) : "for a nuclear weapon free Brittany and world" at 12
noon. For more information, please contact:
Lysiane Alezard
Le Mouvement de la Paix
139 BD VICTOR HUGO - F-93400 SAINT-OUEN
Email:  mvtpaix@globenet.org  URL:  Http://www.asi.fr/~ddurand/

14-18  International Network of Engineers and Scientists (INES) announces
an International Conference entitled "Challenges for Science and
Engineering in the 21st Century" in Stockholm, Sweden.  For more
information, contact the  INES 2000 Conference Secretariat at:
Gutenbergstr. 31,44139 Dortmund, Germany
Tel: +49 231 575218, Fax: +49 231 575210,
E-mail: INES2000@t-online.de
URL: Http://www.ines2000.org

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

July

1-9 August  The People's Campaign for Nonviolence will lead peace and
justice groups from around the United States in prayerful vigil and
peaceful protest at either the Pentagon, White House, or the Capitol
Building.  Each day, a different group from around the country will
maintain this call for peace and justice. For more information, please
contact the Fellowship of Reconciliation at:
Tel: +1 (914) 358-4601. Email: for@forusa.org
INFO: http://www.nonviolence.org/for/114.htm

6-9  The "International Conference on War Tax Issues" will be held in
Washington, D.C. The conference will be sponsored by the National Campaign
for a Peace Tax Fund.  For more information, contact the Peace Tax Fund at:
Tel:  +1 (202) 483-3751   Email:  peacetaxfund@igc.org
URL:  Http://www.nonviolence.org

8  International Court of Justice Opinion Day (International Court of
Justice rules nuclear
weapons generally illegal and there exists an obligation for complete
nuclear disarmament)

8-13  The Sixth World Congress of Educators for Peace will be held in
Paris, France.  For more information, contact:
IAEP
13 Allee M. Robespierre
92290 Chatenay-Malabrie, France
Tel:  +33 1 4630 6126
Email:  iaep@lshs.univ-paris13.fr

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

August

6  Abolition and Peace Rally for Hiroshima Day in Britany, France will
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include a peace walk on the Menez Hom, a small mountain near the nuclear
submarine base of Ile Longue.
For more information, please contact:
Lysiane Alezard
Le Mouvement de la Paix
139 BD VICTOR HUGO - F-93400 SAINT-OUEN
Email:  mvtpaix@globenet.org  URL:  Http://www.asi.fr/~ddurand/

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

October

7  International Day of Protest to Stop the Militarization of Space

9   Nuremberg Day (Leaders held to account for crimes against peace, war
crimes and crimes against humanity, 1946)

19  Indigenous Peoples' Day (Indigenous peoples have suffered
disproportionate effects of nuclear mining and testing)

24            Disarmament Week

24           United Nations Day

************************
Resources
************************

Books

"Time for Peace" is an illustrated peace book for children by Jane Ganguli.
The price is £5.50.  To obtain more information or order a copy, please
contact:
Small World Publications
31 Caxton End, Bourn
Cambridge  CB3 7SS  UK

><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><>< ><><

"Everyone's Guide to Achieving Change:  A Step by Step Approach to Dialogue
with Decision-Makers" is a handbook designed to enable you to quickly
understand a successful method of dialogue with decision-makers. The
principle idea is that groups of citizens
engage directly, by letter or face to face, with behind-the-scenes
decision-makers and policy advisers using a non-confrontational approach.

The Handbook outlines Ten Steps outlined in this Handbook including
examples used with nuclear weapons decision-making.  Each Action step is
balanced by a subsequent Reflection step.

By the time you reach end of this handbook, you will be familiar with:
* The basics of the dialogue with decision-makers approach to change
* Why it works
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* How decision-makers can be identified
* How they can most fruitfully be approached
* What may be expected from this dialogue
* How your skills and the skills of colleagues in your field can most
   effectively be used.

You are already a powerful agent of change, read this booklet on and
increase your own power.  To order this Handbook for £3.00/$5.00 contact:
Oxford Research Group
51 Plantation Road
Oxford OX2 6JE
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1865 242819
Fax: +44 1865 794652
e-mail: org@oxfrg.demon.co.uk
http://www.oxfrg.demon.co.uk

****************************
Letter from the Editor
****************************

February 15, 2000

"Ma mangu me whero e oti ai te mahi e."  ( A Maori saying)
Translation:  "Cooperation is the key to achieving our goals."

Dear Friends and Activists,

 Thank you for your continued support of Abolition 2000 Global
Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons.   As you know, 2000 is a critical
year for the Global Network and we will not be able to succeed in our
efforts to achieve a world free of nuclear weapons and the human suffering
and environmental degradation caused by their testing and production
without your support.

 The upcoming Review and Extension Conference of the
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) is critical to the outcome of negotiations
leading to the verifiable elimination of nuclear weapons.  As you may know,
the NPT Review Conference only happens once every five years and brings a
four-week opportunity to raise discussion on nuclear as well as general and
complete disarmament.   The decision of the International Court of Justice
made Article VI central to disarmament efforts.  Article VI of the NPT will
provide the means to obtain a Nuclear Weapons Convention (NWC).  Today, the
NPT represents the key to engaging in a Global Nuclear Disarmament Regime.

 In light of the importance of the NPT to our efforts I encourage
you to get involved with actions surrounding the NPT, particularly during
March 1-8, which the Network has designated as Global Abolition Days.
Please write and tell me what activities you or your organization have
planned during this week of education, lobbying and advocacy.  Some ideas
for action include:
1.  Help Abolition 2000 grow!  Our goal is to enroll at least 2000
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organizations by the NPT Review Conference in April.
2) Write to your Head of State and Foreign Minister and urge them to make
the NPT Review Conference a top priority and personally attend.  Ask that
they open all sessions of the Conference to Civil Society.
3) Gather Signatures on the Abolition 2000 International Petition!
4) Donate to sustain the efforts of the International Network!

 Once again, I thank you for your efforts to help sustain this
critical movement to rid the world of the nuclear legacy which has caused
so much human suffering and environmental degradation.  Please continue to
be inspired and active in supporting our important work to create a more
secure and just world.

In Peace and Solidarity,
Carah

Carah Lynn Ong
Coordinator, Abolition 2000
1187 Coast Village Road PMB 121, Suite 1
Santa Barbara CA 93108

Phone (805) 965 3443  FAX(805) 568 0466
Email: A2000@silcom.com
Website http://www.abolition2000.org

Join the Abolition-USA or Abolition-Global Caucus list serve to regularly
receive updates about the Abolition movement.  Both caucus' also provide a
forum for conversation on nuclear-related issues as well as they are used
to post important articles and information pertaining to nuclear abolition.

To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, please do one of the following:

1. Send a message to the list moderator at A2000@silcom.com

2. Visit the Abolition-caucus website at:
Http://www.egroups.com/list/abolition-caucus/ and submit a membership form.

3. Visit the Abolition 2000 website and submit a membership form.

4. Send an e-mail to:  abolition-caucus-subscribe@egroups.com  (leave the
subject line and body of the message blank).

To post a message to the Abolition Global Caucus, send your message to:

abolition-caucus@egroups.com

To subscribe to the Abolition-USA listerve, send a message (with no
subject) to:
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abolition-usa-request@lists.xmission.com
In the body of the message, write:
"subscribe abolition-usa" (do not include quotation marks)

To post a message to the Abolition-USA list, mail your message to:
 abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

-
 To unsubscribe to abolition-usa, send an email to "majordomo@xmission.com"
 with "unsubscribe abolition-usa" in the body of the message.
 For information on digests or retrieving files and old messages send
 "help" to the same address.  Do not use quotes in your message.
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From: orders@hallmark.com
Date: Tue, 15 Feb 2000 16:34:08 -0500 (EST)
To: mupj@igc.org
Subject: Your Hallmark E-Card has been sent

Hi Howard and Carlee Hallman, 

Thanks for creating an e-card at Hallmark.com. Your e-card has been sent to lmehall@ibm.net. 
Your order confirmation number is EG35225972733.

To see a copy of the e-card, visit: http://www.hallmark.com/hmk/Website/greeting.jsp?id=EG3052-225961-672733 
We'll send you an email to tell you when your e-card has been viewed. 

If clicking the link to view your e-card doesn't work, try copying and pasting it into the address line of your Web 
browser. If you are unable to access the e-card visit http://customercare.hallmark.com

Sincerely, 
Your friends at Hallmark.com
http://www.hallmark.com

When you care enough to send the very best

Find the perfect e-card, gift or fresh-cut flowers at Hallmark.com
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X-Sender: cmalecka@mail.earthlink.net
Date: Tue, 15 Feb 2000 15:30:20 -0800
To: dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.net
From: cmalecka@earthlink.net (Christina Malecka)
Subject: 1999 DC Days De-Alerting Fact Sheet
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to 8bit by lists.speakeasy.org id PAA03417
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

This is the most recent version of the dealerting fact-sheet I could
salvage as it looks like many of my de-alerting documents got damaged by
the evil computer at Kinko's (the Mac turned everything into a PC file - I
know that Bill Gates is behind it somehow).  This one was changed slightly
from the DC Days 1999 version to go on the Back from the Brink web page.

--Christina

Fact Sheet
De-Alerting Nuclear Weapons

The end of the arms race between the United States and the Soviet Union did
not end the nuclear peril. The real risk of nuclear war by accident or
miscalculation will remain so long as nuclear weapons are kept on
hair-trigger alert. De-alerting, or deactivating, all nuclear weapons,
making it harder to use them, is one way to lessen this danger. Here are
some frequently asked questions about de-alerting. The straightforward
answers give a full picture of why and how to proceed toward a safer world.

Why is it Important to De-Alert Nuclear Weapons?

The elimination of first strike threats and of large-scale nuclear war by
accident or miscalculation are the most urgent reasons for de-alerting. As
Russia's nuclear infrastructure deteriorates, nuclear risks are rising.
De-alerting would also represent progress towards nuclear disarmament and
hence to the fulfillment of Article VI of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT), which requires nations to move toward disarmament. Such
progress is especially important now, since many non-nuclear countries are
beginning to question whether the United States and other weapons states
intend to abide by Article VI. Continued doubts could be corrosive to the
effective functioning of the NPT.

What are Some of the Ways to De-Alert Nuclear Weapons?

ÿ Store warheads separately from their delivery systems. This requires
secure storage areas and containers. Complete de-alerting of all warheads
by this method may therefore take some time.
ÿ Pin open the switches used to fire missile motors;
ÿ Remove the pneumatic mechanisms that open missile silo covers;
ÿ Remove the guidance systems of missiles;
ÿ Cover land-based missile silos with large mounds of dirt that would have
to be removed before a missile could be fired;
ÿ Remove the tritium bottles from warheads. This does not completely
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de-alert a warhead, but dramatically reduces its explosive power, greatly
diminishing the consequences should an accident occur. Reducing explosive
yields also eliminates the potential of an effective first strike against
missile silos. This would make the rest of the de-alerting process more
secure.

 What is the Difference between De-Alerting and Nuclear Arms Reduction and
Disarmament?  What are the Connections between Them?

De-alerting can be carried out in parallel with initiatives such as START
II and START III. It means fewer weapons have to be verified and is
therefore compatible with nuclear arms reduction. Unlike weapons that have
been removed from an arsenal by an arms reduction or disarmament process, a
de-alerted weapon can be re-introduced into an arsenal. Some methods of
de-alerting, such as pinning open firing switches, are relatively easy to
reverse. Others, such as storing warheads separate from their delivery
systems at remote locations under multilateral monitoring, would be more
difficult to reverse because there would be political as well as technical
barriers. The more politically and technically difficult it is to reverse
de-alerting and the more verifiable it is by multilateral monitoring, the
more closely connected de-alerting will be to nuclear disarmament.

Will De-Alerting Solve the Year 2000 Computer Problems for Nuclear Weapons?

Command and control systems are most likely to be affected by the Year 2000
problem. Taking all weapons off alert would reduce the threat of nuclear
war by miscalculation due to false alarms and other problems that may be
caused by Y2K-related malfunctions.

How Long will it Take to De-Alert All Weapons?  What Schedule Should Be Used?

De-alerting measures can be carried out in days, weeks, or months,
depending on the specific method used. The rapid deterioration of the
Russian economy, upcoming meetings related to a review of the NPT, and the
Y2K problem all indicate the strong desirability of initiating de-alerting
immediately and completing one de-alerting measure on all nuclear weapons
as soon as technically feasible.

How About Verification of De-Alerting?

Some de-alerting measures are more verifiable than others. The most
verifiable method is to store the warheads separately from the delivery
vehicles under multilateral monitoring. Other measures such as pinning open
firing switches, are difficult to verify on a multilateral basis without
very intrusive inspections that are unlikely to be agreed to in the
near-term. Verifying that submarine-launched missiles have been de-alerted
is most difficult. The removal of tritium bottles from all their warheads
would stabilize the de-alerting process by ensuring that the weapons are
not used in a first strike.

What About the Threat of Terrorists Using Nuclear Weapons if the Nuclear
Weapons States Take Their Weapons Off Alert?
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Nuclear weapons are not useful either in deterring terrorist acts or
retaliating against them. Even from a purely military point of view, they
have no utility in preventing or punishing acts such as the Oklahoma City
bombing or the bombings of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. In
fact, some de-alerting measures can help reduce the danger of nuclear
terrorism. Specifically, a de-alerting program of storing warheads apart
from delivery vehicles can be carried out in conjunction with putting all
nuclear weapons-usable materials under multilateral monitoring. This would
greatly reduce the potential for nuclear black markets, nuclear
proliferation, and nuclear terrorism.

How Will De-Alerting Affect Nations Such as India, Pakistan and Israel,
which Are Not Parties to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty?

De-alerting can be used to bring these countries into the nuclear
disarmament and non-proliferation processes without legitimizing their
arsenals. By inviting these three countries to participate in de-alerting,
their warheads can eventually be brought into an international monitoring
system, improving security regionally and globally. Successful de-alerting
will pull these and all other nations back from the brink.

**************************
Christina Malecka
Communications Director
Alliance for Nuclear Accountability
1914 N. 34th St., Suite 407
Seattle, WA  98103
206/547-3175,  FAX: 206/547-7158
cmalecka@earthlink.net
http://www.ananuclear.org
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To: "Jenine Boisets" <scbeginnings@juno.com>
From: "Carlee L. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Beginnings January issue
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

 Dear Jenine:

 Did "Beginnings" come out in January?  Do I look forward to a complementary copy of the issue with my poems?
 I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,
Carlee L. Hallman
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To: Dringler@umc-gbcs.org
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Three questions
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Robin,

(1) Have you talked with Jaydee and Thom about joining the Steering Committee of the Interfaith Partnership for 
Nuclear Disarmament?

(2) Can I get a room (shared or single) with your block of rooms in Cleveland?  Is this a hotel near the convention hall 
so that I can stay there through Thursday night of that week?

(3) Can you provide me Carol Green's telephone number?

Thanks,
Howard
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From: Robin Ringler <DRingler@UMC-GBCS.ORG>
To: "'Howard W.  Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Three questions
Date: Tue, 15 Feb 2000 13:21:14 -0500
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21)

Howard,

Sorry to not have called you back yet.  I was out for a week for work, then
returned to sick children and was out most of last week with them.  Here are
the answers:
1) Not yet, unfortunately.  I'll try to talk with Jaydee this week as soon
as I can snag him.  He's been out again, too, because of the situation with
his parents in California (had to put them in a board & care facility,
etc.).
2)Yes, I would be happy to put you in a room at our hotel in Cleveland.  You
can either share a room or pay the difference for a single room.  Are you
going to participate in the PwJ Coords. mtg., or did you just want to stay
at the hotel?  If you're going to be at the PwJ Coords. mtg., can you
possibly fill out the registration form?  If you can't find the one I mailed
you, I can FAX you another copy.  Just let me know.  Unfortunately, the
hotel is quite a ways from downtown Cleveland.  Just let me know on the reg.
form which nights you want to stay.
3) Carol Green's number is: 423/983-0882. I'm afraid I put the wrong number
on the PwJ Coords. list.

I'll let you know as soon as I talk to Jaydee.  Let me know about the
Coords. mtg.

Robin

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2000 10:11 AM
To: Dringler@umc-gbcs.org
Subject: Three questions

Robin,

(1) Have you talked with Jaydee and Thom about joining the Steering
Committee of the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament?

(2) Can I get a room (shared or single) with your block of rooms in
Cleveland?  Is this a hotel near the convention hall so that I can stay
there through Thursday night of that week?

(3) Can you provide me Carol Green's telephone number?

Thanks,
Howard
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
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1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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To: marsusab@aol.com
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Mark,

Have you had an opportunity to look over the material I sent you about the proposed Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear 
Disarmament?  Will your office join or ELCA in a broader sense?  Will you serve on the Steering Committee?  From 
conversations we had in December I sensed that you are interested in this endeavor, and I want to confirm it.

The Board of Trustees of the W. Alton Jones Foundation meets on February 27 and our request for a substantial grant is 
on the docket.  I want to file articles of incorporation before them as a good faith gesture, and I want to be able to 
indicate that major denominations are a part of this endeavor.

Call me if you want to discuss the matter in greater detail.

Shalom,
Howard
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X-Sender: pols@falcon.cc.ukans.edu
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.3 (32)
Date: Tue, 15 Feb 2000 09:52:20 -0600
To: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: Gwen Jansen <g-jansen@ukans.edu>
Subject: Re: Reunion

I'll keep the department's conference room reserved for you.  I hope that
you've received the information that we sent to you.

Gwen Jansen

At 09:28 AM 2/12/2000 -0500, you wrote:
>At 11:28 AM 2/11/00 -0600, you wrote:
>>If you would prefer to use the Adams Alumni Center Pub for your reception
>>on April 14th at 4:00 p.m., I understand that it could be made available.
>>Contact Suzanne Cotrell at 785-864-4754.
>>
>>Please let me know what you decide.
>
>Gwen,
>
>I talked with Suzanne Contrell.  We're better off to stick with the
>Political Science Conference Room.  Thanks for the suggestion of the
>alternative.
>
>Howard
>Howard W. Hallman, Chair
>Methodists United for Peace with Justice
>1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
>Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
>Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
>laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
>
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Gwen Jansen                                            g-jansen@ukans.edu
Systems Support Technician                     785/864-9058
KU Political Science Department                fax# 785/864-5700
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From: Vmsmagic@cs.com
Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2000 16:23:10 EST
Subject: As Requested
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
X-Mailer: CompuServe 2000 32-bit sub 67

Alas, Ploughshares turned us down.  You did achieve a handwritten note on the 
letter which I've left in the mail box.

I took out bills for Jahn's Printing and Cokesbury for which I'll write 
checks and put them in the mail.

Keep up the good work.
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To: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <200002121850_MC2-98F4-E506@compuserve.com>
References: 

At 06:49 PM 2/12/00 -0500, you wrote:
>Dear Howard,

>I only took two political SCience courses when I was a student: from Hilden
>Gibson and Maggie Mackay. But I suppose your list will include Eldon
>Fields,  Jim Drury and Francis Heller, all of whom I am very well
>acquainted with and if you need extra bodies there to make up a quorum, I
>would be happy to join you. But I certainly can't claim to be a poli sci
>major....

Bob,

You don't have to be a poli sci major to come to our reception for Fields, Heller, and Drury.  So far John Eberhardt and I 
have come up with 13 names of political science students besides ourselves. We're searching for more.  Like our 
Battenfeld outreach, we don't know whether away of them will be at the reunion.  Whatever the response we want to 
open the reception to others who have an interest in public affairs.  So you'll be quite welcome.

I tried to call Carl Unruh but got no answer.  Darrel Brown seems to be unlisted.  He is having knee replacement in 
February, but these days people become mobile fairly soon after such procedures.

Howard
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To: cfpa@eticomm.net
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmanent
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <3887353C.BCE3F86C@eticomm.net>
References: <3.0.3.32.20000118104634.0068647c@pop2.igc.org>

At 11:18 AM 1/20/00 -0500, you wrote:
>Howard,

>....A gap you might be hoping to fill would be working more directly with
>the mainstream denominations and their structures. In that regard, I'm
>sorry to say my own denomination (UCC) isn't doing much. They have
>adopted the priority of "Justice, Peace and the Integrity of Creation"
>but in the process do almost no organizing on nuclear disarmament (in
>fairness, they did send out an alert about the CTBT vote this past
>fall). But that almost couldn't be changed from the outside. If this
>project could help mobilize folks to lift that up again within the
>denominational structures, instead of just letting it sit as a statement
>in file drawers, it would be very helpful....

Bob,

Thanks for your letter.

We are indeed trying to mobilize the denominational offices, as we did on the CTBT.  Jay Lintner has been reluctant to 
make a commitment because the Office of Church and Society is going out of existence at the end of June and he is 
retiring.  However, he did forward my material, and I received the following reply from Ron Stief.

Howard Hallman --

"Jay Lintner forwarded a copy of your proposal and his response.  On July 1,
I will be the Director of our Public Life and Social Policy Office in
Washington DC, which is currently our Washington Office of the Office for
Church in Society.

"I have been trying to figure out how to cover the nuclear disarmament issue
in the Washington Office after July 1, and this proposal looks like it has
great potential.  I have done a lot of work on this issue in the past, and
it is one of the most critical issues we have facing us.  Much of my
approach comes from my work in California and the West Coast with the
Citizens Against a Radioactive Environment (a grassroots DOE-watchdog
agency over Lawrence Livermore Labs), Pace E Bene and the Nevada Desert
Lenten Experience, and more than a few arrests for civil disobedience at
the gates of the death-dealing machinery of the nuclear weapons industry.
I lobbied on the nuclear freeze in 1982 in Washington DC, and saw how
important it was to build the grassroots resistance, so this is where I
would tend to lean for our role in the UCC.

"If this proposal can get the next generation of nuclear weapons arms
build-up more in the light, and lift it from the obscurity it currently
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enjoys, I will do what I can with my limited time and resources to help.
Thanks for your work.  On July 1, when I take my new position, assuming all
goes as planned in our transition, I would like to be named to your
Advisory Committee, and want to be kept in the loop before then as you
develop your thinking."

Ron Stief
(I am currently the Minister for Labor Relations and Economic Justice at
the UCC in Cleveland).  phone:  216-736-3273

Hallman speaking again:  I find Stief's message encouraging.  I am trying to get substantial foundation funding not only 
for a core staff for the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament but also for a series of grants to denominational 
offices so that they can hire staff to work exclusively on nuclear disarmament.  The latter is a long shot, but I'm trying to 
show foundations how they can buy into large systems through some strategically placed grants.

I'll keep you informed.

Shalom,
Howward 
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To: mupj@igc.org
Date: Wed, 16 Feb 2000 09:45:55 +0000
Subject: Re: Beginnings January issue
X-Mailer: Juno 3.0.11
From: Jenine A Boisits <scbeginnings@juno.com>

Hi Carlee:

I was hoping you would contact me.  In moving my office, I lost some
pages from my writer's file and unfortunately I lost your address. 
Please send me your mailing address and I will send you two issues
because I feel awful about this.  One other person has yet to contact me.
 Only two addresses were lost but it is frustrating just the same.

I look forward to hearing from you again, and please accept my apologies.

Jenine Boisits
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To: Jenine A Boisits <scbeginnings@juno.com>
From: "Carlee L.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Beginnings January issue
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <20000216.100917.145.1.scbeginnings@juno.com>
References: 

Dear Jenine:
 So good to hear from you.  My address is:  6508 Wilmett Rd., Bethesda, MD  20817-2318.  I'm looking forward to 
seeing your publication.
Sincerely,  Carlee L. Hallman
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Date: Wed, 16 Feb 2000 13:34:17 -0500
From: Coalition for Peace Action <cfpa@eticomm.net>
Reply-To: cfpa@eticomm.net
Organization: Coalition for Peace Action
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmanent

Howard,

That does sound encouraging. The most encouraging I've seen anything
from UCC in many years.

--
Rev. Robert Moore, Executive Director
Coalition for Peace Action
40 Witherspoon Street
Princeton, NJ  08542
(609) 924-5022 voice, (609) 924-3052 fax
cfpa@eticomm.net
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X-Sender: wslf@mail.earthlink.net
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.1 
Date: Wed, 16 Feb 2000 16:02:31 -0800
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com, abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com,
        a2000gc@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca, wslf@earthlink.net,
        dave@paxchristiusa.org, pmeidell@igc.org, aslater@gracelinks.org,
        shaer@wand.org, OD4Life@aol.com, tewawu@la-tierra.com,
        sallight@earthlink.net, aav1@ctaz.com, johnburroughs@earthlink.net,
        Afscct@igc.org, bmartin@afsc.org, megiddo@umich.edu, disarm@forusa.org
From: Jackie Cabasso <wslf@earthlink.net>
Subject: (abolition-usa) ABOLITION 2000 NPT CALL TO ACTION!!
Sender: owner-abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Reply-To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com

<x-html><html>
<font face="Arial, Helvetica" size=4><b><div align="center">
ABOLITION 2000 NPT CALL TO ACTION!<br>
</font></b><font face="Arial, Helvetica"></div>
***************************************************************************<br>
<b>FROM THE ABOLITION 2000 COORDINATING COMMITTEE:</b> Janet Bloomfield,
UK;<br>
Jackie Cabasso, USA; Pol D’Huyvetter, Belgium; David Krieger, USA;
Richard Salvador,<br>
Belau; Alice Slater, USA; Hiro Umebayshi, Japan; Alyn Ware, Aotearoa/NZ;
John Burroughs, USA; Ross Wilcock, Canada<br>
***************************************************************************<br>
MOMENTUM IS BUILDING FOR THE UPCOMING NPT 2000 REVIEW CONFERENCE, APRIL
24 - MAY 19 AT THE UNITED NATIONS IN NEW YORK.&nbsp; Abolition 2000 plans
to have a large and visible presence there, to hold the world accountable
to our number one demand: completion of negotiations on a treaty to
eliminate nuclear weapons by the year 2000.<br>
At our 1999 Annual General Meeting in the Hague, we identified March 1 -
8, 2000 as GLOBAL ABOLITION DAYS, an international week of actions,
education and lobbying for disarmament, leading up to the NPT
Review.*&nbsp; EVEN IF YOU CAN’T COME TO NEW YORK IN APRIL, HERE ARE FOUR
ACTIONS YOU CAN TAKE, STARTING NOW! <br>
<br>
<b>1) HELP ABOLITION 2000 GROW!&nbsp; </b>OUR GOAL IS TO ENROLL AT LEAST
2000 ORGANIZATIONS BY THE NPT REVIEW CONFERENCE IN APRIL.&nbsp; While it
would take a miracle to meet our founding goal of a treaty by the end of
2000, with your help we can go to New York 2000 members strong!&nbsp; We
now have more than 1430 groups in 91 countries.&nbsp; If each group
enrolls just one additional organization, we’ll easily exceed our
goal!&nbsp; Expand your horizons.&nbsp; Reach out to religious,
environmental, and social groups; churches, trade-unions, and
schools.&nbsp; Put a notice in your newsletter.&nbsp; Enrollment forms
can be found on-line on the award-winning Abolition 2000 website at
<a href="http://www.abolition2000.org/" eudora="autourl"><u>http://www.abolition2000.org</a></u>**
where you will also find copies of the ABOLITION 2000 STATEMENT in
several languages and the MOOREA DECLARATION, addressing the unique
suffering of indigenous and colonized peoples as a result of the nuclear
age.&nbsp; PRINTED ENROLLMENT CARDS AND BROCHURES WHICH YOU CAN CARRY
WITH YOU AS YOU FIND ENROLLMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
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ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE ABOLITION 2000 OFFICE OR YOUR REGIONAL ABOLITION
2000 CONTACT.&nbsp; Don't leave home without them!! <br>
<br>
<b>2) WRITE TO YOUR HEAD OF STATE AND FOREIGN MINISTER: URGE THEM TO MAKE
THE NPT REVIEW CONFERENCE A TOP PRIORITY AND TO PERSONALLY ATTEND;&nbsp;
ASK THAT THEY OPEN ALL SESSIONS OF THE CONFERENCE TO CIVIL
SOCIETY.</b>&nbsp; What happens at this year’s NPT Review Conference is
critical -- it could be a turning point for either nuclear disarmament or
nuclear breakout. The presence of heads of state and foreign ministers
will signal to the world the vital importance of breaking the nuclear
deadlock.&nbsp; At past NPT meetings very few sessions have been open to
NGOs, even though diplomats have told us that the closed sessions are
essentially no different from the open sessions.&nbsp; This practice is
unacceptable.&nbsp; What happens at the NPT Review Conference is the
world’s business!&nbsp; WE NEED LOTS OF LETTERS, FAXES&nbsp; AND PHONE
CALLS TO THE HEADS OF STATE AND FOREIGN MINISTERS OF EVERY STATE PARTY TO
THE NPT! A sample letter is available at
<a href="http://www.abolition2000.org/" eudora="autourl"><u>http://www.abolition2000.org</a></u>.&nbsp;
PLEASE POST YOUR LETTER TO THE ABOLITION CAUCUS E-MAIL DISTRIBUTION LIST
TO INSPIRE OTHERS.<br>
<br>
<b>3)&nbsp; PUT A &quot;HUMAN FACE” ON NUCLEAR SUFFERING.&nbsp; HONOR THE
HIBAKUSHA, DOWNWINDERS AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES DIRECTLY INJURED BY THE
NUCLEAR AGE. </b> In cooperation with Earth Day organizers in New York,
we are planning a demonstration during the NPT, focussing on those who
have suffered most from the toxic legacy of the nuclear age.&nbsp; Our
goal is to turn out 1,000 people to hold hands around, or near, the
United Nations, wearing the names of victims of the nuclear
madness.&nbsp; WE NEED YOUR HELP TO GATHER THE NAMES OF 1,000
DOWNWINDERS, HIBAKUSHA, AND AFFECTED INDIGENOUS PEOPLES FROM ALL OVER THE
WORLD. The demonstrators, joined by as many actually affected people we
are able to bring to New York, will wear the names and city, country,
date of exposure, death, or accident where available -- photos are also
welcome.&nbsp; PLEASE SEND THE NAMES OF NUCLEAR VICTIMS AND THE NATURE OF
THEIR INJURIES, BY E-MAIL TO: aslater@gracelinks.org; OR BY SNAIL MAIL OR
FAX TO: Global Resource Action Center for the Environment (GRACE), 15
East 26th Street, Room 915 New York, NY 10010; tel: (212) 726-9161; fax:
(212) 726-9160<br>
<br>
<b>4) GATHER SIGNATURES ON THE ABOLITION 2000 PETITION!&nbsp; </b>The
ABOLITION 2000 PETITION is a tool your group can use to collect
individual signatures in support of the goals of Abolition 2000: 1) End
the Nuclear Threat; 2) Sign the Treaty; and 3) Reallocate
Resources.&nbsp; To date, more than 13 million signatures have been
collected on the Abolition 2000 Petition. THE CHAIRMAN OF THE NPT REVIEW
CONFERENCE HAS AGREED TO RECEIVE OUR SIGNED PETITIONS THIS SPRING AT THE
UNITED NATIONS IN NEW YORK.&nbsp; Now is the time to revitalize the
Abolition 2000 petition campaign by gathering as many signatures as
possible!&nbsp; It’s a great local outreach activity.&nbsp; The complete
ABOLITION 2000 PETITION is available on the Abolition 2000 website or
from the Abolition 2000 office or your local Abolition 2000
contact.&nbsp; SEND YOUR SIGNED PETITIONS TO THE ABOLITION 2000
CLEARINGHOUSE. <br>
******************************************************************************<br>
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<b>ABOLITION 2000 CLEARINGHOUSE: </b>CARAH ONG IS THE ABOLITION 2000
COORDINATOR.&nbsp; Contact her in care of: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation,
1187 Coast Village Rd. Suite 121, Santa Barbara, CA 93108 USA; e-mail:
a2000@silcom.com;&nbsp; tel: (805)965-3443; fax: (805)568-0466.&nbsp; LET
CARAH KNOW WHAT OTHER ACTIVITIES YOUR GROUP IS PLANNING FOR
ABOLITION&nbsp; DAYS.<br>
*****************************************************************************<br>
*March 1 is Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific Day (the anniversary of
the US Bikini test); March 5 is the 30th anniversary of entry-into-force
of the NPT; March 8 is International Womens’ Day.&nbsp; We encourage
groups and individuals to undertake local actions during Abolition
Days.&nbsp; For example: set up a&nbsp; stall (booth) in your town to
distribute information about Abolition 2000 and gather signatures on the
Abolition 2000 petition; have a public video showing or speaker on
Abolition 2000 issues (such as health and environmental effects of
nuclear weapons considering the link with Bikini Day); or ??? (be
creative!)<br>
&nbsp;<br>
</font>**In February, the Abolition 2000 website received an award from
Encyclopedia Britannica<u> </u>online as one of the best sites on the
internet:<font face="Arial, Helvetica">
<u>http//www.abolition2000.org<br>
</u>*******************************************************************************<br>
<b>PLEASE COPY AND DISTRIBUTE THIS CALL TO ACTION AS WIDELY AS POSSIBLE!
</font></b><br>

<div align="center">
******************************************************<br>
Jacqueline Cabasso, Executive Director<br>
WESTERN STATES LEGAL FOUNDATION<br>
1440 Broadway, Suite 500<br>
Oakland, California USA 94612<br>
Tel: +(510)839-5877<br>
Fax: +(510)839-5397<br>
E-mail: wslf@earthlink.net<br>
******************************************************<br>
Western States Legal Foundation is part of&nbsp; ABOLITION 2000<br>
A GLOBAL NETWORK TO ELIMINATE NUCLEAR WEAPONS</html>
</x-html>
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From: IRARR84@aol.com
Date: Wed, 16 Feb 2000 16:38:05 EST
Subject: "Brink" De-alerting Letter for Presidential Primaries
To: dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 45
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

Dear "Brink" Campaigners - I hope this sample letter is useful for you in 
promoting our issue.  I've also attached what follows.

Ira Shorr
IRARR84@aol.com
301-588-8923

Draft De-alerting Letter-to-the-Editor for Upcoming Presidential Primaries

Upcoming presidential primaries provide a good chance to get our message out. 
 
If you are in the following states (or have constituents there) please 
consider 
submitting a letter to local newspapers:
Arizona, Michigan (Rep,Feb. 22); North Dakota, Virginia, Washington (Feb. 29);
Ca., CT, GA, HI, ME, MD, MA, MN, MS, NY, OH, RI, VT (March 7); Co, UT,
WY, (March 10); AZ, MI, (Dem. March 11); Fl, La, MI, Ok, TN, TX (March 14);
IL (March 21). 

As our Presidential primary approaches, I have been struck by fact that the 
candidates have not addressed the greatest danger facing our nation.  Ten 
years after the end of the cold war, there are still two thousand Russian 
nuclear weapons on hair-trigger alert. These weapons are poised to be 
launched in 15 minutes and would reach the US in another half hour, 
destroying our country as we know it.

The US maintains some 2,500 nuclear warheads on high alert, which can destroy 
Russia in the same amount of time.  It's terrifying to think that decision 
makers in both nations have only minutes to decide the fate of the world.

And the chances of accidental nuclear war are increasing because of the 
deteriorating state of Russia's nuclear weapons control structures and early 
warning systems.

That's why a group of eminent military leaders led by Gen. George Lee Butler, 
former commander of all US strategic nuclear forces, has been calling on the 
president to get all US and Russian nuclear weapons off high-alert status--to 
lengthen the decision making time.
So far the president, and those who want to be in the White House, have been 
silent
on this ultimate threat. It's up to the public to remind them that preparing 
for nuclear is a dead end.
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Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Draft de-alerting letter for Primaries.doc"
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To: mupj@igc.org
Date: Wed, 16 Feb 2000 15:16:04 -0700
Subject: K.U. 50th
X-Mailer: Juno 1.49
From: Joyce H Smith <joysmi@juno.com>

Dear Howard,
       I plan to attend the 50th reunion with my sister who is an earlier
graduate of K.U in mathematics.  If it is alright with her we will be at
the reception.   Technically speaking I may not be a Pol. Sc. major, I
think I may have gotten a degree in something like Public Administration,
but I always say I majored in Pol. Sc.  

      Another Political Science graduate of that year I believe is Elmer
Rusco (also a co-op member)  His address is 3665 Pomo Drive Reno, NV
89503-1941 and his phone number is (702) 747-6727.  He is retired from U.
of Nevada where he was  a Professor of Pol. Sc.  

      Is John Eberhardt planning to attend?  I thought he might be the
only one I knew there.  I am not a loyal alumni.  

Joyce Harkleroad Smith

________________________________________________________________
YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
Try it today - there's no risk!  For your FREE software, visit:
http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
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To: Joyce H Smith <joysmi@juno.com>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: K.U. 50th
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <20000216.154815.6670.0.joysmi@juno.com>
References: 

Joyce,

This is an open reception, so your sister is welcome.  Political science is a point of departure not a limitation.  Anyway 
in our day public administration was part of political science.

John Eberhardt is a co-organizer of the event and will be there.  He says that Elmer Rusco was a 1951 graduate but 
would be welcome.

I look forward to seeing you in April.

Howard

At 03:16 PM 2/16/00 -0700, you wrote:
>Dear Howard,
>       I plan to attend the 50th reunion with my sister who is an earlier
>graduate of K.U in mathematics.  If it is alright with her we will be at
>the reception.   Technically speaking I may not be a Pol. Sc. major, I
>think I may have gotten a degree in something like Public Administration,
>but I always say I majored in Pol. Sc.  
>
>      Another Political Science graduate of that year I believe is Elmer
>Rusco (also a co-op member)  His address is 3665 Pomo Drive Reno, NV
>89503-1941 and his phone number is (702) 747-6727.  He is retired from U.
>of Nevada where he was  a Professor of Pol. Sc.  
>
>      Is John Eberhardt planning to attend?  I thought he might be the
>only one I knew there.  I am not a loyal alumni.  
>
>Joyce Harkleroad Smith
>
>________________________________________________________________
>YOU'RE PAYING TOO MUCH FOR THE INTERNET!
>Juno now offers FREE Internet Access!
>Try it today - there's no risk!  For your FREE software, visit:
>http://dl.www.juno.com/get/tagj.
>
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Date: Thu, 17 Feb 2000 00:19:16 -0500 (EST)
To: mupj@igc.org
From: lmehall@attglobal.net
Subject: A Hallmark E-Card from Lynette and Mary

Lynette and Mary has created an e-card for you at Hallmark.com.

To see the e-card, go to:
http://www.hallmark.com/hmk/Website/greeting.jsp?id=EG5144-977050-872804 by clicking on this link or copying 
and pasting this link into the address line of your Web browser.

You can also go to Hallmark.com, click the "send e-cards" link, then click the "Pick up a greeting" link at the bottom of 
the page and enter your retrieval number and email address. Your e-card retrieval number is EG54477072804. 

If you are unable to access the e-card visit http://customercare.hallmark.com

Your e-card will be available for viewing for 90 days.

We hope you enjoy your e-card and visit Hallmark.com to send your own e-cards.

Sincerely,
Your friends at Hallmark.com
http://www.hallmark.com

When you care enough to send the very best

Find the perfect e-card, gift or fresh-cut flowers at Hallmark.com
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Date: Thu, 17 Feb 2000 11:51:18 -0500
From: Kevin Martin <kmartin@fourthfreedom.org>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Religious outreach on nuclear abolition 

Dear Howard,

I have read a bit about your efforts at organizing an Interfaith
Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament (Bob Moore recently forwarded me
some material from you) and it looks quite impressive. Jonathan Schell,
David Cortight, Rev. Steve Sidorak (director of the Christian Conference
of Connecticut and a long-time peace activist) and I have been thinking
along similar lines as to how we might help mobilize the faith-based
constituency as part of Project Abolition.

Attached is a short draft representing our initial thinking.  We are
looking at the Kirkridge retreat next month as an ideal opportunity to
explore these ideas, especially how we might work with you and also the
National Cathedral effort.  Please look it over and let us have your
comments.

In Peace,

Kevin Martin
Director, Project Abolition
800/233-6786, ext. 21

Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\Thoughts on Civil Society Outreach to Religious 
Community.doc"
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To: Kevin Martin <kmartin@fourthfreedom.org>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Religious outreach on nuclear abolition 
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: C:\My Documents\ipnd.003.doc;
In-Reply-To: <38AC2706.69FE5BC1@fourthfreedom.org>
References: 

Dear Kevin,

Thanks for your communication on organizing the faith community to work for nuclear abolition.  There is already 
underway an initiative emanating from within the faith community that can achieve what you are striving for and even 
more.  It is the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, which I chair.  It involves denominational offices, peace 
fellowships, and other religious associations and has an open door to bring in many more participants.  Therefore, I urge 
Project Abolition to support and work with this initiative rather than from the outside attempting to organize a 
competing organization within the faith community.

As described in the attachment, the Interfaith Partnership will work to achieve a series of steps leading to global 
elimination of nuclear weapons.  It will be fully engaged in efforts to influence public policy through a combination of 
grassroots mobilization and public policy advocacy in Washington.  This contrasts with the National Cathedral project 
which is strictly educational and has no intent of political mobilization.  In this sense the two initiatives are 
complementary.

The Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament builds upon experience of the Interfaith Group for the CTB, which I 
chaired.  Through cooperative activities we developed considerable grassroots support in many key states.   This 
included bishops calling their senators, interfaith coalitions forming delegations to call on senators' home-state offices, 
denominational committees and peace fellowships mobilizing their members, and thousands of local folks getting in 
touch with their senators.  Although the treaty was defeated in a highly partisan vote, 20 senators who eventually vote 
against ratification signed a letter asking for postponement.  Nineteen of them from states where we had grassroots 
campaigns.  If you want to learn more about the interfaith CTBT campaign, I can send you a couple of reports.

Last spring I started looking beyond the CTBT campaign to action on a broader agenda of nuclear disarmament.  I 
developed an initial proposal which I shared with David Cortright among others.  After the defeat of the CTBT I took it 
up and began a series of consultations.  This led to the formation of the Interfaith Partnership.  We are ready to 
incorporate and have several foundation proposals pending.

When I co-chaired the now inactive Religious Working Group of Abolition 2000 along with Clayton Ramey of the 
FOR, David Gracie of AFSC until he retired, and then Dave Robinson of Pax Christi USA, we were never able to find a 
way to tie in the extensive denominational peace and justice networks with their potential capacity to reach hundreds of 
thousands of people.  We were much more successful in the Interfaith Group for CTBT and achieved a productive 
working relationship among denominational offices and peace fellowships.  We are continuing this cooperative spirit in 
the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament. 

We are starting with the participants in the CTBT campaign.  So far we have involvement of the U.S. Catholic 
Conference, United Methodist Church, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Presbyterian Church (USA), United 
Church of Christ, Church of the Brethren, Mennonite Central Committee, Unitarian-Universalist Association, Religious 
Action Center of Reform Judaism, American Friends Service Committee, Methodists United for Peace with Justice, Pax 
Christi USA, and Presbyterian Peace Fellowship. 

I am in communication with Bob Edgar, the new general secretary of the National Council of Churches and will be 
meeting with him soon.  The legislative director of Church Women United will put this initiative before their governing 
board next summer when it meets to set priorities for the next four years.   I have been talking with top leaders of two 
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African American denominations about achieving full participation from the African American religious community.  I 
have invitations out to several Catholic religious orders, the Mormon public affairs office, and a Baha'i representative.  
We want to draw in Baptists and to involve the FOR, Sojourners, and others active in the Evangelical community.  
Through the National Council of Churches we will reach out to Orthodox Christians.  We will seek participation of the 
Shalom Center, other Jewish groups, Muslims, Buddhists, and Hindus.  In sum, our effort s will be thoroughly interfaith.

For state and local organizing we have a carry over from the CTBT campaign.  As we continue,  denominational offices 
will reach out to their networks of regional, state, and local units, peace fellowships will involve their local chapters and 
memberships, and state councils of churches and other interfaith bodies will participate.   But this is only embryonic and 
needs considerable development.  We hope to draw in such groups as the Christian Conference of Connecticut, the 
Coalition for Peace Action in New Jersey, and the Interfaith Coalition to End the Nuclear Arms Race (I think it is 
called) in Southern California.  (We didn't work these states in the CTBT campaign because their senators were treaty 
supporters.  But because the senators aren't true abolitionists, they need attention now.)

I am seeking to complete the preliminaries this spring and summer so that organizing activities will begin within states 
and congressional districts in the fall.  In that way state and local interfaith groups can be in touch with U.S. 
representatives and senators soon after the November election and thereafter when the new Congress convenes.  At the 
same time the national unit will start dealing with appointees of the new presidential administration.

I hope you can see that where we are headed with the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament fulfills the desire 
of Project Abolition for strong faith-based activities in support of nuclear abolition.  Therefore, you don't need to 
organize a new entity to "better coordinate" the faith community.  We're doing this ourselves.   The Interfaith 
Partnership is well along in establishing sets of cooperating relationships that can mobilize numerous participants in 
widespread grassroots mobilization and in Washington-based advocacy.   As this occurs, we will work with Project 
Abolition and anybody else who shares our quest for global elimination of nuclear weapons.

I conclude with a request.  To keep on our schedule of having state and local activities start in the fall of 2000, we need 
to secure initial funding this spring.  Among other places we have an application pending for a core staff with the W. 
Alton Jones Foundation, whose board of trustees meets soon.  David Cortright once told me that he is quite influential 
with this foundation (and others).  It would be very helpful if he would put in a good word for us and help us with other 
foundations.  From the latter we are seeking grants to denominational offices and peace fellowships so that they can add 
taff for greater outreach and also grants for state-level organizing.

 If you support our initiative now, you will discover that the faith community will be effectively mobilized much faster 
that it will be if you seek to set up yet another organization that could potentially divide our strength.

Please call me if you would like to discuss this further.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: phil
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: "EarthLink/MindSpring Invoice #24557784, Please Read"
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Phil,

Please write a check for this bill.

Thanks,
Howard

From: invoice.inquiry@mindspring.com
>Date: Fri, 18 Feb 2000 09:13:08 -0500 (EST)
>To: mupj@igc.org
>Subject: "EarthLink/MindSpring Invoice #24557784, Please Read"
>X-Hercules-ID: mupj@igc.org
>
>   Remit To:                                   Account Number:  2028691
>                                                       Page:    1
>   EarthLink Inc.                                Invoice Date:  02/13/00
>   P.O. Box 7645                               Invoice Number:  24557784
>   Atlanta, Ga. 30357-0645 USA
>
>
>
>   Bill To:                             Due upon receipt.
>                                        Late if not received by 03/08/00
>   Howard W. Hallman
>   Methodists United for Peace wi
>   1500 16th St., NW
>   Washington, DC 20036
>
>
>
>________________________________________________________________________________
>
>
>Date     Description                           Qty      Price       Amount
>-------- ----------------------------------------- ------------- ------------
>         Previous Balance                                             15.95
>02/03/00 Check # 1223                                                 15.95CR
>                                                                 ------------
>         Adjusted Beginning Balance                                     .00
>
>02/13/00 non-automated payment                1.00        1.00         1.00
>
>
>         mupj (Howard W. Hallman)                                    
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>
>02/13/00 Feb 13-Mar 12:Standard monthly       1.00       14.95        14.95
>02/12/00 Jan 13-Feb 12:Hours used             7.22
>                                                                 ------------
>                                                   Current Chgs:      15.95
>                                                                 ------------
>                                                   Balance Due:       15.95
>                                                                 ============
>
>   Please pay upon receipt and be sure to include your account number
>   2028691 with your payment.
>
>   EarthLink and MindSpring, the two highest rated independent Internet
>   Service Providers in the country, are proud to announce their merger. As
>   part of our merger, we have unified our Policies and Agreements to better
>   serve you.  Please see www.earthlink.net/about/policies or
>   www.mindspring.net/aboutms.  Additional merger information can be found at
>   www.earthlink.net or www.mindspring.net, under Merger Frequently Asked
>   Questions.
>
>   Remember, we'll credit your account $20 for each new dial-up customer you
>   refer to us ($50 for web hosting)!
>   Have them mention you when they sign up!
>    
>    
>   We provide several tools designed to help you manage your EarthLink/
>   MindSpring account more effectively.  These tools may be found at:
>    Remit To:                                   Invoice Number:  24557784
>                                                         Page:  2
>   EarthLink Inc.                                Invoice Date:  02/13/00
>   P.O. Box 7645                               Account Number:  2028691
>________________________________________________________________________________
>
>     http://www.mindspring.com/acct-mgmt/index.html
>
>   If you think there is an error on your invoice, please write to us via
>   email at invoice.inquiry@mindspring.com or US mail at the address above
>   within 30 days of the invoice date to dispute the erroneous charge. 
>   We'll be happy to clarify your invoice or correct any erroneous charges.
>    
>
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From: invoice.inquiry@mindspring.com
Date: Fri, 18 Feb 2000 09:13:08 -0500 (EST)
To: mupj@igc.org
Subject: "EarthLink/MindSpring Invoice #24557784, Please Read"
X-Hercules-ID: mupj@igc.org

   Remit To:                                   Account Number:  2028691
                                                       Page:    1
   EarthLink Inc.                                Invoice Date:  02/13/00
   P.O. Box 7645                               Invoice Number:  24557784
   Atlanta, Ga. 30357-0645 USA

   Bill To:                             Due upon receipt.
                                        Late if not received by 03/08/00
   Howard W. Hallman
   Methodists United for Peace wi
   1500 16th St., NW
   Washington, DC 20036

________________________________________________________________________________

Date     Description                           Qty      Price       Amount
-------- ----------------------------------------- ------------- ------------
         Previous Balance                                             15.95
02/03/00 Check # 1223                                                 15.95CR
                                                                 ------------
         Adjusted Beginning Balance                                     .00

02/13/00 non-automated payment                1.00        1.00         1.00

         mupj (Howard W. Hallman)                                    

02/13/00 Feb 13-Mar 12:Standard monthly       1.00       14.95        14.95
02/12/00 Jan 13-Feb 12:Hours used             7.22
                                                                 ------------
                                                   Current Chgs:      15.95
                                                                 ------------
                                                   Balance Due:       15.95
                                                                 ============

   Please pay upon receipt and be sure to include your account number
   2028691 with your payment.

   EarthLink and MindSpring, the two highest rated independent Internet
   Service Providers in the country, are proud to announce their merger. As
   part of our merger, we have unified our Policies and Agreements to better
   serve you.  Please see www.earthlink.net/about/policies or
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   www.mindspring.net/aboutms.  Additional merger information can be found at
   www.earthlink.net or www.mindspring.net, under Merger Frequently Asked
   Questions.

   Remember, we'll credit your account $20 for each new dial-up customer you
   refer to us ($50 for web hosting)!
   Have them mention you when they sign up!
    
    
   We provide several tools designed to help you manage your EarthLink/
   MindSpring account more effectively.  These tools may be found at:

   Remit To:                                   Invoice Number:  24557784
                                                         Page:  2
   EarthLink Inc.                                Invoice Date:  02/13/00
   P.O. Box 7645                               Account Number:  2028691
________________________________________________________________________________

     http://www.mindspring.com/acct-mgmt/index.html

   If you think there is an error on your invoice, please write to us via
   email at invoice.inquiry@mindspring.com or US mail at the address above
   within 30 days of the invoice date to dispute the erroneous charge. 
   We'll be happy to clarify your invoice or correct any erroneous charges.
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To: "DeLaPena, E" <Edelapena@umpublishing.org>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: GC petition
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <2487AAC1CB62D311A1750800367BA003E76DE1@tweety.umpublishing.org>
References: 

At 02:04 PM 2/17/00 -0600, you wrote:
>Mr. Hallman:
>   Your e-mail petition regarding paragraph 532, marriage solidarity, does
>not relate to that paragraph number.  Please clarify which paragraph in the
>Book of Discipline your petition is referencing.

Ms. De La Pena:

My petition is intended to apply to paragraph 432 on criteria for appointments of ministers.  Thanks for catching the 
error.  I appreciate your making the correction.

Howard Hallman
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X-Sender: pols@falcon.cc.ukans.edu
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.3 (32)
Date: Fri, 18 Feb 2000 15:40:18 -0600
To: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: Gwen Jansen <g-jansen@ukans.edu>
Subject: Re: Reunion

I talked with Lilly in Catering at the KS Union and we've made arrangements
for their people to come and pick up their equipment on Monday.

We have two tables in our conference room.  We'll probably just slide them
both up against one wall and put a table cloth on them.  The chairs will
have to be arranged against the walls and a few in the middle of the room.
This is what we do whever we have similiar department events in that room.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Gwen Jansen                                            g-jansen@ukans.edu
Systems Support Technician                     785/864-9058
KU Political Science Department                fax# 785/864-5700
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To: Gwen Jansen <g-jansen@ukans.edu>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <3.0.3.32.20000215095220.006952c8@falcon.cc.ukans.edu>
References: <3.0.3.32.20000212092818.0069a830@pop2.igc.org> 
<3.0.3.32.20000211112843.006a72c0@falcon.cc.ukans.edu>

At 09:52 AM 2/15/00 -0600, you wrote:
>I'll keep the department's conference room reserved for you.  I hope that
>you've received the information that we sent to you.

Gwen, 

Yes, I received the Pi Sigma Alpha list.  There were at least two members of the 
class of 1950 that we didn't have.  Thanks.

I've made arrangements with Kansas and Burge Unions to provide refreshments.  They'll need a table to set 
refreshments on.  They want to return the next morning for their equipment.  Is that possible on Saturday?

Howard
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-989-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
X-Sender: danfine@pop2.igc.org (Unverified)
Date: Thu, 17 Feb 2000 18:03:44 -0500
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com, abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
From: danfine@igc.org (Daniel Fine)
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
X-eGroups-Approved-By: a2000@silcom.com via webctrl
Subject: [abolition-caucus] CALL TO PENNSYLVANIA ABOLITIONISTS -re constructing an abolition net work 
in/for
 Pennsylvania

Dear Pennsylvania Abolitionists:
Please respond and help us build a PA statewide abolitionist network.

The initiative described below has been undertaken, based on the perceived
need to increase effectiveness of our "Abolition" work, where PA statewide
coordinated efforts would be helpful, by the "Abolition 2000: The W. PA
Campaign To Abolish Nuclear Weapons" (composed of ~30 local groups), to try
to promote and help construct a "PA abolition network". Statewide
coordination of effort will be particulary helpful in the very near future,
to assure that "nuclear weapons issues" (eg CTBT, De-alerting,
no-first-use, abolition) are part of the electoral process as the primary
and final campaigns unfold for US Senator (Santorum's seat) and President.
Our concepts re Network are outlined at the end of this email, but please
respond (hopefully positively) to these questions/requests-----

        A. Would you be willing personally to be part of the PA network for
purposes of
                communicating, coordinating, and promoting  nuclear weapons
issues in your
                area, coordinated with other efforts across the state ?
        B. Would you be willing to help involve your local groups (if any)
or allies in the
                network?
        C. Would you be willing to try to recruit (or provide contact
information on)
                other potentially sympathetic organizations or individuals
in your area who
                are committed to similar nuclear disarmament issues?
        D. If you cannot paticipate, would you suggest other individuals?

Thanks for responding.

Dan Fine     PSR-Pittsburgh
(724-339-4279)
171 McLaughlin Drive
New Kensington, PA 15068
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************************************************************
                PENNSYLVANIA NETWORK CONCEPTS:

To help move things along, below we have limned some ideas to help clarify
our own thinking and provide a proposal/request for engaging network
participants. Please review these and feel free to
comment.---------------------------------

PURPOSES & POTENTIAL BENEFITS of operation of such an informal PA Abolition
Network include the following,  among others----

(1) Advance efforts that would be promoted by/require statewide action,
e.g.-----
        --dissemination of information statewide relevant to election of PA
US Senators
                (eg Santorum, primary candidates etc) and US President.
        --coordinated promotion of positions statewide with PA US Senators
on issues that
                require US Senate action (eg CTB ratification, CWC,
ratification of Nuclear
                Weapons Convention etc)
        --promotion of actions by PA legislature in Harrisburg
--resolutions, legislation
                etc -- relevant to Pennsylvania per se, such as resolution
supporting Aboltion,
                as in Vermont or legislation on nuclear waste etc.
(2) Advance education and activity on Abolition and related issues (eg
de-alerting) statewide by communicating local experiences, ideas,
information, successes and failures etc.

(3) Help recruit new organizational members to world ABOLITION 2000, with
world goal of 2000 by the time of the April 24 NPT review

The STRUCTURE of the network would be informal and voluntary, not
organizational per se, and would be composed of willing individuals (and
organizations), who relate to, if not formally represent, various
constituencies/organizations committed to "abolition". We should attempt to
recruit participation that spans Pennsylvania (outside of the W. PA
Pittsburgh area), especially in major populations centers such as
Harrisburg, Philadelphia and Erie, and that involves a variety of
interested organizations. Potential  additional networking possibilities
and potential partners include such groups as Peace Action, Pax Christi,
American Friends Service Committee, World Federalist Association, ADA and
Peace Links and other groups working in local regions.

COMMUNICATION with and between network participants would be the primary
OPERATION and FUNCTION of the network and would be conducted by email,
postal mail, telephone and fax. It would allow sharing of information,
proposals for initiatives and coordination of activities. Action by any
participants would be entirely voluntary.

The network would be established by personal contacts via telphone, email
and the like, and enlarged by additions arranged by any participants. I
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understand that national PSR, and other national abolitionist organizations
are interested in helping focused activity in Pennsylvania because of the
history of PA activity and the coming 2000 election.

END-------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Play Games, Have Fun, Win a Trip – at pogo.com! What’s the best game
you have ever played? Chances are it’s at pogo.com. Visit today and 
enter our $25,000 Games for Everyone sweepstakes! Refer your friends 
& earn extra entries!
http://click.egroups.com/1/1470/1/_/91925/_/950912555/

-- Create a poll/survey for your group!
-- http://www.egroups.com/vote?listname=abolition-caucus&m=1
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-1007-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
X-Originating-IP: [128.171.200.163]
From: "Abolition2000 Pacific Region" <abolition2000@hotmail.com>
To: abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
Cc: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
Date: Mon, 21 Feb 2000 00:17:16 PST
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Church Calls for Marshall Islands Nuclear Test Compensation Too Little.

fyi, thank you.

Richard Salvador
Honolulu, Hawaii

http://pidp.ewc.hawaii.edu/PIReport/2000/February/02-21-04.htm

PACIFIC ISLANDS REPORT

Monday, February 21, 2000

Pacific Islands Development Program/East-West Center
Center for Pacific Islands Studies/University of Hawai‘i at Manoa

CHURCH CALLS MARSHALL ISLANDS NUCLEAR TEST COMPENSATION TOO LITTLE

MAJURO, Marshall Islands (February 18, 2000 – Marshall Islands 
Journal)—Calling the Compact's nuclear test compensation provisions 
"woefully inadequate" and unfair to Marshall Islanders in comparison to the 
U.S. government's treatment of American test victims, the head of the United 
Church of Christ in the U.S. has asked American President Bill Clinton to 
conduct a "fair and just renegotiation of the Compact."

In a letter sent to Clinton last month, UCC President the Rev. John H. 
Thomas transmitted a resolution from the UCC's General Synod last year 
calling on the U.S. to apologize to Marshall Islanders for the nuclear 
tests, as well as to "fully compensate the people of the Marshall Islands 
for the numerous nuclear tests conducted."

Thomas noted that the delegates who approved the resolution represented more 
than 1.5 million church members. The resolution points out that the UCC is 
the main religious group in the Marshalls, and there are many UCC Marshall 
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Islanders living in the U.S.

"We believe this resolution is particularly significant at this time as 
representatives of the Republic of the Marshall Islands and the U.S. are 
involved in renegotiating the Compact of Free Association," he told Clinton.

"The resolution," he added, "reaffirms our church's long-held conviction 
that we are called to be a prophetic witness on justice and human rights 
issues in the U.S. and throughout the world."

The resolution notes that while the U.S. has provided full compensation to 
its own citizens living downwind of the Nevada Test Site, no Marshall 
Islanders have received more than 61 percent of their compensation awards 
because there isn't enough funding in the Compact to provide full 
compensation for all victims. As a result, one-third of the more than 1,500 
islanders receiving awards have died without receiving full compensation, it 
said.

The UCC said there was substantial new evidence showing widespread health 
problems, including a health survey showing cancer rates two-to-30 times 
higher than in the U.S. Another survey, conducted by Japanese medical 
doctors of Tohoku University in the mid-1990s, has confirmed a high rate of 
thyroid disorders among Marshall Islanders, it said.

Recently declassified U.S. government documents similarly confirm that many 
more Marshall Islanders were exposed to fallout from the 67 U.S. tests than 
U.S. government negotiators admitted when the compensation package in the 
Compact was negotiated in the early 1980s, it said.

"The $150 million trust fund provided in a Compact of Free Association is 
woefully inadequate and not just compensation for the health injuries and 
deaths caused by U.S. nuclear testing to the population and the loss of 
their use of their atolls because of radiation contamination since 1946," 
the resolution said.

It also said that funding for medical surveillance and treatment programs is 
inadequate to meet the needs of the exposed population.

Addressing the need for an apology and compensation, the resolution quoted 
the Lord speaking to Moses in the Old Testament: "When a man or a woman 
wrongs another, breaking faith with the Lord, that person incurs guilt and 
shall confess the sin… (and) shall make full restitution for the wrong, 
adding one-fifth to it…."

The Marshall Islands Journal, Box 14, Majuro, Marshall Islands 96960
E-mail: journal@ntamar.com

--
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______________________________________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"
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------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From: "JamesHipkins" <JamesHipkins@emailmsn.com>
To: "Howard Hallman" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: 
Date: Mon, 21 Feb 2000 07:54:15 -0500
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

<x-html><!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" http-equiv=Content-Type>
<META content="MSHTML 5.00.2614.3500" name=GENERATOR>
<STYLE></STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT face=Arial size=2>When do we want to send another peace leaf?&nbsp; I 
have been thinking about the first of March.&nbsp; What do you think?&nbsp; 
Also, when are we going to have our board meeting?</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=Arial size=2>Jim</FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML>
</x-html>
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Reply-To: <Jimvert@postoffice.worldnet.att.net>
From: "James R. Green" <Jimvert@postoffice.worldnet.att.net>
To: <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament
Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2000 17:09:42 -0500
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet Mail 4.70.1162

Dear Howard,

As the Peace With Justice Coordinator for Holston Conference of the United
Methodist Church, I am sending our endorsement of the organization of an
Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament.

We have been enclosing the Methodists United for Peace With Justice
newsletter in ours for at least eight years, building the interest and
informing our (now 400) readers about nuclear weapons.  

We became involved with the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty campaign through
you and your contact with 20/20 Vision.  Thanks to the conference call they
did in May 1998, our Peace With Justice Committee pressed a hasty
resolution to our Annual Conference.  It called for a full hearing in the
Senate.  It passed with little dissent and our Bishop Ray Chamberlain wrote
to our Senators Warner, Robb, Thompson and Frist.

With Oak Ridge's Y-12 Nuclear Weapons Plant in our conference bounds, we
are increasingly involved with the Oak Ridge Environmental Peace Alliance's
"STOP THE BOMBS" campaign.  We would hope this organization will help to
get out the invitation to come to Oak Ridge on Hiroshima Day (Aug. 6) every
year until the bomb makers are busy cleaning up the mess that is already
done.

Locally in Maryville, Tennessee, our State Representative Howard Kerr, a
nuclear scientist of Oak Ridge, is developing a Sister City relationship
with a nuclear weapons city in Russia.  This brings attention to the
movement of weapons materials and the MOX fuel concerns. 

 We need all the help we can rally and an interfaith approach is the way we
feel is most appropriate. 

Thank you, Howard,  for your continued efforts to bring Peace With Justice.
 I look forward to working with  you at the United Methodist General
Conference Peace With Justice breakfast this May.

Seeking Peace With Justice,

Carol E. Green
Peace With Justice Coordinator
Holston Conference of the United Methodist Church
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From: "Edmund Ahrens" <edgahrens@worldnet.att.net>
To: "Howard Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Auld Lang Syne
Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2000 16:48:54 -0600
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-Mimeole: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

It is great to hear from you, Howard. You and John are princes to organize a
get-together.  I'll be there, sadly alone.  My wife died suddenly and
unexpectedly Jan. 30, 1999 in Palm Desert.  I returned to Kansas to be
nearer our family.  She is buried in Topeka.  My address is now 12125 W
121st St, Overland Park, KS 66213. Sherry and I retired from the State of
Kansas in 1992.  I am totally self indulgent--stamp collecting and
genealogy.  Thankfully, I have those things to occupy myself with during
long lonely hours.  We had been very close.

I know you remember Ted Utchen, he has spoken of you.  Ted and I have kept
in touch over the years.  Perhaps he was not a poli-sci major; but he took
alot of classes.  I bet he would like to hear about this "straight from the
horse's mouth".  He intends to go to the reunion.  Ted Utchen, PO Box 140,
Wheaton, IL, 60189-0140.

    Sincerely, Ed Ahrens
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Date: Tue, 22 Feb 2000 17:50:25 -0500
From: Kevin Martin <kmartin@fourthfreedom.org>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Religious outreach on nuclear abolition

Dear Howard,

Thank you for sharing the info. on the Interfaith Partnership.  With the unfortunate proliferation of new organizations,
coalitions, and initiatives on nuclear abolition, I am extremely sensitive to the "re-inventing the wheel" problem.  I see 
no
reason for Project Abolition to duplicate/compete with your effort or the National Cathedral's.  I'll recommend that we 
look
for ways to work with you rather than establish our own religious outreach effort.

I understand Wendy Starman of the National Cathedral project will be coming to the Kirkridge retreat March 17 - 19. 
Will you
be coming? I certainly hope so.

As far as David endorsing your proposal to Jones or other foundations, I didn't ask him about that, though I did forward 
your
email and he did read it.  My impulse would be to wait until after the Kirkridge meeting to see what kind of working
relationship might emerge among various initiatives.  If you can't wait that long, you should follow-up with David 
directly by
phone: 219/534-3402, ext. 14.

Peace,

Kevin

Howard W. Hallman wrote:

> Dear Kevin,
>
> Thanks for your communication on organizing the faith community to work for
> nuclear abolition.  There is already underway an initiative emanating from
> within the faith community that can achieve what you are striving for and
> even more.  It is the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, which
> I chair.  It involves denominational offices, peace fellowships, and other
> religious associations and has an open door to bring in many more
> participants.  Therefore, I urge Project Abolition to support and work with
> this initiative rather than from the outside attempting to organize a
> competing organization within the faith community.
>
> As described in the attachment, the Interfaith Partnership will work to
> achieve a series of steps leading to global elimination of nuclear weapons.
>  It will be fully engaged in efforts to influence public policy through a
> combination of grassroots mobilization and public policy advocacy in
> Washington.  This contrasts with the National Cathedral project which is
> strictly educational and has no intent of political mobilization.  In this
> sense the two initiatives are complementary.
>
> The Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament builds upon experience
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> of the Interfaith Group for the CTB, which I chaired.  Through cooperative
> activities we developed considerable grassroots support in many key states.
>   This included bishops calling their senators, interfaith coalitions
> forming delegations to call on senators' home-state offices, denominational
> committees and peace fellowships mobilizing their members, and thousands of
> local folks getting in touch with their senators.  Although the treaty was
> defeated in a highly partisan vote, 20 senators who eventually vote against
> ratification signed a letter asking for postponement.  Nineteen of them
> from states where we had grassroots campaigns.  If you want to learn more
> about the interfaith CTBT campaign, I can send you a couple of reports.
>
> Last spring I started looking beyond the CTBT campaign to action on a
> broader agenda of nuclear disarmament.  I developed an initial proposal
> which I shared with David Cortright among others.  After the defeat of the
> CTBT I took it up and began a series of consultations.  This led to the
> formation of the Interfaith Partnership.  We are ready to incorporate and
> have several foundation proposals pending.
>
> When I co-chaired the now inactive Religious Working Group of Abolition
> 2000 along with Clayton Ramey of the FOR, David Gracie of AFSC until he
> retired, and then Dave Robinson of Pax Christi USA, we were never able to
> find a way to tie in the extensive denominational peace and justice
> networks with their potential capacity to reach hundreds of thousands of
> people.  We were much more successful in the Interfaith Group for CTBT and
> achieved a productive working relationship among denominational offices and
> peace fellowships.  We are continuing this cooperative spirit in the
> Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament.
>
> We are starting with the participants in the CTBT campaign.  So far we have
> involvement of the U.S. Catholic Conference, United Methodist Church,
> Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Presbyterian Church (USA), United
> Church of Christ, Church of the Brethren, Mennonite Central Committee,
> Unitarian-Universalist Association, Religious Action Center of Reform
> Judaism, American Friends Service Committee, Methodists United for Peace
> with Justice, Pax Christi USA, and Presbyterian Peace Fellowship.
>
> I am in communication with Bob Edgar, the new general secretary of the
> National Council of Churches and will be meeting with him soon.  The
> legislative director of Church Women United will put this initiative before
> their governing board next summer when it meets to set priorities for the
> next four years.   I have been talking with top leaders of two African
> American denominations about achieving full participation from the African
> American religious community.  I have invitations out to several Catholic
> religious orders, the Mormon public affairs office, and a Baha'i
> representative.  We want to draw in Baptists and to involve the FOR,
> Sojourners, and others active in the Evangelical community.  Through the
> National Council of Churches we will reach out to Orthodox Christians.  We
> will seek participation of the Shalom Center, other Jewish groups, Muslims,
> Buddhists, and Hindus.  In sum, our effort s will be thoroughly interfaith.
>
> For state and local organizing we have a carry over from the CTBT campaign.
>  As we continue,  denominational offices will reach out to their networks
> of regional, state, and local units, peace fellowships will involve their
> local chapters and memberships, and state councils of churches and other
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> interfaith bodies will participate.   But this is only embryonic and needs
> considerable development.  We hope to draw in such groups as the Christian
> Conference of Connecticut, the Coalition for Peace Action in New Jersey,
> and the Interfaith Coalition to End the Nuclear Arms Race (I think it is
> called) in Southern California.  (We didn't work these states in the CTBT
> campaign because their senators were treaty supporters.  But because the
> senators aren't true abolitionists, they need attention now.)
>
> I am seeking to complete the preliminaries this spring and summer so that
> organizing activities will begin within states and congressional districts
> in the fall.  In that way state and local interfaith groups can be in touch
> with U.S. representatives and senators soon after the November election and
> thereafter when the new Congress convenes.  At the same time the national
> unit will start dealing with appointees of the new presidential
> administration.
>
> I hope you can see that where we are headed with the Interfaith Partnership
> for Nuclear Disarmament fulfills the desire of Project Abolition for strong
> faith-based activities in support of nuclear abolition.  Therefore, you
> don't need to organize a new entity to "better coordinate" the faith
> community.  We're doing this ourselves.   The Interfaith Partnership is
> well along in establishing sets of cooperating relationships that can
> mobilize numerous participants in widespread grassroots mobilization and in
> Washington-based advocacy.   As this occurs, we will work with Project
> Abolition and anybody else who shares our quest for global elimination of
> nuclear weapons.
>
> I conclude with a request.  To keep on our schedule of having state and
> local activities start in the fall of 2000, we need to secure initial
> funding this spring.  Among other places we have an application pending for
> a core staff with the W. Alton Jones Foundation, whose board of trustees
> meets soon.  David Cortright once told me that he is quite influential with
> this foundation (and others).  It would be very helpful if he would put in
> a good word for us and help us with other foundations.  From the latter we
> are seeking grants to denominational offices and peace fellowships so that
> they can add taff for greater outreach and also grants for state-level
> organizing.
>
>  If you support our initiative now, you will discover that the faith
> community will be effectively mobilized much faster that it will be if you
> seek to set up yet another organization that could potentially divide our
> strength.
>
> Please call me if you would like to discuss this further.
>
> Shalom,
> Howard
>
>                                                   ------------------------------------------------------------------------
>
>                       Name: ipnd.003.doc
>    ipnd.003.doc       Type: Winword File (application/msword)
>                   Encoding: base64
>
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>                                                   ------------------------------------------------------------------------
>
> Howard W. Hallman, Chair
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-1021-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
Date: Wed, 23 Feb 2000 12:41:38 +0200
From: acc <acc@internetegypt.com>
Reply-To: acc@internetegypt.com
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Ipact of Iran election

Dear friends;
Referring to the report on “ the positions of Egyptian and Arab
governmental and non-governmental bodies on the April- May NPT Review
Conference”, sent Monday,
Feb. 21, allow us to draw the attention of NGOs on the positive impact
of the recent general election in Iran on our joint campaign to abolish
all nuclear weapons. In this connection the following remarks can be
noted:
 1. Egypt and Iran jointly presented to UN-GA, the resolution on
transforming the Middle East into  a “zone free from nuclear weapons” in

1974. At that time Iran had  established very close relations with
Israel. Inspite of these relations, the elimination of Israeli nuclear
weapons had been among its basic policies.
 2. Now, the present  government of Iran which represents the moderate
in the Islamic Republic of Iran already declared its respect for human
rights, the inalienable rights of people, the rights of women and the
norms of international law. They are also keen to establish normal and
constructive relations with other states on the basis of respect for the

rights of all.
 3. One of the most important element in its international policies is
its attempt to build up close relations with Arab countries.
 4. In this context, the government of Iran already declared its
intention to respect settlements concluded between Israel and Arab
countries since the parties concerned will approve them. A clear example

of this trend is the position of the Islamic fighters in southern
Lebanon who declared that they will stop their armed struggle against
Israel and will transform their movement into a normal political party
once Israeli forces will be withdrawn  from all Lebanese territories
according to UN resolution 425 and refrain from interfering in the
internal affairs of Lebanon. The close relations between them and Iran
are very well known.
 5. In the field of nuclear disarmament it is known that Iran  voted in
support of all resolutions presented at the last UN General Assembly
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session on nuclear disarmament and non proliferation. Its positions were

exactly similar to that of the Egyptian government.
 6. These positive trends will be very much strengthened as a result of
the victory scored by the moderates in the recent general election, a
fact which should prompt NGOs to approach Iran in order to involve the
governments and the civil organisations in our campaigns and efforts to
free the Middle East and the world from all nuclear weapons. Our
cultures are diversified and numerous but our general human interests
and values are the same, and all should be strictly respected.
 7. Who will start the approach?. On the part of the MPI they can start
and act since Iran supported at UN-GA the resolution “ towards a Nuclear

Weapon Free World: The need for a New Agenda” which achieved MPI’s
initial aim. On the part of Abolition 2000, possibly organisations of
physicians or Lawyers or those concerned with environment or women
rights or religions can start the approach. Also is it appropriate to
start preliminary approaches now and then develop them with the
delegation of Iran at NPT conference in New York? These questions
require discussions.
 8. All these questions are now discussed among NGOs in Egypt to explore

the best which should be done directly from Cairo to Tehran.

Finally, it will be unacceptable if the approaches  to the new
government of Iran will be only undertaken by US administration and
European governments. US and European NGOs should also act .

Best wishes
Bahig Nassar.
Coordinator, Arab Coordination Centre of NGOs
acc@internetegypt.com
23- 2 - ?2000?

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Learn more with SmartPlanet. It's a new way of learning online. 
SmartPlanet offers hundreds of courses to take on your time,
in your space. Join for FREE today!
http://click.egroups.com/1/1703/1/_/91925/_/951304433/

-- Check out your group's private Chat room
-- http://www.egroups.com/ChatPage?listName=abolition-caucus&m=1
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To: ira
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Phone numbers
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Ira,

Here is a fresh address list with phone numbers of people in the faith community who have received the Bank from the 
Brink packet.

Howard

###

Interfaith Contacts for Back from the Brink Campaign

Curtis W. Ramsey-Lucas
American Baptist Churches
110 Maryland Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
202 544-3400

Jim Matlack
American Friends Service Committee
1822 R Street, NW
Washington, DC 20009
202 483-3341

Diana Roose
American Friends Service Committee
1501 Cherry Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102
215 241-5717

Loyce Borgman
Chuch of the Brethren Washington Office
337 North Carolina Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20003
202 546-3202

David D. Radcliff
Church of the Brethren General Board
1451 Dundee Avenue
Elgin, IL 60120-1694
847 742-5100

Ann Delorey
Church Women United
110 Maryland Avenue NE
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Washington, DC 20002
202 544-8747

Heather Nolen
Church World Service
110 Maryland Avenue NE
Washington , DC 20003
202 543-6336

Lisa Wright
National Council of Churches
110 Maryland Avenue DE
Washington, DC 20003
202 543-6336

Tom Hart
Episcopal Church Washington Office
110 Maryland Avenue NE
Washington, DC 20003
202 547-7300
The Rev. Brian Grieves
Episcopal Church Peace & Justice Office
815 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10017
212 922-5207

Mary H. Miller
Episcopal Peace Fellowship
P.O. Box 28156
Washington, DC 20039
202 783-3380

Clayton Ramey
Fellowship of Reconciliation
Box 271
Nyack, NY 10960
914 358-4601

Joe Volk
Friends Committee on National Legislation
245 Second Street, NE
Washington, DC 20002
202 547-6000

Kathy Guthrie
Friends Committee on National Legislation
245 Second Street, NE
Washington, DC 20002
202 547-6000

Mark Brown
Lutheran Office for Governmental Affairs
122 C STreet, NW
Washington, DC 20001
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202 626-7932

Daryl Byler
Mennonite Central Committee
110 Maryland Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
202 544-6564, x. 2

Dave Robinson
Pax Christi USA
532 W. 8th Street
Erie, PA 16502
814 453-4955, x. 235

Walter Owensby
Presbyterian Church Washington Office
110 Maryland Avenue NE
Washington, DC 20002
202 543-1126

Sara Lisherness
Presbyterian Peacemaking Program
100 Witherspoon Street
Louisville, KY 40202
502 569-5779

James Watkins
Presbyterian Peacemaking Program
5475 Wedgewood Court
Lilburn, GA 30047
678 380-9048

L. William Yolton
Presbyterian Peace Fellowship
3825 Gibbs Street
Alexandria, VA 22309-2252
703 360-3657

Joshua Noble
Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism
2027 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036
202 387-2800

Lawrence Egbert
Unitarian Universalist Association
2026 P Street, NW, Suite 2
Washington, DC 20036
202 296-4672

Jay Lintner
United Church of Christ
110 Maryland Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
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2202 543-1517

Ron Stief
United Church of Christ
700 Prospect Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44115
216 736-3200

Robin Ringler
United Methodist General Board of Church and Society
100 Maryland Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002
202 488-5647

Gerard F. Powers
U.S. Catholic Conference
3211 4th Street, NE
Washington, DC 20017
202 541 3196
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Keith" , "Prue Taylor" , "Klaus Bosselmann" , "Alan Webb" , "Jane Doherty" , "Judge McElrea" ,
"Philip Recordon" , "Simon Reeves" , "Treasa Dunworth" , "Xanthe Hall" , "Suzy Pearce" , "Sen.
Alan Cranston" , "Ron McCoy" , "Rob Green" , "Peter Weiss" , "Michael Christ" , "Maj Britt
Theorin" , "Lisa von Trapp" , "lcnp" , "Lars Lindskog" , "Katie Dewes" , "Karel Koster" ,
"Jonathan Granoff" , "Jim Wurst" , "Jennifer Simons" , "Hiro Umebayashi" , "Fernando de Souza
Barros" , "Felicity Hill" , "Douglas Roche" , "David Krieger" , "Colin Archer" , "Bahig Nassar" ,
"Alice Slater" , "Bruna Nota" , "Arthur Muhl" , "abolition caucus" Date: Thu, 24 Feb 2000
13:12:06 +1300 X-MSMail-Priority: Normal X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3 Mailing-List: contact
abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: , List-Unsubscribe: List-Archive: Subject: [abolition-caucus] NZ Parliament calls on
all nations to pursue nuclear disarmament
Thursday Feb 24
 
The New Zealand Parliament yesterday adopted without dissent a motion moved by Prime
Minister Helen Clark, marking the dawning of the year 2000 with an appeal to all member states
of the United Nations to join in fulfilling the obligation to pursue in good faith and bring to a
conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects under strict and
effective international control.
 
The motion was moved to coincide with the visit to New Zealand this week of UN
Secretary-General Kofi Annan, who met the Prime Minister yesterday.
 
Below and attached are copies of the motion adopted by Parliament. Please contact me if you
would like a copy of the Prime Minister's speech in moving the motion.
 
Yours
Alyn Ware
 

Motion

Moved by the Rt Hon Helen Clark that the Parliament of New Zealand resolves, relying upon:

        The Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
        The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons;
        The final document of the first UN special session devoted to disarmament;
        The New Zealand Nuclear Free Zone, Disarmament and Arms Control Act 1987;
        The unanimous finding of the International Court of Justice and its advisory opinion on the
legality of the threat or use of nuclear weapons that "there exists an obligation to pursue in good
faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in all its aspects
under strict and effective international control";
        The unanimous report of the Canberra Commission on the Elimination of Nuclear



Weapons;
        The (Eight) Foreign Ministers Joint Declaration 1998; and
        The Nuclear-Test-Ban Act 1999;

As a mark of the dawning of the year 2000, to appeal to all fellow member states of the United
Nations, and especially the nuclear weapon states, to join New Zealand in fulfilling the obligation
to pursue in good faith and bring to a conclusion negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament in
all its aspects under strict and effective international control and that the text of this resolution be
conveyed by the Government to each and every member state of the United Nations by the most
effective diplomatic means available; and copies of the resolution be simultaneously
communicated by the Government to the UN Secretary-General, the President of the UN General
Assembly, the President of the UN Security Council, the Chairman of the Conference on
Disarmament, the President of the International Court of Justice; and that the Government of
New Zealand would work for the fulfilment of the obligation in all appropriate international
forums.

Adopted Wednesday February 23, 2000.
 
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be
subscribed to: "abolition-caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
eGroups.com Home: http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus
www.egroups.com - Simplifying group communications
Attachment Converted: "C:\Program Files\Internet\download\NZ parliament motion.doc" 
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Date: Thu, 24 Feb 2000 00:21:28 -0500 (EST)
To: mupj@igc.org
From: orders@www.hallmark.com
Subject: Your Hallmark E-Card has been sent

Hi Howard and Carlee Halalman, 

Thanks for creating an e-card at Hallmark.com. Your e-card has been sent to Musicanv@aol.com. 
Your order confirmation number is EG50481077000.

To see a copy of the e-card, visit: http://www.hallmark.com/hmk/Website/greeting.jsp?id=EG5004-181047-977000 
We'll send you an email to tell you when your e-card has been viewed. 

If clicking the link to view your e-card doesn't work, try copying and pasting it into the address line of your Web 
browser. If you are unable to access the e-card visit http://customercare.hallmark.com

Sincerely, 
Your friends at Hallmark.com
http://www.hallmark.com

When you care enough to send the very best

Find the perfect e-card, gift or fresh-cut flowers at Hallmark.com
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X-Sender: maureene@mail.earthlink.net
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.2.0.58 
Date: Thu, 24 Feb 2000 16:38:37 -0500
To: dkimball@clw.org, jsmith@clw.org, syoung@clw.org, kathy@fcnl.org,
        rachel@fcnl.org, ieer@ieer.org, mupj@igc.org, cpaine@nrdc.org,
        fteplitz@peace-action.org, epank@peacenet.org,
        kathycrandall@earthlink.net, kroberts@psr.org, btiller@psr.org,
        brian@taxpayer.net, ctbt@2020vision.org, laura@2020vision.org,
        tcollina@ucsusa.org, wand@wand.org, cferg@fas.org, sara@fcnl.org,
        disarmament@igc.org, fellow@2020vision.org, ggilhool@ix.netcom.com,
        dadelman@nrdc.org, rachel@fcnl.org, agallivan@psr.org,
        amillar@fourthfreedom.org, IRARR84@aol.com
From: Maureen Eldredge <maureene@earthlink.net>
Subject: distribution list update

Hi Folks, I've attached below the distribution list with the addition of 
Ira Shorr for NWWG.  Can folks also scan it for other changes or names 
missing, and update their own lists?  I have noticed that I am getting my 
messages returned for epank at peacelinks - is there a new address?
-M

  dkimball@clw.org
jsmith@clw.org
syoung@clw.org
kathy@fcnl.org
rachel@fcnl.org
ieer@ieer.org
mupj@igc.org
cpaine@nrdc.org
fteplitz@peace-action.org
epank@peacenet.org
kathycrandall@earthlink.net
kroberts@psr.org
btiller@psr.org
brian@taxpayer.net
ctbt@2020vision.org
laura@2020vision.org
tcollina@ucsusa.org
wand@wand.org
cferg@fas.org
sara@fcnl.org
disarmament@igc.org
fellow@2020vision.org
ggilhool@ix.netcom.com
dadelman@nrdc.org
rachel@fcnl.org
agallivan@psr.org
amillar@fourthfreedom.org
IRARR84@aol.com
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From: Catherine Stratton Treadway <catherine@fcnl.org>
To: "'jsammon@networklobby.org'" <jsammon@networklobby.org>,
        "'conoverp@ucc.org'" <conoverp@ucc.org>,
        "'tsteege@uuscdc.org'"
  <tsteege@uuscdc.org>,
        "'uuarob@aol.com'" <uuarob@aol.com>,
        "'KAY_BENGSTON.parti@ecunet.org'" <KAY_BENGSTON.parti@ecunet.org>,
        "'jmatlack@erols.com'" <jmatlack@erols.com>,
        "'mharrison@umc-gbcs.org'"
  <mharrison@umc-gbcs.org>,
        "'lisaw@ncccusa.org'" <lisaw@ncccusa.org>,
        "'heathern@ncccusa.org'" <heathern@ncccusa.org>,
        "'cwu-dc@churchwomen.org'" <cwu-dc@churchwomen.org>,
        "'Washofc@aol.com'"
  <Washofc@aol.com>,
        "'ograbc@aol.com'" <ograbc@aol.com>,
        "'nsmall@paxchristiusa.org'" <nsmall@paxchristiusa.org>,
        "'eirik@igc.org'" <eirik@igc.org>,
        "'jnoble@uahc.org'" <jnoble@uahc.org>, "'mupj@igc.org'" <mupj@igc.org>,
        "'engelhardt@bread.org'"
  <engelhardt@bread.org>,
        "'gcampen@jesuit.org'" <gcampen@jesuit.org>,
        "'raddy@dfms.org'" <raddy@dfms.org>, Ned Stowe <ned@fcnl.org>,
        Catherine Stratton Treadway <catherine@fcnl.org>
Subject: FY2001 budget priorities sign-on
Date: Fri, 25 Feb 2000 09:46:37 -0500
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

February 24, 2000

The following letter is an effort by a number of national faith-based groups
to urge Congress to roll back military spending, oppose tax cuts that would
deepen the disparity between rich and poor, and invest more in meeting human
security needs at home and abroad. 

Please pass this letter along to other national faith-based groups that
might be interested in signing on.   Signatures should be received by noon,
Wednesday, March 1, 2000. Contact Catherine Stratton Treadway in the FCNL
office (phone:202-547-6000, fax: 202-547-6019, email: catherine@fcnl.org)
with questions or to sign on.  Thank you.

Name as it should appear on the
letter:______________________________________________

Name of organization as it should
appear:____________________________________________

Contact person (if not the same as
above):____________________________________________

Phone number or email for contact person:__________________________
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____________________________________________________________________________
____________________
February 2000

RE: Roll back military spending,
 Oppose tax cuts that would deepen the disparity between rich and
poor, and 
 Invest more in meeting human security needs at home and abroad.

Dear Member of the House/Senate Budget Committee/Congress,

The booming U.S. economy has helped many to gain new economic
self-sufficiency in recent years.  However, not everyone has benefitted in
equal measure.  Much remains to be done by Congress to assure that the
current surge in federal revenues is directed toward expanding opportunities
for the poor and working poor to share in and contribute to our country's
continuing prosperity.  Further, the U.S., as the world's leading economy,
has an obligation to increase its assistance to the poorest peoples overseas
as they struggle for economic self-sufficiency in a rapidly changing global
economy. 

As you consider the budget priorities for the federal government for Fiscal
Year 2001, we the undersigned faith-based organizations, urge you to reflect
on the following indices of continuing human insecurity in the U.S. and
around the world:

  Over 35 million people in the U.S. still live in poverty, and many
more are only one paycheck or family crisis away from poverty.
  Twelve million children in the U.S. experience hunger each year, and
millions of families lack quality, affordable health care and child care. 
  Two million people in the U.S. experience homelessness each year,
and over five millionfamilies lack quality, affordable housing. 
  Almost one billion people around the world are unable to meet their
basic needs, and almost 1.3 billion live on less than one dollar a day.
  The richest one-fifth of the world's population receives 74 times
the income of the poorest fifth, up from a gap of 60 to 1 in 1990 and 30 to
1 in 1960. 

Proposals to increase the military budget and to cut taxes for upper income
households must be weighed carefully against these pressing humanitarian
concerns. 

  Investing in programs that ensure that every child in the U.S. has
adequate nutrition and affordable, quality child care, health care, and
housing will advance human security far more effectively than continuing to
spend over $25 billion a year maintaining 6700 nuclear warheads and their
delivery systems.  The cold war is over.  Yet, while these weapons of mass
destruction are maintained in a state of hair-trigger readiness, the human
potential of millions of children across the U.S. will be wasted away in
poverty and despair.

  Investing in human development programs overseas will advance human
security far more effectively than spending $42 billion for 339 new F-22
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fighter planes.  The U.S. will have military air superiority over all
potential adversaries for years to come without the F-22, but investments in
programs that support sustainable human development and emerging democracies
around the world can help to reduce the root causes of war and take away the
perception of need for weapons like the F-22.

  Large tax cuts for upper income households cannot be justified in
the face of these unmet human needs and extreme disparities in wealth and
income.  Tax cuts combined with increases in military spending will only
reduce the capacity of the federal government to advance the common good
through investments in human development.

We urge you to roll back military spending, oppose tax cuts that would
deepen the disparity between rich and poor, and invest more in meeting true
human security needs at home and abroad in the years ahead.

Catherine Stratton Treadway
Legislative Program Assistant
Friends Committee on National Legislation
245 Second St NE
Washington DC 20002
202-547-6000
fx: 202-547-6019
catherine@fcnl.org
http://www.fcnl.org
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To: Catherine Stratton Treadway <catherine@fcnl.org>
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: FY2001 budget priorities sign-on
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <E9BA445D76C0D21182F30090273DFAF637C6FE@local.fcnl.org>
References: 

At 09:46 AM 2/25/00 -0500, you wrote:
>
>February 24, 2000
>
>The following letter is an effort by a number of national faith-based groups
>to urge Congress to roll back military spending, oppose tax cuts that would
>deepen the disparity between rich and poor, and invest more in meeting human
>security needs at home and abroad....

Catherine,

I'll sign on as Howard W. Hallman, Chair, Methodists United for Peace with Justice.  However, I have a couple of 
substantive editorial suggestions if its not to late.

(1) You state: 

>Proposals to increase the military budget and to cut taxes for upper income
>households must be weighed carefully against these pressing humanitarian
>concerns. 

Comment: Increases in the military budget are wrong by themselves regardless of humanitarian concerns.  

(2) You state:

 Investing in human development programs overseas will advance human
>security far more effectively than spending $42 billion for 339 new F-22
>fighter planes.  The U.S. will have military air superiority over all
>potential adversaries for years to come without the F-22, but investments in
>programs that support sustainable human development and emerging democracies
>around the world can help to reduce the root causes of war and take away the
>perception of need for weapons like the F-22.

Comment: It sounds as if we accept military air superiority.

I'll sign even if you don't change the wording, but please take a second look at your language.

Howard
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From: mfarson@mtso.edu (Meredith Farson)
Reply-To: "mfarson@mtso.edu" <mfarson@mtso.edu>
To: "'mupj@igc.apc.org'" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: 
Date: Fri, 25 Feb 2000 16:28:20 -0500
Organization: Methodist Theological School in Ohio
X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet E-mail/MAPI - 8.0.0.4211
Encoding: 53 TEXT

February 22, 2000

Mr. Howard Hallman, Chairman
Board of Directors
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.   20036

Dear Mr. Hallman,

We are teaching a course on the General Conference this Spring.  We are 
asking for help from you in terms of your organization, because we think 
that an understanding of the United Methodist Church is not complete 
without understanding the various caucuses and other special interest 
groups within our denomination.

Therefore, we are looking to all such "caucuses" to provide information, 
which will be a key part of the students' understanding of this aspect of 
United Methodism.  Specifically, we are asking these two things from you:

1. A one page (about 350 word) statement about your caucus.  We want to be 
able to introduce your work in your words.  In addition, because each 
student will be asked to follow/monitor the work of a caucus, your words 
also become the means by which a student may be encouraged to study your 
ministry.  (We will duplicate all of the information sheets we receive and 
distribute them to the students.)

2. Your Web site address - if you have one.  In addition to your 
introduction of your group, the students will be encouraged to learn more 
about each caucus by going to the Internet.

In the interest of time and certainty, we are sending this message by mail 
and by e-mail in the hope and expectation that you can send your response 
to reach us no later than Monday, March 6.  The first class meets only a 
few days later.

Thank you for your help to students as they seek to learn more about our 
great denomination.
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Peace,

Norman E. Dewire    William A. McCartney
President     Emeritus Professor
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X-Originating-IP: [162.129.44.40]
From: "Scott Morrow" <scottdmorrow@hotmail.com>
To: mupj@igc.org
Cc: roganstearns@msn.com
Subject: Scribble poem?
Date: Sat, 26 Feb 2000 19:00:02 GMT

Carlee,
Sherry has told me that you are revising a poem that has already been 
accepted for the next issue of Scribble.
Lynn Stearns is acting as guest editor for this issue, so you should send it 
to her when you are finished (she is completing content selection now.) Her 
e-mail address is roganstearns@msn.com (I am forwarding  a copy of this note 
her, as well!)

Thanks!
-Scott

______________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free Email at http://www.hotmail.com
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X-Originating-IP: [162.129.44.40]
From: "Sherry Audette Morrow" <saudettemorrow@hotmail.com>
To: mupj@igc.org
Subject: Poem for Scribble
Date: Sun, 27 Feb 2000 21:09:10 PST

Hi Carlee,

I received your revision and have forwarded it to Lynn Stearns, who is guest 
editing this issue of 'Scribble.' You should see it in print soon.

Thanks for your good wishes.

Sherry
______________________________________________________
Get Your Private, Free Email at http://www.hotmail.com
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X-WebsiteUser-IP: [162.129.44.40]
X-WebsiteAccess-GMT: [Mon Feb 28 05:17:33 2000]
X-Comments-To: support@bluemountain.com
Sender: postoffice@bluemountain.com (Sherry - as entered by sender)
From: saudettemorrow@hotmail.com (Sherry)
Date: Sun, 27 Feb 2000 21:17:33 -0800 (PST)
To: mupj@igc.org (Carlee)
Subject: Thank You - from Sherry

You have just received an animated greeting card from Sherry
You'll see the personal greeting by using the following Web location.

http://www1.bluemountain.com/cards/box5579c/shv5wsvchhvsgr.htm

(Your greeting card will be available for the next 90 days)
There is no charge for this service! :)  HAVE a good day and have fun!

____________________________________________________________
Accessing your card indicates your agreement with our Website Rules
posted at the bottom of the following Web location: (You're welcome to send a
card at no charge to someone at this location) 
http://www.bluemountain.com/
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From: Vmsmagic@cs.com
Date: Mon, 28 Feb 2000 08:20:49 EST
Subject: Re: Foundry contribution
To: mupj@igc.org
X-Mailer: CompuServe 2000 32-bit sub 76

Howard,

The next Peace Mission business meeting is Sunday, March 12 following the 
second service in the Helen Harris Parlor.  Would it be possible for you to 
attend to discuss annual conference and the breakfast?  The mission is very 
concerned over the fate of Peace with Justice Sunday and special offering as 
discussed by Robin in the lead piece in January's Peace with Justice.  We 
would hope that this matter could be raised at the breakfast.  We, of course, 
share MUPJ's continuing concern over nuclear issues.  We are also emphasizing 
this year the state of children, also discussed in January's issue.

You would be most welcome and I think we might increase our annual 
contribution to MUPJ.  But this isn't a "bribe."

P.
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To: Vmsmagic@cs.com
From: "Carlee L. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Foundry contribution
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <c9.19d5877.25ebd031@cs.com>
References: 

At 08:20 AM 2/28/00 EST, you wrote:
>Howard,
>
>The next Peace Mission business meeting is Sunday, March 12 following the 
>second service in the Helen Harris Parlor.  Would it be possible for you to 
>attend to discuss annual conference and the breakfast?....

Phil,

I'll be glad to attend the meeting.

Howard  
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To: phil
From: "Howard W.  Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Foundry contribution
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Phil:

I am going to General Conference in May for the Peace with Justice Breakfast and to lobby for our Nuclear Abolition 
resolution.  Therefore, I will have expenses for travel and hotel.

I'm currently getting out a membership renewal/fund appeal.  The Foundry Peace with Justice Mission gave us $200 last 
June.  Do you think we could receive another contribution this year by May?

Shalom,
Howard
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To: roganstearns@msn.com
From: "Carlee L. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Revision and bio
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

CONTRITION

Greeting me,
 as I deplaned,
  my sister said,
   "Your hair's not right,"
before she hugged me
 for the years
  we'd been apart.

We were raised
 to help others
  to perfection
   by criticism.
I am still trying
 to get 
  over it.

Bio:  Carlee L. Hallman has had poetry accepted at Black Buzzard Review, Scribble, and Beginnings.  She is a member 
of the Writer's Center in Bethesda; Women's National Book Association, Washington Chapter; and the Society of 
Children's Book Writers and Illustrators. She and her husband live in Bethesda, MD, near their two adult daughters and 
one grandson.
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To: thomasgraham@secondchancefdtn.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith activities for CTBT
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: A:\abolish.244.doc;
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

There was a tremendous amount of effort in the faith community in support of Senate ratification of the CTBT.  When 
he spoke at Coolfont, Lee Sigal was completely unaware of this activity.  I gave him the attached report.  I hope he 
incorporated this information into his report to you.

Shalom,
Howard Hallman
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To: thomasgraham@secondchancefdtn.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: CTBT report
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Yes, I would like a copy of your final report on the CTBT.

Thanks,
Howard Hallman
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From: mfarson@mtso.edu (Meredith Farson)
Reply-To: "mfarson@mtso.edu" <mfarson@mtso.edu>
To: "'mupj@igc.apc.org'" <mupj@igc.apc.org>
Subject: 
Date: Fri, 25 Feb 2000 16:28:20 -0500
Organization: Methodist Theological School in Ohio
X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet E-mail/MAPI - 8.0.0.4211
Encoding: 53 TEXT

February 22, 2000

Mr. Howard Hallman, Chairman
Board of Directors
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.   20036

Dear Mr. Hallman,

We are teaching a course on the General Conference this Spring.  We are 
asking for help from you in terms of your organization, because we think 
that an understanding of the United Methodist Church is not complete 
without understanding the various caucuses and other special interest 
groups within our denomination.

Therefore, we are looking to all such "caucuses" to provide information, 
which will be a key part of the students' understanding of this aspect of 
United Methodism.  Specifically, we are asking these two things from you:

1. A one page (about 350 word) statement about your caucus.  We want to be 
able to introduce your work in your words.  In addition, because each 
student will be asked to follow/monitor the work of a caucus, your words 
also become the means by which a student may be encouraged to study your 
ministry.  (We will duplicate all of the information sheets we receive and 
distribute them to the students.)

2. Your Web site address - if you have one.  In addition to your 
introduction of your group, the students will be encouraged to learn more 
about each caucus by going to the Internet.

In the interest of time and certainty, we are sending this message by mail 
and by e-mail in the hope and expectation that you can send your response 
to reach us no later than Monday, March 6.  The first class meets only a 
few days later.

Thank you for your help to students as they seek to learn more about our 
great denomination.
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Peace,

Norman E. Dewire    William A. McCartney
President     Emeritus Professor
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To: mupj@igc.org
Date: Mon, 28 Feb 2000 09:18:25 -0700
Subject: NUSA
X-Mailer: Juno 3.0.11
From: Kathy J Amery <getaround@juno.com>

Howard,
Please let me know what your changes in plans are. I have you at this
time coming in on the 24thWed and leaving Saturday afternoon. Please
advice. I will be in New Orleans at NUSA board meeting but checking my
email. This is the easiest communication tool.
Kathy
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To: Kathy J Amery <getaround@juno.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: NUSA
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <20000228.091826.-156317.1.getaround@juno.com>
References: 

At 09:18 AM 2/28/00 -0700, you wrote:
>Howard,
>Please let me know what your changes in plans are. I have you at this
>time coming in on the 24thWed and leaving Saturday afternoon. Please
>advice. 

Kathy,

That is correct.  Earlier I put this schedule on your voice mail as a change of plans from when we first talked.  Because I 
never received confirmation that you received the message, I called again.

Thanks for working out ticket arrangements. I look forward to meeting you in Phoenix.

Howard
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To: lynette
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Sara's e-mail address
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Hi Lynette,

Do you have Sara's e-mail address?  I sent her a birthday card to the address I got last summer.  When it wasn't picked 
up, I sent an inquiry to her at Mike's address.  But maybe they are both wrong.

Thanks for your help,
Howard
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X-Sender: mupj@pop2.igc.org
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)
Date: Tue, 29 Feb 2000 08:35:24 -0500
To: ograbc@aol.com, "Jim Matlack" <denhartz@erols.com>, droose@afsc.org,
        dradcliff_gb@brethren.org, washofc@aol.com, ann_d.parti@ecunet.org,
        heathern@ncccusa.org, epf@igc.org, disarm@forusa.org, marsusab@aol.com,
        J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org, mknolldc@igc.org, dave@paxchristiusa.org,
        slisherness@unidial.com, jow@mindspring.com, Walter_Owensby@pcusa.org,
        lwyolton@prodigy.net, uuawo@aol.com, jnoble@uahc.org, lintnerj@ucc.org,
        Dringler@umc-gbcs.org, gpowers@nccbuscc.org, mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Request for advice

Dear Colleagues:

I need your advice on what to do about the Interfaith Partnership for
Nuclear Disarmament that I have been trying to organize.  My request comes
following rejection of funding requests by three foundations.  

From the beginning I have said that it would require a substantial input of
funds to be effective.  Because such funding isn't readily available from
denominational sources, I have tried to obtain foundation support.  So far
this effort is a total failure.  Proposals have been turned down by the
Compton Foundation, Ploughshares Fund, and W. Alton Jones Foundation.  The
Ford Foundation has no money for such a project this year and prospects in
its next fiscal year beginning October aren't bright.  The MacArthur
Foundation isn't currently funding action projects on nuclear disarmament.
There is a Rockefeller source that may be interested, but the next board
meeting isn't until June.

In contrast, the National Cathedral project on nuclear disarmament, which
is said to have the endorsement of five denominations, has received grants
from the Ploughshares Fund and W. Alton Jones Foundation.

Staff of the W. Alton Jones Foundation told me informally that their board
felt the pace of getting our project underway was too slow and that the
techniques we were going to use, building upon our experience with the CTBT
campaign, were likely to be ineffective inasmuch as the CTBT was defeated.
(One can argue with the latter, but that is her perception).  She had
forewarned me in December that their board would want to see an
organization that was already in existence.  That's why I tried to form a
corporation and apply for 501(c)(3) status.  Before filing articles of
incorporation I wanted the Steering to include, among others, official
representation from some larger denominations.  I haven't achieved this.
The U.S. Catholic Conference ordinarily doesn't officially affiliate with
such structures and will not for this Interfaith Partnership.  Of the five
largest Mainline Protestant denominations, one has declined to participate,
another will join in July after reorganization, two are in the process of
obtaining clearance, and the other has expressed interest but made no
specific commitment.  The Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism will
not join because it lacks a policy on total nuclear disarmament.  Lacking
sufficient denominational support, I haven't gone ahead with incorporation.
 So all I could offer W. Alton Jones Foundation was a promising possibility.
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The question is: what should I do now?

One option I am seriously considering is to suspend this effort.  It was a
good try but infeasible to put together and gain financial support. 

Another option is to limp ahead, continue to put together the Partnership,
and hope that resources will develop.  I am skeptical of this approach
because to do the job right will require financial resources that aren't
now apparent.

Another option is to return to the more prophetic approach that vigorously
rejects nuclear deterrence and is clearly abolitionist in orientation.
Participation would be slimmed down but perhaps more deeply committed.  

Since I circulated my original "A Call for Prophecy and Action on Nuclear
Abolition" last October, I dropped the term "abolition" because it was
unsettling to some.  I removed references to the immorality of nuclear
deterrence to gain support from the U.S. Catholic Conference, which is
still guided by the Catholic bishop's 1983 limited acceptance of
deterrence.  (The National Cathedral statement straddles the fence on
deterrence.)  

But perhaps those of us who reject nuclear deterrence and favor total
abolition should go ahead and issue a forthright interfaith statement along
those lines.  This would help define the issue more sharply in the current
political debate and establish demands for the next presidential
administration.  To be more than "words righteousness", we would need to
follow through with interfaith mobilization to push for specific public
policy proposals leading to nuclear abolition (such as the ones listed in
the present proposal).  There are enough denominations and religious
associations that reject nuclear deterrence and are committed to nuclear
abolition to provide a strong action base.  But it still would need
financial support.  Perhaps there could be new techniques of fundraising,
such as use of the internet or getting, say, 1,000 congregations each to
contribute $100/year.  Others might have further suggestions.

So, what is your advice for me?  Let it go?  Try something different?  What
other alternatives should we explore together?

You can reply to me personally or reply to all as part of a broader dialogue.

Thanks for your interest and support thus far.

Shalom,
Howard

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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Date: Mon, 28 Feb 2000 21:12:43 -0600
From: lmehall@attglobal.net
Reply-To: lmehall@attglobal.net
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Win95; I)
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Sara's e-mail address

Dear Howard,
   I have only sent things to Sara and Mike at MVettraino@aol.com.  I do
not know of Sara having a different account.  Hope you had a great
birthday!  It was good to talk to you when I was at my mother's house. 
Will you be stopping by this way during your April trip?  I spent the
weekend with Clint in Columbia.  It was his fraternity (Kappa Sigma)
mom's weekend.  I had a nice time!  Take Care!  Love, Lynette
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To: redgar@ncccusa.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, Pt. 1
Cc: vicki@ncccusa.org
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: A:\abolish.252.doc;
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Bob,

In anticipation of our telephone conversation, scheduled for Tuesday, March 7 at 1:00 p.m., I am sending you a copy of 
the proposal I have been circulating to form an Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament.  I will send separately a 
summary and a report on where we are in recruiting participants.

Shalom,
Howard
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To: redgar@ncccusa.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, Pt. 2
Cc: vicki@ncccusa.org
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: C:\My Documents\ipnd.003.doc;
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Here is a summary of the proposal for an Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament.

Howard
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To: redgar@ncccusa.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, Pt. 3
Cc: vicki@ncccusa.org
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: A:\abolish.258.doc;
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Here is a report on enrolling members for the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament.
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X-Lotus-FromDomain: UCC
From: lintnerj@ucc.org
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
cc: ograbc@aol.com,
 "Jim Matlack" <denhartz@erols.com>,
 droose@afsc.org,
 dradcliff_gb@brethren.org,
 washofc@aol.com,
 ann_d.parti@ecunet.org,
 heathern@ncccusa.org,
 epf@igc.org,
 disarm@forusa.org,
 marsusab@aol.com,
 J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org,
 mknolldc@igc.org,
 dave@paxchristiusa.org,
 slisherness@unidial.com,
 jow@mindspring.com,
 Walter_Owensby@pcusa.org,
 lwyolton@prodigy.net,
 uuawo@aol.com,
 jnoble@uahc.org,
 Dringler@umc-gbcs.org,
 gpowers@nccbuscc.org,
 mupj@igc.org
Date: Tue, 29 Feb 2000 11:10:38 -0500
Subject: Re: Request for advice

I'm not sure you'll like my advice, Howard, and I considered sending it
only to you.  But we do need some conversation.

I agree with one of Elenora Ivory's theme songs:  "Please, not another new
group."

You did a great job organizing us to work on the CTBT.  This is what we
need:  ad hoc coordination.  There isn't enough synergism right now in the
mainline Protestant community to sustain your organization.  On the other
hand, a new issue will emerge like the CTBT.  This organizing comes in
waves.  There will be another wave, and you have developed good credibility
to help us ride it.  Meanwhile, there are a number of promising targets for
action out there, and if you want to talk these over, let me know.  If I
were you, I think I'd focus on the elections (Gore and the CTBT jerks).
Take advantage of not being a 501(c)3!
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To: lintnerj@ucc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Request for advice
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <85256894.0059DD08.00@UCCLN2.ucc.org>
References: 

At 11:10 AM 2/29/00 -0500, you wrote:
>
>
>I'm not sure you'll like my advice, Howard, and I considered sending it
>only to you.  But we do need some conversation.

Jay,

I'm glad you shared your views with everyone.  I want dialogue.

Howard
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To: dave
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: National Press Club
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dave,

I called the National Press Club but merely got to an answering machine in the catering office.  The number is 202 662-
7500.

Information is available on their webb site at www.press.org.  There you can find a map of the rooms and a place to 
make a reservation request.  Then they will contact you to discuss arrangements. That may be your best approach.

If I can find out any more, I'll let you know.

Shalom,
Howard
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X-Sender: jow@pop.mindspring.com
Date: Tue, 29 Feb 2000 15:37:24 -0500
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: jow@mindspring.com (James O. Watkins Jr.)
Subject: Re: Request for advice

Howard, I know how much time and energy you have put into this - do think
that it is time to cut losses.  My impression is that the best thing to do
is to put this one to bed and look for other ways to cooperate.  Thank you
for your effort.  Jim Watkins

>Dear Colleagues:
>
>I need your advice on what to do about the Interfaith Partnership for
>Nuclear Disarmament that I have been trying to organize.  My request comes
>following rejection of funding requests by three foundations.
>
>From the beginning I have said that it would require a substantial input of
>funds to be effective.  Because such funding isn't readily available from
>denominational sources, I have tried to obtain foundation support.  So far
>this effort is a total failure.  Proposals have been turned down by the
>Compton Foundation, Ploughshares Fund, and W. Alton Jones Foundation.  The
>Ford Foundation has no money for such a project this year and prospects in
>its next fiscal year beginning October aren't bright.  The MacArthur
>Foundation isn't currently funding action projects on nuclear disarmament.
>There is a Rockefeller source that may be interested, but the next board
>meeting isn't until June.
>
>In contrast, the National Cathedral project on nuclear disarmament, which
>is said to have the endorsement of five denominations, has received grants
>from the Ploughshares Fund and W. Alton Jones Foundation.
>
>Staff of the W. Alton Jones Foundation told me informally that their board
>felt the pace of getting our project underway was too slow and that the
>techniques we were going to use, building upon our experience with the CTBT
>campaign, were likely to be ineffective inasmuch as the CTBT was defeated.
>(One can argue with the latter, but that is her perception).  She had
>forewarned me in December that their board would want to see an
>organization that was already in existence.  That's why I tried to form a
>corporation and apply for 501(c)(3) status.  Before filing articles of
>incorporation I wanted the Steering to include, among others, official
>representation from some larger denominations.  I haven't achieved this.
>The U.S. Catholic Conference ordinarily doesn't officially affiliate with
>such structures and will not for this Interfaith Partnership.  Of the five
>largest Mainline Protestant denominations, one has declined to participate,
>another will join in July after reorganization, two are in the process of
>obtaining clearance, and the other has expressed interest but made no
>specific commitment.  The Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism will
>not join because it lacks a policy on total nuclear disarmament.  Lacking
>sufficient denominational support, I haven't gone ahead with incorporation.
> So all I could offer W. Alton Jones Foundation was a promising possibility.
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>
>The question is: what should I do now?
>
>One option I am seriously considering is to suspend this effort.  It was a
>good try but infeasible to put together and gain financial support.
>
>Another option is to limp ahead, continue to put together the Partnership,
>and hope that resources will develop.  I am skeptical of this approach
>because to do the job right will require financial resources that aren't
>now apparent.
>
>Another option is to return to the more prophetic approach that vigorously
>rejects nuclear deterrence and is clearly abolitionist in orientation.
>Participation would be slimmed down but perhaps more deeply committed.
>
>Since I circulated my original "A Call for Prophecy and Action on Nuclear
>Abolition" last October, I dropped the term "abolition" because it was
>unsettling to some.  I removed references to the immorality of nuclear
>deterrence to gain support from the U.S. Catholic Conference, which is
>still guided by the Catholic bishop's 1983 limited acceptance of
>deterrence.  (The National Cathedral statement straddles the fence on
>deterrence.)
>
>But perhaps those of us who reject nuclear deterrence and favor total
>abolition should go ahead and issue a forthright interfaith statement along
>those lines.  This would help define the issue more sharply in the current
>political debate and establish demands for the next presidential
>administration.  To be more than "words righteousness", we would need to
>follow through with interfaith mobilization to push for specific public
>policy proposals leading to nuclear abolition (such as the ones listed in
>the present proposal).  There are enough denominations and religious
>associations that reject nuclear deterrence and are committed to nuclear
>abolition to provide a strong action base.  But it still would need
>financial support.  Perhaps there could be new techniques of fundraising,
>such as use of the internet or getting, say, 1,000 congregations each to
>contribute $100/year.  Others might have further suggestions.
>
>So, what is your advice for me?  Let it go?  Try something different?  What
>other alternatives should we explore together?
>
>You can reply to me personally or reply to all as part of a broader dialogue.
>
>Thanks for your interest and support thus far.
>
>Shalom,
>Howard
>
>Howard W. Hallman, Chair
>Methodists United for Peace with Justice
>1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
>Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
>Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
>laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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X-Sender: disarmtimes@pop2.igc.org
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)
Date: Tue, 29 Feb 2000 16:58:46 -0500
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: Disarmtimes <disarmtimes@igc.org>
Subject: NPT/NGO: Feb 24 mtg, conveners selected

NGO PLANNING MEETING FOR THE NPT REVIEW CONFERENCE 
24 February 2000

SUMMARY

This was the fourth in a series of NPT planning meetings called by the NGO
Committee on Disarmament. The meeting began with a report from Alice Slater
of GRACE and Abolition 2000 about the responses received from the prominent
people invited to join the NGOs in New York during the NPT conference. A
number have accepted the invitation so far (see below), and efforts are
continuing. 

The meeting went over the current calendar of NGO-sponsored events being
organized in and around the U.N. during the conference. A running calendar
of these events is posted on the website of the NGO Committee at
www.peacenet.org/disarm/nptcal.html.

The Algerian U.N. delegation has confirmed that the three-hour session for
NGO presentations to delegates will be scheduled for Wednesday, May 3, most
likely in the afternoon. The meeting discussed the list of presentation
topics constructed at the previous planning meeting on January 29, making
some revisions in the list (see below for the final list of topics). We
also discussed possible ways to match some of those topics to the list of
well-known speakers who have accepted the invitation to participate in NGO
activities. Our discussion was mindful of the tentative agreement reached
in previous meetings, that up to six of the well-known invitees would be
invited to speak to 
the delegates during the time assigned for presentations, with the
remainder of the 
speaking slots to be reserved for specialist NGOs.

For each presentation theme, one or two volunteers are needed to serve as
conveners. Several have already come forward or been recommended. All
conveners will solicit and collect information, ideas, recommendations and
suggested language, and form an informal working group on the topic. All
conveners will then assemble the information collected into an initial
presentation draft or briefing paper reflecting the views of the NGO
community (deadline: March 31). Conveners will circulate the initial
presentation draft or briefing paper widely among the working group and the
NGO community and keep track of responses.  Conveners will also ensure,
working with speakers as appropriate, that a nearly final draft
presentation is prepared by April 21, and that a speaker has been
identified for the presentation. Final drafts will be completed during the
first week of the Review Conference (deadline: April 28).

Everyone interested in contributing input to these NGO presentations should
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make immediate contact with the appropriate convener or conveners.
Volunteers are still needed to serve as convener for several topics.

The next NPT/NGO planning meeting will be held on FRIDAY, MARCH 17, from
1-4pm, in the Church Center for the U.N. or nearby location (TBA).

PRESENTATION TOPICS (AND CONVENERS)

1. Opening (incl. discussion of NPT Review Process, Principles and
Objectives etc.) - convener/s TBA

2. Nuclear disarmament           
CONVENER: Jim Wurst, Middle Powers Initiative
C/o Lawyers Committee on Nuclear Policy
211 East 43rd Street, Suite 1204, New York NY 10017, USA
tel 1.212.818.1861; fax 1.212.818.1857; jhwurst@aol.com

3. Ballistic Missile Defense 
CO-CONVENERS: Jurgen Scheffran 
International Network of Engineers and Scientists Against Proliferation
Zintl Institut
Hochschulstrasse 10, 64289 Darmstadt, Germany
Tel 49.6151.164468; fax 49.6151.166039; scheffran@hrzpub.tu-darmstadt.de

Stephen Young, Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers
110 Maryland Ave., Suite 201, Washington DC 20002, USA
tel 1.202.546.0795x102; fax 1.202.546.5142; syoung@clw.org

4. Regional Proliferation and Universality (convener/s TBA)

5. Article IV and Alternative Energy Sources (convener/s TBA)

6. Law 
CONVENER: John Burroughs, Lawyers Committee on Nuclear Policy
211 East 43rd Street, Suite 1204, New York NY 10017, USA
tel 1.212.818.1861; fax 1.212.818.1857; johnburroughs@earthlink.net

7. Deterrence (convener/s TBA)

8. Research and Development 
CO-CONVENERS: Jackie Cabasso, Western States Legal Foundation
1440 Broadway #500, Oakland CA 94612, USA
tel 1.510.839.5877; fax 1.510.839.5397; wslf@earthlink.net

Hisham Zerriffi, Institute for Energy and Environmental Research
6935 Laurel Ave., Suite 204, Takoma Park, MD 20912, USA
tel 1.301.270.5500; fax 1.301.270.3029; hisham@ieer.org

9. Health and Environment 
CONVENER: Merav Datan 
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
727 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge MA 02139, USA
tel 1.617.868.5050; fax 1.617.868.2560; mdatan@ippnw.org
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10. Indigenous Testimony on the Nuclear Age (convener/s TBA)

11. Closing 
CONVENER: Peter Weiss, Lawyers Committee on Nuclear Policy
211 East 43rd Street, Suite 1204, New York NY 10017, USA
tel 1.212.818.1861; fax 1.212.818.1857; petweiss@igc.org

INVITEES WHO HAVE ACCEPTED INVITATION 
TO PARTICIPATE IN NPT ACTIVITIES (as of February 29):

Ron Dellums
Daniel Ellsberg
Lev Feoktistov
Admiral Ramdas
Jonathan Schell
Christopher Weeramantry
Alexi Yablokov

Peacefully,
Roger Smith
Network Coordinator
NGO Committee on Disarmament
777 U.N. Plaza #3B, New York, NY 10017, USA
tel 1.212.687.5340; fax 1.212.687.1643
disarmtimes@igc.org
www.peacenet.org/disarm

I would like to thank John Burroughs for his help in preparing this summary.
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X-Sender: maureene@mail.earthlink.net
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 4.2.0.58 
Date: Wed, 01 Mar 2000 13:06:34 -0500
To: dkimball@clw.org, jsmith@clw.org, syoung@clw.org, kathy@fcnl.org,
        rachel@fcnl.org, ieer@ieer.org, mupj@igc.org, chrispaine@earthlink.net,
        fteplitz@peace-action.org, esther.p@erols.com,
        kathycrandall@earthlink.net, kroberts@psr.org, btiller@psr.org,
        brian@taxpayer.net, tcollina@ucsusa.org, wand@wand.org, cferg@fas.org,
        sara@fcnl.org, disarmament@igc.org, ggilhool@ix.netcom.com,
        dadelman@nrdc.org, rachel@fcnl.org, agallivan@psr.org,
        amillar@fourthfreedom.org, IRARR84@aol.com, jspykerman@ucsusa.org,
        peacelinks1@erols.com
From: Maureen Eldredge <maureene@earthlink.net>
Subject: NWWG email list

Hi NWWG folks -
Here is the latest revision of the NWWG mailing list.  Please continue to 
send edits, additions, and deletions to me for the time being.
-Maureen

dkimball@clw.org
jsmith@clw.org
syoung@clw.org
kathy@fcnl.org
rachel@fcnl.org
ieer@ieer.org
mupj@igc.org
chrispaine@earthlink.net
fteplitz@peace-action.org
esther.p@erols.com
kathycrandall@earthlink.net
kroberts@psr.org
btiller@psr.org
brian@taxpayer.net
tcollina@ucsusa.org
wand@wand.org
cferg@fas.org
sara@fcnl.org
disarmament@igc.org
ggilhool@ix.netcom.com
dadelman@nrdc.org
rachel@fcnl.org
agallivan@psr.org
amillar@fourthfreedom.org
IRARR84@aol.com
jspykerman@ucsusa.org
peacelinks1@erols.com
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From: "TWC" <mrwright@wrightconcept.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Seeking an agent
Date: Wed, 1 Mar 2000 09:37:55 -0800
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Thank you for your query letter.
We are not currently accepting material for consideration.

----- Original Message -----
From: Howard W. Hallman <mupj@igc.org>
To: <mrwright@wrightconcept.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 01, 2000 9:05 AM
Subject: Seeking an agent

> Dear Friend:
>
> I am seeking an agent to help me market a screenplay entitled Sprightly
Old
> Men.  Would you be interested?
>
> Picture, if you will, the characters played by Jack Lemmon and Walter
> Matthau in Grumpy Old Men and its sequel.  (Or another "odd couple" of
> actors in their 70s.)  At a New Year's Eve party as 2001 begins, they get
> uproariously drunk and out of control.   The next morning their wives
throw
> them out of the house onto the snow-covered street.  They end up in
Florida
> where they become managers of opposing senior softball teams in a 70+
league.
>
> The men think their wives will miss them and want them back, but the wives
> enjoy freedom from their cantankerous husbands.  After a while, though,
> they decide they should look in on their men, who have reported where they
> are but not much more.  So the wives head for Florida, garb themselves in
> disguises, and spy on their wayward spouses.
>
> In the 70+ senior softball league the players -- the sprightly old men --
> are amazingly accomplished but full of fun.   The two rookie managers from
> the North pull some clever tricks as they carry their years-old rivalry
> into the competition between their teams.  After splitting their two games
> in the 14-game season, they meet in the finals of the playoffs.
>
> Posing as journalists writing about senior softball, the wives attend the
> games and shadow their husbands in other settings.  They are even picked
up
> by a couple of senior players and go out on their boat.  Finally after the
> championship game the wives decide it's time to interview the contending
> managers, who say some astonishing things about their wives.  The two men
> are shocked when the women remove their disguises and reveal their true
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> identity.  It takes some ardent wooing for reconciliation to occur.
>
> In Sprightly Old Men the names of the characters are different than those
> of Grumpier Old Men so that the screenplay can reach a broader market.
For
> the senior softball scenes I draw upon my own experience on a senior team
> and interviews with players and umpires about unusual plays, jokes, and
> anecdotes.  I have taken courses, read books, watched movies, studied
> scripts, and written several to learn the art of screenwriting.
>
> If you would like to read the screenplay of Sprightly Old Men, please let
> me know.
>
> In addition to Sprightly Old Men, I have written four other screenplays,
> which are described below.  If you are interested in reading any of them,
> please get in touch with me.
>
> Sincerely yours,
> Howard W. Hallman
>
> ###
>
> Additional screenplays by Howard W. Hallman
>
> Super Wednesday is a romance comedy with an element of mystery.   It takes
> place in the course of a day in a suburban supermarket.  It features
> initial conflict between Larry, the manager, and Christine, a police
> officer, called into investigate an anonymous, early morning threat.
> Throughout the day events occur that verge on the catastrophic until the
> case is finally resolved in the evening.  During the day the relationship
> between Larry, a widower, and Christine, a divorced mother, changes until
> by evening they show a spark of romantic interest in one another.  In
> thinking who might be interested in Super Wednesday I noted that when Rob
> Reiner's The Story of Us premiered in Washington, he was quoted as
> expressing his interest in "what happens on a day-to-day basis".  That's
> what a supermarket is, a place where mini-drams occur all day long, and
> several of them come into my screenplay as mini-subplots.  So perhaps
> Castle Rock Entertainment might be interested.
>
> Sunday Box is a family drama of conflict among three generations of
> headstrong men with a fourth added by the grandfather's memory of his own
> father.  Old grudges emerge as they come together on the grandfather's
75th
> birthday.  Through creative and loving reconciliation the women of the
> family -- mothers, wives, an ex-wife, a housemate, an aunt -- succeed by
> day's end in achieving forgiveness and reconciliation.   I wrote Sunday
Box
> with the Hallmark Hall of Fame in mind, but it might also be appropriate
> for some other  producer for CBS Sunday evening movies.
>
> Lead, Kindly Light is a Christmas drama.  An ensemble piece, it takes
place
> on the day before Christmas in a small church just off the interstate
> highway in Nebraska where some earthy, querulous, and irreverent travelers
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> are stranded in a ranging blizzard. Through persuasion, reconciliation,
and
> a bit of pressure the pastor assembles them into the cast for an
> unconventional presentation of the Christmas pageant with amazing
> life-changing results for the participants.  At a time when most Christmas
> screenplays offer either a secularized version of the Christmas spirit or
> miraculous intervention of angels, Lead, Kindly Light offers a real life
> encounter with the original Christmas story.  I believe there would be a
> wide audience for it.
>
> Glorious Season depicts the 1944 football season of a Midwestern high
> school as the team works out interpersonal conflict and confronts external
> challenges and adversities.  The final year of World War II looms ever
> present in the background as the players watch newsreels at the movies,
> their brothers and former players are reported injured and dead, a Polish
> refugee joins the team, and all of the players face the draft.  From
defeat
> on the gridiron and war-related experiences, they learn that "sweet are
the
> uses of adversity".  Glorious Season combines the drama of football,
> nostalgia for a simpler style of play, and an enduring interest in the
> events of World War II.
>
> If you are interested in reviewing any of these screenplays, please let me
> know.
>
> Howard W. Hallman
> mupj@igc.org
> 6508 Wilmett Road, Bethesda, MD 20817
> phone: 301 897-3668     fax: 301 896-0013
>
>
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Date: Wed, 01 Mar 2000 10:55:03 -0500
From: Nancy & Ed Jones <joneses@erols.com>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en]C-RR032399  (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: "Hallman, Carlee & Howard" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Thank You!   Thank You!   Thank You!

We really enjoyed our visit.   Ed especially enjoyed the art museum!
It's not usually his thing (probably 'cause I'll drag him through a
whole museum in one day), but for some reason, he was really open to the
beauty of the French Impressionists exhibit.   Must have been the Baltic
Sea cruise and all we saw there, especially in St. Petersburg.

Of course, I keep reminding him of the "stones."   But, I know it will
do me no good, especially since I usually wear the same jewelry all the
time.

Carlee, you are still a WONDERFUL cook!  We'd like some time to sit down
and talk to you more about your work, Howard.   You are both SUPER
people!

Am busy doing laundry, cleaning and making beds for my turn-around and
off-again tomorrow.  Now, niece, Phoebe, indicates we'll all come back
here Saturday evening (better than me driving 3 hours alone with the 2
children).  So, now I have more meals to plan for.   She and Arthur are
going to leave on Sunday a.m. to look at houses in Maplewood, NJ ....
can't figure out when to tell everyone to come as dinner will now be an
evening meal to give them time to look at the area.   I really don't
want to feed everyone 2 meals.

So, its off to the grocery store (I've already cooked and boned the
turkey) to get soup fixin's and whatever else inspires me.  Frozen
dinners for Ed ... he's not to handy in the kitchen.

Have a good day!   Looking forward to our next "Hearts" encounter this
summer.

Love to both of you.

Nancy
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From: Blfreed@aol.com
Date: Wed, 1 Mar 2000 22:28:35 EST
Subject: Re: Seeking an agent
To: mupj@igc.org
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 66

Thank you for your inquiry but we are not looking at new material at this 
time due to
the overload we now have.

Barry L. Freed
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-1084-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: "Janet Bloomfield" <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>
To: "abolition-caucus" <abolition-caucus@egroups.com>,
        "Abolition-Europe" <abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de>,
        <abolition@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca>,
        "abolitionusa" <abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com>
Date: Thu, 2 Mar 2000 13:46:50 -0000
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Minutes of the Abolition Co-ordinating Committee Conference Call

MINUTES OF ABOLITION CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE CONFERENCE CALL  FEBRUARY
25,2000.

 (Action items in Capitals)

 1.Present: Janet Bloomfield, Alice Slater, Jackie Cabasso, John Burroughs,
 David  Krieger, Richard Salvador(part),Carah Ong, Alyn Ware.

 Facilitator - Jackie, Note taker - Janet.

 2. Finance and Fundraising:
 An updated financial report would be circulated at the beginning of March.
Proposals had gone to Samuel Rubin Foundation and the Nuclear Free Future
Award (with thanks to Alice. JANET would follow up Samuel Rubin. JACKIE
would follow up Working Assets. David had sent as appeal letter to 18
groups - no response so far. WSLF pledged $500 and GRACE $1,000. JANET would
follow up UK groups. CARAH would circulate an update on all this to the
Global Council.

3. NPT:
 (a) Statement of Demands: It was agreed that the version with the first set
of demands, with some amendments, would be sent to the Global Council for
feedback. JANET would edit the introduction too. Deadline of one week for GC
to respond.
(b) 2000 by 2000: Currently 1437 groups. It was AGREED that this would be
CARAH'S priority alongside fundraising. Various initiatives in USA, UK,
Europe and NZ were noted. Carah is working to get it into as many mailings
as she can. She would re-post the Call to Action.
(c) Pre-NPT Mailing: This would include:
 Covering letter
 Call to Action
 NPT Demands
 Enrollment Cards
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 New brochure
 Petition
 Invitation to A2000 Meeting
 NPT Schedule
 How to register as an NGO
 New Zealand Parliament Resolution
  This would go out in three weeks at the latest. CARAH to organise.
 (d) Activities at the NPT:
 Street Action - a visual action will take place on the morning of the 25th
April at Dag Hammerskold Plaza featuring the names of downwinders. Fenton
Comunications will produce a mock up newspaper "New York Times Up!" with
wide distribution prior to the NPT.
 Media - there will be a press event on the 24th with panels of experts and
one on the 25th to mark 5 years on the Abolition Statement featuring the
Special Edition Report Card. Gorbachev will be in New York on April 11th and
Carter and Mandela may come to NPT...
Parliamentarians Network - a new Parliamentarians Network will be launched
at the NPT. Lots of possibilities for engaging with them.
New Zealand/Aotearoa Initiative - Now government policy to promote the NWC.
There will be high level representation at the NPT. ALYN will arrange a
meeting for A2000 with them.
(e) NGO Presentations - these will be on May 3rd. Going well with Convenors
selected. NGO Committee will circulate details
(f) A2000 Party - Alice will host an evening. We would like to organise an
open party with music. April 29th or 30th?

 4. A2000 Annual Meeting:
JACKIE to frame proposal re agenda. Meeting should include a business
element including a financial report and the re-formation of the ACC and
Global Council. It should have time to discuss Strategy. Orientations for
those unfamiliar with the Network should take place during the week. Further
discussion on next call.

NEXT CALL:
MARCH 6/7 (depending on your time zone!) Aotearoa: 7am on 7 March(+12 hrs
GMT) UK: 5.30pm GMT on 6 March(0 hrs GMT) Canada/US: 2pm ET (-5 hrs GMT),
11pm PT (-8hrs GMT), 9am Hawaii (-10hrs GMT)6 March.
CARAH will set up.  JANET to circulate draft agenda.
 EVERYONE PLEASE USE E-MAIL TO CIRCULATE IDEAS AND OPTIONS BEFORE THE CALL.

Janet Bloomfield
25 Farmadine
Saffron Walden
Essex
CB11 3HR
England
Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1799 516189
e-mail: janet@atomicmirror.org

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
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caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Learn more with SmartPlanet. It's a new way of learning online. 
SmartPlanet offers hundreds of courses to take on your time,
in your space. Join for FREE today!
http://click.egroups.com/1/1703/1/_/91925/_/952009814/

-- Talk to your group with your own voice!
-- http://www.egroups.com/VoiceChatPage?listName=abolition-caucus&m=1
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From: IRARR84@aol.com
Date: Thu, 2 Mar 2000 13:08:13 EST
Subject: Brink Campaign Congressional Meetings
To: dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org
X-Mailer: AOL 5.0 for Windows sub 67
Sender: owner-dealertingana@lists.speakeasy.org

Dear Back From the Brink Campaign Participants,

We are considering plans to promote In-District Meetings with members of 
Congress, during the upcoming Easter/Passover recess (House- April 14-May 2 
-- Senate- April 14-April 24).  The focus of the meetings would be on getting 
nuclear weapons off hair-trigger alert (broader disarmament issues could of 
course be addressed if participants wished).  Rep. Markey's office will get 
out a Dear Colleague letter that would be the focused request for meetings 
with House members, and we might have a letter for the Senate.

The upcoming NPT conference would provide a deeper context for the meetings, 
and the Brink campaign would provide talking points connecting de-alerting to 
non-proliferation issues (as well as other support material).

We would seek to involve the Brink web-volunteers from more than fifty cities 
who have expressed an interest in lobby visits (and where possible, hook them 
up with your local folks).
Please let me know, as soon as you can, if you would be willing to send out a 
call to your networks encouraging these meetings to be set up. And let me 
know if you questions or thoughts on this project.

Thanks, 

Ira Shorr
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Reply-To: <slong@4thpres.org>
From: "Sandy Long" <slong@4thpres.org>
To: "'Butler, Andrea'" <andreabutler@mindspring.com>,
 "'Eulers'" <eulers@erols.com>,
 "'Fansler, Amee'" <famsfam@aol.com>,
 "'Foster, Ron'" <HolRonFost@aol.com>,
 "'Gail-wk'" <GWilliams@trammellcrow.com>,
 "'Hallman, Howard'" <mupj@igc.org>,
 "'Jimbo-wk'" <jlong@abramsonconstruction.com>,
 "'Long, Jimbo'" <Spragins53@aol.com>,
 "'Long, Jimmy'" <jcrew8200@aol.com>,
 "'Moran, Mike'" <m092191@erols.com>,
 "'Paustian, Jodie'" <Jodie.L.Paustian@m1.irs.gov>,
 "'Smith, Nancy'" <smithn@cder.fda.gov>,
 "'Taylor, Joan'" <seiftaylor@aol.com>,
 "'Toomey, Eliza'" <polenaroom@aol.com>
Subject: rehearsal
Date: Thu, 2 Mar 2000 13:19:17 -0500
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 8.5, Build 4.71.2173.0
Importance: Normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Per Madam Director, we WILL be having rehearsal tonight.  Please try to be
there ready to sing at 6:30 so we can make the most of our time.

Thanks!

Sandy
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X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 5.5.2
Date: Thu, 02 Mar 2000 16:20:51 -0500
From: "Gerard Powers" <GPowers@nccbuscc.org>
To: <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Request for advice -Reply

Howard;

Sorry to hear about the funding, and sorry I could not be more help given my institutional constraints.

I don't know if you can survive in your present mode, but it is a useful function -- to keep us all on our toes and to help 
with specific ad hoc issues (eg, CTB).

To tell you the truth, I'm not so sure that a more prophetic approach is what's needed.  Despite the nuances of some of 
the church positions (like our own), no one thinks the churches support nuclear weapons policy.  What is more lacking, 
is an ability to find effective ways to act on specific policy issues.

For what it's worth...

Jerry
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From: Smmco@aol.com
Date: Thu, 2 Mar 2000 21:52:51 EST
Subject: Re: Seeking an agent
To: mupj@igc.org
X-Mailer: AOL 4.0 for Mac - Post-GM sub 56

Thanks, but none of your projects is for me.  Best of luck in finding the 
right agency representation.    

I think you should check out the website of Literary and Screenplay 
Consultants at 
<www.scriptzone.com>.  Paul Young is a first-rate script consultant who might 
help you in your effort to break into the Hollywood film/tv market.  
Cordially,  Stu Miller

In a message dated 3/1/00 9:12:08 AM, mupj@igc.org writes:

<< Dear Mr. Miller:

I am seeking an agent to help me market a screenplay entitled Sprightly Old
Men.  Would you be interested?

Picture, if you will, the characters played by Jack Lemmon and Walter
Matthau in Grumpy Old Men and its sequel.  (Or another "odd couple" of
actors in their 70s.)  At a New Year's Eve party as 2001 begins, they get
uproariously drunk and out of control.   The next morning their wives throw
them out of the house onto the snow-covered street.  They end up in Florida
where they become managers of opposing senior softball teams in a 70+ league.

The men think their wives will miss them and want them back, but the wives
enjoy freedom from their cantankerous husbands.  After a while, though,
they decide they should look in on their men, who have reported where they
are but not much more.  So the wives head for Florida, garb themselves in
disguises, and spy on their wayward spouses.

In the 70+ senior softball league the players -- the sprightly old men --
are amazingly accomplished but full of fun.   The two rookie managers from
the North pull some clever tricks as they carry their years-old rivalry
into the competition between their teams.  After splitting their two games
in the 14-game season, they meet in the finals of the playoffs.

Posing as journalists writing about senior softball, the wives attend the
games and shadow their husbands in other settings.  They are even picked up
by a couple of senior players and go out on their boat.  Finally after the
championship game the wives decide it's time to interview the contending
managers, who say some astonishing things about their wives.  The two men
are shocked when the women remove their disguises and reveal their true
identity.  It takes some ardent wooing for reconciliation to occur.

In Sprightly Old Men the names of the characters are different than those
of Grumpier Old Men so that the screenplay can reach a broader market.  For
the senior softball scenes I draw upon my own experience on a senior team
and interviews with players and umpires about unusual plays, jokes, and
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anecdotes.  I have taken courses, read books, watched movies, studied
scripts, and written several to learn the art of screenwriting.

If you would like to read the screenplay of Sprightly Old Men, please let
me know.

In addition to Sprightly Old Men, I have written four other screenplays,
which are described below.  If you are interested in reading any of them,
please get in touch with me.

Sincerely yours,
Howard W. Hallman

###

Additional screenplays by Howard W. Hallman

Super Wednesday is a romance comedy with an element of mystery.   It takes
place in the course of a day in a suburban supermarket.  It features
initial conflict between Larry, the manager, and Christine, a police
officer, called into investigate an anonymous, early morning threat.
Throughout the day events occur that verge on the catastrophic until the
case is finally resolved in the evening.  During the day the relationship
between Larry, a widower, and Christine, a divorced mother, changes until
by evening they show a spark of romantic interest in one another.  In
thinking who might be interested in Super Wednesday I noted that when Rob
Reiner's The Story of Us premiered in Washington, he was quoted as
expressing his interest in "what happens on a day-to-day basis".  That's
what a supermarket is, a place where mini-drams occur all day long, and
several of them come into my screenplay as mini-subplots.  So perhaps
Castle Rock Entertainment might be interested.

Sunday Box is a family drama of conflict among three generations of
headstrong men with a fourth added by the grandfather's memory of his own
father.  Old grudges emerge as they come together on the grandfather's 75th
birthday.  Through creative and loving reconciliation the women of the
family -- mothers, wives, an ex-wife, a housemate, an aunt -- succeed by
day's end in achieving forgiveness and reconciliation.   I wrote Sunday Box
with the Hallmark Hall of Fame in mind, but it might also be appropriate
for some other  producer for CBS Sunday evening movies.

Lead, Kindly Light is a Christmas drama.  An ensemble piece, it takes place
on the day before Christmas in a small church just off the interstate
highway in Nebraska where some earthy, querulous, and irreverent travelers
are stranded in a ranging blizzard. Through persuasion, reconciliation, and
a bit of pressure the pastor assembles them into the cast for an
unconventional presentation of the Christmas pageant with amazing
life-changing results for the participants.  At a time when most Christmas
screenplays offer either a secularized version of the Christmas spirit or
miraculous intervention of angels, Lead, Kindly Light offers a real life
encounter with the original Christmas story.  I believe there would be a
wide audience for it.

Glorious Season depicts the 1944 football season of a Midwestern high
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school as the team works out interpersonal conflict and confronts external
challenges and adversities.  The final year of World War II looms ever
present in the background as the players watch newsreels at the movies,
their brothers and former players are reported injured and dead, a Polish
refugee joins the team, and all of the players face the draft.  From defeat
on the gridiron and war-related experiences, they learn that "sweet are the
uses of adversity".  Glorious Season combines the drama of football,
nostalgia for a simpler style of play, and an enduring interest in the
events of World War II.

If you are interested in reviewing any of these screenplays, please let me
know.  

Howard W. Hallman
mupj@igc.org
6508 Wilmett Road, Bethesda, MD 20817
phone: 301 897-3668     fax: 301 896-0013 >>
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-1092-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
Date: Fri, 03 Mar 2000 08:35:04 +0100
From: Regina Hagen <regina.hagen@jugendstil.da.shuttle.de>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [de] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: Abolition Caucus <abolition-caucus@egroups.com>
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] New President of Center for Defnes Information

extract from:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                    The Center for Defense Information
                       The Weekly Defense Monitor

             1779 Massachusetts Ave., NW * Washington, DC 20036
              (202)332-0600 * Fax (202)462-4559 * www.cdi.org
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
VOLUME 4, ISSUE #9                                       March 2, 2000
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Editor's Note: The Center for Defense Information is pleased to announce
that Bruce G. Blair became its President on March 1.  Mr. Blair comes to
CDI after 13 years at the Brookings Institution, where he was a Senior
Fellow in the Foreign Policy Studies Program.  He is an expert on the
security policies of the United States and Russia, specializing in nuclear
forces and command-control systems.  For additional information on his
background, visit http://www.cdi.org/aboutcdi/staff.html, or learn about
his vision for CDI at http://www.cdi.org/dm/2000/issue2/vision.html

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Planning a party? iParty.com is your complete source for party planning and
supplies, with everything you need to throw the perfect party!
http://click.egroups.com/1/1635/1/_/91925/_/952077279/

eGroups.com Home: http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/
http://www.egroups.com - Simplifying group communications
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From: "Bob Edgar" <redgar@cst.edu>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, Pt. 1
Date: Fri, 3 Mar 2000 16:25:31 -0800
Organization: Claremont School of Theology
X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet E-mail/MAPI - 8.0.0.4211

Dear Howard:
I look forward to talking with you on Tuesday.
Peace,
Bob Edgar

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [SMTP:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 01, 2000 8:42 AM
To: redgar@ncccusa.org
Cc: vicki@ncccusa.org
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, Pt. 1

Dear Bob,

In anticipation of our telephone conversation, scheduled for Tuesday, March
7 at 1:00 p.m., I am sending you a copy of the proposal I have been
circulating to form an Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament.  I
will send separately a summary and a report on where we are in recruiting
participants.

Shalom,
Howard << File: abolish.252.doc >>  << File: ATT00027.txt >> 
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From: "Bob Edgar" <redgar@cst.edu>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, Pt. 3
Date: Fri, 3 Mar 2000 16:23:01 -0800
Organization: Claremont School of Theology
X-Mailer: Microsoft Internet E-mail/MAPI - 8.0.0.4211

Thanks, Howard.  Please keep me posted. -- Bob

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [SMTP:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 01, 2000 8:42 AM
To: redgar@ncccusa.org
Cc: vicki@ncccusa.org
Subject: Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament, Pt. 3

Here is a report on enrolling members for the Interfaith Partnership for
Nuclear Disarmament. << File: abolish.258.doc >>  << File: ATT00029.txt >> 
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X-eGroups-Return: sunflower-napf-return-0-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-sunflower-napf@egroups.com
X-Sender: napf@silcom.com
X-Mailer: Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0 (32)
Date: Fri, 03 Mar 2000 16:01:14 -0800
To: sunflower-napf@egroups.com
From: Nuclear Age Peace Foundation <wagingpeace@napf.org>
Mailing-List: contact sunflower-napf-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: sunflower-napf@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/sunflower-napf/info.html>,
 <mailto:sunflower-napf-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:sunflower-napf-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/sunflower-napf/>
X-eGroups-Approved-By: wagingpeace@napf.org via webctrl
Subject: [sunflower-napf] The Sunflower, No. 34, March 2000

T H E   S U N F L O W E R

ISSUE NO. 34, March 2000
NUCLEAR AGE PEACE FOUNDATION

The Sunflower is a free, monthly e-newsletter providing educational
information on nuclear weapons abolition and other issues relating to peace
in the Nuclear Age. Sunflower back issues are available at
http://www.wagingpeace.org/sf/index.html 

==========
CONTENTS
==========

NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION
 India To Build Nuclear Submarines
 Pakistan Tests Short Range Missile
 North Korea Denies Importing Uranium From Congo

NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL
 Jimmy Carter Urges NPT Affirmation
 Former Chair of US Joint Chiefs of Staff Lobbies For CTBT
 Russia and China Back Space Weapons Ban

NUCLEAR WASTE
 Senate Votes to Move Nuclear Waste to Yucca Mountain 

PEACE ISSUES
 Nobel Peace Laureates Call For End to Nuclear Weapons
 Arias Urges US Leaders to Prioritize Humanity Over Tanks
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RESOURCES
==========================================================
======================
NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION
======================
 India To Build Nuclear Submarines

Indian naval research authorities have completed work on the design of a
nuclear submarine and are now working on its configuration and hull
structure. Construction is expected to begin soon at Mazagon Docks. Indian
Defense Minister George Fernandes announced that the government had also
approved an aircraft carrier project. (Xinhua News 2/22/00)

 Pakistan Tests Short Range Missile

Pakistan test fired a new, more accurate short-range surface-to-surface
missile Feb. 7th in a move that is likely to aggravate further its troubled
relations with neighbor India. According to a Pakistan government
statement, the missile can hit targets 60 miles away and can carry a
variety of warheads, although it did not specify if that included nuclear
warheads. India and Pakistan tested nuclear devices in 1998 and declared
themselves nuclear powers. Both countries possess ballistic missiles with
longer ranges than the one tested. Pakistan's missile arsenal includes
longer range ballistic missiles capable of carrying nuclear warheads and
with ranges of up to 900 miles, capable of reaching most targets in
neighboring India. Pakistan is suspected to possess the Chinese-made M-11
missile. (Associated Press 2/07/00)

 North Korea Denies Importing Uranium From Congo

North Korea on Feb. 7th denied media reports that it might be importing
uranium from the Congo to manufacture nuclear weapons. The Washington Times
reported last year that US intelligence agencies believe hundreds of North
Korean military advisers were helping the government of Congo in its civil
war. North Korea, in return, may be paid in uranium ore from the same mine
that was the source of ore for the first US nuclear weapons in the 1940s.
In Nov 99, a US Congressional report stated that there was "significant
evidence that undeclared nuclear weapons development activities continues"
in North Korea. Those activities included "efforts to acquire uranium
enrichment technologies and recent nuclear-related high explosives tests,"
according to the report. Any attempt by Pyongyang to develop nuclear
weapons would violate a 1994 US-Pyongyang agreement under which North Korea
promised to freeze its suspected nuclear weapons program. The pact calls
for a US-led international consortium to build two nuclear reactors in
North Korea and provide fuel oil until the first reactor is completed. The
US, Japan, South Korea and the European Union are providing funds for the
$4.6 billion project by the Korean Peninsula Energy Development
Organization. (The Associated Press 2/07/00)

=======================
NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL
=======================
 Jimmy Carter Urges NPT Affirmation
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Former US President Jimmy Carter urged nations to support the
Non-Proliferation Treaty Review Conference which is scheduled for the
spring at UN headquarters in New York. Carter declared, "In April, it is
imperative that the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty be reconfirmed and
subsequently honored by leaders who are inspired to act wisely and
courageously by an informed public. This treaty has been a key deterrent to
the proliferation of weapons, and its unraveling would exert powerful
pressures even on peace-loving nations to develop a nuclear capability. All
nuclear states must renew efforts to achieve worldwide reduction and
ultimate elimination of nuclear weapons. In the meantime, it requires no
further negotiations for leaders of nuclear nations to honor existing
nuclear security agreements, including the test ban and anti-ballistic
missile treaties, and to remove nuclear weapons from their present
hair-trigger alert status. Just as American policy is to blame for many of
the problems, so can our influence help resolve the nuclear dilemma that
faces the world." An outspoken advocate for mediation to achieve peace,
Carter is chairman of the Carter Center in Atlanta. (Washington Post 2/23/00)

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"With respect to nuclear weapons, abolition is the only defensible goal -
and that goal matters enormously... the goal is not a few thousand warheads
or a few hundred, but zero. The United States must take the lead in working
toward the goal. No other nation is in a position to make it happen."
General Lee Butler, former Commander-in-Chief of US Strategic Command in an
article titled "Zero Tolerance" in the Jan/Feb 2000 issues of the Bulletin
of Atomic Scientists
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

 Former Chair of US Joint Chiefs of Staff Lobbies For CTBT

General John M. Shalikashvili is leading a White House task force to get
bipartisan legislative support for US ratification of the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). The US refused to ratify the CTBT in Oct 99, and
supporters are working to revive the effort. US President Clinton has asked
Shalikashvili, who was Chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff from 1993
to 1997, to reach out to conservative members of the legislature, construct
a path that will bridge any differences, and ultimately obtain consent to
the treaty that is at the center of global efforts to curb the testing and
development of nuclear weapons. During his tenure as Chairman of the US
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Shalikashvili supervised a re-examination of US
nuclear doctrine. The CTBT has been signed by 155 nations, including China
and Russia, and ratified by 51, including the UK and France. (Washington
Post 1/28/00)

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"We have reached the point where the senior military generals responsible
for nuclear forces are advocating, more vocally, more vehemently, than our
politicians, to get down to lower and lower weapons." US Air Force General
Eugene Harbiger, newly retired Commander-in-Chief of US Strategic Command
who was recently in charge of all US nuclear forces.
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

 Russia and China Back Space Weapons Ban
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At the Geneva Conference on Disarmament (CD) on Feb. 10th, China's envoy Hu
Xiaodi formally proposed that the CD set up a committee and begin
negotiations to conclude a global treaty that would ban the testing,
deployment and use of weapons in outer space. Russia's Ambassador on
Disarmament Vasily Sidorov backed the proposal. Hu Xiaodi said negotiations
on preventing an arms race in outer space should be "one of the highest
priorities" on the agenda of the United Nations forum. The CD has been
deadlocked for four years and unable to agree on agendas or conduct
full-fledged negotiations on any issue since those on the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty in 1996. (Reuters 2/10/00)

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"The army has been under-financed for several years, entailing negative
consequences for the nation's defence potential. It has raised doubts about
the very possibility for Russia to have a modern army equipped with
state-of-the art weapons." Vladimir Putin, Russia's acting president and
prime minister, announcing plans to double arms spending and restore Russia
military superpower status; 1/28/00
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

===============
NUCLEAR WASTE
===============
 Senate Votes to Move Nuclear Waste to Yucca Mountain 

The US Senate voted Feb. 10th to require that nuclear waste be shipped from
power plants around the country to a site in Nevada as early as 2007 once a
permanent burial site in Nevada is licensed. However, the measure,
nicknamed Mobile Chernobyl, has yet to be considered by the US House of
Representatives and faces a certain veto by President Clinton. It is
estimated that 40,000 tons of highly radioactive used reactor fuel now sits
at commercial power plants in 31 states. The permanent waste site proposed
for Yucca Mountain which is 90 miles from Las Vegas, Nevada, is still under
scientific review, but is scheduled to be opened in 2010 if it is found to
be technically suitable and gets a license from the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. (Associated Press 2/10/00)

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"Some sanity needs to be put back into the system, and personnel safety
needs to have commensurate emphasis with national security." -- Raymond C.
Carroll, a health and safety specialist for US Enrichment Corporation which
operates the Paducah, Kentucky Gaseous Diffusion Plant where US nuclear
regulators are investigating the possible secret burial of as much as 1,600
tons of nuclear weapons hardware. Associated Press 2/12/00
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

=============
PEACE ISSUES
=============
 Nobel Peace Laureates Call For End to Nuclear Weapons

A statement calling for the end to the nuclear weapons threat to humanity
has been prepared by the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation and signed by twelve
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Nobel Peace Laureates. The statement declares that the only way to assure
that nuclear weapons will not be used again is to abolish them. It calls
upon the leaders of governments to take the following five steps: commence
good faith negotiations to achieve a Nuclear Weapons Convention requiring
the phased elimination of all nuclear weapons; de-alert all nuclear weapons
and de-couple all nuclear warheads from their delivery vehicles; declare
policies of No First Use of nuclear weapons; ratify the Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty and reaffirm the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty; and
reallocate resources from the tens of billions of dollars currently being
spent for maintaining nuclear arsenals to improving human health, education
and welfare throughout the world. Other signers of this statement include
former US President Jimmy Carter and Julian Bond, civil rights leader and
chairman of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP). (full text of statement is at
http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles/nobel-laureates-nuclear-weapons.html

 Arias Urges US Leaders to Prioritize Humanity Over Tanks

Oscar Arias Sanchez, Nobel Laureate and former president of Costa Rica, in
an interview Feb. 20th urged US politicians to lead, guide and educate, to
be statesmen who put principle before profit and who give the children of
the world health clinics and schools rather than tanks, armed helicopters
or fighter jets. Arias said that leadership should take a strong moral
stance in peacemaking, adding "... it is time for the United States not
only to be the military superpower it is, or the economic superpower it is,
but also the moral superpower that it should be... greed, so much cynicism,
so much hypocrisy... need to be replaced by more solidarity, by more
compassion, by justice." Arias stated that the US leaders have become
arrogant, as if the US were the Roman empire of the end of the second
millennium. "It [the US] doesn't want to share power with other countries
through an international organization like the UN," Arias stated, "and it's
not just Senator Jesse Helms. It's Clinton and Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright and everybody. It's not one person or the Republican Party. On
most of the international issues -- the international criminal court, the
environment, the Rio conference, the rights of the child, land mines -- it
is dragging its feet. It's not interested." (LA Times, 2/20/00)

 Nuclear Lab Scientist Has A Change of Heart

An environmental scientist employed at a US nuclear weapons laboratory has
resigned with a forthright statement protesting nuclear weapons at a public
hearing. In Dec 99 Andreas Toupadakis told a US Department of Energy (DOE)
panel at the National Ignition Facility of the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, "I have decided to resign from this place of insanity... Every
one of us is accountable for this [National Ignition Facility]. How can we
have our consciences right, go and have our children on our laps, provide
to our families food when we know we are building the machine for
Armageddon? ...As a scientist with ...$91,000 a year, a permanent job, I
have decided to go and teach students about the truth - how to save
humanity - if we can, if it's not too late... The truth is that making
weapons of mass destruction in the name of peace and possessing nuclear
weapons is nothing else but an act of murder waiting to happen," declared
Andreas Toupadakis, who was employed at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory near San Francisco since Aug 98 and previously employed at the
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Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, both DOE nuclear weapons
labs. Toupadakis said he initially accepted the Lawrence Livermore job to
perform environmental research on the storage and disposal of radioactive
waste; however, he discovered later that he was working in the Stockpile
Stewardship Program to maintain the reliability of the US nuclear arsenal.
When polygraph testing was required of all DOE laboratory employees late
last year after a national security scandal involving the former Los Alamos
lab employee Wen Ho Lee, Toupadakis resigned as an act of conscience before
the polygraph test was performed, declaring "I wanted to believe good
things [of the lab]. It took me a long time to convince myself it was an
illusion. When I realized that within the lab, environmental or
nonproliferation work was but an illusion, I decided to resign. I simply
refuse to work on weapons." Toupadakis is now teaching chemistry at Ohlone
College in Fremont, California and Mission College in Santa Clara,
California. (San Francisco Chronicle 2/8/00)

 Buying Academia

The US Department of Defense (DOD) plans to award $24 million to 35
academic institutions in the US to perform research in science and
engineering fields "important to national defense." Proposals had been
solicited by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the Army Research
Office, the Office of Naval Research, and the Ballistic Missile Defense
Organization's Science and Technology Directorate. The average award will
be approximately $296,000. (DOD Press Release 2/16/00)

=================
NUCLEAR INSANITY
=================

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"...Low yield testing that carries no negative environmental effects should
not be regarded as evil." - Richard Perle, who is advocating a return to
nuclear testing in order to build new types of nuclear weapons. Perle is a
campaign advisor to US presidential candidate George W. Bush; 1/28/00
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/
"Nobody wants the waste (but) ... if you throw it up into the air, it's got
to come down somewhere." - US Senator Frank Murkowski (R-Alaska) who was
sponsor of legislation to move US nuclear waste to Yucca Mountain, Nevada;
2/10/00)
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/

=======
EVENTS
=======
Events for the year, listed month-by-month, are now located at
http://www.wagingpeace.org/calendar/events_current.html

==========
RESOURCES
==========
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La Voz de Vieques is a non-partisan group providing a weekly bulletin in
opposition to US Navy presence in Vieques, Puerto Rico. To subscribe, send
email to vozvieq@coqui.net

Dean Babst has a new article "How Countries Can Work Together to Rid the
World of Its Greatest Danger" at
http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles/whatcountriescando.html

The Nuclear Files website now has four new nuclear proliferation research
portals for North Korea, China, Russia, and Germany at
http://www.NuclearFiles.org/prolif/

Council for a Livable World has a new report, "Delaying Missile Defense:
Not a Tidal Wave But a Definite Tide" at http://www.clw.org/ef/nmdtide.html

Transcript of recent CBS News Sixty Minutes II report "A Top Secret
Exchange Program" about US and Russia nuclear forces and hair-trigger alert
status of nuclear warhead missiles, go to
http://cbsnews.cbs.com/now/story/0,1597,158212-412,00.shtml 

A bibliography on the US Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) and other US
National Missile Defense and Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty papers are
available from Pallo Deftereos 5900 Brandon Way, Sacramento CA 95820 USA at
(916)457-0832.

Assessments of Korean and Iraqi nuclear issues, including a lengthy
chronology is at the Institute for Science and Technology Studies website
http://www.isis-online.org.

Pacific Life Research Center (PLRC) background and analysis papers are now
available online at www.NuclearFiles.org. The papers are in pdf format and
also available free by e-mail from janbob1@yahoo.com.

The Final Report of the Preparatory Committee for the Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT) 2000 Review Conference, containing the agenda, rules, an
official summary of the three preparation meetings held in 1997, 1998 and
1999 to get ready for the 2000 NPT Review Conference coming up this April
in New York, plus the Conference Chair's text, response papers, and more
are at http://www.NuclearFiles.org/prolif. 

US Military Budget breakdown for fiscal year 2001 is on the Council for a
Livable World website at http://www.clw.org/ef/dodbud01.html

Russian Chief Minister of Defense Major General Vladimir Dvorkin warns that
if Russia cannot build a similar anti-ballistic missile defense system as
the US is planning, then Russia will increase its number and quality of
intercontinental ballistic missiles. Read details at
http://www.nautilus.org/pub/ftp/nnnnet/news/021500rossi.txt

The Renewable Energy Project of Santa Barbara, California website includes
a US Consumers Guide to choosing alternative sources of electricity for
home and municipality at
http://www.wagingpeace.org/energy/Renewable_Energy_Project.htm. US citizens
can use what this site has prepared as a template in your community. Don't
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choose electricity generated by nuclear power plants; instead, make
responsible and informed consumer choices. 

Student Conference of the International Network of Engineers and Scientists
(INES) will be held in Uppsala, 70 km north of Stockholm on June 13-14th.
Theme is "Challenges for Science and Engineering in the 21st Century."
Working Groups are Culture of Science & Technology; Science & Engineering
for a Finite World; Humanising Economy in a Global Context; Steps Towards
Comprehensive Security and a Lasting Peace; and A Sustainable University.
Info at http://www.student.tdb.uu.se/~pugwash/ines2000 or email to
pugwash@student.tdb.uu.se or fax to +46(0)18-12.07.69 or mail to INES
2000-Student Conference, Cemus, Svartbäcksgatan 9, 753  20  Uppsala SWEDEN

Why is important to de-alert nuclear weapons? What is the difference
between de-alerting and nuclear arms reduction and disarmament? Answers to
these questions can be found at http://www.dealert.org/faq.htm

Infoseek has ranked Abolition 2000 as the #4 Watchdog Organization on the
World Wide Web. To see for yourself and discover what you can do to help
rid the world of nuclear weapons, go to http://www.abolition2000.org. If
your organization has a website, add a link to the Abolition2000 website.
Abolition 2000 aims to grow to a total of 2000 organizations this year.
Join your organization to this active, rapidly growing network of (as of
February) 1,475 organizations in 92 countries working to eliminate nuclear
weapons worldwide.

All articles on nuclear and international security issues at the
foundation's website are listed at
http://www.wagingpeace.org/articles/index.html

========
EDITORS
========
David Krieger
Penny Sidoli

============================
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
============================
To subscribe to The Sunflower, please send an e-mail To:
wagingpeace@napf.org, Leave the Subject line empty, and in the body put
subscribe sunflower [your-email address]

To unsubscribe to The Sunflower, please send an e-mail To:
wagingpeace@napf.org, Leave the Subject line empty, and in the body put
unsubscribe sunflower [your-email address]

The Nuclear Age Peace Foundation will not sell nor give away your e-mail
address. Your email address is protected and used only to get this
newsletter to you. The Sunflower list is closed and moderated.

*************************************
The Nuclear Age Peace Foundation is an international educational
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and advocacy organization focusing on issues of international peace and
security. The foundation is a  Non-Governmental Organization
(NGO) on the roster in consultative status with the Economic and Social
Council of the United Nations. We are the international contact for 
Abolition 2000, a global network of more than 1,455 activist organizations
in 92 countries, all working to eliminate nuclear weapons. The foundation
also sponsors The Nuclear Files, an encyclopedic website about the Nuclear
Age.
*************************************
The Nuclear Age Peace Foundation
PMB 121, 1187 Coast Village Road, Suite 1
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2794
Phone (805) 965-3443 Fax (805) 568-0466
e- mail  wagingpeace@napf.org
URL http://www.wagingpeace.org
URL http://www.Abolition2000.org
URL http://www.NuclearFiles.org
*************************************

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To Unsubscribe, send a blank message to: sunflower-napf-unsubscribe@eGroups.com

------------------------------------------------------------------------
One email address - many people!
Start a free email group on eGroups!
http://click.egroups.com/1/1887/2/_/405343/_/952129093/

eGroups.com Home: http://www.egroups.com/group/sunflower-napf/
http://www.egroups.com - Simplifying group communications
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Date: Sun, 5 Mar 2000 17:29:27 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Dear Howard:

I have heard from Carl Unruh. He and his wife are coming. That means we
will apparently have 6 persons: you and your wife, Carl and his and I and
mine. The only other possibility is Doornbos. 

I will be leaving for Chile on March 18 and will be gone till April 3.
While in Chile I hope to see Sam Duran. I will want to line up a place for
breakfast before I go. Carl is staying at what he called the Hampton House.
I assume that means the Hampton Inn. Where will you be staying? If you will
be at a motel that has a restaurant, we could have the breakfast there.
MOst will set up a place, I think. Or some place else if you don't like
that idea. I will check with the Union to see if they would set us up a
room and a breakfast  for such a small number. There is a place called
First Watch that specializes in breakfasts. Maybe they have a room where we
could meet. 

Let me know where you will be staying and what your preference might be, if
any.

Carl asked about dinner Saturday night. I can't make it, but maybe you can.
If so, Maybe you and he could have dinner together. We have a group that we
have been meeting with for many years that night -- not at our house, but
at one of the other members.

I haven't heard anything from Phil Smith. I emphasized the need to know
soon in my letter to him, so I assume he isn't interested.

After writing this, I see that he addressed the letter to you too, so you
know all this.

I just finished watching the KU- MU game. Since it was on CBS, mayge you
could see it too. Missouri had the game won with the momentum and a one
point lead with less than 30 seconds to go. Fortunately for us, one of
their players committed a flagrant foul, sending one of our star freshmen
to the line and giving us the ball when he finished shooting. Drew Gooden
made both shots, and we got the ball back with 23 seconds left. We were
able to stall till about 7 seconds. then they fouled another of our
freshmen. He made both shots too. So they had only 7 seconds to try to make
up 3. We let them have two with 1/10 of a second left. We got the ball in,
so we won it by 1. Pretty exciting. Missouri was able to snatch defeat from
the jaws of victory with the help of one of Norm Stewart's bully boys, a
holdover from Stewart's regime. Hopefully we won't see too much more of
that kind of basketball in this league.

Bob
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To: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <200003051729_MC2-9BD9-2C22@compuserve.com>
References: 

Dear Bob,

We're not getting as many as I hoped, but it will be worth it just to be together with you and Carl again, and possibly 
Doornbos.  I think I'll write a follow-up note to those we haven't heard from.

I'll be staying with my sister in Topeka.  I'm willing to go anywhere you pick for breakfast and will be there at 8:30 a.m.  
I'm doubtful about Saturday evening dinner with Carl.  My sister-in-law (Mary Kerr Hallman) from our class will be 
attending and likely we'll return to Topeka for dinner.

We're doing slightly better with our political science reception.  We've come up with 15 names and so far have had 
acceptance from five plus an English major who lived in a coop.

Give my regards to Sam Duran.  We were roommates for semester and friends throughout his stay.

If I hear from any more before March 18, I'll let you know immediately.

Howard       
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From: Vmsmagic@cs.com
Date: Mon, 6 Mar 2000 09:06:02 EST
Subject: Deposits
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
X-Mailer: CompuServe 2000 32-bit sub 76

Howard,
I'm making deposits today as follows:

General Fund - Anita M. Billingsley - $15
                 Deborah L. Schneck    15
                ME                     50

Education Fund - Billingsley - $25

The membership forms are in the box.

As a result our General Fund balance is $758.32 and our Education Fund 
balance, $414.17.

I was wondering whether General Conference registrations are going to process 
through us or (I hope) through Peace with Justice?

Phil
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To: redgar@ncccusa.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Further on interfaith action for nuclear disarmament
Cc: vicki@ncccusa.org
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Bob,

In advance of our telephone conversation on Tuesday, March 7 at 1:00 p.m., let me report where we stand in launching 
the Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament.

(1) I proposed an ambitious program with an ambitious budget, hoping to attract significant foundation support.  So far 
we've been turned down by the Compton Foundation, Ploughshares Fund, and W.Alton Jones Foundation.  A staff 
person at the Ford Foundation seems to have some interest but no money this year and uncertain prospects for the next 
fiscal year (October).  The MacArthur Foundation isn't funding action project at this time.  There is a Rockefeller source 
with a meeting in June which is a possibility.  But not much else that I can identify.

(2) Creating a "Partnership" as a corporation means getting official representation from denominations and others.  That 
requires extra clearance beyond participation in the usual committee or ad hoc working group.  This leads me to wonder 
whether it might be better to make it an Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament that isn't incorporated, doesn't 
seek its own funds, and doesn't have its own staff.  We could divide the work and seek several smaller grants, such as 
(a) to Methodists United for Peace with Justice for my services as chair, (b) to another faith-based organization to hire a 
staff person to facilitate cooperative efforts to get state and local level interfaith action on nuclear disarmament, and (c) 
to another organization to run a web site.

(4) We should be thinking ahead to what we want to achieve with the next presidential administration and the next 
Congress.  Therefore, during the next several months we should define our agenda for 2001, then take it to states and 
localities so that interfaith delegations can call upon members of Congress after the November election to start the 
process of regular contact during the next Congress.

(5) As to the National Council of Churches, I would hope that you can help with outreach to state councils of churches 
and to your member denominations that are not yet involved in this effort.

We can explore these things in our phone conversation.

Shalom,
Howard
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-1125-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
X-Sender: a2000@mail.silcom.com
Date: Mon, 6 Mar 2000 13:01:25 -0800
To: abolition-caucus@egroups.com, abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com
From: "David R. Bassett" <drbasset@umich.edu>(by way of Nuclear Age Peace  Foundation)
Sender: a2000@silcom.com
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Letter re Nuclear NPT, to Pres.Clinton, from Lake Erie Yearly
 Meeting

March 6, 2000

Memorandum to: Interfaith Council for Peace and Justice;   Disarmament
Working Group  (Ann Arbor)
cc:                        Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL)
(Washington, D.C.)
                     Abolition 2000
                      Friends of the Earth (Sydney, Australia)
                      Carolyn Diem
                                      (Ann Arbor Friends Meeting, Peace &
Social Concerns Committee; convener)
                      Meg Hummon (Lake Erie Yearly Meeting, Peace
Committee; convener)
                      Janet Smith (Lake Erie Yearly Meeting; clerk)
From:                    David  Bassett  (LEYM Peace Committee member; AAFM
P&SCC,  member)
Re:                   Letter sent by Lake Erie Yearly Meeting
Representative Meeting
to President Clinton (& some other leaders in US government) urging their
attendance  at and active involvement with NPT Review Conference, in New
York, April 24 - May 19, 2000

    Because of the critical importance of the discussions and decisions
which will be made at the 2000 Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Review and
Extension Conference, to be held at the United Nations in New York April 24
- May 19,  this issue was brought to the attention of the  business meeting
of the Lake Erie Yearly Meeting on March 4, 2000. As an item of business,
members of the Lake Erie Yearly Meeting approved sending the following
letter to President Clinton, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, and the
eight  Senators from the 4 states of the LEYM (Michigan, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia).

"Dear President Clinton and Secretary Albright,
    Lake Erie Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers)
held its annual Representative Meeting in Perrysburg, Ohio on March 4,
2000. We approved the following letter for your attention:
    We are writing to you concerning the 2000 Review and Extension
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Conference of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which was ratified by the
United States and entered into force on March 5, 1970. As a matter of
highest priority and urgency we urge you and your administration to attend
the 2000 NPT Review Conference. We call upon all leaders of the nuclear
weapons states to begin negotiations on a treaty to eliminate nuclear
weapons. The fate of the world will be in your hands during these
discussions. At this Review Conference, you have the ability to alter the
course of history, and leave a legacy of a more secure future for this
generation and generations to come.
    Your involvement is especially important in view of the
non-ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty by the U.S. Senate in
1999, despite overwhelming public support for the treaty. Furthermore, U.S.
efforts to deploy a National Missile Defense system and circumvent the
Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty have increased tensions with Russia and
China and threaten a new arms race.
    This is a time of open possibilities and hope. We count on you to
exercise leadership within the United States and in the world community to
limit the spread of nuclear weapons, and work towards their eventual
elimination."
                                                (Signed), Janet E. Smith,
clerk, Lake Erie Yearly Meeting

David R. Bassett
1600 Brooklyn Ave.
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
tel. 734-662-1373; fax 734-662-1421;
e-mail drbasset@umich.edu
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-1135-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: "Janet Bloomfield" <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>
To: "abolition-caucus" <abolition-caucus@egroups.com>
Cc: <abolition@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca>,
        "abolitionusa" <abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com>,
        "Abolition-Europe" <abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de>
Date: Tue, 7 Mar 2000 10:51:44 -0000
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] A2000 Demands to the NPT Review Conference 2000

(Please accept apologies for multiple postings.)

Dear Abolition Friends,
The Abolition Co-ordinating Committee has drafted the following statement,
reviewed by the A2000 Global Council, for circulation to NPT delegates and
other interested parties. We hope you will find it useful in your work.
Yours in peace,
Janet Bloomfield (on behalf of the Abolition 2000 Co-ordinating Committee)

A2000 DEMANDS TO THE NPT REVIEW CONFERENCE 2000.

In 1995, citizens' organisations at the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT) Review and Extension Conference released the Abolition Statement. This
called for the implementation of NPT disarmament obligations through the
immediate commencement of negotiations leading to a nuclear weapons
abolition convention.

It stated that:
"A secure and livable world for our children and grandchildren and all
future generations requires that we achieve a world free of nuclear weapons
and redress the environmental degradation and human suffering that is the
legacy of fifty years of nuclear weapons testing and production."

1720 organizations from 91 countries have endorsed this statement to date,
and comprise the Abolition 2000 Global Network. Our vision is a world in
which the obligation to achieve nuclear disarmament "in all its aspects" set
forth in the 1996 opinion of the International Court of Justice is acted
upon by all states.

In 1999, the abolition of nuclear weapons was adopted as a core program of
the Hague Appeal for Peace, a multi-issue, international civil society
initiative. Public opinion polls show over 80% support for a nuclear weapons
convention in most NATO countries and nuclear weapon states, including the
United States and the United Kingdom. The General Assembly and the European
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Parliament have both adopted resolutions calling for a nuclear weapons
convention. A Model Nuclear Weapons Convention, demonstrating the
feasibility of nuclear abolition, has been circulated within the United
Nations.

Nonetheless, the states possessing nuclear weapons show few signs of
willingness to relinquish their nuclear arsenals. Instead, they are
continuing with deployment of nuclear weapons and nuclear deterrence
policies including massive retaliation and, for most, an option of first
use. They also spend vast amounts on infrastructure to enable the indefinite
maintenance of their arsenals, and continue to research and develop new
nuclear weapons and to test them through a variety of means. Most refuse the
commencement of multilateral negotiations on nuclear disarmament. The danger
of intentional or accidental use of nuclear weapons remains very real.
Nuclear tests in South Asia, wars in the Balkans and Chechnya, and plans for
theater and national missile defence systems have introduced new nuclear
tensions.

To end reliance on nuclear weapons, the doctrine of nuclear deterrence must
be squarely rejected as a viable basis for international security. It
instead must be recognised as illegal, immoral, and irresponsible. True
security can only be found in abolition of nuclear weapons, global
demilitarisation, and strengthening of the war prevention and dispute
resolution capabilities of the United Nations and other international
institutions. At the 2000 Review Conference of the NPT the world's
governments must move rapidly to fulfil the promise of complete nuclear
disarmament expressed in Article VI of the NPT. Abolition 2000 - the Global
Network to Eliminate Nuclear Weapons - reaffirms its vision and all 11
points of its 1995 founding statement. Abolition 2000 calls upon the world's
government to take the following steps to implement their legal obligation
to bring to a conclusion negotiations on the complete elimination of nuclear
weapons.

1. Immediate commencement of multilateral negotiations leading towards the
early conclusion of a nuclear weapons convention that requires the phased
elimination of all nuclear weapons within a timebound framework, with
provisions for effective verification and enforcement. Such negotiations
could take place in the Conference on Disarmament, or in a special
conference convened by NPT parties, the General Assembly, or interested
states.

2.  Withdrawal of all nuclear weapons from foreign soil and international
waters, and achievement of global zero alert through de-alerting, de-mating,
and disabling of all nuclear forces.

3. Cessation of further design, development and testing of nuclear weapons
by any means, closure of all nuclear test sites, and cessation of further
nuclearization and militarization of space.

4. Achievement of a universal non-discriminatory treaty on the international
control and elimination or conversion of missiles.

5. Non-deployment of theatre and national ballistic missile defence systems.
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6. Commitments to non-use of nuclear weapons and declarations recognising
the illegality, immorality, and irresponsibility of doctrines of nuclear
deterrence.

7. Support for existing nuclear weapon free zones and the creation of others
including in the Middle East, South Asia, North-East Asia and Central
Europe."

8. Establishment of  an international accounting system for all nuclear
weapons and weapons-usable  nuclear materials.

9. Establishment of a Global Sustainable Energy Agency to enable the world
to end its reliance on nuclear power with its implications for weapons
proliferation.

10. Reallocation of resources to ensure a sustainable global future and to
redress the environmental devastation and human suffering caused by nuclear
weapons production and testing, which have been disproportionately borne by
the world's indigenous peoples.

As we proclaimed in 1995:

"A world free of nuclear weapons is a shared aspiration of humanity. This
goal cannot be  achieved in a non-proliferation regime that authorises the
possession of nuclear weapons by a small group of states. Our common
security requires the complete elimination of nuclear weapons. Our objective
is definite and unconditional abolition of nuclear weapons."

The Abolition 2000 Co-Ordinating Committee March 7th, 2000 (Janet
Bloomfield, UK, Jacqueline Cabasso, USA, Pol D'Huyvetter, Belgium, Richard
Salvador, Belau, Alice Slater, USA, Hiro Umebayashi, Japan, Alyn Ware, New
Zealand/alternate, John Burroughs, USA and  Ross Wilcock, Canada)

Janet Bloomfield
25 Farmadine
Saffron Walden
Essex
CB11 3HR
England
Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1799 516189
e-mail: janet@atomicmirror.org
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From: Vmsmagic@cs.com
Date: Wed, 8 Mar 2000 21:33:11 EST
Subject: Re: 1999 financial report
To: mupj@igc.org
X-Mailer: CompuServe 2000 32-bit sub 76

I'll bring you the documents on Sunday if that's all right.  I picked up some 
dues this evening and will return the membership forms to the box tomorrow at 
noon.
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To: Vmsmagic@cs.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: 1999 financial report
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <12.22fccdf.25f86767@cs.com>
References: 

At 09:33 PM 3/8/00 EST, you wrote:
>I'll bring you the documents on Sunday if that's all right.  I picked up some 
>dues this evening and will return the membership forms to the box tomorrow at 
>noon.

Phil,

That's fine.  I'll see you Sunday.

Howard
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To: stiefr@ucc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Seeking advice
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Ron,

Last week I sent the following communication to various interfaith representatives regarding the proposed Interfaith 
Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament.  I hadn't yet added you to my e-mail list.

Now I am about to send a follow-up communication.  Knowing what I said before will make the latest one have more 
sense.  I'll be interested in your response.

Shalom,
Howard

###

Dear Colleagues:

I need your advice on what to do about the Interfaith Partnership for
Nuclear Disarmament that I have been trying to organize.  My request comes
following rejection of funding requests by three foundations.  

From the beginning I have said that it would require a substantial input of
funds to be effective.  Because such funding isn't readily available from
denominational sources, I have tried to obtain foundation support.  So far
this effort is a total failure.  Proposals have been turned down by the
Compton Foundation, Ploughshares Fund, and W. Alton Jones Foundation.  The
Ford Foundation has no money for such a project this year and prospects in
its next fiscal year beginning October aren't bright.  The MacArthur
Foundation isn't currently funding action projects on nuclear disarmament.
There is a Rockefeller source that may be interested, but the next board
meeting isn't until June.

In contrast, the National Cathedral project on nuclear disarmament, which
is said to have the endorsement of five denominations, has received grants
from the Ploughshares Fund and W. Alton Jones Foundation.

Staff of the W. Alton Jones Foundation told me informally that their board
felt the pace of getting our project underway was too slow and that the
techniques we were going to use, building upon our experience with the CTBT
campaign, were likely to be ineffective inasmuch as the CTBT was defeated.
(One can argue with the latter, but that is her perception).  She had
forewarned me in December that their board would want to see an
organization that was already in existence.  That's why I tried to form a
corporation and apply for 501(c)(3) status.  Before filing articles of
incorporation I wanted the Steering to include, among others, official
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representation from some larger denominations.  I haven't achieved this.
The U.S. Catholic Conference ordinarily doesn't officially affiliate with
such structures and will not for this Interfaith Partnership.  Of the five
largest Mainline Protestant denominations, one has declined to participate,
another will join in July after reorganization, two are in the process of
obtaining clearance, and the other has expressed interest but made no
specific commitment.  The Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism will
not join because it lacks a policy on total nuclear disarmament.  Lacking
sufficient denominational support, I haven't gone ahead with incorporation.
 So all I could offer W. Alton Jones Foundation was a promising possibility.

The question is: what should I do now?

One option I am seriously considering is to suspend this effort.  It was a
good try but infeasible to put together and gain financial support. 

Another option is to limp ahead, continue to put together the Partnership,
and hope that resources will develop.  I am skeptical of this approach
because to do the job right will require financial resources that aren't
now apparent.

Another option is to return to the more prophetic approach that vigorously
rejects nuclear deterrence and is clearly abolitionist in orientation.
Participation would be slimmed down but perhaps more deeply committed.  

Since I circulated my original "A Call for Prophecy and Action on Nuclear
Abolition" last October, I dropped the term "abolition" because it was
unsettling to some.  I removed references to the immorality of nuclear
deterrence to gain support from the U.S. Catholic Conference, which is
still guided by the Catholic bishop's 1983 limited acceptance of
deterrence.  (The National Cathedral statement straddles the fence on
deterrence.)  

But perhaps those of us who reject nuclear deterrence and favor total
abolition should go ahead and issue a forthright interfaith statement along
those lines.  This would help define the issue more sharply in the current
political debate and establish demands for the next presidential
administration.  To be more than "words righteousness", we would need to
follow through with interfaith mobilization to push for specific public
policy proposals leading to nuclear abolition (such as the ones listed in
the present proposal).  There are enough denominations and religious
associations that reject nuclear deterrence and are committed to nuclear
abolition to provide a strong action base.  But it still would need
financial support.  Perhaps there could be new techniques of fundraising,
such as use of the internet or getting, say, 1,000 congregations each to
contribute $100/year.  Others might have further suggestions.

So, what is your advice for me?  Let it go?  Try something different?  What
other alternatives should we explore together?

You can reply to me personally or reply to all as part of a broader dialogue.

Thanks for your interest and support thus far.
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Shalom,
Howard
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To: ipnd
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Further ideas on an Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Colleagues:

Several persons have responded to my communication of February 29 regarding the difficulty in obtaining foundation 
support for the proposed Interfaith Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament.  There is a range of advice:

(1) Good try but "put this one to bed and look for other ways to cooperate."

(2) "Not another new group!...What we need is ad hoc coordination....Focus on the election."

(3) Regarding my role, "it is useful function to keep us on our toes and to help on specific ad hoc issues."  (Other 
conversations indicate that others think my role has been useful.)

(4) It's important to keep going in some fashion.

(5) "Let's continue.  I'll help you seek funds from Unitarian-Universalist sources." (Larry Egbert)

In another conversation an experienced fundraiser advised that it's difficult for an unformed organization to obtain 
foundation grants.  Instead it is better to use an existing 501(c)(3) organization with a positive balance sheet.  Also, try 
to identify a new and dynamic focus that meets foundations' need.

Putting all these together, I choose the more encouraging advice but tempered by the more pessimistic views.  I remain 
convinced that the faith community needs a means for putting its combined weight and influence behind the quest for 
nuclear disarmament, a widespread goal of the community.  Therefore, let me offer some further ideas for your 
consideration.

I'll admit that forming a new organization as a separate corporation is proving too difficult.  It raises barriers to get 
denominational offices on board, and it isn't attracting foundation support.

So let's think of a less formal organization, unincorporated but with enough structure to be able to function.  Drop the 
term "partnership", which may sound too formal, and call it a "committee".  Its role would be to serve as vehicle for 
working together on a series steps leading to nuclear disarmament as they arise or we make them rise.  (I have outline a 
list of issues in previous communications.)  The committee would have continuity so that work on particular issues 
would build upon previous activities.
 
Rather than seeking funds directly, the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament would receive staff and logistical 
support from participating organizations, some of which would receive grants for this purpose.  For instances, there 
could be a grant to Methodists United for Peace with Justice for my part-time services as paid chair.  A grant could go to 
another organization in the faith community to facilitate and coordinate interfaith grassroots mobilization.  Another 
organization could take responsibility for a web site.  We might also seek funds for a media consultant.

I have taken up Larry Egbert's offer of assistance and am applying to the Unitarian Universalist Veatch Program for a 
seed money grant to Methodists United for Peace with Justice so that I can continue to work on putting something 
together.  I have some other leads that could result in 
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funding of another one or two supporting organizations.

As to what to do next, I believe we need to look ahead to what we want to accomplish on nuclear disarmament in 2001 
and 2002 with a new president and a new Congress.  We should define our objectives this spring or by early summer 
and then make two uses of this agenda during the second half of 2000.  (1) Faith-based organizations that choose can 
raise our issues during the fall election campaign.  This can include making contacts with candidates and their staffs and 
then can continue with the winners.  (2) After the election state and local interfaith groups can enter into dialogue with 
newly elected, re-elected, and holdover senators and maintain regular contact with them when the new Congress 
convenes.  Those of us in Washington can do likewise with staff and top appointees of the president-elect.

Even though all of you have full plates this spring, I propose that we schedule a half-day discussion in late May or early 
June to formulate our 2001-02 agenda on nuclear disarmament and outline our action strategy.  Such a meeting should 
be preceded by extensive interchange by e-mail and other means, including input from state coalitions which will be 
part of later implementation.  We should also seek input of ideas from civil-sector organizations.  Our conclusions 
would provide the base for action later this year and next year.  Later we might to enlarge our scope of action, such as 
Jubilee 2000 has done.  But this is enough to plan for now.

This builds upon a proposal from David Radcliff of the Church of the Brethren headquarters, who in responding 
favorably to the idea of interfaith action on nuclear disarmament, suggested periodic meetings that denominational 
headquarters staff could attend.  James Watkins of the Presbyterian Peace Making Program, who is based in Atlanta, 
made a similar suggestion. 

I suggest this long lead time of agenda-making, raising issues  during the election, contact immediately after the 
election, and then continual contact thereafter because this would provide a strong base for achieving influence with the 
next president and Congress.

What do you think of these ideas?

(1) Should we continue to work together through an Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament?

(2) Is it appropriate to seek grants for existing organizations to provide support for the work of this Committee along the 
lines suggested above?

(3) Should we meet later this spring to work out a 2001 agenda? 

(4) To be specific, how about a three-hour meeting for Monday, May 22?  ( I start with this date because I know David 
Radcliff is scheduled to be in Washington the two following days.)  If this date isn't possible for you, what other days in 
late May or early June are also unavailable?

I will appreciate your comments on my latest ideas and a reply to these four questions.

Shalom,
Howard
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X-Sender: mupj@pop2.igc.org
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.3 (32)
Date: Fri, 10 Mar 2000 09:41:34 -0500
To: ograbc@aol.com, "Jim Matlack" <denhartz@erols.com>, droose@afsc.org,
        dradcliff_gb@brethren.org, washofc@aol.com, ann_d.parti@ecunet.org,
        heathern@ncccusa.org, epf@igc.org, disarm@forusa.org, marsusab@aol.com,
        J._Daryl_Byler@mcc.org, mknolldc@igc.org, dave@paxchristiusa.org,
        slisherness@unidial.com, jow@mindspring.com, Walter_Owensby@pcusa.org,
        lwyolton@prodigy.net, uuawo@aol.com, jnoble@uahc.org, lintnerj@ucc.org,
        stiefr@ucc.org, Dringler@umc-gbcs.org, gpowers@nccbuscc.org,
        mupj@igc.org
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Multiple posting

Dear Colleagues,

Ordinarily I'm not a repetitive person, but yesterday my computer was for
some mysterious reason.  Sorry for the bother of multiple postings.

Howard
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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From: Jamickco@aol.com
Date: Fri, 10 Mar 2000 00:41:09 EST
Subject: Battenfeld reunion
To: mupj@igc.apc.org
X-Mailer: AOL for Macintosh sub 146

Dear Howard--Joanne (Joanne Amick, Templin Hall, KU 50) and I will not make 
it to the reunion.  We are both involved in the senior olympic movement here 
in Texas and will be competing in volleyball and bowling during that 
weekend..   A short bio--after an MA and dropping out of med school in 52 
went to Med College of So Carolina for PHD Human Anatomy.  Reentered med 
school--sr yr paid for by Navy.  First duty station Panama CZ fell in love 
with fam practice--did residency in Oakland Ca-- then to DC in communicable 
disease div of Bu Med--MPH Hopkins 65 back to Panama for research in malaria 
and other trop med.  Tours in Norfolk, DC again (two time loser in nation's 
capital=cause of even more cynism re government) then San Diego Ca.  Retired 
from Navy 79--four years with TX dept MHMR in rx folks with chemical 
dependency, then joint marriage and family counseling with Joanne--then 
several more years as med director of chem abuse rx facility.  Final 
retirement age 65--last seven years in Austin TX where am very active 
Episcopal layman, volleyball coach, bass fisherman, bowler and still addicted 
to reading science fiction.  Enjoy robust good health.  Four kids all seem to 
be reliable citizens.  Joanne and I will celebrate 50 years of marriage on 8 
April.  I'll write Casad to let him I'm not coming.  Are you putting 
together any sort of "book"?  soliciting bios? pix?  Sorry not to make it.   
Ralph Comer
</XMP>
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X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 5.5.2
Date: Fri, 10 Mar 2000 08:24:28 -0500
From: "Gerard Powers" <GPowers@nccbuscc.org>
To: <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Further ideas on an Interfaith Committee for
 NuclearDisarmament -Reply

Howard:

I am all for ad hoc coalition, which is where you seem to be right now.  As I've told you, I'm not much good at making 
meetings, and the May 22 meeting is right before my bishops' Interantional Committee meeting, so I'm not a likely 
candidate to attend that, I'm afraid.  

Jerry
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X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 5.2
Date: Thu, 09 Mar 2000 15:50:41 -0600
From: "David Radcliff" <dradcliff_gb@brethren.org>
To: mupj@igc.org
Subject: Re: Further ideas on an Interfaith Committee for
 NuclearDisarmament

Howard, I like the direction you have set.  I wish I had some money I could easily free up to help out. We'll have a new 
Washington office coordinator soon and that person would be available to participate. I would also like to be involved 
as I can be.  
Thoughts: 
Some basic education is in order:  no. of nukes, destructive potential, total inutility of these weapons, cost to maintain, 
etc.

Is there some new incarnation of the Nuclear Free Zone campaign we could resurrect?

Is there another word than "committee"?  Partnership? 

David Radcliff
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To: phil
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Check request
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Dear Phil,

Next week I am going to a retreat of the New Abolitionists at Kirkridge Retreat Center.  I need two checks, which you 
could bring to Foundry on Sunday.  One to me for $50 for reimbursement of advanced registration, and one to Kirkridge 
Retreat Center for $185 for the balance of payment.

With money starting to come again, I think we can afford it.

Thanks,
Howard
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To: Jamickco@aol.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Battenfeld reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <74.1e30963.25f9e4f5@aol.com>
References: 

Dear Ralph,

Sorry you can't make the KU/Battenfeld reunion, but I understand.  I took up senior softball two years ago when I turned 
70.  I know the passion for senior sports.  Since softball season is just starting, I'll miss only one game because of my 
trip to Kansas.

Bob Casad and I haven't talked about any kind of a "book", but it's a good idea.  Perhaps we can at least circulate the 
letters of regret that contain biographical information, and those who attend can add something about themselves. 

I've lived in Washington since 1965 and been engaged in public interest activities.  I get frustrated sometimes, but I see 
enough successes to make it worth while.

With best wishes,
Howard
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To: 76453.1314@compuserve.com
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Battenfeld reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Bob,

Here is a reply from Ralph Comer, indicating that he cannot attend.  He said he was writing you, but in case he didn't 
duplicate all of this information, I thought you would like to read it.

I've written to Darrel Brown, Philip Smith, and Bob York, the three we haven't heard from, to re-invite them and ask 
them to get in touch with you soon if they're coming.

Howard

>From: Jamickco@aol.com
>Date: Fri, 10 Mar 2000 00:41:09 EST
>Subject: Battenfeld reunion
>To: mupj@igc.apc.org
>X-Mailer: AOL for Macintosh sub 146
>
>Dear Howard--Joanne (Joanne Amick, Templin Hall, KU 50) and I will not make 
>it to the reunion.  We are both involved in the senior olympic movement here 
>in Texas and will be competing in volleyball and bowling during that 
>weekend..   A short bio--after an MA and dropping out of med school in 52 
>went to Med College of So Carolina for PHD Human Anatomy.  Reentered med 
>school--sr yr paid for by Navy.  First duty station Panama CZ fell in love 
>with fam practice--did residency in Oakland Ca-- then to DC in communicable 
>disease div of Bu Med--MPH Hopkins 65 back to Panama for research in malaria 
>and other trop med.  Tours in Norfolk, DC again (two time loser in nation's 
>capital=cause of even more cynism re government) then San Diego Ca.  Retired 
>from Navy 79--four years with TX dept MHMR in rx folks with chemical 
>dependency, then joint marriage and family counseling with Joanne--then 
>several more years as med director of chem abuse rx facility.  Final 
>retirement age 65--last seven years in Austin TX where am very active 
>Episcopal layman, volleyball coach, bass fisherman, bowler and still addicted 
>to reading science fiction.  Enjoy robust good health.  Four kids all seem to 
>be reliable citizens.  Joanne and I will celebrate 50 years of marriage on 8 
>April.  I'll write Casad to let him I'm not coming.  Are you putting 
>together any sort of "book"?  soliciting bios? pix?  Sorry not to make it.   
>Ralph Comer
></XMP>
>
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X-Lotus-FromDomain: MCC
From: J._Daryl_Byler@mail.mcc.org
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Date: Fri, 10 Mar 2000 16:38:09 -0500
Subject: Re: Further ideas on an Interfaith Committee for Nuclear
  Disarmament

To:       "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj @ igc.org>
From:  J. Daryl Byler
Date:  3/10/2000  4:27:52 PM
Subj:   Re: Further ideas on an Interfaith Committee for Nuclear  Disarmament

(1) Should we continue to work together through an Interfaith Committee for
Nuclear Disarmament?

   I'd continue to use the term "working group." The strength of the CTBT
   working group, as I saw it, was our specific single focus.  I fully support
   the goal of nuclear disarmament, but time wise, I only have energy for a
   rather specific and measurable agenda.  I know that things don't look that
   positive for another CTBT vote this year, but I'd still be inclined to keep
   our energy focused on the CTBT.

(2) Is it appropriate to seek grants for existing organizations to provide
support for the work of this Committee along the lines suggested above?

   I'd be more inclined to proceed in more of an ad hoc fashion.  I'd be
   delighted if the United Methodist are willing to make a grant for your work,
   Howard -- in essence supporting your role on the committee.  But seeking
   grants specifically for the committee seems to suggest a level of formality
   and structure (e.g. fiscal agent, officers, reporting requirements) that is
   greater than I am ready to commit to at this time.

(3) Should we meet later this spring to work out a 2001 agenda?

(4) To be specific, how about a three-hour meeting for Monday, May 22?  ( I
start with this date because I know David Radcliff is scheduled to be in
Washington the two following days.)  If this date isn't possible for you,
what other days in late May or early June are also unavailable?

   The 22nd is good for me, in the afternoon.  I think a two-hour meeting is
   adequate.

   Thanks for your persistence.  - Daryl

I will appreciate your comments on my latest ideas and a reply to these
four questions.

Shalom,
Howard

Howard W. Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
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1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
[  End of Original Text ]
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Date: Fri, 10 Mar 2000 18:08:29 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Dear Howard:

I heard from Comer. I am forwarding his message. He mentioned Dunwell in
his message. Bob lives mear Topeka, and might be interested in coming over
to greet you and Carl (I see him once a year or so). I will call him and
see. He was a year after us, but lived with us in Battenfeld for 3 years.

As for the venue, it looks like we have 2 choices. We can get an enclosed
space in the Union (not the best rooms, since they are all taken) (it is an
alcove off the cafeteria, which will not be serving the public that time of
day on Saturday), but we will all have to have the same breakfast. It will
be served to us. I tentatively asked for scrambled eggs, bacon or sausage
(we have to choose which), potato chunks, choice of fruit juices, 1
breakfast pastry per person and coffee or tea. We can get that for $6.75
per person, plus tax and tip.

The other option does not enable us to have an enclosed space, but it does
allow folks to choose their own breakfast. It is a breakfast buffet at the
Holiday Inn ( locally known as the Holidome). I didn't ask what it cost,
but I think it is about $8 - 9)). The draw back with that is that we have
to sit in the dining room with all the other patrons, who will probably be
1950 alums back for the week end. That might not be too bad.

Parking would be easier, probably, at the Holiday Inn, but the Union is
close to Battenfeld and we could go over there after finishing our
breakfast. Let me know which you think would be better. If it were up to me
alone, I would choose the Union, but only because it would be more
predictable (since there will probably be no other people in the Union
cafeteria at that hour: a fact that may be good or bad, depending on your
gregariousness coefficient).

While thinking about breakfast, I remember when you were breakfast cook one
time and laid out the eggs in three stacks, not the usual two: hard
boiled,. soft boiled and VERY SOFT boiled. I don't know how many people
were taken in by that. When I felt the egg, I realized that if they had
been passed through water at all it was for a very brief time -- like maybe
a second. 

Bob
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To: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <200003101808_MC2-9C9F-743A@compuserve.com>
References: 

Bob,

The Union arrangement sounds all right to me.  We would have a quieter place to talk.   I rarely eat that much, my wife 
usually has only coffee, so I would find a continental breakfast (pastry, fruit, drinks) sufficient, but I'm willing to accept 
the larger menu.  I certainly don't mind paying the breakfast price for a place to meet.

Please invite Dunwell.  I'll write to Richter and Thill.

Knowing that you are a lawyer careful with your facts and a person of integrity and myself being a Washingtonian, I'll 
neither affirm nor deny your story about three kinds of eggs at Battenfeld.  But if it is true, it reveals my inherent 
honesty and commitment to truth in advertising.

Howard
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Date: Fri, 10 Mar 2000 18:08:39 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

---------- Forwarded Message ----------

From: INTERNET:Jamickco@aol.com, INTERNET:Jamickco@aol.com
TO: (unknown), [76453,1314]
DATE: 3/9/2000 11:45 PM

RE: reunion

 

Bob--Joanne and I won't make the reunion.  Joanne (templin hall KU 50) and I 
will celebrate our 50th wedding anniversary 8 april.  I have wondered through 
the years where we might all end up.  I remember and relate to your letter 
letting you out of the Nav Reserve-- then I wound up 22 years in Navy as a 
physician.  Sent short bio to Howard which I am sure he will share with you.  
I asked if you are soliciting bios and pix from all of us and if so will do a 
more formal job on the bio. Wonder what became of Bill Ruth, Bud Moore, Henry 
Infante, Dunwell, Hugh McCaughey, Frisby?  Remember the religion of 
Frisbyism? Drop me a line when you get a chance.  Ralph Comer

----------------------- Internet Header --------------------------------
Sender: Jamickco@aol.com
Received: from imo25.mx.aol.com (imo25.mx.aol.com [152.163.225.69])
 by spdmgaab.compuserve.com (8.9.3/8.9.3/SUN-1.9) with ESMTP id AAA08667
 for <76453.1314@compuserve.com>; Fri, 10 Mar 2000 00:45:03 -0500 (EST)
From: Jamickco@aol.com
Received: from Jamickco@aol.com
 by imo25.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v25.3.) id f.a4.19f76e0 (6694)
  for <76453.1314@compuserve.com>; Fri, 10 Mar 2000 00:44:56 -0500 (EST)
Message-ID: <a4.19f76e0.25f9e5d8@aol.com>
Date: Fri, 10 Mar 2000 00:44:56 EST
Subject: reunion
To: 76453.1314@compnt-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: AOL for Macintosh sub 146
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Date: Fri, 10 Mar 2000 18:14:03 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: Reunion invitees
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>

Dear Howard:

I had not checked my incoming mail when I forwarded to you Comer's message.

Richter's address : 202 South New Street; Pratt, KS 67124-3032.

Harold Thill: P.O Box 1005; Bartlesville OK 74005-1005

Maybe they  would be interested.

Bob
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Date: Sun, 12 Mar 2000 19:54:14 -0500
From: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
Subject: reunion
Sender: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>

Dear Howard:

Dunwell can't come either, so it looks like it will be the six of us. I
will ask the union if we can have continental breakfasts as well as or in
lieu of the one I mentioned. I will call the hall and see if we can visit
at around 9:30 am April 15.

Bob
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To: Robert Casad <76453.1314@compuserve.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: reunion
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <200003121954_MC2-9CD5-C432@compuserve.com>
References: 

Bob,

Make it seven for breakfast.  My sister-in-law, Mary Kerr Hallman, will also be with me.  She was in our class, a music 
ed major, and is attending the reunion.  We're staying with my sister in Topeka, Mary will be coming to the Hill when I 
do.  Her husband, my brother Bob (music ed '49), died in 1995.

I'm still hoping for one or two others as late additions.

Thanks for the arrangements you are making.

Howard
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X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-1181-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com
From: "Janet Bloomfield" <jbloomfield@gn.apc.org>
To: "abolition-caucus" <abolition-caucus@egroups.com>,
        <a2000gc@watserv1.uwaterloo.ca>,
        "abolitionusa" <abolition-usa@lists.xmission.com>,
        "Abolition-Europe" <abolition-europe@vlberlin.comlink.de>
Date: Mon, 13 Mar 2000 13:33:51 -0000
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com
X-Mailing-List: abolition-caucus@egroups.com
List-Help: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/info.html>,
 <mailto:abolition-caucus-help@egroups.com>
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abolition-caucus-unsubscribe@egroups.com>
List-Archive: <http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus/>
Subject: [abolition-caucus] Minutes of March 6th Abolition 2000 Co-ordinating Committee call.

MINUTES OFTHE ABOLITION CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE MARCH 6TH, 2000.

(Action items in Capitals)

1.Present: Janet Bloomfield, Alice Slater, Jackie Cabasso, John Burroughs,
David  Krieger, Carah Ong, Alyn Ware.

Apologies: Hiro Umbeyashi

 Facilitator - Jackie, Note taker - Janet.

 2. Finance and Fundraising:
Nothing available from the UK as A2000 there is seeking funds for itself at
the moment. If this is successful we should ask again. JANET to follow up
Samuel Rubin Foundation at end of March. ALICE would pass on details of her
Tides Foundation contact to Carah.

3. NPT:
(a) Statement of Demands: This had been circulated to the Global Council
with one positive response from Zia Mian.and no suggested changes.  AGREED
that is should be sent to the listservs as it stands signed by the whole
ACC. The way it had been  created would be explained as would be the
intention to send it to NPT  delegates. ALICE will send labels for Missions
to Carah if needed. CARAH  would draft a cover letter and it would be sent
with a copy of the 1995  statement. To be mailed as soon as possible.
(b) Other Publications: Canadian PSR have produced a document to mark the
30th Anniversary of the NPT. 20 page document bringing together a lot of
information. The possibility of producing this as an A2000 briefing pack
would be pursued by ROSS. OSS suggested including Alice's NPT briefing,
Where's Our Treaty?"
The Atomic Mirror is producing a Special Edition of the A2000 Report Card
for the NPT. This would be an attractive colour booklet with an introduction
by Joseph Rotblat and a personal view from Janet and Pamela.
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LCNP, WILP and IPPNW also producing documents
(c) 2000 by 2000: David proposed that we add the Municipalities and
Universities  have passed resolutions supporting A2000. This would make the
list over 1700. DAVID will also talk to the Mayor of Hiroshima about more
cities. It was AGREED to do this and CARAH would put up a frequent update
counting down to 2000 groups by the NPT. Before the NPT we should attempt to
try to estimate how many people in total are involved in our supporting
groups?
(d) Pre-NPT Mailing: Ready to go by the end of the week. Carah had produced
a  draft background piece on the NPT, comments to her by Friday please. We
congratulated her on her swift grasp of the issues. A2000 material is being
sent to the Reaching Critical Will website. JANET will send a note to Flick
from the ACC outlining the documents we would like included.
(e) Activities at the NPT: Street Action on April 25th developing in
collaboration with New York Earth Day. Alice asked for ideas for this to be
sent to her. The report card will also be launched that day.
Media - there will be a press event organised by GRACE on the 24th.
ALICE will e-mail details. The aim is to get media attention and coverage.
CNN interested.
(f) A2000 Party - To be on Friday April 28th from 9.00pm t0 1.00am. ALYN to
book  venue.

4. A2000 Annual Meeting:
JOHN to book venue and check out information about a possible demonstration
on the 25th Anniversary of Vietnam. Discussion on the agenda for this
meeting on next call.

Any Other Business: We noted with thanks the inspiring report that had sent
by
Hiro about activities in Japan.

NEXT CALL:
MARCH 23/24(depending on your time zone!) Aotearoa: 7am on 24 March(+12 hrs
GMT) UK: 5.30pm GMT on 23 March(0 hrs GMT) Canada/US: 2pm ET (-5 hrs GMT),
11pm PT (-8hrs GMT), 9am Hawaii (-10hrs GMT)23March.
 CARAH will set up.  JANET to circulate draft agenda to include Annual
 Meeting and petition hand in ceremony at NPT.

Janet Bloomfield
25 Farmadine
Saffron Walden
 Essex
 CB11 3HR
 England
 Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1799 516189
 e-mail: janet@atomicmirror.org

------------------------------------------------------------------------
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be subscribed to: "abolition-
caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"
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Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
@Backup- Protect and Access your data any time, any where on the net.
Try @Backup FREE and recieve 300 points from mypoints.com Install now:
http://click.egroups.com/1/2345/1/_/91925/_/952956455/

-- Create a poll/survey for your group!
-- http://www.egroups.com/vote?listname=abolition-caucus&m=1
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X-Lotus-FromDomain: UCC
From: lintnerj@ucc.org
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Date: Mon, 13 Mar 2000 09:49:42 -0500
Subject: Re: Further ideas on an Interfaith Committee for Nuclear
  Disarmament

1. yes
2. yes
3.yes
4.  ok, I'll save date.  Hell, I may even join you in retirement, or at
least put this on the list of 15 projects I'm considering.  Doesn't look
like anyone in UCC is prepared to do it now.



X-eGroups-Return: abolition-caucus-return-1176-mupj=igc.apc.org@returns.egroups.com
Delivered-To: listsaver-egroups-abolition-caucus@egroups.com From: "Edward Perry" To: Date:
Sun, 12 Mar 2000 08:41:22 -0800 X-MSMail-Priority: Normal X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook
Express 5.00.2919.6600 X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600
Mailing-List: contact abolition-caucus-owner@egroups.com X-Mailing-List:
abolition-caucus@egroups.com List-Help: , List-Unsubscribe: List-Archive: Subject:
[abolition-caucus] Ltr. to GeorgeW. Bush

Fellow Abolitionists; Here is an open letter to Gov. George W Bush asking him to give
American voters the choice. If you agree please send this or your own letter (350 words or less)
to him at www.georgewbush.com/contact/index.html

 

PEACE

ED PERRY
 

Gov. George W. Bush

 

            Congratulation! It is now evident that you will be the Republican nominee for President.
As President you will be able to save the world.            

Senator Douglas Roche, O.C. Chairman of the Middle Powers Initiative, predicted, “a struggle of
immense proportions to maintain viability of the NPT after 2000.” He concluded “The world is
staring into an abyss of nuclear weapons proliferation. The danger of the use of nuclear weapons
is growing. The recognition of this should galvanize intelligent and committed people – in both
government and civil society  -- to action.”

The 2000 NPT Review Conference is scheduled for 24 April to 19 May at the UN. The 187
states, parties to the NPT will review progress with emphasis on Article VI, -

“Each of the Parties to the Treaty undertakes to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective
measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear
disarmament, and on a Treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and effective
international control.”

            The fundamental reason that the NPT is now in question is because the Clinton-Gore
administration failed to fulfill their 1995 promise to honor the commitments in Article VI.

            Will you give the American people a choice by pledging to honor America’s treaty
obligations?



            There is no question that their choice will be in your favor, especially the Democrats who
still follow the vision of President John F. Kennedy. On September 25, 1961 JFK told the UN
General Assembly, “The program to be presented to this assembly – for general and complete
disarmament under effective international control . . . would achieve, under the eyes of an
international disarmament organization, a steady reduction in force, both nuclear and
conventional, until it has abolished all armies and all weapons except those needed for internal
order and a new United Nations peace Force.”

            If the states parties to the NPT voted to implement JFK’s program would your
administration agree?

 

Sincerely

Edward C. Perry II     member          Board of Church and Society

                                    California-Pacific Conference         United Methodist Church

 
To subscribe to the Abolition Global Caucus, send an email from the account you wish to be
subscribed to: "abolition-caucus-subscribe@egroups.com"

Do not include a subject line or any text in the body of the message.
Get your daily dose of news and tips from PCWORLD.
eGroups.com Home: http://www.egroups.com/group/abolition-caucus
www.egroups.com - Simplifying group communications
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To: mupj@igc.org
Date: Tue, 14 Mar 2000 12:27:42 -0700
Subject: NUSA
X-Mailer: Juno 3.0.11
From: Kathy J Amery <getaround@juno.com>

Howard,
Before I ticket let me go over this with you.

Leaving Baltimore Wed May 24th 1200pm- Arrive Phoenix 2:00 Pm

Leave Phoenix Sat May 27th 3:40 Pm Arrive Baltimore 11:00 PM

As soon as I hear from you I will ticket and fax the confirmation to you.
I am looking forward to meeting you and Having you in my fine city.

Kathy
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From: Catherine Stratton Treadway <catherine@fcnl.org>
To: "'conoverp@ucc.org'" <conoverp@ucc.org>,
        "'tsteege@uuscdc.org'"
  <tsteege@uuscdc.org>,
        "'uuarob@aol.com'" <uuarob@aol.com>,
        "'KAY_BENGSTON.parti@ecunet.org'" <KAY_BENGSTON.parti@ecunet.org>,
        "'jmatlack@erols.com'" <jmatlack@erols.com>,
        "'mharrison@umc-gbcs.org'"
  <mharrison@umc-gbcs.org>,
        "'lisaw@ncccusa.org'" <lisaw@ncccusa.org>,
        "'heathern@ncccusa.org'" <heathern@ncccusa.org>,
        "'adelorey@churchwomen.org'" <adelorey@churchwomen.org>,
        "'Washofc@aol.com'" <Washofc@aol.com>,
        "'ograbc@aol.com'"
  <ograbc@aol.com>,
        "'nsmall@paxchristiusa.org'"
  <nsmall@paxchristiusa.org>,
        "'eirik@igc.org'" <eirik@igc.org>,
        "'jnoble@uahc.org'" <jnoble@uahc.org>, "'mupj@igc.org'" <mupj@igc.org>,
        "'engelhardt@bread.org'" <engelhardt@bread.org>,
        "'gcampen@jesuit.org'"
  <gcampen@jesuit.org>,
        "'raddy@dfms.org'" <raddy@dfms.org>, "'skerr@clw.org'" <skerr@clw.org>,
        "'dan@clw.org'" <dan@clw.org>,
        "'acurtis@networklobby.org'" <acurtis@networklobby.org>,
        "'jsammon@networklobby.org'" <jsammon@networklobby.org>,
        "'paul@taxpayer.net'" <paul@taxpayer.net>,
        "'wand@wand.org'"
  <wand@wand.org>
Subject:  Sign-on letter on  wasteful military spending/federal budget pri
 orities
Date: Tue, 14 Mar 2000 15:52:56 -0500
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)

March 14, 2000

To: Monday Lobby Organizations and other organizations concerned about
wasteful military spending and federal budget priorities.

From: Military spending Working Group
 c/o Friends Committee on National Legislation

Re:  sign on letter

The following letter raises up the concern that federal government has far
more important priorities to pursue than continuing to waste billions each
year on unneeded, high-tech weapons and military programs for a bygone era.
We hope your organization will join us in speaking out against these
wasteful programs by signing this letter to all members of Congress.

In order to have this letter in the hands of members and their staffers
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before the completion of the debate on the budget resolution, we must
collect signatures by the close of business Monday, March 20.  To sign on,
please provide the following information to Catherine Stratton Treadway of
FCNL by fax (202-547-6019), phone (202-547-6000) or email
(catherine@fcnl.org).

Name of organization as it should appear:

Name of contact:

Phone:

Fax:

Email:

Please distribute this sign-on request broadly - to domestic human needs
groups, foreign affairs groups, veterans organizations and others.  Thanks.
Please forgive us if your receive more than one copy of this request.  It is
being sent to several lists. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________

March 2000

Dear Representative/Senator,

We the undersigned organizations are writing to urge you to speak out and
vote against yet another year of excessive spending on unneeded weapons and
programs for the bygone Cold War era.  The federal government should stop
lining the pockets of corporate weapons makers at taxpayer expense for
weapons that will do little to advance human security in the years ahead.

 * It is time to stop spending over $25 billion per year maintaining
7,000 strategic nuclear weapons and delivery systems against an enemy that
no longer exists.  The Cold War is over.  Many military planners (including
two recent commanders of the U.S. Strategic Air Command) agree that
continuing to maintain this bloated nuclear arsenal, over a third of which
is on constant high alert, serves no strategic military purpose and is prone
to potentially cataclysmic accidents.  As a first step, the U.S. should
immediately reduce its weapons to START II levels, remove the MX missiles,
and cease production of the Trident D-5 missiles. It is in the U.S. interest
to move ahead with this, regardless of whether Russia ratifies START II.

 * The U.S. does not need three brand new advanced fighter jets. The
U.S. will have military air superiority over all potential adversaries for
years to come with its current fighters at much less cost per fighter to the
U.S. taxpayer.  The $322 billion that the U.S. is currently planning to
spend on the F-22, FA-18 E/F, and the JSF could be put to much better uses.
Eliminating just one of these costly programs would result in big savings
for U.S. taxpayers. 

 * Other Cold War artifacts into which the U.S. is continuing to pour
scarce public resources include: military bases that the Pentagon no longer
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needs; the fifteen-year-old Army Crusader artillery program; and, the
continuing forward deployment of 100,000 U.S. troops in Europe along a
military confrontation line that no longer exists.

According to the Congressional Budget Office, cutting spending on wasteful,
unneeded programs such as these could save U.S. taxpayers over $70 billion
dollars over the next ten years.

What should Congress do with the savings?  Some of us would urge that the
savings be used to cover the pay increase, and to provide housing and health
care for enlisted personnel or to improve military readiness and training.
Others would urge increased support for veteran health benefits.  Many would
urge increased investment in international diplomacy, cooperation, and
development to reduce the need for military intervention.  Still others
would invest the savings in federal efforts to alleviate poverty and assist
the working poor.  Finally, reducing the national debt is an important
priority for everyone.

Regardless of our differences over these priorities, however, we are united
in our conviction that the federal government has far more important
priorities to pursue than continuing to waste billions each year on unneeded
weapons and military programs for a bygone era.  We hope you will join us in
speaking out against these wasteful programs.
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To: Catherine Stratton Treadway <catherine@fcnl.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: Sign-on letter on  wasteful military spending/federal budget priorities
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <E9BA445D76C0D21182F30090273DFAF637C777@local.fcnl.org>
References: 

At 03:52 PM 3/14/00 -0500, you wrote:
>
>
>March 14, 2000
>
>To: Monday Lobby Organizations and other organizations concerned about
>wasteful military spending and federal budget priorities.
>
>From: Military spending Working Group
> c/o Friends Committee on National Legislation
>
>Re:  sign on letter

We'll sign on

Methodists United for Peace with Justice
Howard W. Hallman, Chair
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To: casad
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Reunion invitees
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: 
References: 

Bob,

In going through our correspondence on the Battenfeld reunion, I notice that we identified Bob Ritcher and Harold Thill 
as living at Battenfeld in 1946-47.  Did you ever contact them?  If not, should we?  I can do so if you'll send me their 
addresses.

Howard
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X-Sender: jdi@[209.8.25.194]
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Pro Version 3.0.5 (32)
Date: Wed, 15 Mar 2000 09:29:09 -0500
To: jdi@clw.org
From: John Isaacs <jdi@clw.org>
Subject: Dorgan speech on arms control

Senator Byron Dorgan Senate floor speech on arms control - March 7, 2000

Dorgan on National Missile Defense: "It seems to me we must not run off and
decide: Well, now what we want to do is start an arms race once again.
Let's deploy a national missile defense system. It does not matter what it
costs. It does not matter what the consequences are. We don't care what the
Russians think. We do not care what it does to the Nunn-Lugar program. We
do not care that it abrogates the ABM Treaty. We just do not care. In my
judgment, that kind of mindset does not serve this country's long-term
interests well at all."

Dorgan on rogue state threat:  "I know people say: But we have these rogue
states. They may shoot an intercontinental ballistic missile at the United
States. That is probably the least likely threat this country faces. A
rogue nation is not very likely to shoot an intercontinental missile. They
are much more likely to acquire a cruise missile, for which a national
missile defense system would not provide a defense. They are far more
likely to get a suitcase nuclear bomb and plant it in the trunk of a rusty
Yugo, plant it on a dock in New York City, and hold the city hostage. That
is a far more likely threat than that some rogue nation would actually
achieve access to an intercontinental ballistic missile."

Dorgan on arms control: "But we must, once again, as a Congress, and as a
Senate, begin working seriously on the issue of controlling the spread of
nuclear weapons and reducing the stockpile of nuclear weapons. We must get
to full implementation of START II, and get to START III, and continue
discussions, and not abrogate the ABM Treaty, and pass the Comprehensive
Test-Ban Treaty. We must do those things."

Dorgan on Nunn-Lugar program:  "The Nunn-Lugar program has reduced the
threat to the United States by eliminating 4,900 Russian nuclear warheads,
471 intercontinental ballistic missiles, 12 ballistic missile submarines,
and 354 ICBM silos. "

============  

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I wish to talk about the issue of arms control
this morning. There are many issues that we consider in this country. We
have the deafening sounds of Democracy as the American people and
politicians discuss, debate, and describe many, many issues. Both
candidates and crowds these days are generously discussing issues ranging
from abortion to economic growth to defense policy, and so on. But there is
dead silence on the subject of the spread of nuclear weapons and the threat
it poses to every single person on this Earth and especially the threat it
imposes to our children. 
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Let me describe where we are with nuclear weapons. In 1985, the Soviet
Union had 11,500 nuclear warheads on long range missiles. Defense analysts
predicted that would go up to 18,000 or 20,000 nuclear warheads by the
mid-1990s. These numbers do not even mean much. What is a thousand nuclear
warheads? Each Soviet warhead had about 20 or 30 times the power of the
bomb dropped on Hiroshima. 

Instead of the 20,000 warheads many predicted, Russia has only about 5,000
warheads today. Why do they have 5,000 warheads? Because they have gotten
rid of about 6,000 of the nuclear warheads they used to have. The Soviet
stockpile, now the Russian stockpile, has been cut by the equivalent of
175,000 Hiroshima bombs. How did that happen? Because of arms control
agreements. We agreed to reduce our nuclear weapons and they agreed to
reduce theirs. 

I will describe what has happened. We have something called the Nunn-Lugar
program, named after our colleagues, former Senator Nunn and Senator Lugar.
They said a good way to reduce the threat is by helping a potential
adversary destroy his weapons while we reduce our own weapons. As a result
the Nunn-Lugar program has reduced the threat to the United States by
eliminating 4,900 Russian nuclear warheads, 471 intercontinental ballistic
missiles, 12 ballistic missile submarines, and 354 ICBM silos. 

For example, this is a picture of a Typhoon submarine owned by the
Russians. It carries 20 missiles with 10 warheads on each missile. That is
200 nuclear weapons that can be fired from this Typhoon-class submarine.
This submarine is twice the length of a football field and a third larger
than the Trident submarine, the largest U.S. submarine. 

What is going to happen to this submarine? It is going to be dismantled,
and we are going to help pay for the dismantling of this submarine under
the Nunn-Lugar program. We are going to reduce the threat by taking a
Typhoon-class submarine and destroying it. This is a picture of what it
looks like today. This is what it will look like later this year. You can
see what once was a submarine carrying 200 nuclear warheads aimed at U.S.
targets is now a shell being taken apart and turned into scrap metal. 

This picture shows the elimination of intercontinental ballistic missiles.
They pull them from the ground and take off the warhead, and then cut the
missile to pieces. 

This is a picture of an ICBM silo, the last piece of metal being removed.
The dirt is then piled over and sunflowers are planted. This is in the
Ukraine. Is that progress? You bet your life it is progress. A silo in
which a missile once rested aimed at the United States of America with
multiple warheads with nuclear explosive power is now eliminated. The
Ukraine is free of nuclear weapons because of the Nunn-Lugar program. 

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to show this piece of a wing strut
from a Soviet bomber. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered. 

Mr. DORGAN. How did I get this? Did we shoot the bomber down? No. This
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bomber was sawed up. The wings were sawed off as a result of an arms
control agreement that we have with the Russians by which we reduced our
delivery systems and nuclear weapons and they reduced theirs. Their
submarines are dismantled, their intercontinental ballistic missiles are
dismantled, and their bombers have had the wings sawed off. 

This is a picture of the heavy bomber elimination, TU-95. 

That is what is happening with arms control. It is, in my judgment,
exciting and breathtaking. 

What is expected to happen in the future? Under START III, we are expected
to go to 2,500 nuclear weapons. Think of that--2,500 nuclear weapons. What
is one nuclear weapon? In most cases, the yield of a nuclear weapon is many
times the yield of the one used in Hiroshima. Mr. President, 2,500 weapons
on each side if we get to that--we are not there. 

What has the Senate done with respect to arms control treaties? The U.S.
Senate over the years has done a great deal. We passed START I, START II,
the 1988 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty--a whole series of arms
control initiatives. We have funded the Nuclear Cities Program to employ
scientists in Russia who know how to make nuclear bombs so they are not
hired by the Iranians, the North Koreans, and others. We funded the
Nunn-Lugar program. We have done a lot of things. 

The fact is, there is no discussion anymore about arms control in this
Senate. In fact, all the discussion is about deploying a national missile
defense system, abrogating the ABM Treaty, and making a full retreat on
issues on which we were making significant progress. We need to change that. 

In addition to that, last year, after languishing for 2 years without even
a hearing, the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban Treaty was defeated by the
Senate. The President just asked General Shalikashvili to head a task force
to see if everybody can work together toward a common goal and resolve the
concerns many Senators have about the treaty. 

Does anybody really believe it is in our interest or anybody's interest to
begin testing once again nuclear weapons? What a huge step backwards. My
hope is we can, once again, on the Presidential campaign trail and in the
Senate and in this country, as a matter of discussion among American
citizens, talk about what we want for our future and our children's future. 

Do we want a future with 2,000 or 5,000 or 10,000 nuclear weapons? Do we
want a future, by the way, in which more and more and more countries have
access to nuclear weapons? Because that is going to happen unless the
country provides some leadership. 

There is no significant leadership in the world at this point to stop the
spread of nuclear weapons. It is our responsibility to do that. It is our
job to do that. Most people do not understand the danger that was posed
just a year or so ago when India and Pakistan--countries that do not like
each other, countries that have fights on their border--both exploded
nuclear weapons, virtually under each other's chin. Most people do not
understand the potential consequences of that. 
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But we must, once again, as a Congress, and as a Senate, begin working
seriously on the issue of controlling the spread of nuclear weapons and
reducing the stockpile of nuclear weapons. We must get to full
implementation of START II, and get to START III, and continue discussions,
and not abrogate the ABM Treaty, and pass the Comprehensive Test-Ban
Treaty. We must do those things. 

It seems to me we must not run off and decide: Well, now what we want to do
is start an arms race once again. Let's deploy a national missile defense
system. It does not matter what it costs. It does not matter what the
consequences are. We don't care what the Russians think. We do not care
what it does to the Nunn-Lugar program. We do not care that it abrogates
the ABM Treaty. We just do not care. In my judgment, that kind of mindset
does not serve this country's long-term interests well at all. 

What will best serve this country's interests is if we decide that a safer
world will be a world in which we provide world leadership to stop the
spread of nuclear weapons. We do not want any additional countries to
access nuclear weapons. 

I know people say: But we have these rogue states. They may shoot an
intercontinental ballistic missile at the United States. That is probably
the least likely threat this country faces. A rogue nation is not very
likely to shoot an intercontinental missile. They are much more likely to
acquire a cruise missile, for which a national missile defense system would
not provide a defense. They are far more likely to get a suitcase nuclear
bomb and plant it in the trunk of a rusty Yugo, plant it on a dock in New
York City, and hold the city hostage. That is a far more likely threat than
that some rogue nation would actually achieve access to an intercontinental
ballistic missile. 

Even more likely than all of that is the threat of a deadly vial of
biological or chemical agents, that is acquired by a rogue nation or some
terrorist, planted in a subway system in a major city. 

Those are the most likely threats. Yet we have people in this Chamber who
stand up and say: We demand deployment, immediately, of a national missile
defense system. What that threatens to do is pull the legs out from under
every bit of arms control efforts we have had underway for 15 years in this
country. 

The reason I show this chart is that I want to show that arms control has
achieved the reduction of 6,000 nuclear weapons in the Russian arsenal. Six
thousand nuclear weapons are gone. The experts predicted it would grow from
11,500 nuclear weapons to 18,000 or 20,000 nuclear weapons. They were wrong
because arms control agreements with the Russians and the old Soviet Union
represent a substantial decrease in the number of nuclear weapons they now
have in their arsenal. The equivalent of 175,000 Hiroshima explosions has
been eliminated from the Russian arsenal. 

Will our children and grandchildren live in a world in which thousands of
nuclear weapons are targeted at their homes, at their cities, at their
country? I hope not. Will our children live in a world in which dozens of
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additional countries have access to and have acquired nuclear weapons and
can and may use them to hold others hostage? Will our children live in a
world in which 

terrorists will have access to nuclear weapons and hold cities and
countries hostage? I hope not. 

But the answer to those questions depends on the will and the
aggressiveness here in this country of a President and the Congress to
stand up and say: Arms control works. The United States of America will
lead in this world to achieve new arms control agreements, dramatically
reduce numbers of nuclear weapons, and reduce vehicles to deliver those
nuclear weapons, with a substantial regime of inspection and monitoring and
a Senate that will pass the Comprehensive Test-Ban Treaty. The American
people should expect us to do that. 

Let me conclude where I started. 

There is a deafening noise in this country about a lot of issues--some
important, some not. That is the noise of democracy. It is the sounds of
democracy. But there is a dead silence on the subject of arms control. 

When Members of the Senate walked out of this Chamber last year, after
having voted in the majority against the Comprehensive Nuclear Test-Ban
Treaty, most must surely have felt some dissatisfaction about that. That
treaty was signed by over 150 countries, sent to this Chamber, and not one
hearing was held in 2 years. Most must surely have left this Chamber with a
feeling of dissatisfaction. 

I hope that dissatisfaction can persuade those of us who care about
controlling the spread of nuclear weapons and reducing the arsenal of
nuclear weapons to come together and work together. There is nothing
Republican or Democrat about the issue of nuclear weapons. 

I say today, I hope the Presidential campaign can be about these issues. I
hope the debate in Congress can be about these issues because, in my
judgment, there is no issue more important to our future and our children's
future. 

Mr. President, I yield the floor.  

John Isaacs
Council for a Livable World 
110 Maryland Avenue, NE - Room 409
Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 543-4100 x.131
www.clw.org
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To: Kathy J Amery <getaround@juno.com>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: Re: NUSA
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
In-Reply-To: <20000314.122748.-237971.0.getaround@juno.com>
References: 

At 12:27 PM 3/14/00 -0700, you wrote:
>Howard,
>Before I ticket let me go over this with you.
>
>Leaving Baltimore Wed May 24th 1200pm- Arrive Phoenix 2:00 Pm
>
>Leave Phoenix Sat May 27th 3:40 Pm Arrive Baltimore 11:00 PM

Kathy,

The dates are right.  However, on Saturday, May 27 I thought there was a flight at 10:40 a.m. that arrives at Baltimore at 
6:00 p.m.  I would prefer that.  However, I'll take the later flight if necessary.

Thanks for making these arrangements.

Howard
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